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Dissertation director
Professor Paola Gambarota

My dissertation “Sensuous Wanderings: Urban Spaces in the Literary Imagination
of Italian Writers in Alexandria, Egypt” explores the literary invention of Alexandria
cityscape from the early 1900’s and the 1940’s in Filippo Tommaso Marinetti and
Giuseppe Ungaretti’s travelogues (Il fascino dell’Egitto and Quaderno egiziano) and
Enrico Pea and Fausta Cialente’s narratives (Vita in Egitto, Ballata levantina,
respectively). Inspired by Bertrand Westphal’s notion of geocriticism and adopting a
sensory-centered approach, my research demonstrates that their representations of the
city rather than debunking the imperialistic perspectives at the core of the Western
literary invention of Alexandria, they contribute to it. Relying on the writers’ sensuous
perceptions of the city space I demonstrate that despite their privileged position as inside
and/or outside members of the international community, and despite their political
activism and anti-colonial intents, their narratives reenact and reify dynamics of urban
separation, cultural hierarchy, and political dominance.
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Introduction
When I visited Alexandria in Summer 2011 to conduct my research on Western
women encounter with Egypt I was struck by the fascinating urban development of the
city itself any by the foreign accents of the literature that framed Alexandria’s image and
history in Western world. Then, two questions that started shaping the overarching
themes of this work: why, from a visual perspective, does Alexandria resist the definition
of an Islamic space? Where are the souk and the medina that we find in other Islamic
cities facing the Mediterranean, like Tangier or Tunis? Why are there so many large
boulevards, French Gardens, and buildings that remind visitors of Rome or Paris? And,
why does Alexandria’s literary image resonate with foreign names such as Lawrence
Durrell, E.M. Foster and the Greek poet Costantine Cavafy, and not with Egyptian
writers? On a broader level, my dissertation engages with both questions by looking at
the presence of an international community that had a tremendous impact over the city’s
urban and literary evolution. Focusing on the Italian presence in Alexandria from the late
1900 to the early 1940, I examine how writers Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, Giuseppe
Ungaretti, Enrico Pea, and Fausta Cialente, who lived or revisited Alexandria in that
period, construct their vision of the city privileging some senses. I investigate how their
sensorial representations of the cityscape ultimately reveal the enactment of dynamics of
urban separation, cultural hierarchy and political dominance that are at the heart of the
Western literary vision of the city.
Specifically, the questions that I address in my dissertation are: What is the role of
Italian writers in the invention of a literary image of Alexandria? What kind of places do
they portray and what kind of literary space do they re-invent in their texts? Most of all,
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to what extent do they contribute, problematize, or challenge the predominant invention
of Alexandria as a cosmopolitan space? How do they deploy the senses to read the space
and re-inscribe it? How do their renditions of the city affect Alexandria’s urban and
literary image?
Adopting a geocritical method that places the city at the center of my study, I
challenge the unilateral invention of Alexandria and what I consider the role Italian
writers in implementing it. Looking at the way these descriptions overlap and differ from
one another, I argue that we gain a more complex image of the city, which stems from the
intersection of multiple gazes. Relying on a sensory-centered approach, I examine the
language and the narrative strategies that these Italian writers use to describe local
landmarks, such as Alexandria’s harbors, Place de Consuls1, the Antoniadis Gardens, and
neighborhoods, like Moharren Bey, Ramleh, al Attarin, to expose the ideology that their
sensorial representations entail. Given that senses are culturally constructed, my work
brings to light the oscillations of the Italian writers’ gaze over Alexandria’s cityscape,
and problematizes their positions as inside and/or outside members of the community
they depict to expose important contradictions between their progressive political views
and the spatial narratives that they enact in their texts.
My argument is built on close examinations of four works by Italian authors:
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s Il fascino dell’Egitto (1933); Giuseppe Ungaretti’s

1

Place des Consul was the French name of the main square. Now it is Tahir square. Among the many
fascinating aspects of the city there is its urban transformations. On one hand, after the nationalistic turn of
the 1950’s the name of the most important squares and streets regained their Arab flavor. On the other, the
toponyms of the quarters built in Ramleh—which in Arabic means sand—in the mid of the XIX are still
reminders of Alexandria’s cosmopolitan past: Mazarita, Sidi Gaber, Sidi Bishir, Victoria, San Stefano,
Stanley Bay, Sporting.
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Quaderno egiziano2 (1931); Enrico Pea’s Vita in Egitto (1949); and Fausta Cialente’s
Ballata levantina (1961). Before outlining the different contexts in which I situate my
analyses, I outline the two methodological approaches that inspire and nurture my
research: geocriticism and sensory studies.

Alexandria’s Foreign Accents
Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente all have a unique relationship with
Alexandria and the marks of its influence on their literary works have already been
probed. Although I use and refer to their personal experience in Alexandria, my questions
place the city’s literary inventions at the center of the present study. Besides situating the
authors and their works within various Italian literary frames that I examine in the first
part of my work, I discuss their descriptions in the immediate cultural and social contexts
that produced them, as to say in Alexandria of the interwar period. I also situate their
works within the broader context of their contemporary travelers and writers, whose
representations of Alexandria and the region contribute to the city’s image in Western
literary tradition.
Alexandria’s cityscape is the backdrop of a significant corpus of writing that has
progressively shaped the Western vision of the city since it was founded in 331 BC. As
Michael Haag’s An Alexandria Anthology: Travel Writing through the Centuries (2014)
shows, temporary residents, transient visitors, and sentimental travelers have recorded
their impressions about the city: from Strabo and Plutarch, to Ibn Battuta and Pigafetta,
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The articles included in this collection are dated 1931 and were published in La gazzetta di Torino from
1931 to 1934. For more detail see Il deserto e Dopo (1961) p. 9 where the author illustrate the evolutions
for his travel notes. From now on, I will refer to Ungaretti’s text as Quaderno egiziano which is section of
Il deserto e Dopo (1961) from which the quotations are taken.
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through the first European tourists that arrived after Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign until
Jaques Couteau’s travel notes in the 1950’s. While Egypt was fighting for its
independence from the Ottoman Empire, the local leading class pushed for political and
economical changes to place Alexandria back under the Mediterranean and Western’s
influence. Robert Ilbert and Ilios Yannakakis’ volume Alexandria 1860-1960: The Brief
Life of a Cosmopolitan Community (1997) highlights the transition the city underwent at
the beginning of the twentieth century. Fiscal benefits and juridical privileges were
granted to international investors who wished to open up their business in the city. The
same opportunities were extended to the growing migrant community arriving from
across Northern Africa, the Middle East, Mediterranean islands and Europe to settle in
Alexandria. Among the largest of these expatriate communities were the French, the
Greek, the Jewish and the Italian ones3. The special status that the international residents
in Alexandria enjoyed, combined with the urban growth and transformations of the city,
helped to develop a body of literature that, as Khlad Fahmy and Hala Halim note, both
praises an idealized, nostalgic vision of the city rooted in its glorious ancient past, while
simultaneously describing the poverty, chaos, and squalor that, according to both
scholars, reflects a Western fossilized idea of the city precluding it any possibility for
change. As Fahmy, Halim, and other scholars suggest, the major contributions that have
inscribed Alexandria in Western literature and historiography come from international
writers whose identity, political perspective, and social milieu have influenced their

3

For more specific data on the number of the international community see Robert Mabro’s “Alexandria
1860-1960: the Cosmopolitan Identity” in Alexandria, Real and Imagined (2004). His work stresses two
important points; first, since the Egyptian nationality was established formally only on 1922 and that in
Alexandria, foreigners could change, claim, and obtain different passports rather easily, it is difficult to pin
down the number of members representing each country. Then he points out that despite the great variety
of countries represented, the foreign community was always a minority in Alexandria.
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representations. The more authoritative texts are E.M. Foster’s travel guides, Constantine
Cavafy’s poems celebrating the ancient Hellenic spirit of the city, and Lawrence
Durrell’s famous The Alexandria Quartet4. Despite the recent inclusion of works
produced by transcultural subjects born in Egypt but living in other countries—such as
Adhaf Soueif, André Aciman, and Jacquline Kahnoff, to name a few—and also by
Egyptian voices like the Nobel Prize Naguib Mahfouz, Edward el Kharrat, and Ibrahim
Abdel Meguid, it is difficult to disentangle Alexandria’s image from the foreign texts. It
is within this fluid, international constellation that I will discuss the respective works of
Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente.
Italian Contexts
While acknowledging the role of these authors within a broader framework of
international literary representations, the works of Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente
must also be understood within the more focused, nuanced lens. Three specific contexts
inform my analysis of their respective representations of Alexandria: the Italian travel
writing of the interwar period, the Italian migrant and colonial experience, and the debate
on modernity.
Charles Burdett’s study of Italian travel writing during fascism, in particular the
texts that focus on the representation of Egypt,5 provides a useful point of departure to
discuss Ungaretti, Marinetti, Pea, and to a different extent, also Cialente’s narratives.
Although Burdett does not deal with any of these writers specifically, he nonetheless
4

For an overview on the Western invention of Alexandria see Haag, Micheal Alexandria City of Memory.
For a critique to his work as well as to the images it propagates see Hala Halim Alexandria
Cosmopolitanism: An Archive.
5
“Signs of Roman Rule. Italian Tourists and Travellers in Greece and Egypt” (2002) in Cultural
Encounters: European Travel Writing in the 1930’s. Burdett & Duncan eds; and “Signs of Roman Rule:
Italian Tourists and Travellers in the Eastern Mediterranean” in Burdett, C. Journeys Through Fascism
(2007) Berghahn Book, New York Oxford.
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establishes a valuable framework for studing these writers and their respective works. He
says that the complexity of Ungaretti, Pea, and Marinetti representations of Alexandria,
as well as their former residency in the city are hardly comparable to the travellers’
experiences he analyzes (2007, 43-44). While it is clear that the personal relation with
Alexandria plays an important role, it is also true that it is exactly this relation that makes
their representations both interesting and highly problematic. Situating them in Burdett’s
discursive framework provides a common literary, historical, and cultural space to read
these works together for the first time. Considering the fluid label of travel writing and
the dynamics that the encounter with the other entails, I explore the oscillations of
Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s gaze on Alexandria because of, not despite, the
peculiarity of their status. I argue that this context fosters a deeper understanding of the
complex and often ambiguous position of the Italian writers with respect to the
community they describe. Bringing together marginal texts of prominent Italian writers,
such as Il fascino dell’Egitto and Quaderno egiziano, with important texts of less popular
authors, such as Vita in Egitto and Ballata levantina,develops new connections among
works that have never been thoroughly discussed together. The conversation among these
different texts situates them squarely within the Italian literary tradition of travel
narratives in Egypt.
Travel narratives also offer a valuable resource for exploring the conditions of the
Italian migrant community abroad. While the Italian migration in North and South
America, Australia, and in Northern Europe has been widely discussed, there are not
many studies focusing on the Italian presence in Northern Africa and the Middle East, if
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we exclude the Italy’s former colonial projects.6 My project places Marinetti, Ungaretti,
Pea, and Cialente’s texts right at the center of a liminal “colonial” space, in which the
colony is not one of imperial conquest and subjugation or territorial expansion, but of a
small community exerting a form of cultural imperialism over the city. I draw this
distinction from Mark Choate’s seminal work Emigrant Nation7 where he highlights links
between the twin processes of colonization and migration in the forging of a modern
Italy. I am also indebted to his analysis on the Italians in Tunisia8 which have guided my
reading of the Italian presence in Egypt for two reasons: first, neither of the two countries
has ever been part an Italian colonial empire; second, the Italians living there shared a
similar notion of colony, which Choate points out in his book. The Italian communities in
Tunisia and Egypt have not militarily colonized the territory; rather, they have infiltrated
it as an emigrant colony, a community of people coming from the same country,
speaking—more or less—the same language, and sharing similar values, and traditions.
This definition best suits this project because it encompasses the great variety of social
and economic diversity of the Italian residing in Alexandria. Such diversity is
exemplified by the Italian writers’ background: Marinetti and Cialente were part of
bourgeoisie milieu, whereas Ungaretti and Pea had more humble origins and lived in
working class contexts.9

6

Scholars in the Italian colonial and post-colonial studies have concentrated on Eritrea, Somalia, Ethiopia
and Libya exploring a great variety of literary and visual relations—architecture, photography, cinema—as
well as mapping the historical and cultural implications connecting Italy to its former colonies.
7
Choate Mark. Emigrant Nation. The Making of Italy Abroad. Cambridge, MA Harvard UP 2008. Print
8
Choate, Mark I. (2010). Tunisia, Contested: Italian Nationalism, French Imperial Rule, and Migration in
the Mediterranean Basin. California Italian Studies, 1(1). ismrg_cisj_8861. Retrieved from:
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/8k97g1nc.
9
See Annie Messina’s Cronache del Nilo, Amalia Nizzoli’s Memorie d’Egitto, Annie Vivanti’s travel book
Terra di Cleopatra and the novel Mea Culpa. But also Margherita Sarfatti, and Arnaldo Cipolla’s accounts
during their travels across the Mediterranean, or the diaries of archeologist Giovanni Belzoni and Evaristo
Breccia’s overview of Alexandria’s history.
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Exploring the experience of the heterogeneous Italian colony in Egypt, whose
presence dates back to the period of the Italian Risorgimento, my project relies upon
works that describe the conditions of the Italians in Alexandria. Marta Petricioli’s Oltre il
mito provides a rigorous historical overview of the Italian colony in Egypt. Her research
offers rich detail on the period ranging from the entertainment organized for the Italian
residents by local Italian institutions to the “Italian legacy” left by administrators,
architects, politicians and artists. Anouchza Lavarev’s essays are another fundamental
resource that I have drawn upon to examine the interactions among the Italian community
and the members of international enclave at the apex of Alexandria’s cosmopolitanism.
Although her works tend to overemphasize the tolerant and welcoming spirit of city, it
offers insightful reflections on the frictions that infiltrated the Italian enclave during the
rise of Fascism.
In addition to these general historical resources, others scholars have looked
specifically at the literary contributions of Italian writers. Lucia Re’s essay “Alexandria
Revisited” and Rosetta Giuliani Caponetto’s book Fascist Hybridities offer excellent
insight into the landscape of Italian expatriate writers during the period. Bringing
together these Italian writers under the urban context of Alexandria, Re introduces
Marinetti, Cialente, Ungaretti, and Pea, but then subjects only Ungaretti and Pea’s
experiences to her analysis. Instead, Giuliani Caponetto leaves both Marinetti and
Ungaretti aside to discuss less internationally renown authors Pea and Cialente’s
narratives. My research departs from these lines of inquiry in a few important ways.
First, I use Re’s political analyses of Ungaretti progressive views to suggest some
inconsistencies between his notion of multiculturalism and certain sections of Quaderno
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egiziano. I argue that his historical reconstruction of the city, which does not take into
account the Arab and Ottoman dominance and marginalizes the role of the Arabs by
ascribing Alexandria’s growth to foreign rulers. While I agree on Giuliani Caponetto’s
readings of Pea and Cialente’s fiction as an alternative model to the monolithic vision of
the Italian identity imposed by Fascist colonial propaganda, I maintain that there is no
interaction or communication between their international characters and the Arab world.
While both of these studies helped me establish a literary and cultural framework around
these writers and their works, there are important differences that are foundational to my
argument. Despite Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s effort to represent
Alexandria’s environments across diverse social and cultural settings, their narratives do
not question the social and urban divisions. In other words, their narratives do not show
those signs of inclusiveness and openness that the scholars suggest. Instead, they exclude
or efface the local Egyptian presence or relegate it to the margins of the space they
describe. I interpret this marginalization of the Arab presence and agency as a symptom
of an implicit western centric notion of modernity, which resonates with the literary
invention of Alexandria as the city of memory, a space where change is not
contemplated.
Conflicting notions of progress and modernity are among the prominent themes
that international travelers and visitors discuss over Alexandria, along with the
predominant sense of what Egyptian or Arab tradition ought to be. Engaging with a
representation of modernity implies a demystification of their Orientalist expectations of
Alexandria. In Orientalist texts, the idea of modernity is a Western construction, imposed
upon non-Western societies, which aim to assess the city’s alignments or misalignments
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with a foreign conception of progress. Therefore, Western visitors in Alexandria envision
their form of modernity as the only possible path toward social, cultural, and especially
economic progress. Describing what they perceive as contradictory signs of development,
they deny other local forms of advancement for Alexandria and its inhabitants.
Despite the ambiguity and the theoretical, historical, and critical issues that any
attempt to define the term “modernity” entails, I rely on David Frisby’s definition of
“modernità” in the Enciclopeda delle scienze sociali (1996)10 to analyze the paradoxes of
this process in Alexandria. To elaborate on the conceptual differences between
modernity, modernization, and modernism, Frisby explains that all social sciences have
provided their own economical, social, political, cultural, and psychological definitions of
the term. These analyses, which include the aesthetic production of the modern and
modernist mind, are formulated from an ethnocentric perspective. He points out that they
meant to indicate,
il percorso che le altre società avrebbero dovuto seguire per modernizzarsi,
portandosi al livello delle società 'avanzate' già modernizzate e proposte quindi
come modello. Queste teorie etnocentriche si basavano su una contrapposizione tra
società moderne e tradizionali, tra formazioni economico-sociali statiche e
dinamiche, e ricercavano i fattori storici di cambiamento responsabili della
transizione alla modernità.
He also makes a fundamental distinction between modernity in relation to modernization
and to modernism. When modernity becomes,
un percorso temporale e strutturale che occorre seguire per acquisire le
caratteristiche delle società 'moderne' . . . il significato del concetto viene a
coincidere con quello di 'modernizzazione'. Quando invece il concetto di modernità
viene riferito al complesso delle modalità o delle qualità dell'esperienza sociale
moderna, il suo significato viene a coincidere con quello di 'modernismo' estetico.”

10

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/modernita_(Enciclopedia-delle-scienze-sociali)/
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Frisby’s approach best suits the scope of my research for two reasons: first, it highlights
the ethnocentric standpoint of this notion which goes hand in hand with the imperialistic
instances at work in the invention of Alexandria and Egypt at the turn of the 19th century.
Second, keeping the notion broad enough but also differentiating between modernization
and modernism, Frisby’s definition grapples with concepts, ideas, and products
associated with the visual, artistic, and literary aesthetic of modernity, which coincide
with the primary sources of my investigation: texts and urban construction.

Geocriticism
In Geocriticism: Real and Fictional Spaces (2011) Bertrand Westphal distills the
geocritical approach stating that it “probes the human spaces that the mimetic arts arrange
through, and in, texts, the image, and cultural interactions related to them” (6). Several
elements are at the core of this practice. First of all, one single city, sufficiently known
and aesthetically represented, becomes the center of the study. Alexandria, with its
cosmopolitan community, its rich history, and its peculiar geographical position,
represents a challenging space to study. Geocriticism, by virtue of its goals, must also
draw on multiple disciplines; not only must the geocritic include other disciplines
relevant to the study of space, such as geography, urban studies, architecture, archeology,
but they have to take into account different literary genres—autobiography, travel
narrative, poetry, fiction—as well as other forms of mimetic arts like cinema, painting,
and photography to convey a comprehensive rendition of the city. The texts I have
selected belong to various literary genres, which provides different writing styles, literary
conventions, and rhetorical strategies deployed by the authors in their rendition of the
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city.11 Geocriticim should also include a stratigraphic vision of the space to analyze how
the city is constructed through contemporary narratives, old historical references, and
memories. Keeping in mind that Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente all wrote their
books after or during extended stays in the city, their literary contribution gives a
temporal vision of the space filtered by time, distance, and nostalgia.
Geocriticism should also have a multifocal perspective; multiple, varied, and
other voices must be considered in the representation of the city. The goal of this new
interdisciplinary approach is to focus more “on the space than on the specific observer.
This ensures that the textures of all focal networks constitute a kind of architext (perhaps
between architecture and architexture) of a referential space” (Westphal 131). Although
knowing the personal experience in the city enriches the geocritical research, the core of
my project is their literary renditions of Alexandria. Along with multifocalization,
geocentrism should focus on multisensoriality. It is the simultaneous use of all senses
together, with not privileged hierarchy, as I explain in the second part of my work that
fosters a deeper understanding of human relations with space and spatial practice. It is the
converging trajectory towards a given point, and the movement generated by the
intersection of multiple patterns, voices, time periods, senses, disciplines, genres, and
forms of arts that constitute the heart of geocriticism.
While illustrating the role of multisensoriality, Westphal points out that space, as
well as the text, is “not the monopoly of eyes” (131). Challenging the hegemony of

Although the present work does not engage specifically with any visual product, I have included
photographs and several maps to establish some geocritical correspondences between texts and images that
I want to expand in a digital project based on the present work. Their presence is some chapters should
also help to seize the fascinating urban transformation in Alexandria from 1850 to the early 1940s
11
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twenty-first century ocularcentrism12 that has blinded readers and viewers to other senses,
he calls for the inclusion of hearing, smell, taste, and touch in the reading of space. A
similar approach to architecture and space is suggested by Juhani Pallasmaa’s book The
Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses. Like Westphal, he underscores the
importance of the body as the center of human perception of space and buildings. The
Finnish architect aims to shake the supremacy of vision in Western culture. The
dominance of sight brought along “the suppression of the other senses”, which
compromised and dehumanized the relationship between man and space, and pushed us
towards “detachment, isolation, and exteriority” preventing “human rootedness in the
world” (19). If the organization and architecture of historical ancient sites encouraged
proximity and nearness between man and buildings, Pallasmaa explains that instead the
“inhumanity of contemporary architecture and cities can be understood as the
consequence of the negligence of the body and senses, and an imbalance in our sensory
system” (19). From the invention of perspective until our technological era, the
hegemony of the eye has generated a hierarchy of senses: “Vision and hearing are now
the privileged sociable senses, whereas the other three are considered as archaic sensory
remnants with a merely private function, and they are usually suppressed by the code of
culture” (16). This organization, he argues, does not encourage a combination of our
“peripheral” senses to understand the space around us; it rather pushes us to neglect the
use of our periphery senses. Notably, Pallasmaa does not reject the importance of sight to
the study of space; rather, he includes it in combination with the other senses. Arguing
for a reconsideration and interaction of hearing, smell, taste, and touch—the “periphera;

12

The term ocularcentrism was first use by Martin Jay in “The Rise of Hermeneutics at the Crisis of
Ocularcentrism." Poetics Today (1988): 307-326. Print.
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senses”—in perceiving the space, Pallasmaa underlines their new potential to “open up
new realms of vision and thought, freed of the implicit desire of the eye to control” (13).
Representations of Alexandria seem heavily reliant on sight even more than other
cities, possibly because of its association with light and knowledge. The famous Pharos,
the lighthouse that signaled the city’s presence across the Mediterranean, and its ancient
library, are prominent architectural symbols of this association between light (sight) and
knowledge. In other words, playing on the idea that light brings knowledge, the presence
of the lighthouse and the library made Alexandria the beckon of knowledge in the
Mediterranean. This association has also guided the aesthetic choices of the new
Bibliotecha Alexandrina that, with its eye-shaped building looking north, illuminates the
Mediterranean and the Western world with its eye-shaped building pointing north.
Although our minds might be predisposed to reading the city following the eyes, it can be
retrained to search for sensuous elements that facilitate the exploration of space.
In a world still dominated by vision that obscures other senses, why are senses
considered a critical instrument to study the production of culture? David Howes in
Sensual Relations Engaging the Senses in Culture and Social Theory (2003) coined the
expression “sensual turn” 13 in the humanities and social sciences (29) to identify the
rising interest in the study of sensory system in the last thirty years and its deployment as
13

In “Expanding the Field of Sensory Studies” (2013) Howes represents an interesting overview on the
emergence and evolution of sensory studies through a rich bibliography including the major literature
available on the field. He surveys the contributions of French historian Alain Corbin, French ethnopsychoanalyst Francois Laplantine, Canadian anthropologist Constance Classen, British geographer Paul
Rodaway, and many others along with his own works to ground the sensory system as a valuable research
instrument. I have adopted several of these texts, which are quoted in the second part of my work. Howes
convincingly argues for the interdisciplinary nature of sensory studies, which with their flexibility, can
open up innovative perspectives in marketing, aesthetics, communication, sociology, geography,
architecture and many other disciplines. With his work he does not only aim to establish strong connections
with other disciplines but also to further advance the future research of the field with new propositions and
questions Other useful resources and publications can be found, along with this fundamental article, at
http://www.sensorystudies.org.
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a research instrument through various disciplines. In his book he questions the
marginalization of senses from intellectual inquiry and calls for their inclusion in the
realm of social theory as an essential part of the human everyday experience.
The study of the senses has become relevant in conceptualizing urban space.
Senses play an important role in experiencing the natural and built environment, as much
as language is pivotal in describing it. Rather than reading or visualizing the city, in the
second part of my work I propose to “sense” Alexandria through its literary renditions. In
order to overcome the limits imposed by vision and analyze the space in a more
comprehensive way, I pay particular attention to the sensory signals embedded in the
“architexture” of the city as well as in the texts describing it, as Westphal suggests. Since
the object of my research is the multisensorial experience of Alexandria, sight cannot be
excluded. Yet, the sensorial readings that I suggest in this work provide a strategy for
moving beyond the tyranny of the ocularcentrism when we read about space in texts
The multisensorial experience suggested by Pallasmaa, combined with the
geocritical approach outlined by Westphal, awakens imagination and stimulates creative
ways of understanding space, pushing the reader to engage more actively with the written
text as well as with the imagined cityscape. The intersection of these two methods, with
their specific focus on multisensoriality, can offer a more critical understanding of
Alexandria, its heterogeneous environment, and its literary interconnections. In the light
of a re-evaluation of the peripheral neglected senses, yet without excluding importance of
sight, the second part of this dissertation will explore these new realms by focusing on
Marinetti’s haptic perceptions, Ungaretti’s blurred vision, and the importance of sound
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and smell in both Cialente and Pea’s literary representations of Alexandria.14 The textual
analyses that I propose bring to light a new range of sensorial associations that recast
notions of distance and proximity, local and foreign, real and imaged, and desire and
repulsion.

Organization of the Dissertation
The first part of the dissertation provides essential contexts through which I read
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, Giuseppe Ungaretti, Enrico Pea, and Fausta Cialente’s
contributions to the invention of the literary image of Alexandria. These contexts are: the
travel writing of the interwar period, the Italian colonial and post-colonial studies, and the
paradoxes established by a Western construction of modernity.
In chapter 1, I consider the dynamics that the encounter with the other entails to
argue that this travel writing as hybrid context fosters a deeper understanding of the
complex and often ambiguous position of these writers as inside and/or outside members
of the community they describe. I also question whether Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and
Cialente’s literary inventions of Alexandria ought to be studied in a much more specific
cultural and historical context than the frame of “Italian colonial Africa”. I suggest that
this approach may be another indicator of a Western center discourse on Alexandria.
The second chapter examines how Italian writers engage with the representation of
modernity in Alexandria. I argue that their vision of economical, cultural, urban and
14

Despite the powerful relation between smell and taste, the latter does not seem to have a significant
impact in the literary invention of the city at least among these Italian writers, as I will explain later. An
interesting exception is represented by Annie Messina’s short stories in Cronache del Nilo (1941). Here
taste, in its double definition of food experience and aesthetic value, is the element marking distance and
difference. I will return on her Egyptian narratives in a more extended work focusing on Western and
Eastern aesthetic encounters.
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social change reenacts dynamics of imperialistic power, and reflects a hierarchical social
order recognized implicitly between the local and international community. Cutting
across different social groups, they bring to light the debatable effects of progress over
marginalized spaces and subjects.
The second part of the dissertation titled “Sensing the City” turns towards a
sensorial reading of the texts. Although I have identified one or more senses for the work
of each writer, the overarching analysis will provide a truly multisensorial approach to
understanding spatial representations of Alexandria.
Chapter three focuses on Marinetti’s description of Alexandria through a
vocabulary emphasizing a rich tactile experience that recalls both his manifesto Il
tattilismo and the haptic board Sudan Paris. However, the peculiarity of his sensorial
representation of Alexandria lays on the subverting meaning that touch has in his reencounter with the city. Although in sensory studies touch is considered the most direct,
intimate, and also truthful sense (Tuan, 1993 in Rodaway, 44) Marinetti’s tactile
vocabulary worsens his relation with the native city and eventually leads him to
alienation and frustration. Rather than evoking proximity and affection, as he declares in
Il tattilismo, Marinetti’s language and rhetoric devices demonstrate that his overall
experience with Alexandria is an emotional failure.
The fourth chapter looks at Ungaretti’s perception of Alexandria’s urban space is
built around cultural and sensorial notion of shadow, light, and darkness. His
representations of the desert, which comprise the highest lyrical moments in Quaderno
egiziano, are key elements to understand his re-encounter with Moharren Bey, the public
gardens, the desert at the margin of the city, and the village of al Mex near the sea.
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Although he moves through the marginal sides of Alexandria, distancing himself from
the places often described by Western residents and visitors, his literary renditions of the
built and natural environment underline his aloofness towards other inhabitants. While
his poetry focuses on Alexandria as the symbol of the ephemeral transient nature of time
and human condition, my sensory-centered reading of his travel writing suggests that the
city itself becomes a blurred, floating space, obfuscated by time and urban changes.
Similarly to Marinetti, Ungaretti is deluded by the transformation the city undergoes.
Although he is not as alienated from the modern city as Marinetti is, he is more interested
in recovery his own memories of the city and in outlining its ancient glorious past, than
paying attention to local people. When he does so, he either takes a lyrical turn focusing
on emblematic figures like the beggar, or the fachir; or alternately withdraws to his past
populated by ghostly, yet less uncanny figures, than Marinetti’s.
Chapters five and sixth and introduce and discuss sound and smell as analytical
tools to retrace Pea and Cialente’s constructions of Alexandria. In chapter five, I
demonstrate how acoustic stimuli heighten the complexities of Pea and Cialente’s works
and question their invention of the city as a multicultural fluid space. However, the
acoustic reading that I propose challenges the way these writers use their political
perspectives in their narratives and it brings to light the limits of their representations.
In chapter six, I show how Pea and Cialente’s olfactory representations of
Alexandria do not coincide with either the idyllic or the filthy versions of the city
outlined by Fahmy. Even though I argue that both Vita in Egitto and Ballata levantina
contribute to the Western-centric discourse on Alexandria as an open, diverse, and
accepting environment, I point out that their olfactory experience of Arab spaces show
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the difference of their contribution. Although their texts do not necessarily highlight the
unpleasantness of their olfactory experiences in Alexandria, they play with the ambiguity
of the olfaction to point out the existence of urban separation and social economical
differences between the Western community and Egyptians. Their olfactory maps of
Alexandria show various forms of urban separation enacted to defend the privileged
space of the international people and to prevent dangerous cross cultural contamination
with the Egyptians.15

Fig. 1 Contemporary Alexandria.

15

Fig. 1 Map of Alexandria By Faris knight - Own work, GFDL, <
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15873806.>
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PART I
CONTEXTS
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CHAPTER 1
Re – Orienting Egypt in Italian Studies
In this chapter I place Il fascino dell’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano, Vita in Egitto,
and Ballata levantina in two different contexts. First, in the literary tradition of Italian
travel writing of the interwar period outlined by Charles Burdett in Journey through
Fascism (2007)16. Considering the dynamics that the encounter with the other entails, this
context fosters a deeper understanding of the complex and often ambiguous position of
Martinetti, Ungaretti, Pea and Cialente’s work as inside and/or outside members of the
community they describe. Situating them in this framework provides a literary, historical,
and cultural space to read them together under the fluid label of travel writing. Bringing
together marginal texts of prominent Italian writers, such as Il fascino dell’Egitto and
Quaderno egiziano with important texts of less popular authors, such as Vita in Egitto
and Ballata levantina, I establish some connections that have been never discussed
together and that go beyond the exotic colonial setting of cosmopolitan Alexandria.
The second context is both geographical and theoretical; it is provided by Italian
colonial and postcolonial studies. I question whether Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and
Cialente’s literary inventions of Alexandria ought to be studied in a much more specific
cultural and historical context different from the Italian colonial African space. Showing
how some Italian scholars have pushed these works within the orbit of Italian colonial
studies without considering the specificities of Egypt, and in particular of Alexandria
between the two wars, I suggest that this approach may be another indicator of a Western
centered discourse on Alexandria. Effacing the geographical location of Il fascino
16

Burdett, Charles. Journeys through Fascism. Italian Travel Writing between the Wars. 2007. Berghahn
Books New York Oxford. Print.
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dell’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano, Vita in Egitto, and Ballata levantina is symptomatic of
dangerous generalizations that aim to force these texts within a less nuanced colonial
context.

Italian Travel Narratives in Egypt
In the essay “Signs of Roman Rule. Italian Tourists and Travellers in Greece and
Egypt” publishes in Cultural Encounters Charles Burdett17 discusses some of the most
important Italian travel accounts describing Egypt between the two world wars. Focusing
on the informative role of Italian travel narratives, he explains that during the Fascist
ventennio Italian journalists, critics, and writers often undertook journeys in South
America, the Far East, the new colonial territories of Africa, and the Eastern
Mediterranean. Sponsored by Italian publishing companies that had specific series
dedicated to travel and by daily newspapers, such as La Stampa, Il Corriere della Sera,
La Gazzetta del Popolo, men and women of letters reported their impressions of foreign
countries “offering elegantly meditated versions of the exotic or stimulating a desire for
journeys . . . to more accessible territory” (107). The popularization of travel during
Fascism made the Eastern side of Mediterranean one of the Italian favorite touristic
routes. In particular, Egypt offered a great variety of opportunities for adventure,
archeology, explorations, and relax. Among the travelers fascinated by Egypt, the British
scholar mentions Annie Vivanti, who supposedly visited the country in 192318 and chose

17

This is an earlier version of the opening chapter of Burdett’s book. Published in 2002 it is titled “Signs of
Roman Rule. Italian Tourists and Travellers in Greece and Egypt” in Cultural Encounters: European
Travel Writing in the 1930’s. Burdett & Duncan eds.
18
Anna Urbancic in “Picturing Annie’s Egypt” (Quaderni d’italianistica Vol. 27, No.2 2006) advances
interesting hypothesis on Vivanti’s travel experience in Egypt showing discrepancies between the many
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it to set her novel Mea Culpa (1927). She also described her adventurous journey through
it in a travelogue titled Terra di Cleopatra (1925). Burdett presents Raimondo Falci’s
L’Oriente sacro e l’Italia (1925); Arnaldo Cipolla’s journeys along the river Nile Sul
Nilo dal Delta alle sorgenti (1930) and on his expedition to retrace the steps of Alexander
the Great in Sulle orme di Alessandro Magno (1933); Margherita Sarfatti’s articles for
La Stampa when she accompanied the Italian Royal family in their visit the country in
1933; and Emilio Cecchi’s reportages along with several other less prominent writers. To
various degrees, and through different writing strategies, Burdett retraces some common
elements and themes in their travelogues. They all praise the glory of the ancient Roman
rule throughout the Mediterranean space; they defend the ideal of the primato italiano;
and they all promote racial and political instances endorsed by Fascist propaganda. While
reading through the essay, we cannot help but noticing the hurried references to some of
the most prominent Italian voices engaged in the representation of Egypt in the interwar
period: Marinetti, Ungaretti, and Pea.
A modified version of the same essay, titled “Signs of Roman Rule: Italian
Tourists and Travellers in the Eastern Mediterranean”, opens Burdett’s book Journeys
Through Fascism (2007). The opening chapter is not limited only to Egypt, Greece, and
the Dodecanese travel accounts but it includes Italian travel writing set in Libya, Tunisia,
and Palestine. To the broader geographical scope does not correspond a broader inclusion
of voices: Marinetti, Ungaretti, and Pea’s accounts are still left out. Burdett succinctly
mentions two reasons. In the introduction, he affirms that the authors included in his
study were “to a greater or lesser degree, sympathizers of the regime” and that “the work
details she provides and her writing practice. Urbancic in a footnote on page 102, seems to suggest that
Vivanti probably never set foot in Egypt undermining the “real” purpose of her travelogue Terra di
Cleopatra.
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of those Italian who chose the path of exile rather than submit to the constraints of
Fascism and who wrote in opposition to Mussolini’s foreign alliances and campaigns lies
beyond the scope of the present work” (12). Then, at the end of the chapter, he explains
that because of the complexity of their representations of the Italian community in
Alexandria and their former residency, Ungaretti and Pea are hardly comparable with the
travellers’ experiences he discusses (43-44). In particular, according to Burdett, Marinetti
stands out from his contemporary Italian fellow travellers in Egypt because he does not
have any interest for the ancient past of Egypt. He maintains that “The expressed desire
of most Italian visitors . . . was not to see the present but to discover the ancient past,
through an interesting exception to the rule was Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s Il fascino
dell’Egitto . . . which displayed a Flaubertian interest in the pleasure, erotic, and other,
that contemporary Egypt had to offer” (2002, 109). Burdett’s research is more focused on
the political and ideological implications that Italian visitors had with the Mediterranean
and Northern African space. Their personal relation with Alexandria and Egypt as the
main objects of their representations is beyond the scope of his study and the choice to
exclude them cannot be criticized. However, at a closer examination, Marinetti,
Ungaretti, and Pea’s accounts pose some interesting questions about their political views
over Alexandria, as I will illustrate in the next chapter. These challenges are further
complicated by their intimate experience in the city.
Although these writers are not part of Burdett’s analyses19, his research represents
an influential study that aptly captures the cultural, historical and ideological

19

Although Burdett’s explanations are legitimate and valuable, I believe that can be challenged because
they are grounded on broad considerations of Ungaretti, Pea, and Marinetti’s texts. I propose to come back
to this question in a more elaborated version of this chapter. It suffices to say here that for exaple, nor
Ungaretti or Pea really focus too much on the “representation of the Italian community” in Alexandria as
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interrelations of Italian travel writing in the interwar period. I want to use the discursive
framework that he establishes to include under it these Italian voices. Illustrating the
challenges that the genre of travel writing poses, he writes:
travel writing attempts to convince its reader that what it described is real . . . but
representations of landscapes or cities are constitutive rather than reflective.
Though writing about travel . . . is a hybrid literary form whose claim on the factual
should be treated with skepticism. . . . it tends to accentuates the imaginative or the
strange . . . Travel allows any person the opportunity of discovering aspects of
themselves: it provokes memory, it can induce fear, it acts as a stimulus for the
imagination. (7)
Under this fluid notion of travel writing, the scholar establishes a literary context to read
together Il fascino dell’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano, Vita in Egitto and, to a rather different
extent Ballata levantina. Identifying the ideological, and political instances at the center
of travel writing practices, Burdett points out the friction between writers’ identity and
representations that they offer. Since travelers belong to different cultures and traditions,
when they narrate their encounter with others space, their narratives will only partially
illuminate this experience. Relying on Edward Said’s Orientalism, and Mary Louis
Pratt’s notion of contact zones, Burdett reminds that the Western perception of nonWestern worlds is always partial and filtrated by the viewers’ values and conventions
“that are projected onto the subjects of Western domination” (8). Within the Orientalist
discourse, travel writing “tells of the dissemination of the stereotypes as a means of
interpreting and acting upon reality . . . It allows an insight of the complexities between
colonizer and colonized” (8). It also provides details about frictions and encounters

Burdett claims. Also, the scholar states that Marinetti is interested only on the “contemporary conditions”
(2002, 109) of Egypt. This point can be reconsidered by taking a closer look at his travelogue, which in my
opinio, shows a much deeper interest in the ruins of the past than on the conditions of the present. This is a
point that I probe in my haptic reading of Marinetti’s Alexandria, in the second part of my work.
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among communities that interact and confront each other. He concludes stating that “By
its very nature travel writing involves the translation of one sign system into the terms of
another, and its study is a means of documenting the negotiation between cultures that
takes place a the micro-level in both colonial and post-colonial worlds” (8). Aligning the
Italian writers to this context is the opportunity to discuss two important points. First, to
establish a conversation among prominent and less prominent Italian writers engaged in
different forms of travel writing on Alexandria. Then, the use of Burdett’s framework can
reveal new ideological implications that permeate Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and
Cialente’s visions of Alexandria. What happens when the Western viewers are not
completely foreign to the space they represent? In other words, what happens to the
descriptions of Alexandria uttered by transcultural subjects like Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea
and Cialente who lived in the city long enough to be part of it? It is exactly the hybridity
of their identity and the liminal position as inside and outside member of the community
they depict that can be challenged using Burdett’s work. Moreover, a closer look at the
way they reconstruct Alexandria’s social and urban texture, how they capture the
fragmented identity of the city, fosters a deeper understanding of their descriptive
practices. It also suggests a mismatch between their personal political engagements
versus their literary inventions.
Questions of Inclusion
Marinetti’s Il fascino dell’Egitto, Ungaretti’s Quaderno egiziano, Pea’s Vita in
Egitto and Cialente’s Ballata levantina have traits in common with the travel narratives
that Burdett considers. From the content point of view these texts demonstrate an interest
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on the ancient, mythic, glorious past of Egypt in general, and of Alexandria in particular.
They describe the urban, natural and social space, which are often transfigured by
imagination and memory. Their passages celebrate some of the achievements of the
Italian colony in Alexandria and highlight its contribution to the growth of the city.
Ungaretti and Marinetti’s texts in particular hint to rediscovery of the powerful Roman
spirit and reconnect with the classical Hellenic tradition lamenting the dangerous urban
transformation that Alexandria underwent during their absence. Similar to occasional
visitors or tourists, Marinetti and Ungaretti’s itinerary through the country follows a
conventional touristic path, which add a touristic exotic flavor to their re-encounter with
Egypt in 1931.
Other factors contribute to include Il fascino dell’Egitto and Quaderno egiziano in
the genre of travel writing. Their narratives intertwine personal recollections with exotic
representations of the country. Although both authors were born and raised in Alexandria,
they were both exposed to Western cultural and literary influences that shaped they
representations of the city. As members of the international community, they attended
international schools. They were exposed to European culture and French literature. Luigi
Paglia is among the few critics to note cogent parallels between Marinetti and Ungaretti’s
experience:
azione innovatrice o rivoluzionaria . . . lo sradicamento dalla patria e il loro
itinerario di formazione parigina, in cui è rintracciabile lo stimolo ad aperture e a
soluzioni europee . . . ma anche la ricorrenza di atmosfere e suggestioni ambientali
che hanno favorito le tonalità e le colorazioni sintattico-figurative, anche se con
registri e risultati diversi, dei due poeti20 (30)
Their former education and study experience in Paris influence their writing style as well
as their perception of Egyptian life and landscape. As Lucia Re points out, Ungaretti’s
20

Paglia, Luigi. Invito alla lettura di Marinetti, 1977. Mondadori
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schooling granted him access to the works of Baudelaire, Rimbeaud, and Mallarmé
(2003, 171) and his friendship with the Thuiles’ brothers opened the door of their rich
library to him and Pea. Such a resilient literary influence re-emerges in Ungaretti’s travel
notes, which similarly to Marinetti’s, bear traces of an Orientalized gaze on Alexandria.
In “Incorporating the Exotic”21 Cinzia Sartini-Blum discusses Marinetti’s approach to
Africa and, more in general, to colonial literature. Borrowing Ali Behdad’s notion of
belated traveler-writer, she places the father of Futurism into this category (149). Like
Flaubert in his travel notes, Marinetti is torn between the desire of a counter-encounter
with the Orient and the melancholic awareness of its impossibility. This dividing and
irreconcilable feeling leave both Marinetti and Ungaretti’s discourse split and
fragmented. The internal organization of their works reflects the disjointed nature of their
travel and emotional experience. Both texts comprise series of short journal articles,
travel notes, reportages, and personal reflections that Marinetti and Ungaretti wrote
during their travels in 1931. Later, they were collected and published to meet the
curiosity of Italian readers fascinated by the belated spell of orientalist travel writing.
The content and tone of Quaderno egiziano satisfy the Italian audience curiosity
for the exotic more than Marinetti’s travelogue. Ungaretti’s narrative opens with him
rushing to the Egyptian embassy looking for a visa a few days before leaving Italy and
finding the office close to honor Arab festivities. This opening serves a double fold. On
one hand, it is the opportunity for the poet to discuss to the migration business and
introduce authentic travel issues that could happen to everybody who would like to go
and visit the country. On the other, the episode also brings to light the ambivalent attitude

“Incorporating the Exotic. From Futurist Excess to Postmodern Impass” A Place under the Sun. Ed.
Patrizia Palumbo. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003. 138-162
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Ungaretti has towards Egyptians and their habits. Commenting on the cultural
implications hiding in the answer the poets gets from the employ who denies him a visa,
he shows his knowledge for the local language as well some bias towards the culture that
produced it: “Maalesh, Signore” (14). The colloquial expression “maalesh” which is
typical of Egyptian dialect, has different nuances ranging from “what a pity”, “too bad”,
“it is not so bad” or “I’m sorry, bad things happen”. Thinking about his own misfortunes
he writes, “Oh! Oh! S’è alzato lo scoglio del maalesh. E’ come dire: “Quello che è
accaduto, era scritto. Pensa alla salute”. Già ecco che si crepa, al solo peso di una parola,
la bella bolla ombrata. A una parola del popolo, religiosa. È una parola d’ostinati, più che
di rassegnati” (14). His comment highlights the stubbornness of Egyptian people and
their firm acceptance of the ineffability of destiny, which hints to a conventional image of
the Arabs as a people accepting their fate submissively, but also stubbornly. Other
episodes underscore similar stereotypes about Arab people in Ungaretti’s travelogue. His
is misadventures with a cab driver, who pretends to know his way around but in end gets
lost, reinforces another prejudice depicting local people as untrustworthy and equivocal:
“ “Dov’è la via tale?” Ciascuno indica un viaggio diverso. È straordinario: qui non sanno
mai nulla di preciso” (38). Although Ungaretti’s narrative shows some conventional
representations of Egypt, there are other interesting issues to discuss when dealing with
Quaderno egiziano that underline the author’s ambiguous gaze over the Egypt. Because
of their relevance, I will discuss them in the next section titled Questions of Absences and
Exclusion. Although this section focuses only on Ungaretti’s text, it is essential to
illustrate the tendencies of Western historiographical construction of Alexandria as a
cosmopolitan space.
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Il fascino dell’Egitto does not provide many insightful reflections on the
contemporary conditions of Egypt and its people. Nevertheless, the ambiguity of
Marinetti’s position as a regular tourist enjoying the visions of the ruins and pyramids
underlines his estrangement from his native country. In contrast with the anti-passatista
futurist ideology, he indulges in recombining elements of the past and present to
transfigure ordinary pre-consumed visual sceneries of tourist attractions into multisensory
experiences.
Entro nella afosa imbottitura di un orizzonte di sabbia. Sakkara. Sull’asinello le mie
mani arse godono l’umidità della groppa sudata sotto la sella. L’atmosfera è arida.
Preziosamente una goccia di sudore brilla come una perla ideale sulla fronte della
mia compagna che sembra la regina di Saba fra i ceffi affannati e vocianti degli
asinari (81-82).
On one hand, the passage describing his donkey ride through the ancient site of Saqqara
in the desert, underscores the evocative power of touch; on the other, the comparison
between his partner and the Queen of Saba is a reminder of the historical archive with
which each traveller explores the world. It also exemplifies the constant visual
correspondence established between ancient past and present. His haptic vocabulary
recalls an erotic encounter and conveys a sensual approach to the scene that seems to take
place into an a-temporal dimension, with no tangible connections with the present, except
the exotic presence of the donkeys and their conductors. Marinetti’s visits to Saqqara,
Gizeh, and other popular archeological attractions do not merely highlight the touristic
itinerary of his journey and his interest for the past. They also illustrate the exoticism
behind his gaze with the conventional references to picturesque desert landscape.
When working of hybrid texts like Vita in Egitto and Ballata levantina, where
fictional strategies intertwine with autobiographical elements, finding some points to
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connect them with travel writing requires more attention. At a first look, Ballata
levantina and Vita d’Egitto could hardly be considered a travel books. Nonetheless, next
to Pea’s reflections on the human conditions of the vast working class international
community that lived in Alexandria between 1900 and 1940, travel is another central
element of his account. Describing his own travels across the Mediterranean, he ponders
over the destiny of many poor Italian migrants arriving in Egypt while sharing the
steerage passage with animals, like he did. Besides being a valuable sociological
instrument that sheds more light on the working class communities of cosmopolitan
Alexandria, his account offers a unique angle to study the dynamics of their intercultural
encounter, which is at the core of any travel writing experience. Similarly, Cialente’s
fictional work engages with themes and tropes of identity negotiation, travel, and cultural
integration. Daniela, the main character of Ballata levantina, travels across Europe to
expand her knowledge, to know more about the world she comes from. Moving between
Alexandria and Cairo exposes her to radically different, yet highly cosmopolitan,
environments. Since the novel focuses on Daniela’s erratic quest for a stability and
identity across different neighborhoods, cities, and countries travel is engine propelling
the narrative. Similarly to other fellow Italian travellers that Burdett mentions in his
research, Pea and Cialente’s texts present the asperities of travel practices, such as
lodging, quality of food, and transportation. From a more abstract point of view, they
discuss the metaphorical meaning of crossing the Mediterranean as well. They visit
archeological sites and mention touristic attractions. These general references to the
material aspect of travel, as well as their engagement with intercultural dynamics, the
representation of alterity, and the question of shifting identity, facilitate the inclusion of
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Vita d’Egitto and Ballata levatina under the fluid label of travel writing. More cogently
than other Italian travellers their narrating voices attempt to capture the fragmented
identity of Alexandria in a specific time frame while negotiating between the self and the
other. What might separate their texts from the body of work selected by Burdett is the
authors’ political view. As Rosetta Giualini Caponetto’s affirms, Pea and Cialente’s
works do not align with Fascism propaganda; rather, they are unique examples of
dissident literature of that time22.
The fluid definition of travel writing can be further problematized when taking
into consideration Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s complex transnational
identity, which brings up the question of the position of their gaze. Should we consider
them inside or outside members of the world they describe? And to what extent does
their familiarity—or lack of it—affect their representations of Alexandria? The
oscillation of the observers’ gaze, shifting from a familiar and unfamiliar perspective
complicates their reactions and responses. Pea and Ungaretti report their uncanny
experience of seeing a dancing show in slum bar. The main attraction of the show are
very young local girls: “Abbiamo assistito ad una scena disgustosa al varietà di questa
birreria. . . . È proprio una bambina. A me fa pena vederla imitare le movenze oscene
delle ballerine adulte” (Pea, 112). On a similar context Ungaretti’s disgusted reaction is
not different: “la ragazza nelle proporzioni di ogni suo atto è rimasta acerba . . .
l’innocenza della sua oscenità dà malessere” (43). Venturing into spaces outside of their
familiar territory, provokes the authors’ embarrassed reactions in witnessing the
disturbing effects caused by new forms of entertainment coming from Western
22

See Caponetto Giuliani Rosetta. Fascist Hybridities Representatins of Racial Mixing and Diaspora
Cultures under Mussolini. 2015 Pallgrave. Print. In particular the second chapter which focuses on Pea and
Cialente’s works pp.57-92
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contamination. Public space like ill reputed bar, variety theaters, or the belly dancing
clubs are the modern evolution of the Oriental secluded spaces23 that fascinated and
seduced the imagination of Western male travellers in the XVIII and XIX centuries24.
With the progressive turn of Egypt and the irruption of modern influences, these private
spaces like the harem, the public bath, or sultan’s master chamber, were disappearing to
be replaced with public and more accessible places. Whereas in the past these were
considered private contexts, at the turn of the century they are rapidly becoming contact
zones:25 shared spaces where multiple levels of local and foreign society meet and
observe each other. As Pea himself points out: “Il ritrovo è di gente indigena e foresta che
si bea alla danza del ventre (questo è un varietà locale): gli arabi per propria tendenza. Gli
europei sono forestieri, turisti curiosi, tutto vogliono portarsi via nei ricordi, anche il
ventre in convulsione delle ballerine nere” (111). Local men, international expatriates,
and tourists frequent theaters, improvised ballrooms, belly dance exhibitions, or enjoy a
variety of shows like the one Pea and Ungaretti describe. These experiences become part
and parcel of their travel impressions nurturing their narratives and building, or
reinforcing, their imagined of Alexandria as an exotic space. Nonetheless, it is the
peculiarity of their ambiguous gaze that pushes Pea and Ungaretti to criticize and
question the role of these spaces.
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To certain extent, their puzzled reaction is comparable to Amalia Nizzoli’s voyeuristic experience in
watching her husband and other Western men enjoying exotic belly dancers in the harem (230) Nizzoli,
Amalia Memorie sull’Egito e specialmente sui costume delle donne orientali e gli harem scritte durante il
suo soggiorno in quel paese (1819-1928). Milano. Tipigrafia e Libreria Pirotta 1841.Web
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of the Turkish bath and serial see Brilli Attilio Il viaggio in Oriente (2009) il Mulino pp. 124-139. For an
alternative representation of the harem see instead Mernissi Fatema, Dreams of Trespass: Tales of a
Harem.
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See Pratt, Mary Louise. "Arts of the Contact Zones." Profession (1991): 33-40. MLA. Web. 3 Mar. 2011.
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Western taste and habits have been infiltrating Alexandria under different forms.
They have progressively transformed these attractions into transgressive spaces
exacerbated by the clash between modernity and tradition. Ungaretti aptly seizes the
incongruous grotesque atmosphere of the venue when he focuses a dozen showgirls,
disguised as young Egyptian officials in kaki uniform, with a crop in their hand. They are
dancing and singing a patriotic song played by lute and zither. The sound of traditional
music, as Ungaretti remarks, has given away to a fox trot pace to speed up with the
Western music taste and rhythm (42-43). As Lucia Re points out, the double mimicry of
this description “women mimic men mimicking European military gestures” (193) is not
a subversive act against the colonial power to enhance the natives’ intervention over their
own destiny. Rather, she notes that “In Ungaretti’s eyes . . . mimicry is but a futile act of
false intervention and a symptom of subjection” (193). Aligning with Ungaretti’s gaze,
Egypt is condemned to undergo a radical transformation of its own art and tradition under
the impulse of foreign models. When the girls sing the patriotic song, the audience is
deeply moved; the pochade turns into an opportunity to celebrate Egyptian renewed
freedom, which Ungaretti bitterly condemns. His critique reflects the complexities of his
position and the ambiguity that it implies:
La libertà? Quale libertà? Di conservare le loro tradizioni? Ma se ogni giorno è una
nuova rinunzia. Questa pochade e il modo di recitarla è tradizione? . . . I romanzi di
Dostoevskij che traducono, è tradizione? La pittura secondo Seurat e Tiepolo, è
loro tradizione? E non dico che manchino qui i pittori di talento. Un pittore come
Naghi, per esempio, sarebbe dovunque tra i primi d’oggi. La poesia che fanno, tra
Bayron e Lamartine, è tradizione? Tradizione i clubs femministi? Hanno anche i
clubs femministi! Tradizione il desiderio di portare la bombetta invece del tarbush?
. . . E quel vive! Quel francese vive! È tradizione? E mi rendo conto della tensione
e dello squilibrio del giudizio, e della puerilità, di un popolo come questo, cosi
diverso dallo spirito al quale va adattandosi. Che razza di riflessioni s’ha da fare in
questo paese, ascoltando una pochade! (41)
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Despite the final note, which softens the tone of his harsh criticism, his questions show
the contempt of someone who is familiar with local tradition, culture, and art but cannot
refrain his disapproval. At the same time, the poet is flabbergasted by the transformation
brought by external influences, which in his opinion, are limiting rather than enhancing
Egyptian freedom. They are bending the indigenous talents and corrupting the local
aesthetic taste. This is the example of a shifting gaze, a point of view that cannot be
easily pinned down yet, raises more questions. How entangled is Ungaretti’s gaze with an
Orientalist perspective that still conceives Egypt as an immobile country, closed, and
faithful in its traditional values? And after many years abroad, how familiar might he be
with the world he once knew? Could he be stuck into a crystallized vision of Egypt that
does not tolerate changes or compromises? Ungaretti’s remarks seems to anticipate
Cassano’s idea that a model of development, produced and imposed by outside cultures,
will never foster the growth of countries with radically different traditions (xxvii)26.
Nevertheless, when Ungaretti present Alexandria’s history and ancient glory, he
emphasized the Hellenic origins of Alexander the Great and Mohammed Ali Ale. He
effaces more than a thousand years of Arab and Ottoman rule over the city without
mentioning any local historical figures. His approach, as I illustrate in the next section, is
common among former Alexandria’s residents, like Foster and Cavafy, as well as among
Western intellectual, travellers, and scholars that analyze the peculiar cultural history of
the city.
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Questions of Absences and Exclusion
Although this section focuses only on Ungaretti’s narrative, the ambiguity of his
observations and comments on Alexandria, reflect a common trend shared by many
voices that contribute to the invention of the city as an exemplary space of tolerance and
integration.27 Although Marinetti, Pea, and Cialente resort to different strategies, their
narratives support the rather conventional image of Alexandria cosmopolitism. But, at the
same time, they keep marginalizing Arab and Egyptian’s voices and presences, as I argue
in the second part of this work.
During an interview with his biographer, Ungaretti describes his intercultural
upbringing and its effects on his perception of the others:
non so cosa sia la ripugnanza per le altre razze o per altri popoli, e ciò forse dipende
anche dall’essere nato in Alessandria d’Egitto . . . Ma potrebbe anche essere
conseguenza del fatto che mi sono nutrito del latte negro di Bahita. . . . I miei
compagni erano ragazzi che appartenevano a tutte le credenze e alle più varie
nazionalità. È un’abitudine presa dall’infanzia quella di dare, certo, un’importanza
alla propria nazionalità, ma insomma di non ammettere che non potesse essermi
fratello chi ne avesse un’altra (in Piccioni 26, 38).
His self-identity definition should be handle with care. Even though he highlights the
multicultural, tolerant environment in which he grew up, some his conventional images
along with the historical omissions in Quanderno egiziano, problematize his self-portray
as a tolerant subject. More specifically, it leads to a reconsideration of his political and
ideological views. In other words, taking a closer look at Ungaretti’s historical approach
to Alexandria, I argue that we discover signs of his Westerncentric perspective that
27

E.M. Foster’s Alexandria: a History and a Guide, published first in 1922 and then revised in 1938, has
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diminishes the role of Arab civilization in establishing the importance of the city over the
centuries. The historical excursus in his travelogue offers an interesting angle to know
more about the history of Alexandria; but it also shed a different light the ideological
perspectives that informed his invention of the city28.
The sections entitled “La grande avventura” and “La colonna romana” celebrate
Alexander the Great’s founding of the city and his global vision. He endorses his
illuminated governance and his project of building Alexandria’s port over the
Mediterranean, and he praises the Hellenistic and Roman legacy. Alexander spread the
seeds of "Una lunga convivenza della cività euroepa con vari mondi orientali . . . Una
lenta corruzione di pensieri e di forme che rinnoverà il mondo” (23). Ungaretti’s words
resonate with Cassano’s postulation of the Mediterranean as a cross-cultural space,
influenced by the ancient classic civilization. In his call to recover classic philosophy, life
style, and values Cassano establishes a continuity between the European and the Greek
spirit based on the function of the sea: “The marker of this continuity is the sea” (22). For
the ancient Greeks the sea was not a barrier impeding contact or movement; rather, it
fostered commercial exchanges and the mixing of people, cultures, and ideas to create a
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contaminated pluralistic society (17-19). According to Ungaretti, the maritime
exploratory spirit encouraged Alexander the Great to expand his domains beyond the
Greek horizon. The poet, who in his younger age saw Alexander as a role model,
endorses his unified vision of cosmopolitism under the Hellenic principles reigning in
Alexandria. The Hellenistic spirit that pervaded Alexandria, according to Ungaretti,
transcended the local, national bond and called for a universal, global identity based on
education and shared values, rather than blood connections (22). This resonates well with
the poet’s self-portray underscoring the irrelevance of national identity and emphasizing
the fraternal bond build through shared experiences and common beliefs. Under
Alexander, the city quickly flourished becoming a cultural center in the Mediterranean.
Public institutions grew; research was conducted following innovative and experimental
methods (23-24). When it fall under Roman control, whose ruling Ungaretti ambiguously
compares to the British one29 (32), the city maintained its economical authority and
boosted its urban development. Despite the religious frictions between pagans and
Christians, Romans ruled the city till the arrival of the Arabs. At this point, Ungaretti
ends the first part of his overview on Alexandria’s history with a laconic statement and, a
provoking question30: “Con l’invasione araba del 641 Alessandria muore. E
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Ungaretti here refers to the British control over Egypt as a protectorate, rather than a colony, roughly
started on 1882 and ended on the early 1950’s.
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The question Ungaretti raises is common to many visitors. Something is missing in Alexandria cityscape
and it does not go unnoticed to Western ocularcentric visitors. The British grand tourist George Sandys
writes in his diary in 1610: “Such was this Queen of Cities and Metropolis of Africa: who now hath nothing
left her but ruins; and those ill witnesses of his perished beauties” (89). In a letter dated July 1779, Mrs.
Eliza Fay states: “This once magnificent town . . . adorned with the most exquisite products of art, is now
little more than a heap of ruins” (70). During her quick stop in Alexandria in 1819 Amalia Nizzoli grasps
immediately what is visually relevant in the city (10) and to echo previous visitors: “Ma qual cangiamento!
Quell’Alessandria un tempo cosi ricca, commericale, piena di splendore e che si estendeva fino al lago
Marcotis non presenta oggidi che una sterilissima pianura che opprime l’anima” (12). Considering the
homologation other travellers, Ungaretti’s question mocks the pretentiousness of Alexandria’s conventional
image and diminishes its overall importance. The modern city he visits in 1931 looks phony to a “local”
like him: “mi sembra fosse una città un po’ troppo pomposa una città tipo Esposizione Universale della fine
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d’Alessandria antica, di nove secoli di questa città sopra il suolo, non è rimasto ritto
nulla?” (36).
He resumes his historical narrative at the time of Napoleon’s arrival in 1798. He
illustrates the growing importance of Egypt in the light of the Western colonial and
economical drives and focuses on its social and political transformations. In the section
“Rivalità tra potenze” he explains how Egypt has always been victim of Great Britain,
France and the Ottoman Empire’s reciprocal rivalries (47). In particular, he establishes a
fascinating parallel between the mythic figures of Alexander the Great and Mohamed Ali,
the illiterate Macedonian soldier arrived in Egypt in 1800 to fight for the Turks against
the French army. His leadership progressively disentangled Egypt from the dying
Ottoman Empire and guided the country towards prosperity and modernity: “Questo
soldato di ventura trovò l’Egitto nell’anarchia . . . portò questo Paese a un tale grado di
prosperità e d’ordine . . . ebbe il sogno dell’Impero” (50, 52). Mohamed Ali like
Alexander, envisioned a major role for Alexandria in the Mediterranean basin. He
prompted the rebuilding of the port and wanted the city to flourish again, pushing the

dell’800.” Despite its nine centuries, the city “una grande patina … non doveva avercela. Qui le cose il
tempo le distrugge, ma non le invecchia; la durata qui dà poca prospettiva al colore.” (36) Ungaretti’s
polemical pitch shifts towards a more lyrical and complex perception: he evokes the decomposing effect of
time over Alexandria’s cityscape. While he criticizes the nostalgic literary portrays provided by foreign
visitors whose eyes were not accustomed to the transformative aesthetic effects of time on the city, his
lyrical descriptions indulges is similar nostalgic views, as I will show in the second part of my work. To
foreign eyes, the patina that encrusts the buildings and monuments and it visually confers them an
ornamental value, as if the passing of time were a symbol of beauty. But for Ungaretti occasional travelers
and visitors have given too much credit to the ancient beauty of the city and have emphasized its Western
elements to the point to make it resemble a fin de siècle city. Once again, foreign voices contribute to
establish the image and relevance of Alexandria in the world. In Ungaretti’s shifting from the critical
perspective of someone who knows the city to someone else who re visits it after many years, lays the
ambiguity of his gaze. Sandys, George: Sandy’s Travels. London. Printed for J. William Junior. 7th edition
1673. Web. https://openlibrary.org/books/OL22892774M/Sandys_Travels; Fay Eliza: The Original Letters
from India of Mrs. Eliza Fay: Containing a Narrative of a Journey through Egypt and the Author’s
Imprisonment at Calicut by Hyder Ally: to Which is Added an Abstract of Three Subsequent Voyages to
India. Calcutta, West Begal, In. 1817 WEB
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country towards the Western’s economical trajectory. Besides sharing great political and
military skills, Ungaretti explains that the two men had something else in common: they
came from the same geographical area and shared common Greek roots and culture (49).
Thus, according to Ungaretti, the men who made Egypt great and rescued it from
anarchy, violence, and neglect, came from another country: they were non-native. They
came, saw, conquered, and ruled the Egypt as foreign invaders, whose legacy is still
widely praised.
Ungaretti’s parallel is problematic because it implicitly suggests that local
authority could not rule the county and make it thrive. Under Arab and Ottoman control
Alexandria died in 641AD; the Arab conquest corresponds to the end of civilization and
the wealth for the city. His historical position is common to many scholars in different
disciplines—literature, architecture, urban studies, religion, but particularly to historians.
Alexandria’s slow decline parallels with its marginalized role as a provincial town, which
shrank in importance and size since “no more than five or six thousands inhabitants”
where living there (52). As an historical fact, this is hardly debatable: the city lost its
prestige and importance. Nonetheless, the reasons of this fall are rarely explained.
Aligning with similar Western perspectives, Ungaretti does not mention that the Arab
civilization was not interested in Alexandria maritime vocation, or on in its strategic
position facing the Mediterranean because they preferred to invest and set their
headquarter around Cairo. They withdraw inland, along the Nile because their cultural
ties were far from the sea and because they intended to expand their political and
economical influences East and South, rather than West.
To Western and Oriental’s eyes Alexandria has always been the uncanny symbol
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of Mediterranean hybridization. Its Hellenization, and later Westernization, and its being
a constant reminder of the Egyptian internal other identity, contributed to distance it from
the rest of the country, which better resisted the foreign influences. Cassano’s reflection
on Hellenic philosophical influences that are at the base of his invention of the
Mediterranean space as a shared space helps to clarify this point even better. The scholar
illustrates the fundamental cultural difference between continental and maritime
populations, “The West looks to the sea and the East to the mountains” (24). In his view,
this is at the heart of cultural and ideological difference between Europe and Asia. This
assertion also illuminates the Arabs and Ottoman lack of interest for the sea and their
turning their back to the Mediterranean. In the historical excursion of his travelogue
Ungaretti does not present these views; he rather emphasizes on Alexandria as the
emblem of the ancient Hellenic past and the quintessential element of a hybrid, liquid
civilization contaminated by its relations with the West, not with the East. The question
with his travel notes is not that he should have offered an exhaustive historical overview
of the city. But overemphasizing the importance of the Hellenic and Roman civilizations
he ends us neglecting the Arab and Ottoman contribution without acknowledging any
role to their influences over Alexandria. This could lead to reconsider Ungaretti’s
definition of the context in which he grew up as inclusive and tolerant; it could help to rediscuss his political and ideological positions.
Analyzing the political instances of Ungaretti’s visions of Alexandria in Quaderno
egiziano, Lucia Re finds that Mario Petrucciani and Glauco Cambon31 “have privileged
and studied only the more lyrical sections of this travel book” (185). Instead, she
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maintains that the historical parts of the text offer “invaluable insight into the changes
undergone by Ungaretti’s poetics” and that they are “also illuminating for political
reasons which cannot . . . be separated from the poetic” (186). Re rightly points out that
“by mixing and “contaminating” poetry with history and politics, the book belies the
myth of the essential “purity” of Ungaretti’s modernism, which many critics have
deemed superior, indifferent. . . or tacitly complicit with fascist imperialism” (186).
Placing Ungaretti’s travel account within the frame of Italian colonial campaign during
Fascism, she argues that it takes “a stand vis à vis Italian foreign policy” because:
In contrast to Turkish, European and even . . . Egyptian imperialism, he openly
advocates a multicultural and non-antagonistic model of cross-fertilization between
Europe and Africa, one that is clearly based on his own idealized memory of
Alexandria. He emphasizes what in his view is, historically, the positive value of
the reciprocal influences and cross-contamination of Europe and Africa, East and
West, Christians and Arabs yet he decries imperialistic oppression (187).
The references I presented on the Hellenistic spirit, Alexander’s global view of the world,
the parallel between his Hellenization and Mohamed Ali’s Westernization, as well as
them being the leading foreign figures of the cultural “contamination” process, fit into the
context highlighted by the scholar. Yet, Ungaretti’s multicultural views and his ideas of
“cross-fertilization between Europe and Africa” still remain problematic. If, as Re notes,
Ungaretti’s travel account takes a political stand facing the international politics of his
time, how can we accommodate the historical omission of the Arab and Ottoman
governance? How can we accept his model of intercultural growth and contamination
when Arab and Ottoman influences are marginalized in Egyptian history? What should
we think about the almost twelve under years between the death of Alexandria in 641 and
its resurrection in 1798? The repercussions of this absence are interesting. On one hand, it
fails to bring to light the consequent intestine fights for independence that agitated Egypt
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even before Mohamed Ali’s arrival (1830) and that attracted many Italian esuli during
Risorgimento. On the other, it deprives Arabs and Ottomans of their power in ruling the
country, while reinforcing instead the notion of ruining it. Without questioning this
silence, it is hard to assess the Ungaretti’s position toward imperialism when discussing
his representation of Alexandria. In omitting the Arab and Ottoman presence from his
historical reconstruction, Ungaretti suppresses their influence as well as their voice and
he focuses only on Westerner dominators and their results. Highlighting the importance
of the Hellenic spirit and the Roman rule, which for the Western’s eye made Alexandria
flourished, his work reveals the ambiguities of his ideological position and the bias of his
historical reconstruction.
Quaderno egiziano’s main objective is not to establish a genealogy of Egyptian
history, rather to provide an overview that could favor the reader’s understanding of a
distant other culture. The limits of Ungaretti’s perspective are also a consequence of the
dominant Western discourse of his time, which rarely encouraged a global historical
perspective, and when it did, certainly, it did not call for the inclusion of subaltern
subjects and colonized countries into the colonizers’ travel narrative. Nevertheless,
discarding the Eastern dominances as an overall dark moment in the history of Egypt is
an issue that needs to be addressed when discussing the condition of Alexandria within
the Mediterranean as well as its literary constructions. Suppressing the importance of
local political, economical, cultural, and literary products and subjects is symptomatic of
the Western-centric dominant discourse that even today, in a postcolonial era, hardly ever
recognizes their relevance. Hala Halim’s recent work Alexandria Cosmopolitanism: An
Archieve (2013) illuminates Alexandria’s context and literary invention presenting new
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insightful reflections32. Referring to the work of Arab and international scholars such as
Robert Ilbert and Micheal Haag, who have adopted Western language and discourse to
elide non-Western voice from the city history and narrative, she claims that their
representations are the result of a fossilized Western vision and knowledge of Egypt,
which does not consider nor acknowledge any relevance to local voices. She affirms that
Alexandria’s cosmopolitan image has been invented and diffused mostly by foreign
voices that provide only a partial view of the city’s multiculturalism excluding local
Egyptians from their pictures. In her work Halim progressively debunks Forster, Cavafy,
and Durrell’s representations of Alexandria. In her last chapter she discusses Bernard de
Zogheb’s works and experience to suggest the success, but also the limits, of an
alternative local voice engaging with the representation of Alexandria’s cosmopolitism.
Ungaretti’s omissions towards Eastern and Arab influences on the development of
Alexandria are common to other travel narratives, including Marinetti, Pea, and
Cialente’s. The hybridity of travel writing grant them the possibility to include a great
array of information in their texts and to experiment with various forms of writing.
However, placing their texts within this fluid framework establishes some thematic and
stylistic connections among their texts. It is also a necessary step to bring to light the
complexities that their visions entail, such as describing different environments,
discussing local traditions, but also Orientalizing public space and Arab people, or in
marginalizing them. As I demonstrate focusing on Ungaretti’s Quaderno egiziano the
intricacy of these authors’ perspectives is the result of stratifications, erosions,
decomposition, and re-composition of feelings, and impressions mitigated by time,
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distance, and literary strategies, as well as by their unique relation with Alexandria.
Although Pea and Cialente’s texts seize more concrete images of Alexandria’s complex
urban texture, their perspective is as problematic as Marinetti and Ungaretti’s. In
particular, as I discuss in the next chapter, all the Italian writers offer rather conflicting
articulations of modernity. But before moving to their analysis of Alexandria modernity,
I want to re-consider the context of Italian colonial and postcolonial studies in which
these texts are usually placed.

Egypt in Italian Colonial and Postcolonial Studies
Scholars have discussed Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s visions of Egypt
into the broad perspective of Italian colonial and postcolonial studies. In this secyion I
question the assumption behind the equation Egypt = colonial Africa, that implicitly runs
through many academic studies. These works tend to overlook the specificity of the
Egyptian case in the variegated geographical, political, historical, and cultural panorama
of the African continent. While it is possible to retrace the influences of the Italian
colonialism in these Italian writers’ perspective, to what extent can we consider Egypt,
and more specifically, Alexandria part of Italian colonial Africa? What nuances do the
term colony and colonial have in literary and political discourse related to Alexandria and
Egypt? How are the imperialistic dynamics at work in European colonies of Algeria,
Tunisia, Libya, or Somalia, and Eritrea recreated also in Egypt? Isn’t this equation
bearing signs of an anomalous Western-centric scholarly practice that group different
countries—and colonies—under the general label of “colonial Africa”? Isn’t this
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homogenized vision a possible consequence of a treacherous projection of Western
imagination that, in the Egyptian case, keeps ignoring the peculiarities of this country?
Shouldn’t we, instead, make a clear distinction when studying the Italian colony in Egypt
and focus on the peculiar historical, cultural, and political background of this country?
Shouldn’t we consider the uniqueness and specificities of Alexandria’s context, when
exploring the perception of the city offered by Italian and international writers?
In this section I investigate some consequences that this equation implies. I am
aware of the ongoing scholarly discussion around the “de-africanization” of Egypt33 and
the consequences that it entails in different fields. This debate is based on the ethnic and
racial origins of Ancient Egyptian population and its repercussions on the development of
African history and philosophy. My work goes in a different direction. I am not debating
the ethnic origins of Egyptians, not even arguing against the African influence on the
development of Egyptian civilization, or its consequential influences on Western world,
and academia. I am rather questioning whether the Egyptian “colonial” experience, as
experienced by Italian writers and discussed by scholars of Italian study field, should be
blended with the Italian colonization of Africa. Besides calling for more attention to the
peculiarity of Egypt’s position and cultural history, in my work I am also underlining the
need for a stronger presence of Egyptian voices and representations of Alexandria’s
image, which as I argue, are still excluded from the Western construction of the city.
I present here an overview of critical studies that inquiring on the Italian writers’
relations with Alexandria, tend to equate Africa with Egypt, interchanging them as
similar cultural, geographical, and colonial entities. If on one hand Marinetti, Ungaretti,
Pea, and Cialente’s texts contribute to define a specific view of Egypt that intersects with
33
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the Italian colonial projects in Africa, on the other their descriptions are intrinsically
related with the specificity of Alexandria’s international context. The geo-cultural
overlapping problematizes the double use of the word “colony” and the separation
between colonies of exploitation, and colonies of population. As Fiore34 observes,
“Colonies can then be associated with both freedom and spontaneity, on the one hand,
and coercion and subjugation, on the other” (72). When considering the Italian historical
and political perspective after the unification, this distinction is significant because Italian
emigration and colonialism developed hand in hand to build the Italian nation inside and
outside Italy’s geographical borders. As Mark Choate35 illustrates, “the Liberal Italian
state deliberately treated emigration and colonialism expansion as one and the same” (6).
The repercussions of these intersections are visible in the way scholars analyze these
Italian writers in a broad African space. I refer to Lucia Re’s essay “Alexandria
Revisited” to investigate a more suitable framework where Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and
Cialente’s representations of Alexandria can be analyzed. As the only critical analysis
bringing together all these authors around and within a specific perspective, Re hints to
the need to study them within Alexandria’s colonial culture in a footnote (191)36. Yet she
pushes them into the orbit of Italian colonial and post-colonial studies, as the only
possible scholarly space where to engage with their invention of the city. Following up
on her note, I extend the definition of colony to include a third category: “cultural
colony”, which anticipates the question of hybrid identity and hybrid spaces that I explore
in the next chapter. With the term “cultural colony” I identify the peculiarities of
34
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Alexandria as an international milieu during the interwar period. Adopting this definition
will foster a deeper understanding of the powerful intellectual and cultural influence that
the international community had over the city. It was so strong and vibrant that it ended
up obfuscating, and sometimes replacing, the presence of local artists and writers
involved in developing a local representation of the city37.

Is Egypt Colonial Africa?
Let’s now take a look at how scholars deploying the problematic equation Egypt
= colonial Africa have resisted the identification of Egypt as an independent, specific
space. I contend that pushing Egypt and Alexandria into the orbit of the Italian colonial
campaigns in Africa, and consequently under the large umbrella of Italian colonial and
postcolonial studies, is partially denying historical and cultural traits that distinguish
Egypt.
Marinetti is among the most prolific Italian writers to engage with the
representation of Africa. Yet, scholars have examined his representation of the African
continent relying essentially on his narrative and manifestos, while neglecting the
peculiar aesthetics aspects of his travel writing. Giovanna Trento38 discusses the
construction of Mediterranean Africa in hinting to Marinetti’s literary production with an
African backdrop (282). Yet, her only frame of reference is Mafarka le futuriste, which,
she writes, “is set in Africa, but where exactly the reader is not told. Here Africa is a fluid
notion, which had both autobiographical and literary connotations.” (282-283) She adds
37
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that details like “the names given to places and characters, the nuances of people’s skin
colors, the style of their clothes, and more—suggest that the novel takes place somewhere
in the fluidity of Northeastern Africa. . . . Marinetti’s Africa is also impregnated with
issues related to Italian colonialism” (283). To support her point, she mentions the work
of Luigi Ballerini and Mario Casati that “highlight how Mafarka contains a wealth of
eccentric terms that Marinetti re-invented after taking inspiration not only from his North
African childhood, Arabic, and Berber but also from colonial atlases, Amharic, and other
languages of Eritrea and Somalia.” (283). While both statements may explain the
connection between the novel and the Italian aesthetic of colonial literature, they also
show a carousel of geographical toponyms that do not clarify the relation between
Marinetti’s cosmopolitan upbringing in Alexandria and Africa39. Rather, they reveal an
awkward resistance to identify his relation with Egypt to intensify the connection with a
broader “colonial Africa”.
Giovanna Tomasello in her groundbreaking anthology on Italian colonial
literature40 explores the allegorical function of Africa in Mafarka as the Promised Land
for the birth of the Futurist superman. In her analysis, she brings into the conversation
Marinetti’s theater work and travel book. Including different literary genres, she
establishes a more homogenous trajectory of Marinetti’s visions of Africa while she
retraces the shifting signifier attributed to the continent. Yet, her attention towards Il
fascino dell’Egitto is limited to a few pages in which she elaborates on Marinetti’s
39
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mythological construction of his fatherland, “l’Africa appare un mondo definitivamente
incapace di qualsiasi dinamismo che si presenta come oggetto passivo di contemplazione
estetica” (115). She concludes that on his journey back “La terra africana attrae lo
scrittore come un mondo di placida mollezza, statico nelle sue forme e rassicurante”
(115). Tomasello aptly seizes the decline of the African regenerating function in
Marinetti’s travel work, which is now replaced by a placid, feeble vision of the continent.
Implicitly, her comment also emphasizes a swerve on Futurist ideology, moving away
from the anti-passatism feeling for a more nostalgic, reassuring, almost maternal notion
of Africa. Similarly to Trento, Tomasello seems to refuse to deploy Egypt as a geocultural identifier of Marinetti’s travel experience of 1931, denying the intimate, personal
dimension that filtrates through his travel notes, which could justify a renewed perception
of Africa.
In her book The Other Modernism Cinzia Sartini-Blum focuses on Il fascino
dell’Egitto 41 to highlight the controversial interpretation of modernity vis à vis some
theoretical instances of the Futurist movement. Relying on quotations taken from
Marinetti’s description of Alexandria, she offers a psychoanalytical interpretation of the
clash between the writer’s childhood memories and the environment he experiences
during his journey back. Linking together the effects of modernity in Egypt to
colonialism, Sartini-Blum suggests that the latter symbolizes the “repression of
Marinetti’s own sensual, ‘primitive’ self—his mother-bound desires and anxieties”
whereas “the active, productive colony “resuscitates” a vision of his father’s ‘iron-life’”
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(138-139)42. Differently from Tomasello and Trento, she identifies Egypt as a specific
space; yet she builds her argument effacing Alexandria’s peculiar identity and its relation
with Western modernity. The scholar bases her psychoanalytical reading only on
references to Alexandria, synecdochally substituting the city for the whole country, and
sometimes for the entire African continent. This approach has two consequences: on one
hand, it slightly deviates the interpretation of Marinetti’s overall feelings for Egypt. He
was referring specifically to Alexandria, the city of his childhood’s memories, populated
with the ghost of his past and characterized by a vibrant international community. The
rest of Egypt was not like Alexandria. On the other hand, this substitution overlooks the
role of the city in his writing, especially its power in generating a myth around the
writer’s public persona and his cosmopolitan upbringing. Sartini-Blum’s overarching
theme is the exploration of the mythopoietic tendencies of Marinetti’s futurist writing
(vii).
If Marinetti’s transnational experience has attracted and produced thoughtprovoking critical work on his visions and revisions of Africa in the context of Italian
colonial studies, the same cannot be said about Ungaretti’s Quaderno egiziano. Critics
have demonstrated how his poetic rises from, and it is also grounded into the landscape of
his childhood; such association has permanently intertwined Ungaretti with Alexandria’s
historical space and natural environment. Differently from Il fascino dell’Egitto,
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Quaderno egiziano represents a source for personal information, historical references,
anecdotes, and details about the poets’ transnational, nomadic experience43. Included in a
broader collection of travel articles titled Il deserto e dopo, his reflections on the journey
back to Egypt in 1931 are deployed by scholars to illuminate the reverberations of the
exotic African landscape on his poetics: “Rileggere il Quaderno egiziano, significa non
soltanto comprendere meglio il valore del tema africano nel contesto dei simboli di
Ungaretti . . . ma anche quella sua poetica dell’astrazione” (Cambon 150). The poet’s
official biographer Leone Piccioni also relies on this text to offer a complete portrait of
the poet’s early years in Egypt identifying voices that influenced his poetic, and episodes
describing his childhood in Moharren Bey’s district44.
While the creative power of Alexandria’s imagery has been analyzed mostly
through his collections of poems,45 Mario Petrucciani and Glauco Cambon take a closer
look at his travel narrative. Yet, as Lucia Re observes, they linger on the most lyrical
passages of Quaderno egiziano (186).46 As Cambon notes “Parrebbe insomma che . . . la
prosa ungarettiana esprima dalle sue viscere la poesia in versi, e al verso spesso si
protenda” (140). He also adds that “l’uso che di tali pagine . . . a noi lettori odierni è dato
di farne, le riscatta da ogni avventizio presupposto ideologico” (145). The emphasis on
the lyrical style of his prose, and the quantity of scholarly research produced on this
topic, rather than on the politics behind it, may explain the lack of theoretical support to
43
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undertake a socio-political interpretation of his lyrical works. Robert Dombrowski47
noticed a similar attitude when, in his study of Ungaretti’s connection with Fascism, he
writes:
Non dovrebbe sorprendere che nella critica ungarettiana, la questione del fascismo
del poeta sia rimasta appena articolata. Due ostacoli sembrano contrastare
definitivamente qualsiasi approccio al problema: la quasi totale mancanza di
supporti teorici generali che agevolino l’interpretazione socio-politica della poesia
lirica; l’oggetto stesso dell’indagine, l’opera di un poeta in cui sentimento politico
ed arte appaiono così divergenti che riavvicinare, o magari riconciliare, i due
fenomeno è un’impresa estremamente problematica, se non impossibile (71)
To question the relation between the poet and Fascism, or to place him within the
political frame of colonial Italian studies involve similar challenges: an ideological
analysis of his poetry and poetic, which has only been hinted. This can explain the
resistance of scholars in discussing and including Ungaretti’s perception of Egypt in the
trajectory of colonial and postcolonial studies.
Considering the relevance of scholarly works privileging the poetic over the
politics and the fact that Ungaretti’s problematic historical vision of Alexandria has not
yet been discussed, it is difficult to assess the consequences of our equation unless we
refer to Ungaretti’s own writing. The poet himself resorts to the toponym of Africa, rather
than Egypt or Alexandria, to delineate his promised land, a land made of blurred, but
intensely sensuous, visions and symbols. The interchange of geographical terms has been
interpreted from a stylistic and rhetorical perspective, without investigating the political
implications it entails. Poems from Allegria di naufragi and Sentimento del tempo are
built around temporal fluctuation before/now/after, and echo geographical alternations
between East/West, Europe/Africa. In “Monotonia” Ungaretti talks about “sulla mia terra
affricana”; in “Giugno”, he ambiguously mention Africa as a synecdoche to identify
47
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Egypt or Africa as his own country “nel mio paese d’Affrica”. Even when referring to
Alexandria, Ungaretti permanently links the continent to his own memory in the title of
“Ricordo d’Affrica”. Rather than mentioning the city itself, whose female image
evaporates like a ghost over the horizon “ma nemmeno d’invisibile/Non palpita”. To find
critical evidence about Ungaretti’s position vis à vis Italian colonial culture, we need to
look at Re’s essay, as I explain in the previous part of this chapter.
Enrico Pea’s narrative set in Egypt is discussed in connection with other Italian
residents in Alexandria. His writing has been placed under a variety of literary and
theoretical frameworks. A critical study of Vita in Egitto as a transcultural artifact
representing Alexandria’s urban space and its socio-cultural environment has not been
undertaken yet48. Cristina Lombardi-Diop, for example, includes him in her entry on
“Orientalism” without making any reference to his prose or theater works49. She suggests
that Pea, with Marinetti and Ungaretti, sets the tone of Italian Orientalist modernism
“incorporating their imagery vision of the enchanted, composite and transnational reality
of Alexandria . . . into their words of freedom, assemblage, and decentered visual
language” (305). Rosetta Giuliani Caponetto reads Pea’s fiction next to Fausta Cialente’s
novels defining their works as “dissent literature” of the Fascist period50. Focusing on
their representations of Alexandria’s Levantine, tolerant, welcoming social space as “an
example of ideal society”, the scholar aims to counterbalance the “Fascist regime’s
program of defending and recovering Italian culture and race in Italy and its colonies”
48
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(154). Similarly to Re, she outlines the peculiarities of the city historical and
multicultural milieu before delving into her analyses, stressing that the exotic ideological
message imbued in the Italian colonial literature of the Fascist era, was absent from their
works (153).
Rebecca Hopkins51 mentions Pea among those Italian authors “whose cultural
formation also took place somewhere between Africa and Italy” implying that their
writing could be read as a case of scrittura meticcia and may have something in common
with Erminia dell’Oro’s autobiographical fiction (172, 190). What Hopkins adds is even
more interesting than her challenging assumption: she points out that Egypt has never
been part of the Italian colonies (190). This is an element that is rarely brought up when
debating the role and contribution of Italian writers in Egypt to Italian colonial literature.
Far from being an obvious statement, I consider it a rather important fact to keep in mind
because it distinguishes the Italian colonial experience in Egypt from the one in the Horn
of Africa. Despite the number of Italian residents in Alexandria, their involvement in
public institutions, business, and cultural organizations52, the impact of their presence and
power in Alexandria is not comparable to the one the Italian colony exercised over Libya,
Somalia, Eritrea, Albania or the Dodecanese islands. These territories were conquered
and occupied by Italian soldiers and were formally part of the Italian colonial empire. It is
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also worth to remember that neither the government of Italia liberale, nor the Fascist
regime ever planned a systematic colonization of Egypt through organized migration.
Although there were significant attempts to maintain the emigrants settlements under the
influence of the Italian motherland, as Choate indicates in Emigrant Nation (8), and to
instruct Italian immigrants to impose cultural and ethical models over “uncivilized”
territories of Italian Africa (Tomasello 24) the political ambivalence of Italian institutions
towards migration played a key role in controlling the terrotori d’oltremare.
Interestingly, it still has a strong impact today with the paradoxes of Italy simultaneously
becoming a receiving and sending country again.
Similarly to Pea’s destiny, Cialente’s Egyptian writings have been read in
conjunction with other Italian and international writers. It appears that outside of the
Italian study field the Italian writers’ experience in Alexandria is situated in a context that
takes in consideration the cultural and historical specificity of the city. In “Italians,
Italianity, and Fascism” Anouchka Lazarev53 outlines the identity of the Italian
community as well as its legacy in the city mentioning the presence of some prominent
Italian writers. In “The Levant: a Trans-Mediterranean Literary Category?” Tiziana
Carlino54 suggests the terms “Levant” and “Mediterranean” as possible terms to discuss
Ungaretti and Cialente’s works next to Jaqueline Kahanoff’s writing.
In recent years Fausta Cialente’s narrative set in Egypt has attacked the attention
of scholars interested in the analysis of Italian women writing during the ventennio but
also interested in the female construction of colonial and exotic spaces. Sandra
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Petrignani55 consider Cialente’s nomadic experience and isolation from the contemporary
Italian female writers community of her time, as an enriching element of her narratives
(86). In discussing Cortile a Cleopatra, Luciana Minghelli56 grapples with the definition
of different locations mentioned in the title. Questioning the position of the author’s as
someone who writes “in Africa e sull’Africa” (227) she argues that even though
Cleopatra is a real neighborhood in Alexandria, its space “si sottrae a una esatta
figurazione spaziale” (227) suggesting that the geographical dimension of the novel is an
imagined space “un non luogo, un’utopia” (234). Minghelli, as other scholars, extends the
large and problematic frame of colonial Africa over Alexandria’s international colony.
Instead, Maria Grazia Cossu57 in “Ebraismo, multiculturalità e realtà coloniale nei
romanzi di Fausta Cialente” draws a parallel between Trieste and Alexandria highlighting
their welcoming and tolerating environment and pointing out that they are both the
background of Cialente’s most successful novels Yet, even if the word colony appears in
the title of the essay, Cossu merely sketches the Levantine Jewish colonial milieu in
which the author sets her narratives. Nonetheless, only a few scholars in Italian studies
have established more specific frameworks to contextualize Cialente’s fiction in
Alexandria’s; Myriam Pettinato,58 Mirella Scriboni59.
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Lucia Re is one among very few scholars to create a specific geographical, and
historical frame to discuss the Italian literary experience speciafically in Alexandria’s
cultural context, rather than in a vaguely outlined African territory. She has taken up the
challenge of scrutinizing Marinetti, Cialente, Ungaretti, and Pea’s works in a few
articles60. In “Alexandria Revisited. Colonialism and the Egyptian works of Enrico Pea
and Giuseppe Ungaretti” she brings together prominent modernist Italian writers that
engaged with the representation of the city and situates them in Alexandria’s colonial
culture. Opening with a critic of Said’s allegorical interpretation of Verdi’s Aida as an
orientalist artifact, produced by a foreign subject and alluding to French imperial projects
in Egypt, Re contends Said’s reading questioning the assumption at the core of his work;
“is the “non-native” art that comes out of or is produced in (as in the case of Aida) the
colony necessary complicit with imperialist oppression?” (166). Re selects Alexandria as
a case study “to develop the hypothesis of a nonimperialistic or even anti-imperialist
colonial discourse” and to investigate the literary repercussions of its environment on
Italian modernism (166). Even though she decides to focus on Ungaretti and Pea’s
experiences, she also discusses Marinetti and Cialente’s works, relying on their
information to capture the essence of a cosmopolitan city, promising to expand on them
in a longer project 61 (169, 191), which has not come out yet. Differently from other
scholars, Re locates these transnational Italian authors both within the national literary
context of the time and in Alexandria’s colonial milieu. She demonstrates that their
distance from traditional aesthetic and literary models, embraced by their contemporary
60
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fellow writers in Italy, along with the uniqueness of the experience of a multicultural,
open environment and “their peculiar colonial position as citizens of Alexandria”,
propelled their originality and creative approach to writing (167).
Yet, even the historical and cultural constructed space of Alexandria in which Re
places the Italian writers presents some challenges that question the assumption Egypt =
colonial Africa. The complete title of the essay “Alexandria Revisited: Colonialism and
the Egyptian works of Enrico Pea and Giuseppe Ungaretti” establishes a connection
between a renovated understanding of the city62, colonial practice, and Egypt. Although
the toponym Africa is not clearly mentioned here, it is implied through the word
colonialism. The reference becomes clearer in the second and third part of the essay when
Re delves into the representation of Alexandria provided by Pea and Ungaretti. Thus,
how do Re’s references resonate with the equation Egypt = colonial Africa? Let’s
consider the terms colony/colonial and colonialism. The Merriam Webster online
dictionary provides nuanced definitions, hierarchically ranging from a more political
notion of <colony>as “a body of people living in a new territory but retaining ties with
the parent state” and as the space, “the territory inhabited by such a body”, to a cultural
version of it: “group of individuals or things, with common characteristics or interested
situated in close association” as well as the “the section occupied by such a group.” The
dictionary provides an example of the latter as “an artistic colony”. 63 As for
<colonialism> we find: “control by one power over a dependent area or people” and “a
policy advocating or based on such control”.64 When Re outlines Alexandria’s literary
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construction by foreign and local voices as “a colonial city, a place that was so deeply
loved and evoked” (169), or discusses the writers’ “formative experience of the colony . .
. of the specific kind of colony that Alexandria was” (167-168) the words colony/colonial
hint to a shared space, to some affinity in the same community. Instead, in the sections
dedicated to Pea and Ungaretti, when she discussed their work in the political and
ideological framework of Italian colonial enterprises, the meaning of these terms shifts
towards more political nuances. For instance she discusses Pea’s contradictory position as
“the product of colonial oppression . . . [and] including himself among the colonizers
(and those the exploiters) . . . [yet] he is also the victim of the colonial situation” (176).
Re does not seem to come to terms with a stable definition of the word colony, which
remains blurred through out her essay.65 In another passage she connects Alexandria’s
colonial experience with Africa subaltern role: “The colonial logic victimizes Africans
because they are subalterns” (178). This seems to bring back Egypt into the space of
colonial Africa, which flattens the peculiarity of Alexandria’s milieu that scholar
outlines.
These references to the body of scholarly works in colonial and post-colonial
Italian studies, demonstrate the anomalous tendency in overwriting the African space
with the Egyptian. They also point to the use of Alexandria as a synecdoche of the entire
Egyptian state. Beyond any critical or theoretical approach undertaken by any scholars,
making these distinctions is fundamental to avoid the consequences of a homogenized
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Taking a further look at other example of the adjective “colonial” may help to stress the complexities of
the word as well as the scholar’s use of it. For instance, she defines the premiering of the Aida in Cairo in
1870 a “colonial” event” targeted for the affluent European population of residing there (166). In this case
“colonial” seems to refer to the international community settled in the city.
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Western vision of Africa in general66. When reiterated, these generalizations underline a
form of resistance to identify Egypt’s peculiarities; moreover, mixing Alexandria’s
colonial environment with colonial Africa brings up ambiguities and imprecisions.
Ignoring the specificities of the local backgrounds could also reinforce the idea that
Western literary—and scholarly—powers are still reenacting a form of cultural
domination. In leaving the context out of the picture they are imposing a homogenized
vision of this rich but complicated area. The uniqueness of the Italian authors’ experience
in Alexandria should not be wiped out even when analyzing the works of Marinetti,
Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente in a colonial and postcolonial Italian context. These are in
fact, the appropriate frameworks to analyze these works together.
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Experts on the field of political studies suggest to avoid terminology fabricated in the Western world
when discussing the complexities of geographical space such as Africa, the Arab Peninsula, or the very
vague Middle East. The Arab language in fact has elaborated an alternative geographical, but also cultural,
distinction of the northern shore of Africa to identify a broader but more specific Arab area: the Magreb
and the Mashreq. In Introduzione al grande Magreb (2010) Francesco Tamburini and Maurizio Vernassa
outline a widely accepted definition of these two regions illustrating also the etymological origins of both
terms. Maghreb literary means “where the sun sets” ( )ﻣﻐﺮبand it includes Morocco, Mauritania, Algeria,
Tunisia and Libya. Mashreq, also spelled Mashriq ()ﻣﺸﺮق, means “where the sun rises”. Conventionally, it
comprises the countries locates East from Egypt namely Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Israel and Palestine, and
the Arabic peninsula. Nonetheless, even this indigenous distinction poses some questions on Egypt’s
position. Within the Mashreq, it is sometimes considered a nation with on hybrid identity, mitigated or
complicated by the rich intellectual cosmopolitan life in Alexandria. Western political powers see Egypt as
a moderate interlocutor between these two macro areas.
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CHAPTER 2
Alexandria’s Contested Modernity

The settlers’ town is a strongly-built town, all made of stone and steel. It is a brightly
light town; the streets are covered with asphalt, and the garbage-cans swallow all the
leavings, unseen, unknown and hardly thought about. The settler’s feet are never
visible, except perhaps in the sea; but there you’re never close enough to see them.
His feet are protected by strong shoes although the streets of is town are clean and
even, with not holes or stones. The settler’s town is a well-fed town, an easy-going
town; the belly is always full of good things. The settler’s town is a town of whitepeople, of foreigners.
The town belonging to the colonized people, or at least the native town, the negro
village, the medina, the reservation, is a place of ill fame, people by men of evil
repute. They are born there, it matters little where or how; they die there, it matters
no where, nor how. It is a world without spaciousness; men live there on top of each
other, and their huts are built on top of each other. The native town is hungry town,
starved of bread, of meat, of shoes, of coal, of light. The native town is a crouching
village, a town on its knees, a town wallowing in the mire. It is a town of nigger and
dirty Arabs. The look that the native turns on the settler’s town is a look of lust, a look
of envy; it expresses his dreams of possession.
Franz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 1961

While following Marinetti, Ungaretti’s steps through Alexandria, it is arduous to
grasp the city’s international and vibrant atmosphere so clearly perceived in other writers’
texts. For instances, in Annie Messina’s short story “Noi lo chiamavamo Messiu”
(1921), we walk the city in time and space following the recollections of a young Italian
girl in her daily commute from the residential area of Ramleh to the Italian school in
Karmus, in downtown Alexandria:
mi era parso addirittura di entrare in un mondo sconosciuto. Le Scuole Italiane,
infatti, sorgevano allora nel centro di Karmus, il popoloso quartiere indigeno . . . Lì
si vedevano infatti tante cose pittoresche, di cui i ragazzi di oggi, nel magnifico
edificio nuovo delle Scuole Littorie, con campi da tennis e piscina e vista sul mare,
non hanno nessuna idea (134).
She experiences this journey as the extraordinary entrance into another world while she
also points out the urban changes the city underwent in accordance with the growth of the
Italian community there. Similarly, but with less exotic ostentation, André Aciman’s
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memoir Out of Egypt (1994) captures the narrator’s familiarity with the Arabic city center
dotted with French and Greek pastry shops, coffee houses, and fashion trend.
Shoppers normally filled the streets after work, when the sidewalks throbbed with a
chaos of lights spilling out of busy coffee shops and stores . . . Through the store
windows you could watch women trying on gloves and salesgirls forever folding
and stacking sweaters in rainbow assortments of colors. . . I let the wool rub my
chin again, thinking of the tarts and hot chocolates at Délices, Alexandria’s largest
pastry shop (154).
The reader of Aciman or Messina’s texts, among with others, is presented with rich and
variegated images of Alexandria cosmopolitan setting and community.

Fig. 2 A view one of Saad Zaghloul Boulevard around the 1910’s. This is one of
the major arteries that run along the city costal line. Note the international and Arab
names of stores and company facing the street.

Instead, the reader of Il fascino dell’Egitto (1933) remains rather disappointed about the
thin details describing Alexandria, whose rich history and dynamic life at the beginning
of the XX century is almost ignored by Marinetti (fig.1).67 Yet the city life and throb
become more central in Cialente’s Ballata Levantina (1961), Ungaretti’s Quaderno
67

Fig. 2 https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/a8/a0/b8/a8a0b8573baea6e09ea934253e163b73.jpg
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egiziano (1931) and Pea’s Vita in Egitto (1949). In the Italian literary panorama of the
interwar period, the informative and educational dimension that travel narratives
provided should not be understated. The Fascist regime took a strong interest in fostering
the development of colonial literature (Tomasello, 14). Travel narratives in the form of
elzeviri, reportage, written correspondences, as well as fiction, were among the most
prominent literary genres of the period promoting a broader knowledge of foreign
countries while celebrating the glory of Italian colonial achievements along with the
intercultural relations between Italy and its satellite territories. Marinetti’s Il fascino
dell’Egitto provides descriptions of his whereabouts in Cairo, around the Pyramids,
famous archeological sites like Sakkara, and the Al-Azhar mosque. He hints to local
traditions and social habits in the episode narrated in “A caccia di quaglie e donne arabe
con un mezzadro arabo” where he sketches a portrait of social conditions in rural Egypt
showing men’s honor code, gender relations, and women’s conditions. Other sections of
his travel notes offer information on traditional customs, music, and rituals adding a more
descriptive angle to his travel writing. Nonetheless, he is very elusive, indeed almost
secretive, when describing Alexandria’s contemporary social context and the city itself.
His view of the city remains in the background of his narrative because, as I discuss in
the second part of this work, the purpose of his travel is not the exploration of an exotic
new space, but a journey into his own intimate world and memory.
If Marinetti remains disinterested and detached from Alexandria’s urban landscape
and its contemporary life, Ungaretti and Pea are more intrigued by its progressive
transformation. They are also more inclined to discuss the consequences of modernity
and its impact on the cityscape and population. Quaderno d’Egitto and Vita in Egitto
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present a broader view of the city when compared to Marinetti’s withdrawn perspective.
These texts include anthropological, historical, cultural, and economic reflections on the
city, and the country in general, intertwined with the writers’ lyrical and autobiographical
moments. The composite nature and various themes that these texts cover also support
their informative function. Through Ungaretti and Pea’s travel accounts Italian readers
had to opportunity to look into Alexandria’s modernization process of the interwar
period; to consider the cultural gap distancing—or connecting—the Northern
Mediterranean shores to Italy; to glimpse to the city’s tolerant environment; and most of
all, to ponder on the role of the Italian legacy over the city. In the context of Italian travel
and colonial writing, these texts represent a valuable collection of autobiographical,
lyrical, and informative instances that has not been fully analyzed yet.
In the context of Italian modernist women writers, Fausta Cialente’s works set in
Alexandria opens similar perspectives to Italian readers. At the core of works like Cortile
a Cleopatra (1931), Pamela, o la bella estate (1935), Ballata levantina (1961), and Vento
sulla sabbia (1972) there are some elements that position them under the broad and fluid
category of travel narrative: the foreign setting, the attempt to shape an Italian identity
based on alterity, the migrant experiences of the characters, and the intercultural
encounters that they portray. Moreover, Cialente’s narrative is informed by her lengthy
residence in Alexandria, which establishes a point in common with Marinetti, Ungaretti,
and Pea while adding a strong autobiographical component to her texts. Lucia Re points
out that Cialente’s unique position between two countries and a variety of cultures, as
well as the anti-colonial instances of her discourse and her feminist sensibility, align her
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with the modernist writing of E.M. Foster and Virginia Woolf, while simultaneously
distancing her from her Italian contemporaries:
Cialente felt perpetually like a stranger everywhere, even after returning to Italy.
She deeply loved both Italy and Egypt, but she sensed that she belonged neither in
Italy nor in colonial Alexandria . . . Yet to those who read her novels today, it is
clear that her colonial experience and the distance that separated her from the
“metropolis,” allowed her to look at Italy . . . and colonialism with a critical
perspective that other [Italian writers] lacked (107). 68
In her Egyptian texts, female protagonists emblematically represent a new form of
transnational, nomadic subjectivity dislocated in a geographical and cultural context that
is not part of the Italian colonial territory. Rather, they are Italian fragments of a larger
transnational community rooted in Alexandria. Pamela, Marco, and Daniela are all born
in Italy but, for different reasons, they find themselves living in the vibrant and complex
urban reality of Alexandria in the interwar period. Their encounters with other members
of this cosmopolitan world, their reflections on their own uprooted conditions, their
destitute and tragic destiny cannot help but capture the social contradictions and
economic frictions that modernity inscribes in their life as well as in the urban texture
interwoven throughout Alexandria itself.
The tension generated by the conflicting Western notions of progress and
modernity is among the prominent themes that international travellers and visitors discuss
over Alexandria, along with the predominant sense of what Egyptian or Arab tradition
ought to be. Engaging with a representation of modernity implies a demystification of
their Orientalist expectations of Alexandria. In Orientalist texts, the idea of modernity is a
Western construction, imposed upon non-Western societies, which aim to assess the
city’s alignments or misalignments with a foreign conception of progress. Western
68

Re, Lucia “Painting, Politics, and Eroticism in Fausta Cialente’s Egyptian Narratives” in Symbolism. An
International Journal of Critical Aesthetics. Vol. 8. 2008 page 105-140.
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visitors in Alexandria envision their form of modernity as the only possible path toward
social, cultural, and especially economic progress. Describing what they perceive as
contradictory signs of development, they deny other local forms of advancement for
Alexandria and its inhabitants
In this chapter I discuss how Italian writers engage with the representation of
modernity in Alexandria. In particular, I argue that their vision of economical, cultural,
urban and social change reenacts dynamics of imperialistic power. It also reflects the
hierarchical order recognized implicitly between the local and international community.

Modernity Denied
Marinetti’s reminiscences and intimate reflections portray Egypt, and particularly
Alexandria, in a lyrical, symbolic, almost romantic light. This vision seems at odds with
the Futurist fight against sentimentalism and passatismo. Critics have pointed out that the
frictions between Futurism’s innovative literary and cultural devices and the indulgence
of nostalgic memories are at the center of Il fascino dell’Egitto, which otherwise could be
considered a rather conventional travel book for the period (Tomasello 151). Reverting to
Claudia Salaris’s interpretation of Egypt as a crystallized space, the land of “primitive”
and “instinctive” spirit of the Futurist movement’s earliest iterations (169), Lucia Re
instead writes: “Alexandria for Marinetti represented a model of modern metropolitan
civilization that incorporate elements of both Europe and Africa.” (169) Differently from
Mafarka’s mysterious, ancestral, a-historical African setting, Egypt and Alexandria of the
early 1930s are not the periphery of the world. But, according to Re, they are riding the
wind of change toward progress and modernity. De Maria in the introduction to the
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Mondadori edition of Marinetti’s travelogue, warns the reader about the different writing
style adopted by the founder of Futurism. He defines Marinetti the travel writer as “un
prosatore affabile, garbato, ed elegante, che sa far buon uso della sintassi e che solo con
cenni allusivi o per discreta incorporazione, ricorre ancora allo stile parolibero futurista”
(9). He also establishes the relevance of Egypt as a specific exotic setting for Marinetti’s
writing pointing out that Egypt “costituisce un grandioso pretesto per il lavoro della
memoria, insieme, per il più sontuoso e inesauribile descrittivismo poetico” (14).
Contrary to the anti-sentimentalist Futurist rhetoric and its anti-lyrical tone,
Marinetti’s memories of Alexandria offer celebratory images of his ancestral bond with
Egypt. Still drawing on the pompous style characteristic of Futurism, a commemorative
moment opens the travel account. The elements of his natural and manmade environment
are poetically intertwined to present a multi-sensorial reading of his return to his native
country:
Ritornavo dopo anni dinamici e creativi verso un punto fermo di contemplazione: il
mio Egitto natale. Da tempo mi chiamavano i suoi cieli imbottiti di placida polvere
d’oro, l’immobile andare delle dune gialle, gli alti triangoli imperativi delle
Piramidi e le palme serene che benedicono il grasso padre Nilo allungato nel suo
letto di terra nera e di erba verde (21).
Marinetti emphatically relies on the power of the ancestral call to the motherland to
project his journey within the context of Italian travel writing. Such a recall heightens the
impellent nature of his return or, perhaps more prosaically, justifies his presence in Egypt
and the publication of his travel account. There are multiple interpretations of this
opening passage among critics. Similarly to De Maria and Solaris, Tomasello reads it as
an anticipation of Marinetti’s critical view of Egypt’s immobility as a stagnant space,
juxtaposing the emblematic “punto fermo” and the “immobile andare” to reinforce the
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oxymoronic vision of the unchanging movement of the country: “L’Africa appare un
mondo definitivamente incapace di qualsiasi dinamismo” (113). Instead, Re and SartiniBlum suggest an alternative interpretation arguing for a permeable, dynamic, modern
view of Egypt, noting the writer’s praises for its mechanical and industrial progress.
While both sides present compelling overviews, it is not my intention to assess the
overall interpretation of Egypt in Marinetti’s literary works, which falls outside the scope
of this study. Rather, I will focus more narrowly on Alexandria, demonstrating how
Marinetti’s representations of the city are entrenched in the nostalgic space of his
memory and that his reflections on modernization show the latent ambiguity of his gaze.
As I will elaborate on more fully in the second part of my project dedicated to the
sensorial perception of Alexandria, urban changes destabilize the writer’s internalized
cityscape and shake his futurist convictions on the power of mechanical transformation.
The chiasmus of the opening line—movement/contemplation—marks the tension
between action and immobility, modernity and tradition, which is a recurring theme in
this travelogue. It is also at the core of Marinetti’s relation with Alexandria.
Symbolically, Egypt stands in the intersecting point of the chiasmus, like an anchor in the
incessant turmoil of Marinetti’s rootless, nomadic life, a safe shore to return to in order to
withdrawn to himself. The welcoming sky, the water, and the landscape are frozen in
their timeless immobility, or as De Maria points out, it demonstrate his interest in
“l’apparenza fenomenica del mondo” (14).
How can such an exoticized view of Egypt be reconciled with Futurist principles?
The triumphant tone, the aggressive use of rhetorical elements, the broken syntax of
parolibero style, and the discordant combination of words are retraceable in many
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passages of Il fascino dell’Egitto. On his way to meet with the Greek poet Constantine
Cavafy, he reflects on the poet’s relation with the city, while juxtaposing Cavafy’s bond
with the old port and the late afternoon stroll he took with his mother in the same area.
In uno di quei tipici pomeriggi del gennaio egiziano, tanto lenti molli estatatici e
dorati, mi recavo a visitare Costantino Cavafy . . . mentre coglievo in giro e
valutavo le ragioni di nostalgia storica che possono legare l’animo di un poeta
all’azzurro semicerchio del Porto Antico ora deserto ma certo ingombro di sontuose
galere invisibili.
Era questa la passeggiata serale preferita da mia madre che, sedicenne,
accompagnavo cercando di armonizzare i miei passi sognanti coi suoi decisi e
frettolosi. . . . io ero magnetizzato dalle vampe del tramonto, che, maestro di
guerra e di eroismo, scenograficamente provava e riprovava tutte le possibili
battaglie di nuvole, cavallerie purpuree, fucilerie di raggi, crolli di castelli d’oro,
ecc. (97).
On one hand, this description demonstrates the legacy that Futurism has on Marinetti’s
late writing. He still relies on the same reservoir of images, metaphors, colors and
synesthetic perceptions that built his evolving visions of Africa.69 Nonetheless, it is the
intimate reminiscence and the sentimental narrative that characterize his invention of
Alexandria, as I will illustrate in the second part of my research dedicated to Marinetti’s
sensorial perceptions. In Il fascino dell’Egitto, Alexandria partially echoes the African
backdrop of Mafarka le futuriste. The city is not part of the mythical territory, the wild
ancestral land that Tomasello defines as “L’Africa intesa come terra incontaminata ed
avulsa dalla logica decadente occidentale, come proiezione del primitivo, come recupero
dell’intuitivo, come terra vergine” (98). Alexandria is not even the dynamic land of the
primitive, as Solaris points out. It does not provide the barbarian reinvigorating strength
necessary to the growth and proliferation of the Futurist’s progenies. Despite the
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Tomasello offers a valuable interpretation of Marinetti’s oscillating visions of Africa. In Mafarka, it is a
mythic land; in Il tamburo di fuoco, it reflects the Futurist project for a new Futurist land. In Gli
indomabili, Africa returns to a symbol, whereas in Luci Veloci and Il fascino dell’Egitto the continent
becomes the object of aesthetic observation as a mere sensuous phenomenon. Finally, in Poema africano,
any opportunity for change is denied to Africa (83-120).
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bellicose glimpses in the final part of the passage, to Marinetti’s eyes the city conveys
almost opposite feelings. It is the placid, dreamy, lethargic atmosphere of the afternoon
promenades around the port that capture the true nature of the city. The soft, warm air
awakens the ghosts of the past, but is not capable of catching up with the present.
Marinetti’s reconstruction of Alexandria’s urban space implies a more complex
vision of the city and its engagement with modernity that has not been discussed yet.
Beyond the creative and inspirational influence over his poetic, I am interested in
highlighting his reconstruction of the city through an assemblage of passages coming
from different autobiographical sources. Marinetti’s considerations on the disrupting
effects of progress in Alexandria are quite challenging when compared with the Futurist
obsession with innovation, speed, and technology. In Una sensibilità italiana nata in
Egitto he describes the urban development around the port area, but hesitates to disclose
his overall judgment of the contemporary condition of the city. In this passage he ponders
the consequences of modernity unfolding in the frantic activity of Alexandria’s new port
with his fluid, yet fragmented, parolibero style.
La barca è un aggravio al Porto Nuovo che pesa magazzini calate esportazione
importazione accordi bilaterali emporio attrezzature scambi via-più-breve canale di
Suez miglia-marine traffico annuo resa-celere merci-deperibili periplo-europeo
birra colori tedeschi passeggeri logica razionalità area-dei-moli banchine transito
basso-costo-di-esercizio protezioni sussidi banche listino-borsa Dondola
illusoriamente leggero il secondo piatto della bilancia fiero di chiamarsi Porto
Antico e di colpo piomba giù con centomila tonnellate di ricordi storici
conciliazioni battaglie navali lo obbligano a gravare sull’abisso (204-205).
The frantic, syncopate movements of the dock activities are exasperated by the author’s
signature lack of punctuation. The semantic fields of business and trade create strings of
powerful visual images that hide the ambiguities behind his discourse and make it
difficult to speculate on his opinion. Is he praising the lively commercial activities of the
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new harbor or is he condemning them? Is he admiring the growing economical power of
the city, or is he mourning the fading of its ancient status, now submerged and forgotten
under the burden of commercialism and industry? Envisioning Alexandria’s harbor as a
scale (fig. 2)70 not only evokes the economic importance of the city in a globalized
marketplace, but also illuminates its present condition, which Marinetti perceives as torn
between the mighty suggestions of an ancient past, hinted in the final lines, and the
turbulent wind of market-profit revolution propelled by new forms of economical
imperialism. It is a city perched precariously between past and present.

Fig.3 Map of Alexandria port published in 1764. Note the scale shape form of the harbors
that Marinetti mentions. The ancient port (lower section) does not have that rounded shape
when Marinetti lived and visited the city. See fig. 3 to see the transformation of the old port,
with massive presence of industrial infrastructures and railways tracks in a map of 1910’s.
70 Fig. 3 Bellin, Jacques-Nicolas. "Plan Des Ports Et Ville D'Alexandrie." Le Petit Atlas Martitime. Vol.
III. Paris: n.p., 1764. N. pag. Pl.86. Historic Cities. Web. 10 Jan. 2016. <http://historiccities.huji.ac.il/egypt/alexandria/maps/bellin_1764_III_86.html>.
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The tensions at work in Alexandria, and in Egypt in general, also call for a
reconsideration of Marinetti’s aesthetic sense of modernism. The founder of Futurism is
hesitant, and sometimes even critical, about the change the city underwent after entering
the economic trajectory of European countries (see fig. 3). Even when questioning the
direct impact of progress on the city’s surface, he is more interested in the indirect
consequences of these transformations: “riprendevo il treno per recarmi in Alessandria,
tentacolato dai ricordi. Il primo a spezzarsi nelle mie mani, come un vecchio giocattolo
fragile, fu il collegio dei gesuiti francesi St. François Xavier, ora trasformato in Corpo di
Guardia del Governatorato!” (Fascino 38).Without considering the effects or reasons for
changes, he ruminates on how the places of his memories have drastically changed. The
rupture between past and present keeps the city distant, framed and fragmented between
his desire for reconciliation and the uncertainties brought by adjustment. His reflections
on the contemporary conditions of Alexandria are subordinated to the nostalgic
recollection of his childhood.
Marinetti is aware of the personal and general consequences of the conflict
between “quel passato gemente e il magnifico futuro che lo strangolava” (33) but his
personal opinion rarely emerges in his writing. One of the few occasions in which his
discourse blends art and politics is when he meets King Fuad. King Fuad was educated in
Italian schools and is accustomed to Italian taste. Illustrating the program of an
international conference that will be held in Cairo, King Fuad presents his vision of Arab
music as a form of art that could merge tradition and innovation, art and politics:
“Discuteremo sul modo migliore di sviluppare il genio musicale delle nostre razze,
conservando vecchie tradizioni artistiche e insieme suscitando nuove originalità creative”
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(33). His idea of infusing Arab traditional music with political instances is defined by as
“una sintesi armoniosa che fosse insieme artistica e politica” (34). This definition could
be read as Marinetti’s occasion to voice his political concern on the European influence
over Egypt: “Colle musiche arabe più ispirate non era forse possibile sedurre e incantare
la cupida, armata truce Europa che troppo amorosamente si curvava sull’Egitto ricco e
contemplativo?” (34). If on one hand, the question discloses the poet’s political concern
over the future of Egypt, it also could reveal a condescending, superior tone typical of an
imperialist attitude. What is more, it seems to deny Egypt the opportunity to successfully
adopt—or adapt to—a model of progress imported from abroad. The description of the
meeting ends with a comment on King Fuad’s rule: “egli sogna di pacificare coll’arte gli
scatti ambiziosi del suo popolo, avendo rinunciato a tutto, potrebbe bruscamente
strappare tutto con una violenza forse suicida” (34). Unlike Ungaretti, Marinetti
acknowledges Egypt’s ambitious spirit, a national pride capable of disentangling it from
foreign control and pursuing its own independence. Nonetheless, the possibility of an
internal violent reaction looms over the country. Marinetti’s difficulties in grappling with
Alexandria’s modernity stem from his inability to acknowledge the transformations of the
city into something different from what his memory recalls. Notwithstanding, while
portraying the city as a suspended space between a nostalgic past and an unconceivable
modern present, the poet rarely displays his political and social view on the present
condition of the city.
While Marinetti’s travel notes offer limited access to his political reflections,
Ungaretti’s Quaderno d’Egitto provides more ample opportunity to analyze the poet’s
ideological positions vis à vis the transformations that Alexandria underwent between his
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departure in 1912 and his return in 1931. The variety of contemporary issues he addresses
in his account—the unstable political situation, women’s conditions, the growing
economy, the infiltration of foreign fashion, literature, and habits—reveals Ungaretti’s
deep mistrust towards Western influence. At the same time, his social and cultural
commentary opens the door to contradictory reactions that must be considered if we want
to move beyond the personal relation the poet established with the city and investigate his
literary invention. Similarly to Marinetti, Ungaretti perceives Alexandria as a nostalgic
space, where the foreign presence may have improved the urban living conditions and
organization of the city, as I will discuss. Yet, according to Ungaretti, it should not
interfere with the local custom and sense of tradition. If both travellers are not willing to
acknowledge the effects of progress, they are not even inclined to recognize the
ethnocentric, imperialist element of their position. Marinetti and Ungaretti’s common
perspectives and reactions are symptomatic of the inner conflict they bear between the
nostalgic gaze of their childhood experience and their inability to come to terms with the
complexities and paradoxes of a modern r/evolution taking place in the city. This conflict
encourages both to maintain a skeptical vision over Alexandria’s social, cultural, and
aesthetic transformation denying the fact that a hybrid model of modernity is instead
burgeoning in the heart of the Mediterranean world, at the intersection of multiple
civilizations.
Quaderno d’Egitto is organized around the parallel between the visible, modern
signs of the present and the invisible, historical symbols of the past. Ungaretti relies on
sight and sightseeing to draw his conclusions on the revolution of customs affecting
Alexandria’s inhabitants. In the description of his first cab ride from the port to the city,
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Alexandria’s contemporary conditions emblematically unfold in front of his eyes.
Looking outside the cab, to his enormous disappointment, he realizes that things have
drastically changed from his childhood. The exotic oriental dream, which accompanied
his memory of the city, shows its uncanny sides and twisted taste. Complaining about the
change in fashion clothes, he writes: “Portano ancora la galabiah. Ma ora il taglio è
diventato quello di una nostra camicia che arrivi sino ai piedi. . . . E sopra una giacca
come noi o un cappotto”(20). The use of “noi” and “nostra” and the adverb “ancora” and
“ora” underscore the cultural distance the poet places between “us” as Westerners, and
“them” as Egyptian. It also empathizes the oscillation of time, between now and then.
Marinetti too notices the transformation of male taste for clothes, but he limits his
comments on the abolition of fez by Turkish Kemal Pashà because it generated passatist
feelings. Marinetti finds the fez a less regal and intimidating type of hat71 (29).
Ungaretti’s criticism becomes even sharper when he turns his attention to
Alexandrian women:
C’è in mezzo alla strada anche qualche donna. Anche loro si stanno
occidentalizzando. . . . Sono, queste moderne, una specie di fagotto di roba da
lavare. . . . E le scarpe, l’idea chi gliel’ha messa in testa di portarle? Con quel
passo schiacciante! E le gambe, messe in mostra dalle vesti corte, non sono belle,
fanno angolo al ginocchio forse per l’abitudine di starci a sedere sopra. La vecchia
foggia l’aveva dettata un’esperta civetteria. . . . Essa non lasciava vedere che
quelli (20).
Dangerously, or ironically, Ungaretti scorns the local women for having abandoned their
traditional habits for Western fashion. To him, these new styles do not do justice to their
beauty and physique; in fact, it deprives them of both. Under Ungaretti’s gaze, they look
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It would not be a stretch to identify a note of irony behind this comment if we recall that the fez was
chosen as part of the official fascist outfit. For more information on Fascist uniforms see Italia in camicia
nera. (2002) Rusconi editore. For details on male and female fashion during the ventennio, see Mario
Luparo e Alessandra Vaccari Una giornata moderna: moda e stili nell’Italian fascista. (2009).
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like walking piles of unwashed laundry. He claims that they should not even wear shoes
or shorter dresses—both symbols of freedom and movement. Regretfully, the poet
laments for the loss of a proper aesthetic taste, which was once dictated by an expert
knowledge of local customs and traditions. His assertion that Alexandrian women’s
bodies are not accustomed to Western fashion rules, but only to Oriental postures and
positions, bears clear traces of the Orientalist male gaze on female bodies. Playing with
visible and invisible, with said and unsaid, the poet alludes to sensual female bodies,
languid, heavy, lazy, perfumed women, secluded in the harem or hidden behind the wood
lattice windows: “Le donne non stanno più come una volta, bestie feroci dietro una grata,
stese sopra una stuoia o il materasso”(43). At the time of his journey women are no
longer compelled to hide themselves anymore: they inhabit public spaces in revealing,
Western clothing, walking symbols of the disruptive power of modernity. Whether his
comments are meant to please the more conservative fringes of travel book readers, to
revamp their orientalist memories, or to widen the gap between the multiple—and
contradictory—images of Fascist female models as opposed to the exotic oriental ones,
still confined in a secluded, backward imaged space, is difficult to assess, and falls
beyond the scope of this project. However, Ungaretti’s comments on Alexandrian women
reveal his lonesome regret for a world that does not exist anymore. In the same vein of
Marinetti, the Tuscan poet’s condemning tone and social consideration bring to light the
puzzling aspects of modernization, which trouble his representations.
Behind Ungaretti’s disparaging attitude toward Alexandrian women’s fashion lays
a parallel with the city itself, awkwardly adapting its body to modern postures and new,
foreign tastes. On one hand, his description visually and physically emphasizes the
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heavy, massive, clumsiness of these female bodies walking around. On the other, the
description of his cab ride underlines similar difficulties of moving through a city, which
now has paved streets, but it is still jammed with piles of goods and crowds of people
running wildly in all directions.
Fuggo le tettoie, e le botti e le casse e le balle e i sacchi, e l’odore di cipolla cruda e
d’aringa affumicata. Salgo su un taxi. È foderato di velluto fragola. . . . Il taxi ha un
motore catarroso, ma le strade asfaltate sono buone. Corre senza maltrattarmi
troppo. Correre non è facile. In mezzo alla strada va quasi correndo gente del
popolo, e sbadata (19-20).
The infrastructural improvements make the movement around the city easier as shoes and
shorter clothes facilitates women’s mobility. Similarly to Ungaretti’s vision of the
women’s body, the body of the city is not prepared yet for the fast pace that progress
demands. Therefore, the city awkwardly adapts to it. In Alexandria, the speed of
modernity remains jammed by the slow pace of its citizenry and by the morphology of its
ancient built environment, which in some crucial areas is made of narrow passages.72 The
passage illustrates Ungaretti’s arrival into the port terminal. As the plan of the city in
1917 shows (Abdel-Salam 187) the tourist port is located in the Western harbor. To reach
any part of the city, the cab has to drive through to the maze of al Attarin streets, the heart
of the ancient original nucleus of Alexandria. Here public, private, and business spaces
intersect each other: stores, peddlers, car, donkeys, people all share the street where no
clear demarcation separates lanes. Despite the technical improvements made while
expanding the port, the progressive urban revolution undergone by the city, and the
explosion of new business, this neighborhood still preserves its traditional structure with
narrow streets.
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See Abdel-Salam, Hassan “The historical evolution and present morphology of Alexandria, Egypt” in
Planning Perspectives. Vol.10 n. 2 April 1995 pp. 173-198.
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The female engendering of the city is rendered also through the perception of
Alexandria’s harbor from a distance. Before approaching the coast, Ungaretti writes:
“Già si indovina Alessandria, bassa, come penetrata dal mare.” (19). The movement of
the sea recalls the city sensual relation with the Mediterranean, its gently plunging into
her as a welcoming, safe space. The shape of the harbor evokes a maternal womb, a port

Fig. 4 Urban details of the area comprised between the harbors around 1906. Note the presence of a
major avenue cutting perpendicular, closer to the Easter harbor and the number of smaller streets
crowding the narrow strip of land.

to return to. Several lines below, while entering the port area, a completely different
image counterbalances the previous one, stressing the effects of men interventions over
the Western harbor natural arch: “Se un porto dà l’impressione del filo a piombo e del
mare ridotto a vasca, è questo. Una impressione poi d’acciaio e d’antracite” (19).
Referencing the cold, grey materials like steel and hard coal used to expand the
commercial and tourist section of the port, Ungaretti creates a multi-sensorial contrast
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between the natural gulf-shaped space of the Easter harbor and the concrete environment
of the Western one, with its artificial extensions. The built arms of the port are physically
trapping the sea’s movements and deforming the natural territory, while the modern
materials used to build them are visual reminders of the unnaturalness of this new
landscape. The design of the Western harbor geometrically divides the sea into section
with the perpendicular precision of plumb line (fig. 4).73
Despite the geometrical order brought by modernity, Alexandria’s hectic nature
still governs the city and complicates Ungaretti’s relation with it. Since 1834, Alexandria
had an urban planning commission called Commissione d’Ornato. Run mostly by Italian
engineers and architects, the commission had a more prominent role in deciding aesthetic
and decorative matters, than in controlling abusive urban speculators, the organization of
the space, and the integration of new buildings into the city’s texture. Following a
modern capitalist concept and consumption of the space, Alexandria’s urban sprawling
has been dictated by economical interests and political agendas rather than paying
attention to the preservation of its historical background, sustaining its fragile geological
foundations, and focusing on the social and cultural needs of its inhabitants.74 Especially
between 1820 and 1940, the expansion tended to be driven by, and to favor, the city’s
foreign community, rather than its native inhabitants. The new districts stretching North
East from the old Arab center of al Attarin and Karmus, and the modern tramway lines
73

Fig. 4. Particular of W. & A.K. Johnston. “Alexandria, The Cape, Cairo, Durban, Cap Town.” The
Victoria Regina Atlas. Political, Physical & Astronomical. Containing Two Hundred Plates and Complete
Index. Edition W. &A.K. Johnston Ltd. Established in Edinburgh & London [1897]. 1906 p.137 series
no.103.
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In “The Reflections of Euro-Mediterranean Historical Culture on Contemporary Architecture in
Alexandria” Ahmed B. El-Seragy, Amira M. El-Nokaly and Sarah Al-Saadani make a good argument
criticizing the degeneration of an architectural trend that, from the 1950s, did not reflect the Mediterranean
and Islamic identity of the city. Although not fully developed and written in weak English, their article calls
for a better integrated architectural model merging together the “vernacular” tradition and respect for
Alexandria’s historical and cultural heritage.
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connecting them with the beach resorts and the tennis fields, progressively increased the
distance between the local population and the foreign one. At the time of Marinetti and
Ungaretti’s travels, the social and economical separation determined by the districts was
more and more evident, as Pea carefully describes in his memoir. Fausta Cialente’s
Cortile a Cleopatra, Ballata levantina and the short novel Pamela o la lunga estate, also
illustrate the urban and social separation among lower and middle class neighborhoods in
Alexandria using space as a pivotal theme.
After twenty years away from Alexandria, the disrupting effects of modernity and
the frenetic movements of vehicles, goods, and people in the streets left Ungaretti
flabbergasted upon his return. Yet, it is the novelty of the situation that urges the poet to
reflect on the contradictory inventions of the city’s image and to establish a relation
between its urban and literary construction. He seizes his impression in a few famous
lines often quoted to describe his poignant feeling towards the city and its quintessential
elements: disorder and variety. He remarks, “Com’è disordinata questa città! Tutte queste
lingue che si incrociano; queste insegne, italiane, francesi, arabe, greche, armene, delle
botteghe; l’architettura; il gusto! Quale Merlin Cocai s’è divertito a inventarla?” (19-20).
A myriad of languages, architectural styles (see fig. 1), and forms of aesthetics make
Alexandria both vibrant and tumultuous. Ungaretti hints to the presence of a literary
invention of the city, which through the flourishing industry of leisure travel and the
popularity of travel guides, spreads contradictory images of cosmopolitan Alexandria in
Western countries75. The literary reference to Merlin Cocai, which is Teofilo Folego’s
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Ungaretti’s eclectic vision of Alexandria could be further complicated if we compare it with a postcard
from a Cairo district that Deborah Starr uses in the introduction to Remembering Cosmopolitan Egypt
(2009). Starr’s postcard combines all the elements that the poet highlights. According to Starr, the image
should not be read as the colonial metaphor of an imperial desire to tame Cairo and transform it into a
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nom de plume76 implies a relation with his invention of a maccheronic language, and the
reference seems to heighten the irony implicit in Ungaretti’s remark. To his eyes,
Alexandria is the product of literary as well as urban mimicry, a maccheronic
architectural creation characterized by the imitation of foreign aesthetics that, as already
illustrated for women’s fashion, clash with the city’s vernacular urban morphology and
cultural identity. Indeed, Ungaretti’s comment invites his audience also to consider the
physical, tangible building of the city, not just its literary image. Musing upon the
identity of the mastermind behind its construction, he seems to be amused by the
puzzling results that the urban planners reached. He also takes for granted that this
creative Merlin Cocai had a rather distinctive Western identity and taste. As Mohamed
Fouad Awad points out77 (72), the strong influence of European, and specifically Italian,
architecture on the Westernization of Alexandria’s urban scene is undeniable.
Through his critical perspective, Ungaretti denies Alexandria the possibility to
develop a local form of progress. To his eyes the city is a visual replica of Western
aesthetic taste in which the inhabitants, unable to cling to their own tradition, mime
visually pleasing tourist object for Western eyes. It is not even a vision recalling space and architectonical
separations between native and Western figures strolling the streets. Rather, it captures the “border zone—a
point of continuity, contact, and métissage”(6); it is a “cosmopolitan construction of nativeness” (6) which
functions as new model. In the postcard native aesthetic, cultural, architectural, and linguistic taste does not
break with the cosmopolitan tradition but it intertwines with it.
76
Merlin Cocai is one of the many names that Teofilo Folengo (1491-1544) used to sign his poems and
also the title of Folengo’s most important work Merlini Cocaii macaronicon (1517). Folengo is one of the
most important Italian contributors to poesia maccheronica, a poetic genre that in the sixteenth century
mocked the pompous style of Latin language and classic poetry while narrating popular adventures.
Thematically and linguistically the maccheronic language imitates the official tone of the Latin language,
creating a comic, subversive effect.
77
Awad identifies this legacy in three different aesthetic moments. First, between the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, there was a return to the past with the eclectic revival of Neo-renaissance, Neogothic and Neo-classic style corresponding to the “la belle époque”. After World War I, the taste moved
toward Art Deco decorative style. Finally, new technologies and new socio-economical conditions favoring
the rise of the bourgeoisie imposed a Modernist approach and visual taste for architectural styles and
building materials like reinforced concrete, iron, and glass. Awad, Mohamed Fouad. "Italian Influence on
Alexandria's Architecture (1834-1985).” In Environmental Design: Journal of the Islamic Environmental
Design Research Centre, 72-85. Rome: Carucci Editore, 1990.
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attitude and behavior imported from abroad with only partial, superficial success (fig.
5).78 More than Marinetti, the poet seems to base his description in the contrast between
tradition and modernity without deepening the causes of such conflict. Instead, he lingers
on a suspended, poetic construction of the city that nourishes his lyrics but petrifies his
representation in an a-temporal space

Fig. 5. This is the Stock Exchange building, located on one side of Sherif Pasha Street. The
building was originally called Tossizza Palace and it was designed by the Italian architect
Francesco Mancini.

Hybrid Modernity
Unlike Marinetti and Ungaretti, Pea and Cialente grapple with tangible effects of
the modernity in Alexandria. If visible signs of economic and urban development around
the port and other popular neighborhoods capture Marinetti and Ungaretti’s attention, Pea
and Cialente move away from these areas to include marginal spaces outside of the city’s
perimeter. If, Marinetti’s literary construction of the city is deprived of any human
78

Fig. 4 Alexandrie—La bourse. Edition Artistique, P. Cousfoulides, Alexandria, (Egypte). From the
collection of Mohamed A. Nofal (London). For more details on Italian architectural influence on the city
see Awad, Mohamed Foua’s “Italian Influence on Alexandria’s Architecture (1834-1985)”.
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presence to the point of evoking the eerie feeling of moving through a ghost city, and if
Ungaretti’s travel notes are populated mostly by ghosts of his childhood, Pea and
Cialente bring at the center of their works a multitude of living subjects highlighting their
intercultural experiences. Their encounters lend an animated, contemporary dimension to
their constructions of Alexandria.
Although it could be argued that crowds of men and women, cab drivers,
dragomans, street peddlers, young dancers, and fakirs equally animate Ungaretti’s
travelogue, these characters have a highly symbolic meaning rather than an
anthropological one. Through his poetic prose, Ungaretti seizes them essentially as
abstract, conventional figures, framing them in predictable exotic situations as if they
were posing for the Western eye—the belly dancers, with their British military disguise,
are the emblem of cross-cultural contamination and deviation from Arab tradition (42).
Because their representations are often the starting point of the highest lyrical moments in
Quaderno egiziano, it is possible to see how the poet transcends the reality of their
position and transforms them into universal symbols of human conditions. Marginal
figures such as the leper, the eunuchs, but most of all with the fachir, become emblems:
“La persona che subito richiama la vostra attenzione per queste strade è il fachir. Non è il
mangiatore di fuoco, l’ingoiatore di spade . . . né quello che sta sempre ritto sopra una
colonna non battendo mai ciglio . . . Il mio fachir è, come vuol dire in arabo,
semplicemente un povero” (90). For Ungaretti, “Il povero della città” is the defenseless, a
visionary, a nomad roaming the city’s streets and the desert, living on the charity of
others: “l’uomo che non fa conti e non ha vincoli, che è armato d’una forza cieca . . .
l’uomo che è debole come è uno all’inizio e al termine dell’avventura umana” (90-91).
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As such, the fachir sums up all the values and traditions of Egypt: on one hand, he is the
last one in the social ladder, with no strings or roots attached, but respected and
welcomed anywhere. On the other hand, he is also the first one, the original uncorrupted
matrix, the walking reminder of a local civilization that resists change in order to enjoy
freedom, as a real social status. Ungaretti, uprooted modern man, seems to regret the
carefreeness that such a condition implies. Reinforcing an immutable uncorrupted form
of resistance to modernity, his visions remains anchored in Orientalist, nostalgic
perceptions of the Egyptian world that deny all forms of social and cultural progress to its
people, unless guided by foreign intervention.
Pea and Cialente take the dichotomy between tradition and modernity, past and
present, further than Marinetti and Ungaretti. Privileging a concrete, realistic approach to
Alexandria’s complex intercultural and urban identity—rather than a personal, lyrical,
poetic one—they explore the problematic impact of progress on the city and its
inhabitants from a socio-political perspective. They cut across multiple ethnic groups and
economic contexts to provide more nuanced views of the city, which seem to contain the
emergence of lyrical moments in their texts. Their representations take into account a
larger spectrum of forms of modernity enacted not only in the affluent Levantine
cosmopolitan community, but also marginal perspectives, such as political activists,
lower income international labor force, and Egyptian and Arab people. Their texts offer a
multiplicity of narratives depicting social raise, conflicting experiences, cultural and
intellectual development, political awareness, and female emancipation converging
towards what I call a “hybrid form of modernity”. With this term I identify a form of
modernity that descends from a European notion, and is conceived as an ongoing pursuit
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of better improvement. Its hybridity rises from the encounter of this foreign model with
indigenous conditions, interests, and needs. For my definition of hybrid modernity, I
partially rely on Garcia Canclini’s Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving
Modernity.79 The first point Canclini makes is about “the uncertainty about the meaning
and value of modernity” which “derives not only from what separates nations, ethnic
groups, and classes but also from the socio cultural hybrids in which the traditional and
the modern are mixed” (2). Then, he addresses the question of using “nomads social
sciences” (2) to analyze forms of modernity born by, and I add in, cultural contamination
and hybridization. The need for compatible, flexible methodological tools is fundamental
to bring together interdisciplinary knowledge. Modernization, he argues, can be studied
through more plausible and less rigid interpretative tools, which lead to the consideration
of both its contradictions and failures, rather than conceptualizing it as “a foreign and
dominant force that would operate by substituting the traditional and what is one’s own”
(3). Finally, the idea that interdisciplinary approaches focusing on “hybrid circuits”
explain, or reconcile, apparently contradictory practices: “We find in the study of cultural
heterogeneity one of the means to explain the oblique power that intermingle liberal
institutions and authoritarian habits, social democratic movements with paternalistic
regimes, and the transactions of some with others” (3). Even though Canclini uses Latin
America as a case study, the hypotheses grounding his research, his call for flexible
methodological tools to analyze modernity, and his conclusion on the need to balance
heterogeneous cultural identity in a globalized world, can be applied to my study of the
contradictory results of modernity in Egypt.
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Canclini, Nestor Garcia, Hyrbid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity. 2005
University of Minnesota Press.
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Inspired by Canclini’s work, I will focus on some aspects of social development
and urban expansion as terrains of investigation. I aim to discuss their political and
aesthetic effects in relation with the Western imperialist project in Egypt in Vita in Egitto
and Ballata levantina. Both topics intersect with the question of visual and cultural
hybridization. Specifically, my idea of hybrid urban development refers to contamination
of style and taste, as well as the architectural and urban growth that Alexandria
underwent. Through the geological and topographical transformation of its territory,
streets, and buildings, the texture of the city was modified. New residential areas were

Fig. 6 This map shows Alexandra expansion westward. From left to right, it is possible to read
the names various districts forming the larger suburban area of Ramleh: Ibrahimieh, Bulkeley,
and Ramleh. This area was a mostly deserted or inhabited by Bedouins settlements till the
beginning of the 1800.

planned stretching westward; its ancient area around the port (fig. 6)80 was drastically
reconfigured as well as the role and activities of the older Arab quarters squeezed among
boulevards and open spaces such as the Place de Consuls (Awad 77). Social hybridity, as
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Fig. 6. The maps comes form Abdel-Salam, Hassan “The Historical evolution and present morphology of
Alexandria, Egypt” in Planning Perspectives, 10 (1995) p. 188.
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I have illustrated referring to Ungaretti’s comments on women adopting Western habits,
refers to the assimilation of different social, cultural parameters that interfere with local
traditions. It also affects—or infects, if we follow Ungaretti’s critique—moral values,
identity, and gender relations, as I will show when discussing the Levantine milieu
constructed in Pea and Cialente’s narratives in the second part of my work. Therefore, the
hybrid modernity I conceive differs from one imposed by a hegemonic, imperialist power
because it required the cooperation and acceptance of local authority. Its hybridity is the
result of reciprocal interaction between foreigners and indigenous inhabitants, who are
agents in their own cultural adaptation, although with significant discontinuities. Given
Alexandria’s historical trajectory, where tradition is never quite passed and modernity is
not fully present, the possibility of hybrid modernity arises from the fusion of Western
and locals’ visions of progress and development. Nonetheless, since my analysis is based
on Italian writers, we cannot forget that even the hybrid model I found enacted in
Alexandria is still a product of Western perspective, or Western influenced view that
keeps Egyptian political, social, economical, cultural initiatives to the margin, or at least
relegates it to a minor role.81 In my view, this also represents a refusal to acknowledge
the agency of Egyptians, unless exhorted or encouraged by external influences.82

Social Progress and Female Emancipation in the Levantine Community
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The literary works of Egyptian-born writers like Edward El-Kharrat, Naguib Mahfouz, Leila Ahmed,
Jacqueline Kahanoff, and André Aciman engage with problematic visions of modernity that can be
assimilated under the broad label that I identified.
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It suffices to think about the city’s foundation by Alexander the Great and its renaissance under another
foreign guide, Mohamed Ali, to envision how permeable this city and its inhabitants are to external
influences and models.
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Pea and Cialente’s notion of Levantinism reflects the derogatory connotation that
this term has carried since the beginning of the French and British colonial enterprise in
North Africa. Cialente, in the introduction to Interno con figure labels it a cancer
spreading through the Middle East: “Ero tra i pochi, pochissimi, anzi che consideravano
il levantinismo un vecchio fibroma incrostato su tutto il Medio Oriente e destinato a
scomparire” (xii). Since the role of the Levantine community in Alexandria is frequently
associated with its modernization process, it is necessary to investigate the complexities
of this term and its meanings a little further. At the time of Cialente and Pea’s writing—
1961 and 1949, respectively—the medical metaphor and terminology to connote the
consequences of Levantinism as a decaying, sickening cultural phenomenon were
common. The language echoed the historicized view of the collapsing Ottoman Empire,
represented as “the old sick man” slowly decaying and dying. The writers’ analogous
resentment towards the Levantine world demonstrates a negative reception of this term,
which reinforces its ill reputation among Italian and Western residents of Alexandria,
who did not want to be associated with it. Even though Cialente states that Levantinism
was a declining phenomenon, and that it was bound to disappear completely with rises of
Egyptian nationalism of Nasser and Sadat’s coup d’état in the early 1950s, both she and
Pea perceived it as a direct consequence of imperialism and the rush to pursue a Western
model of progress. To a certain extent, their use of Levantine and Levantinism could also
tackle a more recent debate on its meaning in connection with the questions of a hybrid
form of identity, typical of Alexandria’s status as an open city. The city’s international
population enjoyed special legal protections; in Alexandria, residents could easily
changed their nationality and based on family ties in many European nations.83 This
83
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clearly affected their self-perception and identity, making it more fluid, multivalent, and
sometimes fragmented.84 Thus, in my analysis I consider Levantinism as a consequence
of Alexandria’s peculiar form of modernity at the time of Pea and Cialente’s writing. I
see it as a hybrid of a form progress that generated affluence and wealth, but only among
certain portions of the city’s population. Given the peculiar conditions of the city, my
view of Levantinism intersects with Hochberg’s reconstruction of its meaning as a
compound nuanced identity. She ascribes it some distinctive elements: “the lack of
cultural stability, inauthentic performance of culture, the absence of unified origins, and
the lack of cultural possessions”85 (223). These traits guaranteed to the Levantine a
flexibility of moving among a diverse milieu, to adapt to various conditions and to

Cosmopolitan Community. Eds. Robert Ilbert and Ilios Yannakakis. Alexandria. Harpocrates Publishing
1997. 60-85. Print.
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Andre Aciman’s memoir Out of Egypt is an outstanding example demonstrating the impalpability of
identity, especially on the narrating voice’s paternal family. A well-off family its members claim multiple
nationalities (Moroccan, Turkish, Jewish) speak various languages,, and embrace and reject conflicting
beliefs and values depending on their national or political allegiances. Uncle Vili, the first character we
meet in the memoir, is the most noteworthy symbol of this fluidity.
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Gil Z. Hochberg, “‘Permanent Immigration’: Jacqueline Kahanoff, Ronit Matalon, and the Impetus of
Levantinism” boundary 2 Vol.31 N. 2 (Summer 2004 pp. 219-243), 223. Defining Levantinism and
exploring its ramifications goes beyond the scope of my research. Yet, since it is a cultural, historical,
geographical, and even literary construction, I want to highlight several questions that Hochberg brings up
about its complexity and historical evolution because, I believe, they are relevant to grasp Alexandria’s
fragmented cosmopolitan identity. First of all it shares some similarities with the ambivalent adjective
“Mediterranean” that, as Cassano points out in “Against All the Fundamentalisms: The New
Mediterranean”, becomes a positive or negative marker of Italy’s progress or regress, proximity or distance
from Africa (125-137). Similarly, Hochberg points out that levantinism shifted meaning depending on
whose voice deployed the term. In the context of French and British imperial influences it “came to mean .
. . a state of cultural impurity: a failed attempt on the side of the colonized to imitate the ways of the West,
resulting in poor performance of (Western) culture” (221). Quoting recent Hebrew dictionaries’ entries, she
demonstrates how the term maintains a semantic ambiguity describing both “a person who is of “Middle
Eastern descent . . . [and] a person with superficial education who behaves according to false codes of
politeness and lacks any real culture or spiritual stability” (221). The originality of her argument lays on the
inclusion of Kahanoff and Mandal’s works to reclaim the term “and transform its derogatory and colonialist
connotations into a new radical sociopolitical and cultural position” (221). Although I find her and Deborah
Starr’s works on this topic fascinating and extremely important, I want to specify two points. First,
Hochberg’s does not consider Alexandria’s unique context in identifying the evolution of this term, even if
Kahanoff was born in Egypt and grew up in Cairo. Second, Italian writers such as Pea and Cialente
experienced Alexandria’s life in a specific historical and cultural time, when the idea of reclaiming
Levantinism as a form of identity was not possible yet. They likely did not even feel this urge as Kahanoff
and Mandal did.
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radically—and sometime positively—transform monolithic notions of authenticity and
cultural identity.
In Vita in Egitto, Pea questions the results of cross-cultural encounters through an
original perspective that places men and women he met in the years he spent in
Alexandria at the center of his social inquiry. His attention focuses on the multifaceted
Levantine community of Greek origins that populated the city since the mid XIX century.
The rapid economic development turned Alexandria into a pole of attraction for Italian,
Turkish, and Armenian retailers, Jewish businessmen, as well as Greek merchants from
the Aegean islands selling wine, marble, soap, sponge, and white cheese to the
international settlers. Pea notes that the city became “la Mecca dei greci. . . . è qui che si
è formata e accumulata la fortuna delle migliori famiglie” 86 (49). The arrival of an
eclectic international community was part of the Egyptian rush towards modernity
encouraged by the dynamic leadership of Mohammed Ali Pasha (Grimm 55)87. With
commercial wealth soon followed young girls, maids, and would-be brides, arriving in
Alexandria hoping to marry into its wealthy expatriate community. Comparing women’s
conditions in Muslim and Christian families, Pea is shocked to see that once married,
even in a Levantine milieu, women end up been treated as sexual commodities,
subjugated to the whims of their husbands and children.
Che la donna sia soggetta all’uomo è canone di tutto l’Oriente e non fa meraviglia a
nessuno se in Egitto si trovano famiglie in cui la donna . . . non è considerata nulla.
. . . Ma in certe altre famiglie, nate o impolverate nei costumi d’Oriente . . . come
sarebbero famiglie copte, ortodosse, greche . . . trovi che la donna è quella che
fabbrica piacere e figli all’uomo, il quale dispone di lei a proprio talento (56-57).
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Pea’s novel Rosalia focuses on the business trips of an Italian retailer from Livorno. While travelling to
small villages in the heart of Egypt to take care of his wine and oil business, he illustrates the living
conditions of Italian immigrants and Egyptians, pointing out the reciprocal intercultural contaminations in
customs, traditions, and habits.
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Grimm, Gunter “City Planning?” in Alexandria and Alexandrians (1996), pp. 55-74.
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Although his comments show a disparaging attitude towards Muslims, from whom such a
treatment can be expected, Pea concludes that Muslims and Christians are not so distant.
Christians have actually absorbed the other’s habits and adjusted to the changing social
scene in Alexandria becoming “Imperfetti cristiani dunque questi nati levantini o
levantini rifatti. Impastati di sistemi locali . . . tengono le donne al di sotto degli stessi
mussulmani” (57). Astonished at the ways his friends treat female members of their
family, or other women in the house, Pea blames the Levantine community for adapting,
rather than redressing, the “costume d’oriente”. The adjectives he deploys mark the
passage from a previous morally correct condition of their costumes, to a corrupted,
imperfect, ruined one.
If Pea denounces the progressive hybridization of Greek Christians’ family
practices into a tainted Levantine system, Cialente, in Ballata levantina, makes sure to
expose the murky origins of some elite families of the same milieu. Francesca, the main
character’s grandmother, is one of the last grandes dames to witness the rise and splendor
of cosmopolitan Alexandria. The economic revitalization generated by the opening of the
Suez Canal, the clamor for the opening of a paved road connecting Alexandria to Cairo’s
pyramids (to let Princess Eugenia arrive to Giza by coach) and the triumph of Verdi’s
Aida at the inauguration of Opera House in Cairo, are recurrent backdrops of Francesca’s
narratives. Yet, toward the end of her life she starts unveiling to Daniela the dark side of
the city’s high society, when Alexandria was still fully enjoying a sumptuous life style. In
Alexandria women were “elegantissime, frivole, ambiziose e generalmente incolte” and
Levantine men were “appassionat[i] nel guadagnare e nello spendere e sopratutto
discorrere di denaro, di prezzi” (70). Since men did not want to engage with local girls
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for racial and hygienic reasons, it was common to invite girls, actresses, and artists from
all over Europe to meet their taste and appetite. This is how Francesca as a dancer arrived
in Alexandria from Milan.88 The growth of different foreign communities settled in the
city led to a loosening of strict social customs and religious traditions; public gatherings
were organized for the European and Levantine population and, as she states, infidelity
grew rampant. Although many “irregular” women had consolidated their position through
marriage, there still remained “una dinastia di queste “importate” . . . quasi tutte avevano
fondato con i loro importatori, o con gli amanti che erano succeduti, onorevoli famiglie
dalle quali, più tardi erano usciti avvocati, banchieri, professori, o semplicemente uomini
d’affari” (71). The compromised moral values that are, according to Francesca, at the
origins of some Levantine families are the results of a twisted form of progress that came
with adoption—or adaptation—of beliefs and ideas that did not fully belong to the
foreigners living in Alexandria, and not even to the indigenous people who were left out
from this process for the reasons Francesca clearly outlines at the beginning of the
passage. The cleavage separating the European and Levantine people from the local
population created a vacuum, a third space where hybrid forms of social, cultural, and
economical development and ambiguous forms of behavior were accepted. The products
of these families are part of the urban ruling class and, similarly to Spiridione’s family,
they seem to have forgotten their origins.
While Francesca’s narrative brings up shady aspects of Alexandria’s Levantine
context, Pea frames that same world from a specific angle in order to question its very
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Interestingly, despite the fact that Egypt was a Muslim country and that, as Soàd, the Nubian freed-slave
at Francesca’s service, explains to Daniela, the practice of the harem was common until the end of the
nineteenth century, prostitution was legalized in 1882, the same year the British army took over the city
after the nationalist riots. It also became a more visible phenomenon between the late 1920s until the
nationalist turn of the 1950s. This is also the period in which Durrell sets his Quartet of Alexandria.
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notion of social progress and cultural growth. Spiridione’s family symbolically illustrates
the odyssey that old generations of Greek merchants endeavored to climb the social
ladder of the Levantine world. This is one of Pea’s many attempts to engage with
Alexandria’s paradoxical forms of social progress by showing how part of the
cosmopolitan elite progressively stagnated and decayed. He celebrates the transformation
from rags to riches of this family focusing on the pivotal figure of Spiridione. Ironically
describing the day of his funeral, he empathizes the chaotic movements of the family
members climbing and up and down stairs, stepping onto objects, frantically passing
between private and public spaces, hinting at the clash between old traditions and new
systems. Focusing on Spiridione’s father, Pea explains how like other old merchants, he
successfully reached prosperity and stability and ensured that his children fully
experienced the privileges gained by his hard work. However, if on one hand Pea praises
the success of the old man, when he shifts his attention towards Spiridione and his
descendants, he unveils the apparent fallacy of the younger generation’s acculturation and
their obtuse backwardness. Despite ongoing cultural amalgamation (as depicted by
Ungaretti in the Westernization of women’s habits in Alexandria’s streets) and the good
education they received in international school, in the private sphere younger generation
have not changed their grandfathers’ behavior: they have not fully transformed. They
have come to merely embrace formal aspects of modernity, to imitate them in public,
while rejecting the social and cultural ones: “I figli di Spiridione cretese, pur
modernizzati alle scuole francesi dei gesuiti, entrando in casa rierano dunque orientali
all’usanza del padre. E la madre . . . rispondeva a ciascuno di loro “Comandi?” come si
usa in Egitto” (57-58). In this rejection of any form of authoritative political power, it is
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not difficult to see a parallel between the use of authority in private space as a metaphor
for the power exercised over the public sphere. More specifically, the Spiridione family’s
authoritarian control of women can be interpreted as a reenactment of the domination
used in Alexandria by the Levantine and European’s soft hegemonic power. Within the
domestic space, younger generations have remained anchored to older models fatally
compromised by oriental influences, as Pea previously states. The ascending parable of
enriched families is an example of the problematic consequences of a hybrid form of
modernity that does not cancel inequality and disparaging treatments, but actually seems
to intensify them. Commenting on Nicola’s narrative of his family saga, Pea overtly
derides the Levantine idea of social progress, essentially grounded on economical power.
Nicola, fourth generation Greek Levantine parvenu, relates a pathetic and nostalgic story
about his great grandfather’s growing business to all his friends:
con rimpianto snob . . . racconta che il suo bisnonno si fermò ad Alessandria. Mise
su bottega di grossista per olio, ulive, e sapone. E che prosperò. E che il negozio
passò poi al nonno. E qui la prosperità si fermo perché . . . il padre di Nicola, nato
da un padre che aveva già conquistato un benessere, era infrollito, allevato prima
alle scuole greche e poi a quelle dei gesuiti, invece di fare il mercante di sapone,
ingentilito com’era, era finito impiegato nella banca come se fosse un gran fatto
sociale. . . . Dio! Che progresso in così poche generazioni! (50-51).
Pea points out that the business stopped prospering the moment it was handed down to
Nicola’s father, Spiridione. The writer’s final comment mocks the idea of progress he
believes is entrenched in Levantine culture because it contrast with his, which at the time
of the events narrated, was strongly influenced by anarchist positions. Pea cannot accept
a form of modernity that carries improvements only for a restricted portion of the
population. Therefore, he questions the value of this social success: “E queste geremiate
che sogni sono poi in fondo? Sogni bastardi di un impiegato di banca senza spina dorsale
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. . . Non sente nulla di problemi sociali, è sordo alle lotte civili che urtano e turbano il
mondo i cui echi arrivano fin qui” (51). Pea also refutes the disparaging attitude that
younger generations like Spiridione and Nicola have towards the value of hard physical
labor. For them trading goods from the “old country” seems to be “un commercio troppo
volgare” given their status of “uomini educati così delicatamente: basta guardargli le
mani senza calli e con le unghie curate” (51). The formal education, the privileges they
have effortlessly obtained have distanced them from a more primitive—or simple—
notion of success, which now has been corrupted by economical progress.
Pea’s ideological reading of the Levantine world and its effects on women’s
conditions89 meets with Cialente’s vision of it. In her narrative she constructs alternative
models of female subjectivity that, through the trajectory of their radical and unique
experiences, reflect the clash between traditional gender roles and the disrupting
influences of progressive models. Cialente’s Egyptian novels explore the interrelation
between Levantinism and its influences on different generations of women from various
social and cultural backgrounds. The geographical and cultural uprooting makes them
yearn for a stable position in the world; consequently they have all developed a hybrid,
transcultural identity, which set them apart from more traditional female subjects by
Italian women writers.90 The polyphonic nature of Ballata levantina allows for many
voices to project intersecting and sometimes paradoxical forms of female identity molded
by modern ideas, which bring up complex representations of moral convention, social
practices, female emancipation, and cultural development.
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Pea’s keen interest in rights and conditions of women in his literary production is demonstrated in the
narrative and titles of many of his works: Rosalia Lisetta, Zitina, La figlioccia.
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For more details about Cialente’s position next to other Italian women writers see Zancan Marina in
Letteratura Italiana del novecento. Bilancio di un secolo. Asor Rosa ed. Pp. 90-135
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Daniela’s identity quest hovers around two distant and conflicting spaces91: the
Levantine milieu she sometimes struggles to be part of, and the proletarian anti-fascist
context that attracts—or distract?—her with its promises of freedom, social justice,
gender and social equality. Crossing geographical and cultural boundaries gives Daniela a
broader perspective about world’s life choices and opportunity that she can take. Her
desire to shelter herself from public scorn, as well as her impulse not to follow her
grandmother’s destiny, guides her search for identity. Daniela is aware of the outcomes
of Francesca’s shameful past as a dancer and does not want to fall into the same trap, “se
parlavano in italiano non traducevano maitresse con amante. Dicevano “La mantenuta”
(32). The term does not simply imply that Francesca’s Greek Levantine lover—named
Daniele—economically supported her but that he also kept her at a social distance, at the
margin of his public and private life. That he never marries Francesca, nor legally
recognizes their daughter Leila—Daniela’s mother—underscores Francesca’s outcast
position in front of the Levantine and European community, which impacts Daniela’s
life. Even in an open, modern social environment as Alexandria was at the turn of the
twentieth century, Francesca could not subvert traditional gender roles. She is unable to
even question them when, talking to Daniela, she states, “L’uomo è la cosa più
importante nella nostra vita! . . . la nostra felicità, il nostro successo, la nostra vita
dipendono da lui” (101). Relegated to the margins of an irregular hybrid society, she
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Ballata Levantina is polyphonic novel in which many characters speak. This is just a short summary of to
orient the reader with names and contexts through which Daniela, the main characters, moves. Born in
Italy, she one still a baby when she moves to Egypt to live with her grandmother Francesca when her
parents suddenly die. Her maternal grandmother, who arrived in Alexandria as a dancer along with other
Italian “girls”, lives a liminal life between the comforts of her mansion in Bacos and the discomforts of an
unclear social status. Marginalized by the Levantine family of her lover, who never married her and never
gave his last name to Daniela’s mother, Francesca surrounds her self of “friends” who exploit her
generosity. Her house is the meeting place for many international residents in Alexandria at the turning of
the XIX and XX century..
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lived an apparently wealthy, yet decadent life, in a fabulous villa in Bacos frequented by
dubious British officials, desperate gamblers, and having as companions “sarte,
pettinatrici, infermiere, o soltanti vecchie confidenti, antiche usuraie o mezzane” (16)
who hide their contempt for her behind deception and flattery (16-17).
Francesca’s reputation as “una mantenuta” haunts Daniela’s life. After her death,
Daniela struggles to achieve economic independence and to find balance between the lure
of the old Levantine world and the progressive impulses that guide her adult decisions.
Suffocated by the secluded environment of the villa since childhood, Daniela’s life
trajectory takes her in many different directions, crossing conventional and spatial
boundaries till the dramatic conclusion of the novel. Ballata levantina opens with one of
he many social and geographical trespassing: running away from the villa, she heads to
“le Stamberghe”, the shacks on the beach where Matteo and Livia, a middle-aged Italian
couple, lived and where she moves after her grandmother’s death. As active members of
the Italian anti-fascist resistance92, they offer critical political insights to Daniela’s young
and inexperienced mind. When she becomes sentimentally involved with Gilbert, a
young Levantine of Jewish origin, Matteo and Livia, as well as the community of
expatriates, intellectuals, political activists they welcomed, never hide their perplexities
about what he and his world represent for them:
giovani levantini, ex baccellieri del Liceo francese, oppure usciti dagli istituti
religiosi, divenuti poi uomini d’affari, alle Stamberghe venivano chiamati, Daniela
lo sapeva, i “beati possessori di opere complete-rilegate.” Ed era vero . . . avevano
spesso una cultura generale abbastanza aggiornata . . . essi erano, nel loro intimo,
oltre che convinti, segretamente soddisfatti di riconoscersi con la loro piccola
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Matteo, is the intellectual and political character of the novel; he is close to Pea in some positions but his
origins are quite distant. Like Daniela’s mother, Matteo is the son of another Italian dancer “mantenuta”,
Diamante who befriended on her arrival in Alexandria, with whom share a common destiny of isolation and
hostility. Matteo married Livia, a rough Italian immigrant from Rome whose past is not very clear. Livia is
the only character in the novel to empathize with the poor Egyptian population.
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statura, le loro mediocri vanità, nel celebre mondo dei tempi perduti e ritrovati
dell’alta borghesia (243).
Gilbert embodies a parvenu, with no substantial interests beyond his own business. The
intellectuals and artists frequenting the shacks openly despise him and criticize his
shallow education, lack of cultural possession, and the materiality of his superfluous life.
Perceived as a hybrid cultural product, his character aligns with the negative connotations
of Levantinism that Hochberg pointed out, as well as with Pea’s portray of Spiridione and
Nicola.
For Cialente and Pea, the Levantines share the same European education, with its
inclination toward bourgeois values, and also a similar blindness to the problems
affecting the world around them. Indeed, Gilbert has never taken any political position on
the spread of totalitarian movements all over Europe (241); his apathy is seen as a sign of
weakness, a lack ideological commitment relatable with his background. Both Italian
writers emphasize throughout their works that the highly politicized cosmopolitan
community in Alexandria could not tolerate the ambivalence or hesitancy of some part of
the Levantine community during the interwar period. Daniela is a victim of Gilbert and
her own indecision; she is torn between the attraction for his world to redeem her
grandmother’s past, and to be officially accepted in it, and the cynical yet realist views
she gains from people at the shacks. Livia, afraid that Daniela may follow her
grandmother’s path and compromise herself with the wrong person, one night
vehemently attacks Daniela’s relation with Gilbert: “La violenza delle parole con cui
Livia s’era gettata su di lei le aveva mostrato, di colpo, il terribile orizzonte dei suoi
sospetti. Tutte quelle passeggiate, lo sapeva bene, lei, dove conducevano! . . . un
seduttore di professione, che si era fatto avanti nella vita con l’aiuto delle donne! Bella
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scelta!” (208). Livia’s rage demonstrates her mistrust toward Gilbert, who she considers a
“mantenuto” (209) like Francesca, someone whose social growth depends on someone
else’s money and prestige. But behind her words there is also a profound skepticism
towards the moral and economic values on which, according both to Pea and Cialente, the
Levantine world seems to progress.
Gilbert’s attempt to control Daniela’s decisions reinforces his character as a symbol
of the Levantine world and its hybrid notion of modernity based on the value of money.
Gilbert, who has had an official affair with another woman, Angèle—a daunting figure
since Daniela’s early life—ambitiously tries to control Daniela’s friendships, pulling her
away from her political engagements at the shacks (217) and steering her towards the
people he considers most suitable company for her. During their first dates, they walk at
the margins of the city—the beach, the Agami area, the desert—far from the crowd:
“L’attenzione di lui era rivolta anzitutto a mantenere l’isolamento intorno a loro due”
(218). When Daniela gets a job and rents an apartment on her own at Mazarita, Gilbert is
first vexed with her decision. Although he wants her to leave Matteo and Livia’s house,
he considers the neighborhood, inhabited mostly by low and middle class Egyptians,
inappropriate for her. He is also afraid of the rumors about her and her life choices that
are spreading among his circles of friends:
“Una ragazza originale… Riceve lassù, in quelle stanzette che, praticamente,
sono le stanze del bucato.” . . .
“Dicono che sembri ‘nata bene’ Forse ha ereditato la signorilità del nonno.”
“La nonna, invece! Bella e affascinante . . . ma fino all’utimo rimase una
ballerina che non poté mai imparare a conoscere il valore del denaro.”
“La nipote sembra conoscerlo… Si è messa a lavorare! Il principe Aleko
l’invita a cena, lo sapevate? E lei ci va vestita come si trova” (215).
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Daniela, who will never fully grasp the social rules and behavioral code required by the
Levantine milieu, has transformed her life through her own actions, decisions, and the
means left by her grandmother. Yet, Gilbert remains very ambivalent about her decisions
to work and only when he perceives that Daniela’s habits and choices have been
approved by his friends does he reconsider his position: “quando aveva fiutato nell’aria
l’approvazione di coloro che, per consacrare un gesto, un luogo, una persona, nella
gerarchia delle caste sono investiti di un’autorità indiscutibile, ella lo aveva visto mutar
atteggiamento” (216). Gilbert’s drive to manage Daniela’s life and restrict her growing
self-confidence symbolically reflects the role of the Levantine community as an
ambiguous agent of modernization in Alexandria. By guiding her professional choices,
distancing her from radical political views of the people frequenting the Stamberghe93
(208), and warning her about the hazards of living in Mazarita, Gilbert represents the
surreptitious influence of the imperial power reenacting dynamics of control over the
city.
Cialente’s narrative heightens this interpretation even more if we associate
Daniela’s search for identity and freedom to Egypt’s national struggle for independence.
To a certain extent, Daniela’s struggles parallel Egypt’s fight in building an independent
national identity and disentangling itself from Ottoman and European control, embodied
by the Levantine community. One of the novel’s first and recurrent images of Daniela
portrays her running wildly away, extricating herself from other people’s control. She
finds her dimension in open space characterized by haptic feelings that connects her body
to the soil:
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“L’incidente, venuto a proposito, le aveva permesso di lasciare le Stamberghe proprio come desiderava
Gilbert. Uscirne sarebbe stato difficile altrimenti; ma poi si era vergognata dei mezzi che aveva dovuto
impiegare” (208).
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Fuggivo scalza sulle mattonelle dei “servizi,” sull’erba calda di sole che mi
pungeva le piante dei piedi, aprivo cautamente il portoncino nel muro di cinta e
correvo lungo il viottolo, all’ombra delle casuarine, verso il mare che lingueggiava
in basso. Finalmente i miei piedi incontravano la sabbia, balzavo di gioia come una
gazzella, e seguitavo a correre sulla spiaggia, a filo delle onde, abbandonando alle
mie spalle l’antico quartiere di Bacos (10).
Daniela’s preference for the natural environment, the fact that she spends more time at
the beach, or in the garden climbing trees and playing in a hut rather than inside the house
(15), reinforces her relationship with Egypt as an uncontaminated space in need of its
independence. The emphasis on her rebellious childhood, her being often barefoot and in
disheveled appearances, aligns her with a vision of Egypt as a primitive country in
contrasts with Francesca’s refined manner and elegant, refined clothes, like her silk
pointed shoes, symbols of elegance and civilization: “con impeto moderato sollevava un
poco la gonna, ed ecco una mobile schiuma di merletti, vedevo spuntare le sue scarpette
aguzze. . . . La nonna scendeva con leggerezza incomparabile . . . Dove sei stata? Gridava
ogni giorno la nonna in cima alla scala interna. A fronte bassa, a piedi nudi, i capelli
sugli occhi, io non fiatavo”. (14) Daniela perpetually feels like a misfit in the villa; she
never seems to be at ease with the space and social status that it represents. She is even
ashamed of her grandmother’s excess of grandeur: “in quei momenti, con le gonne in
pugno e quel suo incedere da parata . . . mi sembrava perfino di detestarla, tale era la
vergogna che mi faceva provare” (14). Through her adventures in different areas of the
city, Daniela seems to appreciate Egypt beyond its natural and built environment,
developing an affinity with local people, through food smells and music, as I argue in the
second part of my work. These frequent and willing cultural border-crossings make her
character rather unique in the Italian narrative set in Egypt and in the colonies. Moreover,
Daniela’s disappearance along the Nile, when only her car and a pair of sandals were
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found, is another visual and narrative reminder of her desire to connect with the place she
grew up.
Daniela’s tragic search for identity oscillates between two distinct worlds depicted
with multiple and conflicting female subjectivities that she tries to incorporate. If on one
hand Francesca’s childhood is influenced by a biased vision of the world and female roles
grounded on socio-economic privilege, but lacking a “regular” social status, Livia’s
rough working class background suggests to Daniela an alternative aesthetic and moral
model of femininity. Livia is often caught performing heavy masculine household
activities, such as building tables, fixing the fence, nailing wood. Her massive body could
visually evoke the prototype of the rural Italian fascist woman in the African colony:
“Avvolta in una veste scolorita che mal conteneva il ventre rotondo e le ampie
mammelle, in testa un largo fungo di paglia tutto sbertucciato . . . lanciava attorno,
insieme all’acqua, gli sguardi vagamente minacciosi, tanto che . . . mi stupivo che quel
nero fuoco non incendiasse lo steccato polveroso” (10). Yet, the resemblance ends here
because Livia, who is introduced while watering a sterile vegetable garden, is not the
reproductive machine envisioned by Mussolini and echoed by Francesca’s preaching
about gender relations: “Una donna senza uomo è un campo secco” (101). Nor is she the
quiet and obedient countryside, or urban, Italian female model we find in Annie
Messina’s opening story in Cronache del Nilo. Livia, is rather the opposite: she has no
children, she is very outspoken about her anti-fascist ideas, and enjoys cracking jokes
about the Duce while preparing dinner. Her threatening demeanor frightens Daniela and
instills a subtle mistrust of her. Unlike Francesca, the mysterious commerce in which
Livia is involved, “traffici con tutti gli esercenti greci, ebrei, italiani, su un raggio di
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parecchi chilometri” (12) do not compromise her position in her community. Everybody
treats her with respect and reverence. Livia’s activities and her statuary forms are in stark
contrast with Francesca’s delicate body and theatrical movements:
I suoi muscoli erano eternamente gonfi, le sue palme callose; i suoi piedi larghi e
robusti sembravano reggere una statua. Mia nonna invece, aveva i piedi piccoli e
leggeri come le zampe dei gatti. Impugnando con le due mani inanellate l’ampia
gonna di seta scendeva dall’alto delle scale della villa come se venisse giù dal
paradiso. Guardando le piante grigie e fangose di Livia, io pensavo per contrasto ai
fragili tacchi, alle forme appuntite delle celebri scarpette della nonna (13).
The juxtaposition between their bodies and actions reveal the distance between the two
female characters around which Daniela molds herself. If Livia’s frantic movements
show her strength and control of the household, Francesca’s dramatic activities, confined
inside the villa, emphasize her ostentatious idleness and her inclination to whining and
self-deprecation (15). Yet, it is Livia’s pragmatic yet compassionate approach to life that
opens the door to a modern example of female subjectivity for Daniela. In her attempt to
shelter and re-educate her, Livia takes her through a terrific journey through the margins
of Alexandria: “seguivo Livia nei tuguri, ma rimanevo alla soglia, la gola chiusa dal
tepore pestilenziale di questi interno fangosi, dove nel buio vedevo luccicare sguardi
famelici. . . . “Tu che hai paura della miseria,” mi diceva Livia, “eccola, la miseria.””
(141). Livia’s concern for the poor triggers Daniela’s reflections on how a great part of
the invisible community of the city lived: “Avevo sempre veduto la nonna guardare ai
poveri come se fossero la nota indispensabile nel quadro pittoresco che avevamo sotto gli
occhi; e i nostri domestici ben pasciuti li sprezzavano. Anche la gente che veniva alle
Stamberghe non differiva molto dalla nonna sull’argomento dei poveri e della miseria”
(141). If growing up surrounded by Francesca’s loyal servants projected a reassuring and
comfortable image of poverty as part of the city, visiting them in their less than
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resplendent huts subverts that image. Through Livia’s empathy, Daniela develops a more
complex understanding of the city and slowly moves away from her grandmother’s
idealistic visions it. Daniela’s comment shows her disillusionment as well as the
inconsistencies between her friends’ anti-imperialist ideology, notions of social equality,
and their attitude when dealing with the miserable conditions in which many local
inhabitants lived. Acknowledging the contradictions and similarities that characterize her
grandmother’s privileged world and the politically engaged one of the people from the
Stamberghe, Daniela seems to reconcile opposite sets of moral value that are not too
ideologically distant from each other when dealing with the representation of local
poverty.
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Pea and Cialente both criticize the values at work in the Levantine and
international community in Alexandria. Yet, unlike Marinetti and Ungaretti, their
narratives include a broader social context that still illustrates the tension between
tradition and progress. The variety of characters they present, along with their critical
perspectives on their lives, actions, and moral values, indicate the presence of a hybrid

Fig. 7 Alexandria in 1908 with a detail on Ramleh and the tramlines connecting it to the city center.
Note the presence of a thick strip of vegetation separating the city from the Mariut Canal.

form of modernity that certain members of the international community reached in
Alexandria. Nonetheless, the Egyptian population is once again relegated to the margin of
this change.

Modernity and Cityscape: Alexandria’s Hybrid Environment
Towards the end of the 20th century Egypt’s acceleration toward a form of
modernity had a visible impact in Alexandria’s urban and natural environment. In part to
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respond to the growing needs of the international community living, working, and
moving to and through Alexandria, and in part to consolidate the city’s position as a
flourishing economical hub in the Mediterranean, Alexandria underwent significant
transformations to both its soil and its facades. 94 The arrival of migrants from the
countryside as well as from other countries required structural changes in the city’s
textures. Since Mohammed Aly’s successors were often educated in Europe, they invited
French and Italian architects, artists, lawyers, and administrators to Egypt. These
foreigners had a key role in influencing the architectural style of new buildings that
drastically altered the image of Alexandria’ cityscape—the Stock Exchange, the National
Bank, and the famous Hotel Cecil are among the most prominent examples. Major
thoroughfares such as the many tree lined boulevards and the corniche, along the
shoreline, were built to improve traffic and create quicker routes between the Port and
other parts of the city. New gardens, in prominent European style, were strategically
created to separate the swampy Mahmudieh Canal from the new residential areas. Old
neighborhoods such as al Attarin, which maintained an Arab organization, became
trapped between large avenues. Areas that traditionally were a maze of narrow streets,
populated by small stores were drastically opened up, like the main Place de Consuls, to
facilitate circulation of people and the passage of new tramlines.
The changes that Alexandria experienced over several decades are the results of a
contamination of style and taste. Even today, they are visual reminders of decisions made
by the local authorities in connection with the international community. They are another
outcome of a hybrid form of modernity that Pea and Cialente address in their literary
94

Fig. 7 Environs of Alexandria 1:150.000 [Inset Ramleh 1:70.000](1908). From Travelers in the Middle
East Archive (TIMEA). Rice University. Date of access 05/10/2014. < http://hdl.handle.net/1911/9345>
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reconstruction of the city. Their perspectives on the effect of modernization do not
coincide with Marinetti and Ungaretti’s reflections. Yet they lead to similar conclusions:
Italian writers do not acknowledge any autonomous role to Egypt in creating its own path
toward progress. By examining some the images with which they analyze its condition, I
will demonstrate that these devices still conceal an imperialistic perspective.
When compared to Ungaretti and Marinetti’s description of Alexandria’s
transformation, Pea displays a sharper criticism about the modern turn. Despite lingering
on the outcomes of aesthetic improvements brought by a Western taste that tries to
contain, to tame, the irrational nature of the city, Pea remains highly skeptical about the
benefits of these changes. Describing the city landscape between the sea and corniche,
now framed with modern rigorous garden projects, the author appreciates the symmetric
order given to the unkempt old boulevards: “Adesso attraversavo i viali dei nuovi
giardini, dalla parte del mare. Bello e fresco il giorno di fine settembre. E amena quella
terra resa verde dalle cure dei giardinieri e messa in simmetria a giardinaggio da poco”
(109). Yet, he is deeply discouraged by Alexandria’s fast and drastic transformation. His
comments become even harsher when he ponders the apparent effects of the urbanization.
Chromatically associating the dark moments of his experience in Egypt with the black
color of the paved streets, he writes: “Né tutta è nera, del resto (la memoria m’avverte) la
vita di quando ero in Egitto . . . Ma là, il più, era su bitume e zolfo (materia da selciare
strade usata in quell’epoca) che andavo camminando nelle vie della scellerata città che
per civile e moderna intende soltanto far lisce le strade d’asfalto” (85). The difficult,
perplexing moments of his migrant experience metaphorically intersect with the
superficial modernization process that involved the city in the early 1920s. The
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interrelation between memory and urban space makes his perceptions of the natural and
built environment particularly distinctive and demonstrates an unusual sensibility towards
nature. By contrast, Marinetti and Ungaretti’s travel notes do not reveal particular
environmental concerns, unless dictated by their lyrical recollections of places that have
now disappeared from the cityscape, or have progressively receded to make room for new
edifices, gardens, and boulevards. Even Cialente, whose Egyptian novels exposes
relevant social and class questions, only marginally engages with the indiscriminate
environmental and geological wreckage that changed Alexandria’s image.
The reason for Pea’s remarkable attention to environmental issues in Alexandria
must be retraced in his personal experience there, which diverges significantly from the
experiences of the other authors. Pea’s proletarian background and illiteracy separate him
from the other three Italian writers, all of whom had received a former education, were
firmly rooted in a middle class milieu, and developed their writing careers rather early in
their adult lives. Marinetti’s affluent upbringing, and his leaving Alexandria at seventeen,
sets him apart from all the other Italian writers. The son of one of the Khedive’s lawyers,
his family was part of the cosmopolitan elite who favored progress and made it possible,
using the special laws that protected international interests (Sensibilità 201). Although
Ungaretti had very humble origins, he had a good education and started his writing career
early His family owned a bakery, so differently from Pea, he never had to work under a
master. Before leaving for Paris, he was also educated in international and religious
schools, so he had the chance to write articles for some local Italian newspapers before
embarking on his writing career. Cialente, who moved to Alexandria in 1921 with her
husband, came from a complicated, nomadic, bourgeoisie background. Despite the
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actively social and political angle of her writing and many of her initiatives—both in
Egypt and later on in Italy—she experienced the contradictions of Egyptian
modernization from a rather privileged standpoint. Married to Enrico Terni, a composer
and bank employee of Italian, Jewish, and Greek origins, Cialente saw the final years of
the Levantine splendor vanishing while trying to keep her eyes open to the diversity of
life that Alexandria offered (Interno xii). Pea, on the other hand, did not benefit from the
same privileges and opportunities afforded the other authors by their family status.
Pea arrived in Alexandria with his brother in 1896, at just fifteen years of age. His
childhood in Italy was spent among foster homes, religious boarding schools, and the
many odd jobs he found all over Tuscany. He worked first in a farm, then as a mechanic,
and as a servant; finally a ship’s boy as Umberto Olobardi writes95 (175). He grew up
almost illiterate, but with a vivid imagination fed by his grandfather’s fole, a form of
folkloristic narrative that mixes elements of rural life with fantasy. This genre, which is
typical of the oral Tuscan tradition, deeply influenced Pea’s works96 as well as his vision
of nature. His relation with the environment has often drawn comparisons to Pascoli’s
(Olobardi, 164-168). His rustic childhood in the countryside instilled a genuine respect
for nature, for the biological rhythm of the land, as well as for the hard manual labor of
poor farmers. In Vita in Egittp Pea expresses his concern for the future of Alexandria’s
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Olobardi, Umberto Saggi su Tozzi e Pea (1940) Vallerini Editore, Pisa. Among this valuable but outdated
collection of essays, Olobardi illustrates Pascoli and Dannunzio’s lyrical influences on Pea’s narrative and
poetics. Pointing out the lack of creativity in Pea’s work, Olobardi stresses his original barbaric sensitivity,
which demonstrate the humanity of the stories he tells: “C’era . . . scarsa felicità d’invenzione, intuita la
quale lo scrittore non si preoccuperà più di inventare ma passerà a ricantare storie e leggende e tradizioni
della sua terra; e, esaurita anche questa esperienza, a raccontare casi autobiografici. . . . si minacciava di
finire nel pittoresco, nel colore. Paesaggi, figure, ambienti, costumi. Ma, sotto quel luccichio, l’umanità
dello scrittore, che era violenta e a volte quasi barbarica, rischiava di restare soffocata.” (191).
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For an overview on Pea’s poetics and literary influences, see Arslan Antonia and Zambon Patrizia,
Enrico Pea (1983) La Nuova Italia and Bellora Giovanni’s biography Il mondo di Pea (1981) whose book
comes with a rich collection of photos about the writer in Egypt. For specific details on fole’s tradition in
Pea’s texts, see Salvestroni Simonetta Enrico Pea: fra anarchia e integrazione (1976) in particular chapters
“Un irregolare della letteartura” and “Il primo Pea: fra integrazione e rivolta” pp.1-20.
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landscape and the exploitation its peasants are undergoing in the name of a form of
progress that does nothing to improve their living conditions or social status. It is worth
considering that his apprehension may also have been dictated by the ideological
influences left by his anarchist frequentations during his stay in Egypt as well as the
mature reflection on the later conditions of Egypt after World War II when the unrealized
promises of modernity provoked the insurgence of strong nationalistic feelings97.
With an environmental sensibility unusual for his time, Pea laments the degradation
of the countryside that, as previously noted, disrespects the land and does not take into
account local population’s needs and work. Reflecting on how the future of Alexandria is
ruined, he condemns the reckless decisions made in the name of mechanization, which
now seems to protect everybody’s interests under a disguised form of hybrid modernity.
But,
Domani sarà la necessità creata dal tentativo di oggi, a dar mano al governo perché
espropri e sventri i campi inviolati (come già fece per la via ferrata) alla corsa
sfrenata di queste macchine. Frettolosi e violenti sono gli uomini della macchina.
La macchina significa forza, onde la precorritrice di adesso passa calpestata e
schiaccia: senza riguardo nel seminato con disprezzo per la fatica del seminatore
indigeno, curvo e pauroso al cospetto dell’europeo in tuta sempre sul suo diabolico
ordigno che sbuffa dal di dietro fumo puzzolente (86).
The European bulldozers that are supposed to open the way to fast new highways
connecting Alexandria to Cairo, are progressively devastating farming land. Pea exposes
the tensions between the innovative, diabolic force of mechanization propelled by foreign
interests in collaboration with the local government, and the resignation of the poor
farmers, fascinated by power and speed of technology, but unable to grasp its damaging
97

It must be remembered that Pea’s original manuscript for Vita in Egitto was lost during World War II.
Since the book was published in 1949, it is fair to assume that many of these eco-critical reflections
developed years after he left Alexandria. They were probably prompted by both the nationalistic turn of
Egyptian international policy and by the environmental changes happening in Italy during the period of
post-war reconstruction.
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consequences. This is an example of what I consider hybrid modernity because it
demonstrates that the novelty of technology introduced by the joined needs of the foreign
and local authorities is passively welcomed and accepted by defenseless farmers who feel
intimidated in front of the absolute power of the machine. Yet, they do not seem to gain
any benefit from it or its use. On the contrary, they with their land and labor are paying
the consequences.
Pea highlights the cruelty of this process with a ferocious metaphor that describes
how modernity has disrupted the natural life cycle in Egypt. Discussing with his fellow
anarchists the dramatic incident of an Arab farmer viciously attacked by the bulldog of an
Italian man driving a bulldozer, he illustrates the conflicting vision of progress that
emerges within the group. While the Italian driver was sleeping and had his dog watching
out for him, the farmer crawled under the bulldozer to see how it worked and the bulldog
killed him (86-87). On one side, there are the Italian man’s supporters who, echoing
Darwinian philosophy, believe that “la macchina è civiltà. Il progresso vuole le sue
vittime” and that “la macchina non [è] cosa barbara” (87). On the other, there is young
Pipicco who replies “Ma qui non c’entra la macchina . . . si tratta di innocenti” (87).
Pipicco argues that innocent people should not pay the price of change because human
life should be kept at a higher value than progress. Pea takes the opportunity to align with
him using this episode as a point of departure to analyze the presence of Europeans in
Egypt deploying a radical geo-animal analogy:
noto che la razza di cani del Nord è intrusa in un paese come questo dolce e chiaro.
Sono cani i bulldog che starebbero bene nelle caverne del nord. Nei boschi neri
intricati insidiati da serpi e da bestiacce maligne. Lo sbaglio è dunque di avere
importato canacci simili in Egitto, dove perfino i passeri per poco non li schiacci
sotto i piedi . . . Che ti pare un paese da cane bulldog, questo? Dove gli uccelli
saltellano tra ragazzi che giocano e sbocconcellano “halaua” e pane le cui briciole
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si fan becchime per loro colte in aria, mentre cadono umide dalle loro bocche
mulatte? (88).
Envisioning bulldogs as an alien breed, ready to crush and oppress the innocent native
birds, Pea denounces the ferocious dynamics of modernity enacted by the European
imperialism. How can Europe cling to a humanizing project when its practices are so
violent and barbaric? How can Europe still claim to correct the primitivism of
underdeveloped countries when it crushes them ruthlessly under its feet? Depicting
Europe as a primitive cave, a dark forest infested with snakes and evil beasts, Pea
subverts the accepted image of Western world as an emancipated, enlightened modern
space and, at the same time, he puts its alleged civilizing colonial mission under a critical
perspective. He also associates Egypt with a children’s playground, an idyllic space
where foreign intruders forcefully interrupt ancient cyclical rituals based on a closer
relation between men and animals. Identifying children’s innocence and weakness with
birds, sharing the same food, he visually reinforces the brutality of the bulldog’s attack.
He also evokes a fundamental bond between the Arab world and birds as well as the
aversion towards dogs. Birds, which are considered the symbol of human soul’s divine
journey towards God, are regarded as noble animals in both Islamic literature and
religion98. Dogs, much like pigs, are tolerated but are considered to be impure animals.
Yet, despite the issues that Pea finds at stake in modern Egypt, he does not
challenge the conventionality of his imagined Egypt and portrays it as a weak, innocent,
defenseless prey under Western’s attack. With this sympathetic view, he demonstrates the
hierarchical disparity between foreign forces, imposing their will, and local authorities
98

To understand the reverence for birds, consider the importance of falconry and its ancient tradition as a
noble sport in the Arab world. For more literary references, see the primary role of the birds in the One
Thousand and One Nights and in the Persian literary tradition with the poem The Conference of the Birds
(1177) by Faird ud-Din Attar, known as Attar or Nishapur.
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passively accepting it. Without debunking this view, he denies Egypt any sort of agency,
any opportunity to autonomously reject, resist, or influence its path toward change. In this
context, Pea’s perspective seems to merge with Ungaretti’s: both reflect the political
climate of the Red Shack, which was organized mostly by foreign refugees. Italian
anarchists, Russian socialists, Spanish anti-fascists found in Alexandria the proper setting
to carry on their political activities. Under the special laws, international businessmen, as
well as the radical protesters, enjoyed a favorable status that guaranteed them a broader
juridical protection then Egyptians. Pea, who is fully aware of this special status, recounts
the mutiny of a Russian ships which ended up with no serious consequences in
application of the special laws. He also reports episodes where he personally witnessed
the double standards used by Alexandria’s policemen when arresting Arab people and
those who could claim a different nationality. Despite his awareness of the unequal social
treatment, in his travel memoirs he never discusses his relation with Egyptians and Arabs
beyond a few mentions in work settings and never talks about their presence at the Red
Shack meetings. This suggests that as other clandestine political associations spread all
over Alexandria and Cairo, this organization probably did not attract local participants, or
that the debate on social progress, education, and emancipation was still lead by foreign
voices and for foreign listeners. Although Vita in Egitto offers transgenerational and
transcultural perspectives on a possible forms of hybrid modernity, it still lacks the
emphatic connection with the indigenous population, which has never gained any room,
or voice, in the local political debate and literary representations of Alexandria provided
by Italian writers. The hybrid modernity remains an alternative form of progress for
those that have the social and economical means to access it.
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To a certain extent, Cialente shares a similar vision of Egypt as a defenseless,
rural, crystallized space, crashed by international interests prevailing over the miserable
conditions of the native ones. Presenting her impressions on the country after twenty
years of residency, she claims to be among the few writers to mark the distance that the
international and Levantine communities placed between themselves and the indigenous
population, pointing out their despicable connivance with the local ruling class. She
writes: “europei e levantini godevano di condizioni . . . per cui la vita quotidiana era
incredibilmente “dolce” e facile, e se ne vantavano . . . senza guardarsi intorno . . . Io
vedevo invece quanto atroce era la miseria d’un popolo così mite e pacifico . . .
vergognosa la complicità o l’acquiescenza della ricchissima classe dirigente” (Interno,
xii). Behind Cialente’s statement it is possible to catch sight of the fragmented and
diverging construction of Egypt inside the international community. Her anti-imperialist
positions show up in many passages in Ballata levantina, mostly through Matteo’s
politicized voice: “Ma l’Egitto, Daniela, è il fellah! . . . lo stesso di duemila anni fa. Per
lui nessuno ha fatto niente, da duemila anni” (142-143). Daniela grows up listening on
one hand, to her grandmother’s vivid, excessive and anachronistic descriptions of
cosmopolitan Alexandria, and on the other to Matteo’s more critical perspective: “A parte
gli eccessi dei “moti,”99 ella amava dipingere l’Egitto dei Kedivi con le tinte ingenue e
vivaci delle immagini di Épinal. Sarei rimasta per molto tempo a quelle visioni se Matteo,
quand’era presente, non ne avesse alterato i lieti colori con tocchi meno abbaglianti”
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She is referring to the nationalist riots in Alexandria in 1882 against the international community. At that
time, Egypt was still formally part of the dying Ottoman Empire but fighting for its independence from it.
Yet, with the opening of Suez Canal in 1875, and with part of the canal’s sharing in the hand of France and
U.K., Egypt was still under strong hegemonic control of foreign powers. During the British bombing of the
city’s harbor, foreign residents (among them Daniela’s mother and grandmother) found refuge in British
ships.
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(Ballata, 28). Similarly to Livia, Matteo is tasked with rebalancing her understanding of
people and the world. Besides underscoring the intersections between the art of painting
with brushes and words, which is typical of Cialente’s modernist writing style, this
passage further reinforces the intercultural construction of Alexandria deploying a French
idiomatic expression: Épinal’s image.100 This reference culturally and visually underlines
Francesca’s biased, naïve, and limited view of the city when juxtaposed to Matteo’s more
realistic one.
Upon closer inspection, even Matteo’s analogy of the fellah and his donkey bears
signs of a conventional, orientalist representation of the Egypt through picturesque,
pastoral elements. Nevertheless, Cialente offers more complex and articulated views of
the social conflicts and urban reality when compared with Pea. Certainly, part of this
variety is related to the polyphonic nature of Ballata levantina where many characters
provide contrasting images of Alexandria, Cairo, and Egypt’s hybrid modernity. Her
modernist prose is also more stylistically refined than Pea’s account and fiction, which,
even when grappling with narratives set in Egypt like Rosalia, do not reach the
complexities of Cialente’s literary construction. Indeed, when Matteo further elaborates
on his analogy with the fellah, he adds: “È lui, col suo somarello e il suo fascio di
trifoglio . . . quando s’incontrano per strada, l’automobile del pascià e il fellah sul
somarello, non si vedono. Pare incredibile, no? Due mondi che si sfiorano e non si
scontrano mai” (143). The fellah carrying the shamrock, as the burden of his submissive
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position, is the symbol of the bottom level of the social ladder, the emblem of a rural
country. Instead, the pasha with his car stands at its polar opposite to represent the urban,
modernized life. The slow and primitive donkey is placed in contrast with the car, which
represents Egypt’s acceleration towards modernity, leaving the fellah behind. If on one
side this vision still points out the clash of two worlds—tradition and modernity,
countryside and city, nature and technology—more subtly it hints to the fact that this
binary opposition is entrenched within the Egyptian society. The conflict is not between a
cosmopolitan urban character like Daniela or her Levantine boyfriend Gilbert, and the
fellah but it rises from something that internally disturbs the country. Although the
foreign presence and interests might accentuate this contrast, the separation exists beyond
the idea of progress. Matteo voices his discontent for the international community’s role
in deepening this conflict as much as for the complicit local elite:
Come possono palar e di progresso in un paese al quale viene imposta l’umiliazione
dei Tribunali misti? Delle Capitolazioni? Da più di cent’anni tu senti ripetere che il
cosmopolitismo è stato la fortuna e la ricchezza dell’Egitto. Credi a me, è vero
piuttosto il contrario. Gli stranieri hanno fatto qui un mucchio di quattrini, è vero
soprattutto questo. E poi! A chi è servito il loro famoso progresso, tanto
strombazzato? Ai loro interessi, agl’ interessi dei pascià… dei ‘responsabili’! (142)
Although Matteo here is talking about Egypt in general, the events and conditions that he
describes are specific to Alexandria. Nowhere else in the country were the Mixed
tribunals and the Capitulation laws in effect. Alexandria’s geopolitical position, at the
crossroads of multiple continents and civilizations, granted the international community
living there, not only special civil treatments, but also tax breaks and immunity. These
peculiar circumstances accentuate the gap between the elite and the rest of the population,
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for whom life did not improve with cosmopolitism.101 The pasha’s endemic blindness
overlaps with the vision of the local ruling class. The political elite of the city befriended
and welcomed a model of development that did not improve their vision but it further
impaired it.
Through Matteo’s voice, Cialente openly attacks those she believes are
‘responsabili’ for the misery in which the majority of Egyptians lived.102 Namely, she
blames Alexandria’s international community tout court, including the political activists
and the character’s intellectual friends: “In realtà, quando parlano dell’Egitto e degli
egiziani, non rappresentano più una nazione, ma soltanto una classe… Una classe che, nel
suo cuore, è sempre per l’occupazione inglese, mai per l’indipendenza degli egiziani, per
un loro vero progresso!”103 (142). Despite the egalitarian, socialist, or anarchist spirits
animating their intentions, they reenact dynamics of hierarchical separation typical of an
imperialistic view. Even the progressive people frequenting the stamberghe forget the
conditions in which the country is kept. According to Matteo, they prefer to cling to their
privileged hybrid status of expatriate, decrying European imperialism while remaining
under the protection of the British army, and without even acknowledging—let alone
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For an interesting reconsideration on the effects of cosmopolitism in Egypt and the ideal model of
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two vests; he only had the one he was wearing (xii). The episode clearly demonstrates that Western world’s
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supporting—the power of Egyptians to promote substantial change under their own
autonomy. If Pea’s approach keeps Egypt and his inhabitants isolated in a-temporal
dimension and perceives them as a weak innocent bird, victims of a hybrid form of
development that neglects their needs and traditions, Cialente’s representation pushes
such a vision even further. In Ballata levantina she generates a debate among
contradictory, fragmented images to address the cosmopolitan invention of Egypt, and
Alexandria in particular. Questioning the responsibilities of the anti-colonial international
community, she unveils the flaws of their positions, torn between the power of ideology
and the need for concrete actions. She also demonstrates that the hybrid modernity
embraced by the local ruling class is actually heightening the social and cultural divide
among groups, especially from an urban perspective.104
Besides debunking the hypocrisies behind the egalitarian ideology of the
international community and exposing the flaws of their anti-imperialist perspectives, in
Ballata levantina Cialente engages with the effects of modernity on Alexandria’s urban
development. Pea denounces the environmental dangers that Alexandria’s surrounding
areas face in the name of progress, while Cialente lingers on the effects of urban sprawl
invading and transforming the city’s outskirts while widening the distance between the
local population and the international community. In this context the novel engages with
a cosmopolitan and Levantine’s urban perspective that overturns both the geographical
and metaphorical notions of periphery and center. My use of the word periphery as a
spatial reference does not carry the implications of social marginalization, neglect, and
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poverty that are often associated with it; rather, it expresses its opposite. In Cialente’s
literary works set in Alexandria, the periphery becomes the city’s alternative hybrid
center, constantly slipping away from the real historical center.
The residential areas around Ramleh, which in Arab means sand and recalls the
dry, desert nature of this area of Alexandria before its urban growth, are the beating heart
of the cosmopolitan and Levantine communities in search of isolation and physical—as
well as metaphorical—distance from the locals. When the narrating voice ponders on
Alexandria’s outskirts transformations we see the vanishing line of Ramleh’s peripheries
moving eastward, running away from the haunting presence for new settlers:
L’asfalto avanzava, implacabile, mordendo i sabbioni, tracciando vie larghe e
strette, e grandi, volgari casamenti venivano su disordinatamente. . . . A qualche
distanza, le ville dei pascià e dei notabili delle colonie stranieri si celavano
sdegnosamente negli alti muri di cinta, dietro le cancellate imbottite di verde. . . .
Verso il mare, battuti dal vento, erano sorti invece quegli agglomerati di casupole a
un sol piano, come quelle di Livia. In legno o in mattoni, erano circondate da
modesti giardinetti dove s’innalzavano gli steli dei girasoli, s’abbarbicavano
intorno ai pali le campanelle azzurre, e s’indovinavano, negli angoli, le calde
gabbie palpitanti da cui uscivano sommessi belati e coccodè (138-39).
This overview of urban modernization highlights the worsening of social and class
division in the city over space and time. The wild development of new housing
complexes stretching eastward is planned for the arrival of other settlers (fig. 8) who
bring different aesthetics taste and new agricultural models. 105 Their appearance
jeopardizes the isolation and quietness longed for by the rich and international
communities, who fear this proximity and try to protect themselves behind the high walls
and thick vegetation of their mansions, or moving somewhere else, inland. Even Livia
and Matteo abandon the remoteness of the stamberghe because they cannot stand
“l’avanzare delle brutte, aggressive case cittadine” (277). For Livia and Matteo the only
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Fig. 8 This postcard is visible at < https://www.pinterest.com/pin/378232068679703445/ >
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way to avoid the consequences of Alexandria’s modern turn is to move to Siuf, near the
placid water of the Mahamudieh canal, and far from the tumultuous Mediterranean shore
now invaded by other residents. The uncontrolled sprawl of apartment buildings and
large noisy boulevards are other results of a hybrid form of modernity and the urban
segregating dynamics that it entails.

Fig. 8 This postcard, dated 1930’s, shows the costal street around The Sporting Club in
Ramleh. Short small buildings, made of one or two floors were progressively replaced
by taller constructions like the one visible on the upper right corner.

The vacuum created by this separation is constantly filled up with the massive
construction of modern thoroughfares, like the corniche, or the towering new buildings
reducing vital space and congesting pivotal points. As Francesca points out, stressing her
fear of contamination and mistrust towards the Arabs aesthetic taste, there seem to be a
lack of a civilized, “green” urban vision for Alexandria: “Erano meglio i turchi, . . .
Piantavano alberi dappertutto. I giardini, i parchi, qui tutto è stato fatto dai turchi o dagli
europei. Mentre costoro… appena vedono un albero lo tagliano . . . Sì, sì, va bene non è
colpa loro. Ma quando . . . hanno fatto qualche cosa secondo il gusto loro, hanno
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fabbricato Benha, Tantah, Damanhur” (17). The unrestrained urban development ends up
damaging the environment and reshaping urban habits and the visual aesthetics of
districts such as Bacos, Sidi Gaber, Sidi Bishir, Cleopatra, Camp Cesar, San Stefano,
Fleming, Victoria that were once conceived, planned, and also named, to strategically
maintain a safe distance from the Arab influence coming from downtown Alexandria.
Intorno alle stazioni del tram erano altissimi, con innumerevoli finestre, e quei
balconcini simili a piccole gabbie di cemento, dove si rovesciavano le carabattole e
la sporcizia delle famiglie, il sovrappiù che gli appartamenti esigui non riuscivano a
contenere. . . . Alla loro base i casamenti erano sventrati, la sera, dalle luci delle
botteghe dove risuonavano, fino a tarda ora, le strazianti melopee arabe, cantate alla
radio (138).
Although connected to the center, geographically these areas are the periphery (see fig.
6). Yet, in Cialente’s narrative they become the center of international life where most of
the events take place and where most of the characters live. Here, as Michael Haag
illustrates in Alexandria, City of Memory affluent French, British, Greek and Jewish
families like Francesca and her lover live in the isolation of their mansions, entertain
themselves with tea parties and enjoy their leisure time at the Sporting Club (233). As the
narrating voice in Out of Egypt explains, around the Sporting lived his paternal family;
here they throw the centennial ball for his great-grand mother, an event all the well-off
international and business society in Alexandria made sure to attend. Yet, despite the
ruinous economical conditions of the family, they never wanted to move closer to his
father, in Smouah, an inner land district located between the city original section, and
Ramleh. For this grandmother in particular, any area closer to the city center still
remained the “swamp it had once been, and its newly built homes . . . would always
remain a bit too nouveau for her taste, not an acceptable address” (103).
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Westward, in the opposite direction, there is another city that remains invisible in
Cialente’s narrative. Neighborhoods like El-Attarin, Moharren Bey, and Karmus, which
are the traditional, historical, and cultural centers of the city, represent instead its
margins. These are the distant, ethnically mixed, overcrowded, poor areas where
Francesca’s female friends come from: “Quasi tutte erano indovine, leggevano nella tazza
del caffè, “gettavano” le carte e le fatture. Venivano a tutte le ore, dai vastissimi e
brulicanti quartieri della città, dall’Attarin, via delle Monache, dove gli europei poveri
vivono mescolati alla popolazione indigena” (17). As the passage demonstrates, the
international community perceived their space as uncharted territory, mysterious,
cramped, and gloomy. Although invented with the evocative sounds of real toponyms,
this space is not experienced and brought to life by any character. Despite Daniela’s
apartment at Mazarita, the last streetcar stop between Ramleh and Alexandria downtown,
she never walks through these streets as she does for example in Milan or Cairo. Matteo
who works for his brother Bernardo’s company somewhere downtown, and Gilbert who
owns his pied à terre in some anonymous decadent building there too, do not venture into
these murky streets as Durrell’s protagonists of Alexandria Quartet do in search of
dangerous adventures. In contrast to Pea and Ungaretti, who roam the streets of Moharren
Bey and Karmus, like El-Kharrat, nostalgically trying to seize the old city’s atmosphere
or trying to portray a consistent multicultural image, Cialente never allows her characters
to engage with this part of the city. Since her narrative captures “il ritratto d’un
incosciente o colpevole borghersia” (ICF, ix) there is no real need for her characters to
venture through the ancient Arab quarters; they are perceived as a dangerous place where
only dramatic events took place—the bombing of Alexandria, the killing of Egyptian
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nationalists—and therefore are kept in the distant background. Their construction as a
marginal narrative space marks the overturning of social, spatial and narrative notions of
periphery and center in Ballata Levantina. It also reinforces the distance between
Alexandria’s chaotic and poor Arab peripheral center from the cosmopolitan open, quiet,
and most of all, opulent central periphery.

Italian writers representing Alexandria complicate the linear and universal
trajectory of progress and suggest a disrupting and conflicting narrative of modernity.
Marinetti’s melancholic view of progress infiltrates the city, destroying its past and
compromising the author’s memory. Ungaretti’s construction of the city as mimicry
condemns its urban aesthetic and its inhabitants. Ungaretti disparages their attempts to
imitate foreign social customs because he does not considers them, their bodies, or the
city itself, ready for this change which contradicts the premises for the construction of
their freedom and independence. In his work, Alexandrians and Alexandria become
maccheronic constructions. Both writers deny any possibility of transformation and
progress for the city because of the nostalgic desire for an attainable past that pervade
their travel notes. Pea and Cialente’s perceptions of modernity in Alexandria take a
different turn. Their narratives highlight the possibilities of a hybrid form of progress
resulting from the interactions between the international community and the affluent
Arab establishment. Pea’s environmental sensibility and Cialente’s critique towards the
“responsabili” suggest possible paths for social development, equality and progress once
city is free—or frees itself—from the foreign control. Nonetheless, the benefits of change
will be cast mostly on the affluent members of the cosmopolitan community, as Pipicco
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states; and, as Livia’s concerns show, only tangentially they will have an impact on the
lower strata of the Egyptian population, which remains trapped within a conventional
vision of Egypt and Alexandria, as static space where endemic social conflicts and class
difference will not be resolved. Therefore, their articulations of modernity are not distant
from Marinetti and Ungaretti’s. They all trap the city in conventional paradoxes
originated by a Western notion of progress.
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PART II
SENSING THE CITY
Un libro che sto scrivendo parla dei cinque sensi, per
dimostrare che l’uomo contemporaneo ne ha perso l’uso. Il mio
problema scrivendo questo libro è che il mio olfatto non è molto
sviluppato, manco d’attenzione auditiva, non sono un
buongustaio, la mia sensibilità tattile è approssimativa, e sono
miope.
Italo Calvino

Alexandria’s urban space has a strong alluring power on Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea,
and Cialente’s poetics and creativity. Past and memories challenge their sensual
fascination with the city and its uncanny, destabilizing spell. Their extended residency
and travelling practices help them to enter a space that is simultaneously familiar and
foreign. The uncanny nature of this process encourages them to reconsider their position
as visitors and former resident and to view the city in perpetual transformation. As Lucia
Re posits, for all these writers the city is “a mental space, a frame of reference to which
they would return for nourishment again and again”(168). 106 Alexandria is an endless
exotic reservoir of themes, images, and impressions that constantly surface in their
writing under multiple forms.
Since senses are historical and cultural constructions influencing human relations
and perception of space, I employ them as analytical tools to investigate how Italian
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writers reinvent Alexandria in their texts. The questions I intend to raise and address in
this section pertain the relation between the urban referent and its fictionalized version.
How do they sense and describe what the other’s space is like? How do Italian writers
deploy senses to read the other space and re-inscribe it in their narratives? What senses
are involved in their perception, interpretation, appreciation or denigration of Egyptian
spaces? Which senses do they privilege in their descriptions and why? What is the social,
political, ideological, cultural meaning of that choice? What is their contribution to the
invention of Alexandria as a cosmopolitan and multicultural space? To what extent do
they contribute or problematize its Western literary construction?
Although all the senses are involved the multisensorial construction of
Alexandria, there seems to be a lack of taste among these writers. Despite the strong
chemical and emotional relations between smell and taste, which are often associated
together, in Il fascino d’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano, Vita d’Egitto, and Ballata levantina
taste has a minor role in describing the sensuous complexity of Alexandria. From a
scientific perspective taste is not fundamental in the perception and representation of
space. Even though taste is related with food and food, symbolically, is an element to
measure distinctions and similarities, proximities and distance among various cultures, it
does not stand out as essential element in exploring Alexandria’s literary construction
among these Italian writers. Also, in the texts that I have considered, taste is a rather
underrated sense both in its relation with the aesthetic value of objects and in the savoring
food. Since Pea and Cialente deploy food as a visual element rather than as an
epistemological instrument, taste does not contribute significantly to my multisensorial
study of Alexandria.
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Before engaging with these questions that are at the center of the second part of
my project, I want to clarify that the goal of my research is to analyze the descriptive
practices used by the Italian writers in their re-composition of Alexandria’s urban space. I
do not intend to explore the symbolic meaning of the city or to delve into its legacy in
their literary works because these points have already been widely studied and
demonstrated. Scholars often refer to the strong relation between these writers and
Alexandria as a distinctive element in their personal life experience shaping their
aesthetic taste and determining the thematic essence of their works.107 Instead, the
original contribution of my research lays on the analysis of the descriptive practices they
deploy to narrate Alexandria’s urban space while emphasizing specific senses. In line
with Bertrand Westphal’s geocritical approach, which calls for bringing the city on front
stage of geospatial studies, while leaving the authors’ personal experience in the
background, I concentrate on the descriptions of specific sites and areas of the city to
bring to light the ambiguities of their representations. However, some brief references on
the role of the city in these authors’ writing are necessary to assess the strategies with
which they inscribe their own presence and position within the city, and how they derive
a legacy from it. As problematic as it might be to rely on the authors’ own
autobiographical writing, it is important to look at how they all establish a personal bond
with Alexandria in their works self-positioning themselves vis à vis the city.
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In his autobiographical writings Marinetti emphasizes his international upbringing
exploiting a powerful regenerating image of Alexandria to re-invent the myth of his birth
and create an exemplary life. In a section of his writing called “Alessandria, d’ Egitto” he
presents himself in these terms: “Ebbi una vita tumultuosa, stramba, colorata. Cominciai
rosa e nero; pupo fiorente e sano fra le braccia e le mammelle color carbone coke della
mia nutrice Sudanese” (Teoria 577-578). In his intention, being brought up by a
Sudanese nanny explains the transformation of his identity. The colorful exotic
perspective of his upbringing preannounces the unconventional spirit that fuelled the
Futurist movement. As a great self-promoter, Marinetti celebrates his transnational
experience in many other titles of his works to reaffirm his bond with Italy as well as
with mysterious Egypt: Il fascino dell’Egitto (1933), Una sensibilità italiana nata in
Egitto (1943), and “Un Egitto italiano in Lombardia”. His auto celebrating mania reaches
the apex when he literally consolidates a physical, sensorial bond with Alexandria. In a
magniloquent autobiographical passage, Marinetti turns his birth into a legendary
moment. The early arrival of the Hamsin,108 a warm humid desert wind, preannounces the
writer’s birth in December 1876, in a rich and confortable house facing the
Mediterranean shore. Using natural elements and the cityscape, Marinetti haptically
inscribes his own baby-body within Alexandria’s built and natural environment: “Col
preannunzio sciroccale dell’Hamsin . . . nacqui il 22 dicembre 1876 . . . in una casa sul
mare di Alessandria d’Egitto. Subito al balcone la mia pelle rossa mattone conobbe l’arco
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del porto Antico liscio calcinoso smeraldo bluastro” (Sensibilità 203). Announcing his
birth by the wind, exposing his skin its warm blow, and his first sight being the legendary
port of the city and the Mediterranean Sea, Marinetti symbolically seals his body and his
own existence within Alexandria’s history, space, and tradition. As Luciano de Maria
points out in Una sensibilità italiana nata in Egitto, part of Marinetti’s autobiographical
writings was completed in the final years of his life when the “memorialismo
marinettiano” pervades his lyrical autobiography disrupting any organized, chronological
order in favor of the futurist principle of simultaneity (xxiii).109 Yet, it is the need to
revamp his public image that eagerly pushes him to mythologize his life and experience.
In this process, Alexandria embodies more the exotic background illuminating the
peculiarity of his life, than being the source of inspiration that it is for Ungaretti.
Marinetti’s perception of the city is imprinted in his personal nostalgic reminiscences
and, as I will demonstrate later, his re-invention of the city is frozen in a lyrical, intimate
and alienating dimension, undermined by a surprisingly skeptical view of Egyptian
modernity.
With a less emphatic language, but with no less powerful visual images Ungaretti
inscribes his own birth in the exotic setting of Alexandria. In Monologhetto (1951), a
poem celebrating February, the month of his birth, he writes: “Era burrasca, pioveva a
dirotto/A Alessandria d’Egitto quella notte,/E festa gli Sciiti/Facevano laggiù/Alla luna
della degli amuleti:/Galoppa un bimbo sul cavallo bianco/E a lui dintorno in ressa il
popolo/S’avvince al cerchio dei presagi.” Resorting to the realm of local tradition and
folklore the poet celebrates his birth mixing natural and magic elements. The storm, with
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its “Fulmine che una roccia graffia”, is interpreted by one of the Arab women
surrounding the newly born as a bad premonition calling for a monstrous demon “Un
Mahdi, ancora informe nel granito . . . /Delinea le sue braccia spaventose”. His mother,
instead, laughs it off quoting a Tuscan proverb reverting the significance of the storm in a
sign of prosperity and rich harvest. Apparently Ungaretti constructs an environment,
which is socially and culturally distant from Marinetti’s; yet, they both intertwine
Western and Eastern folkloric traditions to validate their understanding of local traditions.
Nevertheless, Ungaretti’s knowledge demonstrates a greater involvement with
Alexandria’s cultural world than we can infer from Marinetti’s works. Next to the hearty
rural temper of people surrounding Ungaretti’s birth, he mentions the religious festivity,
which in poetic terms emphasizes the tolerance and the multicultural climate in which he
was brought up. Different ethnic and religious groups celebrate that same festivity on
February and Ungaretti’s arrival seems to be blessed by multiple confessions. Even
though his mother was profoundly devoted and had strong rural values, Ungaretti recalls
in several interviews that their house in Moharren Bay was always open to anyone who
“per la sua fede pativa in esilio” (in Piccioni 39). 110 To further demonstrate the spiritual
openness that pervaded the city of Alexandria in those years, Ungaretti also remarks that
the cemeteries around the city had room for every belief, also for “i liberi pensatori” (in
Piccioni 23).
Ungaretti mentions the built and natural environment of his native city in his
literary works more widely than Marinetti. While the latter’s interest in remembering his
origins surfaces in the later part of his life, since the beginning of his career Ungaretti
draws themes, metaphors, and images from his childhood’s experience. He claims that
110
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his first notion of mystery occurred to him when as a kid, he was used to see the
shadowy presence of a Sudanese crippled man appearing and disappearing at the corner
of the streets in their neighborhood around noon: “Fu la mia maggiore paura di quegli
anni, e devo a lui una delle mie prime idee del mistero” (Quaderno 44-45). In another
revealing passage, he establishes a connection between his upbringing and the source of
his creativity referring to another mysterious figure of his childhood “Alla cara Dalmata
devo molte idee favolose” (66). Anna, a Dalmatian from Bocche del Cattaro, was one of
his mother’s friends and she lived with them for many years after his father’s death.
Before being exposed to Western fairy tale tradition, Ungaretti heard from her
mesmerizing stories of poisoned coffees served in Mohamed Ali Pasha’s palace, pearly
white young women guarded by black men in his harem. Anna delivered stories of
“cuscini di seta e i tappeti e le tende segrete. Nel bisbiglio (quando si rivolgeva a mia
madre) la mia curiosità riusciva a percepire che quelle meraviglie erano un modo per
tenermi all’oscuro” (66). Mystery, concealments, whispers, veils, visible and invisible,
twilight and shadows are not just recurring themes in Ungaretti’s poetry and prose, as I
will illustrate later. They are features symbolizing his way to perceive the city as well as
rhetorical devices at the core of his poetic. Anna’s fantastic narratives merge Oriental and
Occidental literary sources, which have deeply influenced Ungaretti’s imagery and
works. In her stories:
vi entrava anche qualcosa di più lontano, e di più complesso storicamente,
appartenente ad una civiltà del tutto diversa: piena di colore, piena di spasmi e
piena, non di magia, di fatalità . . . Erano racconti che potevano essere epici . . .
idillici . . . cose favolose: il silenzio, il canto degli uccelli, le acque, le rane, e poi il
silenzio (in Piccioni, 27) .
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Through Anna’s story telling young Ungaretti grapples with the mysterious world of
Alexandria. Her narratives are the creative and interpretative keys to decipher the world
outside of his house. While peeping through the grids of the Antoniadis gardens he
discovers the last eunuchs, creepy young men he described as dressed like English
priests, whose bony hands and decrepit mewing voices terrorized him for years
(Quaderno 69). He remembers Muktar Pashà’s sumptuous carriage preceded by the sais,
the bare feet men yelling to the crowds to clear the street “eminak . . . scemalak, ossia:
ohi! di destra! Ohi! di sinistra!” (70). These episodes illustrate Ungaretti’s broad
multicultural influences and the effects they have on his creativity and poetics. They also
aptly point out how his imagination is nurtured by what he hears and fears around his
house, at the margin of Alexandria’s desert. This reinforces the importance of space,
inspiration, and literary rendition.
Marinetti and Ungaretti’s self-identifications and reflections reveal the
complexities of pinning down their own position and identity vis à vis Alexandria. On
one hand, their descriptions are symptomatic of a desire to portray themselves as
transnational intellectuals, with strong ties with Alexandria, but also with France, in order
to distance themselves from more conventional Italian political and intellectual
influences. Their radical literary innovations are, in part, the results of the multicultural
context they experienced in an early stage of their life, as Lucia Re aptly notes (168).
Notwithstanding, their reflections also raise questions about their problematic perception
and interpretation of the city as local and foreigners, insider and simultaneously outsiders.
If Marinetti and Ungaretti transnational experience has encouraged them to
literarily inscribed their birth within the city landscape and tradition and to boat their
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international upbringing, Pea and Cialente choose a different path. Since they arrived in
Alexandria as young adults and under different circumstances, they do not celebrate their
ambiguous position as transnational characters in their writing. Rather, they let their
characters engage with the conflicting aspects of a complex transcultural status like
Marco and Pamela in Cialente’s novels Cortile a Cleopatra and Pamela o la bella estate;
and Rosalia, Moscardino, Lisetta in Pea’s fiction. Living across multiple cultures and
languages seems a heavy burden that the two writers seem to carry around. For instance,
Cialente explains that her nomadic existence never let her feel at home anywhere, not
even in Italy where she was born, nor in Egypt where she witnessed the declined of the
rich bourgeoisie whose reckless image she seizes in her works (Interno con figure ix).
Pea, who arrived in Alexandria in 1897 with his brother when they were teenagers, left at
the beginning of the 40’s after many years of struggle and hard work to go back to
Tuscany. Although Egypt helped them to develop a stronger sense of justice, to be more
accepting of cultural diversity, and to be more critical about political power and narrow
ideologies, they rarely celebrate the liminal condition of their identity. Cialente seldom
talked about her expatriate condition; she rather used it as a theme destabilizing many of
her female characters, including Daniela the protagonist of Ballata levantina. Pea, who
was first introduced to the anarchist movement when working in Alexandria, states the
most significant moments of his experience in Egypt were his political growth, his
religious crisis, and of course his first attempts with writing. Yet, his condition as an
outsider heavily affected his life (Vita in Egitto 13).
Even though Alexandria’s rural and urban landscape, its international community,
the complexities and the limits of its cosmopolitism are central to Pea and Cialente’s
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Egyptian narratives, their representations of the city shed a new light on concrete
practical issues. Whereas Marinetti and Ungaretti provide a more abstract, symbolic
invention of Alexandria, Pea and Cialente look more closely to social and cultural
dynamics at work in the city. As I noted in the second chapter, they confront with the
impact that contemporary problems such as urban development, integration, and
exclusion have on people and their social relations.
In this second part, relying on the predominance of some senses over the others, I
discuss the role of senses as literary tools to analyze the construction of spatial dynamics
in Italian narratives of Alexandria. Looking at Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s
works through a sensory center approach shows a different range of textual relations that
each writer establishes with the city and its population. Destabilizing some preconceived
relations, senses help to probe the contribution of these Italian writers to the invention of
Alexandria as a cosmopolitan space from which the local presence is excluded and
marginalized.
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CHAPTER 3
Touching the City: Marinetti’s Haptic Mosaic
The hands want to see, the eyes want to touch
J.W. Goethe

Written almost at the end of Marinetti’s career, when the spinoff of Futurism had
lost part of its strength, Il fascino dell’Egitto (1933) shakes some of the ideological and
aesthetic core concepts of the movement. The nostalgic and intimate tone of the
traveller’s recollections unveils possible revisions of the “religion of speed”, “idolization
of modernity” as well as the praise for the industrial city and the rejection of past and
tradition predicated during the earlier phase of Futurism. A close analysis of the text
suggests a more blurred vision of the notion of progress and calls for a reexamination of
its repercussions on the representation of Alexandria’s urban structure and development.
While roaming Alexandria’s streets, Marinetti is a visitor whose body and mind are torn
between the sentimental memories of his childhood and the new sensorial experience of
the present. The Futurist celebrations of dynamism, will, movement, and energy occupy
the background of the travel description whereas a renewed emphasis on
multisensoriality, and tattilismo in particular, takes a primary position in his reinvention
of the city.
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Before delving into the interrelations between Marinetti’s tactilism and his reencounter with Alexandria, I want to elaborate on how touch is used to explore and
construct urban space. For the purpose of my research, I adopt a broad definition of touch
including not only the effects of its implicit and reciprocal nature, but also a broader
range of information that the human body derives from multiple physical simultaneous
connections. Tactility is not limited to what hands and feet can reach or be touched by,
but it comprises active and passive epidermal contacts that registers, as Madalina
Diaconu explains, “sensations of pressure, vibration and tickling and provides
information about an object’s surface, its consistency and form” (13-14). 111
Consequently, tactility can be used to measure tangible materials through their mass,
weight, plasticity and rigidity, texture, shape, dimension, size, proportion and
organization in the space. As Paul Rodaway states, touch assesses abstract concepts such
as distance, direction, vibration, and locomotion because it includes all the sensations of
the skin (48). These sensations, Diaconu reminds us, are the “awareness of temperature,
pain . . . kinesthetic impressions, the thermal sense, and “somatic” feelings in general”
(14). 112 In other words, skin is our body’s first and last frontier, the organic layer that
connects us with, and separates us from, space. Therefore, every sensation and movement
registered is an extension of touch. While walking through the city, the body is in
constant contact with space; it perceives different environments and reacts to a broad
range of sensations that it registers through the skin.
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Marinetti reaches a similar conclusion in Il tattilismo (1921).113 He suggests that
touch represents the conflagration of all the other senses together: “La vista, l’olfatto,
l’udito, il tatto e il palato sono le modificazioni di un solo senso attivissimo: il tatto,
scisso in diversi modi e localizzato in diversi punti” (in Mango 95). According to
Pierpaolo Antonello114 the content of the manifesto “resonates strongly with the cultural
and ideological climate of the period” in particular with the revolution of perception
caused by the trench warfare’s experience of World War I (8), which Marinetti fought,
and hints to in the manifesto. Antonello also takes into consideration the influx of
positivism in the pre-war period because it “marked . . . a strong interest in the senses and
their mutual interaction and integration . . . to overcome . . . the centrality of sight as the
epitome of the rational and the mental”. (9) The scholar suggests that Marinetti’s
theorization of tactilism can be “situated in this general epistemological tendency” (9)
because it bears traces of the philosophical and ideological trends of French discourse
that, at the turning of the 20th century, started objecting against the effects of
ocularcentrism imposed by modernity. These influences demonstrate that Marinetti and
other Futurists, who had already called for a more integrated sensorial approach to art—
Carlo Carrà’s manifesto The Painting of Sounds, Noises and Smells (1913)—were still
looking for new ways to enhance multisensorial aesthetic experiences. How can tactilism
be used to interpret Marinetti’s representation of Alexandria? And what is the function of
touch in his descriptions? I claim that the relation between touch and perception of the
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city space, as expressed through Marinetti’s travel notes, can be explained if we consider
the haptic boards (le tavole tattili), which were created to accompany the declamation of
a new radical form of art with the manifesto of tactilism.

Tactile Explorations
Il Tattilismo was magniloquently presented during a Futurist night in Paris in
1921.115 While proclaiming the key concepts of this revolutionary form of art, based on
an innovative way to create and physically feel artifacts, Marinetti intends to translate the
intimate, palpable experience of human body into an experimental form of art.
Connecting theory with practice, the manifesto outlines a new range of tactile values and
practices, which stretch the traditional domain and definition of touch to incorporate
balance, orientation, speed, and distance. His statements on haptic perceptions develop in
a specific cultural context and time frame. New philosophical approaches encouraging a
re-evaluation of peripheral senses start eroding the supremacy of the sight over the other
senses. With the public event organized for the launch of the manifesto, as Antonello
cleverly illustrates, on one hand Marinetti aims to shake the public opinion resorting to
traditional Futurist practice. On the other, he presents a radical form of art, which in part
ought to heal the wounds left by the devastating, rather than regenerating, experience of
World War I (3-4).
In the opening section of the manifesto Marinetti invites the audience to reconcile
from the trauma of post-war and to foster the two essential manifestations of life, love
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and friendship. Calling for the destruction of the distances and the barriers that separate
people, he promotes an intensification of communication and the fusion of human beings,
“Invece di distruggere le agglomerazioni umane, bisogna perfezionarle. . . . Distruggere
le distanze e le barriere che . . . separano nell’amore e nell’amicizia” (85). Even though
Marinetti’s interest on touch aims to rebuilt intimate feelings to strengthen human
relations, he points out the function that physical space and distance play in social
interactions. In particular, as I will discuss later, the role and symbolic meaning of water
is pivotal in understanding the writer’s construction of Alexandria’s cityscape in
connection with his childhood memory.
Keeping up with the programmatic and normative tradition of Futurism, which is
still at the core of the manifesto, Marinetti adds a detailed description of possible
artifacts, the tavole tattili. He envisions these boards as ships “che porterà[nno] lo spirito
umano verso paraggi sconosciuti” (84). They should merge the gap between the body and
space to discover a new reconciliatory function of touch. Combining scattered
materials—velvet, sandpaper, aluminum foil, silk, human hair, feathers, iron, animal skin,
leather, sponge, and wool—these tactile panels are meant to sharp humans’ sense of
touch and downplay the hegemony of vision. The tactile boards ought to be experienced
blindfolded and only using the hands because, as Marinetti argues, individuals rely too
much on sight and sound to communicate and make sense of the world around them.
Therefore, touch has lost its relevance and it does not convey any specific message in the
daily clashing, intertwining, or rubbing. He believes that with an appropriate re-education
program people will be able expand the range and variety of their feelings and deepen
their “armonie tattili . . . e collaborare indirettamente a perfezionare le comunicazioni
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spirituali fra gli esseri umani attraverso l’epidermide” (86). To achieve this perfection, he
recommends a specific training which includes recognizing every object around oneself
in complete darkness—inspired by his soldier experience in a trench; wearing gloves for
several days to train the hands to guide the brain toward “sensazioni tattili diverse”; also
swimming underwater in the sea trying to perceive different currents and temperatures
through skin (87). These practices will show surprising results when people would
actually come in contact with the tactile panels. They will let the hands “vagare su di esse
seguendo tracce colorate e realizzando così uno svolgersi di sensazioni suggestive il cui
ritmo a volta a volta languido, cadenzato o tumultuoso, è regolato da indicazioni precise”
(87) contributing to a multi-sensorial journey of the hands.
According to Lorenzo Mango, Marinetti handmade several panels with the help of
his housekeepers and servants but many were destroyed during the “Serate tattili” where
the audience was allowed to touch the boards. Only one board is still available today and
it is a faithful reproduction of the Sudan-Paris artifact described in the manifesto. It is
divided into three sections: the Sudan side, which is made of coarse, oily, rough, stingy,
burning materials, like iron brush; the Sea section that offers slippery, metallic, fresh
material, like aluminum foil. Finally, the Paris side which presents soft, very delicate and
endearing materials, warm and cold as silk and velvet. The geographical resonance of
artifact’s name is quite relevant because it comprises both Marinetti’s transnational life
experience and his haptic perception of Western and Eastern world, separated by the
fluid, slippery water of the Mediterranean. The harsh, and coarse feelings perceived when
moving the hands through Sudan with its “valori tattili rozzi, untuosi, ruvidi, pungenti e
bucanti (stoffa spugnosa, spugna, carta, lana, spazzola, spazzola di ferro)” (87) resonates
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with Marinetti’s painful experience in Alexandria.116 The materials offer ambivalent
sensations ranging from softness to cutting-ness, and they sensuously enact the paradox
of his relation with the city: attraction and retraction, desire and repulsion, proximity and
necessary distance. On the other side of the Mediterranean, and of the spectrum, Paris is
evoked with “valori tattili morbidi, delicatissimi, carezzevoli, caldi e freddi ad un tempo
(seta, velluto, piume, piumini)” (88). Despite the apparent dichotomist separation
between Sudan and Paris, what is particularly striking of this panel is its oxymoronic
nature inducing, as Marinetti posits, harmonic and antithetic perceptions simultaneously
(88). The antithetic nature of the tactile experience is particularly relevant when
discussed in relation to Marinetti’s perception of Alexandria’s urban space.
I read the Sudan-Paris board as haptic autobiographical statement highlighting his
perception and construction of the Eastern and Western worlds, and the Mediterranean
space that divides and connects them. His travel notes about the city compose a tactile
mosaic mirroring the variety of feelings stimulated by the panel. Confronting his
childhood memories with the contemporary aspects of the city, delving on words choice
and analyzing the rhetorical devices he deploys, I aim to demonstrate the extent to which
tactlism shapes his reconstruction of the city. The writer’s emphasis on water
demonstrates its generating and regenerating powers, which are fundamental to explain
his relation with the city. All descriptions of Alexandria include references to water,
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But also with his description Africa as a primitive, untamed, burning land that we also find in his novel
Gli indomabili (1921-1922). Describing an imaginary African island located inside a volcano, he writes:
“Era forse un’isola dei mari africani. Ma dubito. Piuttosto un’isola immersa nell’interno mare di lava di un
vulcano. Aveva infatti per cielo la volta di una immensa fornace. Atmosfera rovente, rozza, unta e arida
insieme. Tattilismo solare di spugna scarlatta bruciante, carta vetrata e spazzole di ferro. Il calore infilzava.
Pugnalava dall’alto ogni cosa. Ferocemente.”
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which for Marinetti is the quintessential element of the city as much as the desert, and its
light, is fundamental in Ungaretti’s rendition of the city space.
Returning for a moment to Marinetti’s self mythologization of his birth, I intend to
elaborate more on the meaning of water. Its importance as an element is so relevant to be
even imbued in the writer’s last name mari-netti—clean, pure seas—as Antonello aptly
notices (4). Moreover, the opening section of Il tattilismo underscores this connection
when Marinetti emphasizes that the idea of tactilism came to him while he was
swimming underwater in the Tyrrhenian:117 “Ero nudo nell’acqua di seta, lacerata dagli
scogli forbici coltelli rasoi schiumosi fra i materassi d’alghe impregnate di iodio. Ero
nudo nel mare flessibile acciaio . . . Il sole con le sue lunghe fiamme torrefacenti
vulcanizzava il mio corpo e bullonava la chiglia della mia fronte ricca di vele”(83). The
symbolic association with seawater, its antithetic function of caressing the body and
opposing a resistance to his presence, epitomizes the conflicting relation that Marinetti
establishes years later with Alexandria. The harmonic and antithetic power of touch
creates an innuendo of feelings that Marinetti deploys to intensify his nostalgic
recollections of childhood days at the beach: “non gusterò più avidamente le fresche e
polpose ostriche dei miei quindici anni fra le cabine di legno turchine sbilenche del
piccolo stabilimento di bagni di Ramleh che tremolava ad ogni ondata su suoi pali di
ferro! Non avrò più negli occhi e nelle nari quel mare di bel cristallo verde salatissimo”
(Fascino 30). Comprising taste, sight, touch and smell in this image, the writer offers a
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This, at least, is what Marinetti writes in the manifesto. More probably, as other of his writing
demonstrate, the heightening of touch was not only trigged by the immersion in the Mediterranean waters
but by a much stronger experience he had while fighting in World War I in a trench. Walking around dead
bodies, weapons, sleeping soldiers at night, without artificial light, definitely made him realized that other
senses could say much more about the world than just sight. See Sartini-Blum 1996, pp. 133-34 and
Antonello.
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multisensorial experience emphasized by chains of synesthetic perceptions. Focusing on
the texture of food, the combination of natural and industrial materials, the shape of the
huts, or their movement under the waves, he adds new tiles to Alexandria’s tactile
mosaic. Moreover, the absorbency effect of the sponge evokes the liquidity of the
Mediterranean and its softness recalls the tender texture of oysters and the jelly,
trembling instability of Alexandria’s seafront scraped by the sea waves. The permeability
of the materials used in the board and those mentioned in this passage—oysters, wood,
and water—also remind us about the porosity of Alexandria’s cosmopolitan environment,
drenched with foreign habits and cultural influences sweeping away native traditions and
life style, but also old buildings to make room for new urban projects. However, his
physical longing for the reenactment of the past is frustrated by the intimate, private
nature of touch which now heightens the writer’s alienation from the modern city.

Fig. 9 The beach in Sporting Club Ramleh in 1927.Aligned along the shore
there are the beach cabins used during summer.

Modern Alexandria, with its urban changes, cannot satisfy Marinetti’s sentimental
desire for the exoticism. Ramleh, the new developing area stretching East, remains
associated with the beach, the crystal blue sea of his childhood vacation days with his
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family (fig.9). 118 Although the construction of an electric streetcar line in 1904 connects
it with the city center, for Marinetti Ramleh preserves its pristine qualities as a distant,
quiet area where well off members of the international community used to spend their
summers’ days far away from the chaos and noise of the center. In the following years,
new transportations systems and modern infrastructures propelled its expansion farther
east.

Fig. 10 Villa Mazloum Pasha

Fig. 11 Villa Adda

At the time of Marinetti’s travel the area had grown fast becoming a prestigious
residential area, loved by the expatriate community as Annie Messina illustrates in
Cronache del Nilo. Modern buildings, private mansions with French Garden (see fig. 10
and 11),119 like those described by Cialente in Ballata levantina, and new open public
spaces were lining up along the seafront paving the way to the corniche, costal avenue
running parallel to the Mediterranean completed in 1934.120 Differently from Marinetti,
Ungaretti spent his summer days on the opposite section of the harbor in the area of el
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Fig. 9 Sporting Ramleh Beach in Alexandria 1927. Photographer: Unidentified. VE Archive. Courtesy
of Vintage Egypt Blog < https://www.facebook.com/Vintage.egypt.alex>
119
Fig. 10 Photo of “Villa Mazloum Pasha” and photo 11 of “Villa Adda” in Awad, Mohamed F. Italy in
Alexandria p.124 and 225.
120
Hassam Abdel-Salam: “The historical Evolution of present morphology of Alexandria, Egypt” in
Planning Perspectives. 1995: pp. 173-198
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Mex known to be the working class shoreline of Alexandria, on the Western side of the
city (fig.12).121 Although not particularly fond of el Mex, Marinetti mentions this district
as well in his reflections of modernity’s impact on the city rather than for leisure
activities as Ungaretti does. Access to space and specific areas of Alexandria clearly
define the social status of its inhabitants and in spite of the similarities between Marinetti
and Ungaretti re-encounter with their native city, they lived at its opposite sides and
experienced it different ways.

Fig. 12 El Mex is the coastal neighborhood West of Alexandria where Ungaretti used to spend
his summer vacation. Compared to Sporting in Ramleh (fig. 9) this area is much less urbanized
and elegant. There are cabins to welcome summer visitors; there are rocks rather than sand

Marinetti transfigures Alexandria deploying sequences of rhetorical figures that
unfold one into another and stimulate multiple senses. His use of synesthesia, chiasmus,
metaphor, and oxymoron are recurring strategies serving various purposes. At first, these
rhetorical elements seem to reflect the intricate nature of Il fascino dell’Egitto and
foreshadow the writing style that Marinetti deploys in this stylistically unconventional
travelogue of the interwar period. Yet, at a closer look, their intoxicating presence
121

Fig. 12 Postcard showing the “semaphore” at el Mex availebla at < http://images-00.delcampestatic.net/img_large/auction/000/197/701/091_001.jpg>
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epitomizes the chaotic, confusing, but also exhilarating nature of the city itself. From
Marinetti’s point of view and writing style, Alexandria’s essence can only be captured
through a baroque explosion of strong perceptions and intensifying images coming from
his memory. Characterized by the constant overlapping of past and present, when he
faces the sea he remembers his first swimming attempts: “Fosca salsedine volante di
ricordi amari. Fruscio gas[s]oso della schiuma che eccitava i miei tuffi di bambino
nuotatore” (98). Once again, seawater plays an important multisensorial role, and I would
add, a multitemporal one as well. Here body and memory are tormented by foggy and
bitter reminiscences of the past. At the same time, they are also torn by the conflicting
sensations seized by his body simultaneously excited by sight, taste, and sound
surrounding him. The synesthetic devices represent the scaffolding keeping together a
complex web of fragmented images: each synesthetic description represents a different
tile of Alexandria’s mosaic. All tiles are connected together through Marinetti’s
sophisticated use of touch.
We need to keep in mind that Il fascino dell’Egitto is a collection of travel articles
that Marinetti wrote during one his journeys back to Egypt in 1931. This is not a
conventional travelogue. Rather, its composite heterogonous organization and content—
which makes it quite similar to Ungaretti’s Quaderno egiziano—along with Marinetti’s
fragmented Futurist syntax and writing style, contribute to developing the metaphor of
Alexandria’s haptic mosaic. His first impressions of Alexandria foreshadow the
ambiguity with which he will portray the city through out his travel journal. The
navigation towards the city stirs his anxieties, which surface when he is about to
approach the port. Anticipated by the unsteady but fluid rocking of the ship approaching
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the harbor, a shift in the writer’s moods occurs and the focus of his attention moves from
the dreamy view of the landscape to his internal one:
Il nome e il rullio della nave “Helouan” già evocavano il languido ritmo navigante
delle sabbie e le grandi ali di tela dei molini a vento del Mex che avevano protetto
dal sole i miei giuochi infantili. La temperatura del mare e dell’aria si addolcì . . . .
La mia sensibilità si lacerò e ne divenni la pensante ferita aperta per tentacolare coi
miei brandelli vivi l’arco dell’orizzonte marino (21).
The crossing of the Mediterranean as an unstable body of water epitomizes the clash of
the poet’s re-encounter with Alexandria. The conflict between his attraction and
retraction from the city is exacerbated by an escalating use of adjectives, materials and
verbs that at first, transmit welcoming, positive physical sensations, as if we were moving
from the smooth gentle Paris side of the tactile board to the slippery Mediterranean, to
finally land in harsh, burning land represented by the Sudan part, in this case Egypt.
As the city physically gets closer, the tone dramatically precipitates: the tension between
past and present becomes unbearable to the point that Marinetti’s entire sensorium is
turned into an open thick wound. His memories are metaphorically transformed into
shredded pieces of flash extending towards the horizon in the attempt to grasp the
evanescence of the city of his childhood. Relying on the haptic power of the skin to
convey the lacerating tension between the reminiscences of the past and the emotion of
the present, Marinetti elaborates on the image of his wound as a symbol for his
memories. His insistence on a rich visual and tactile vocabulary—protetto, addolcì,
pesante ferita aperta, tentacolare, brandelli vivi—creates a multisensorial experience out
of a visual metaphor, which haptically reflects the Sudan section of the tactile panel with
its rough, pointed, burning feeling produced by the rubbing of the sponge, wool,
sandpaper, and iron brush. The fluid movement of the silky waves pitching the ship
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haptically reflects the waving of the desert sand hills as a visual reminder of the circling
action of the windmills’ hands at the Mex. This multisensorial chain of circular images is
clearly a reverberation of the immobile rolling movement of the yellow dunes in the
incipit “l’immobile andare delle dune gialle” (21); they are all symbols of the circularity
of memory and time. This passage clearly exemplifies how Marinetti is adding more tiles
to his Alexandria’s mosaic through different elements metaphorically connecting each
other.
As I mentioned before, water is a significant element in Marinetti’s re-experience
of Alexandria. His presence around water constantly digs up memories of family
members often associated with strong, sometime painful, physical sensations, heightened
by a lexicon focused on body parts and the haptic power of skin. Staring at the slippery
silver Mediterranean the image of his brother fishing on a little boat materializes in his
memory:
Si torceva intanto davanti ai miei occhi di sogno un altro filo nostalgico della mia
carne ed era la lenza di mio fratello Leone calata nell’acqua già carica di tenebre
del porto di Alessandria sotto la naufragante raggiera bianca del sole tramontato. . .
La barchetta nostra urtava di tanto in tanto la chiglia grigiastra e tetra della
galleggiante cappella dei marinari, le cui palpebre abbassate non ci rivelarono mai,
in tanti pomeriggi, ombra di equipaggio né devoti (25).
The fishing line is the thread connecting his memories; the association between flesh and
thread heightens the pain of the recollection. The visual and emotional reflective powers
of water are combined with its sensuous generating—as in the moment he conceives the
idea of tactlism, swimming in the sea—and regenerating qualities bringing up memories
of the past. Water becomes the signifier evoking what Burdett calls a “temporal
dislocation” that pushes the viewer towards another intangible, sensorial dimension
inhabited by historical phantoms of the past (112). The sight of the seafront does not
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bring back only disturbing images but also nostalgic moments of his past transfigured
into lyrical descriptions. Remembering himself and his mother strolling along the arm
embracing Alexandria’s harbor he writes: “Siamo due profili d’ebano contro un lucente
cielo di mastica bianca, ritti sull’unghia rosa della mano di una delle due braccia del
Porto Antico” (98). The writer establishes a multisensorial connection among water,
touch, and his memories.
What is particularly uncanny about Marinetti’s reminiscences on Alexandria is
that the overall atmosphere of the city is populated by ghostly impalpable presences—or
absences—from his past, likes those of the members of his family that I have just pointed
out, or even the Jesuits teachers from high school, schoolmates, and Arab servants. The
lack of interaction with living people except for the prestigious personalities like King
Fuad II and the poet Cavafy, further demonstrates the complexity of his portray and his
alienation from the modern city. It also singles him out when compared to other
international writers, which dwell in similar nostalgic moment, but they often lack the
lonely spectral atmosphere that Marinetti’s underlines. For instance, the autobiographical
writings of Ungaretti, Messina, Pea, Forster, Durrell, Aciman provide a broader view of
people living in Alexandria, even though as I demonstrate, they do not include almost any
Arab presence. Nonetheless, in their descriptions there are human interactions often
among the members of the same ethnic community, or the same social class as Cialente’s
novel show. They include references to cultural habits and traditions, as the conventional
orientalist stories written by Annie Messina. Or, in Foster travel guide there are
substantial references to local history, historical events, and narratives of specific
episodes from which the reader may infer some cultural and social information.
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Ungaretti, for example, is determined to catch the city’s critical changes through people’s
new dressing codes and behavior. Pea lingers on the city proletarian international
community to capture a different shade of cosmopolitism. In Marinetti’s travelogue,
instead, the author retreats to himself, as if it were he was going through interior journey
trying to reconnect with his past. It is his emphasis on touch, as a private sense, that
exacerbates Marinetti’s lack of interest towards the city itself and its inhabitants.
Differently from other senses such as hearing or smelling, which have a strong collective
open nature, touch has a more ambivalent appeal and I argue that in Marinetti’s case it
exemplifies its strong introverted, personal, intimate connotation that satisfies the writer’s
need to withdraw to himself, rather than reaching out to the other, while exploring
Alexandria. Besides, his venturing only on familiar spaces does not facilitate his
encounters with locals.

Wounded Memory, Wounded Spaces
The relation between memories and body is a leitmotiv running through Il fascino
dell’Egitto. Although, recollections of places and buildings are often associated with
specific smells (Pallasma 54) in Marinetti’s accounts memories have stronger haptic
associations, even when they are associated with strong odors. Confirming the
interrelation between memory and pain, Marinetti writes about “Un altro brandello della
mia carne aveva l’odore aspro melato e corrotto delle gaggie che schizzavano fuori dalle
griglie del giardino Antoniadis per provocare l’acqua casta e cieca del canale
Mahmudieh” (25). The relation between specific locations in Alexandria, like the famous
Antoniadis gardens and the Mahmudieh canal, and his memories reinforces the
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unpleasant sensations that they provoked. The agony of the remembering experience is
intensified by words suggesting the pressure, distress, and unpleasantness of these
memories. The images they project repel/reject touch giving to it an excruciating feeling,
from which one wants to stay away. In my view, differently from what Marinetti states in
Il tattilismo in this context, these descriptions downplay the role of proximity that touch
implies or ought to provide. Instead, they create a distance, a sense of separation and
rejection that subverts the natural meaning of touch. Sight, as much as smell, plague his
memory.
Describing another landmark of his childhood, the slaughterhouse near the port,
which no longer exists, Marinetti demonstrates the effects of touch in letting the city of
his childhood slowly fading away. Remembering the stench of area around the
slaughterhouse when Marinetti was walking by with his mother, he writes,
Ci assalivano i fetori mordenti del grande mattatoio, casupolame violaceo
assediato da ammassi di velli sanguinolenti, cumuli di immondizie e
iracondi muggiti. Le mie nari ricordano l’orrendo fiato della Morte
onnipresente in quel sinistro paesaggio di odori, fra le ombre di un bestiame
spettrale che spaventava i piedi dei passanti arabi in gonna e ciabatte nere
lungo l’acqua splendente. Ora il grande mattatoio non esiste più; un’ampia
banchina selciata, difesa da blocchi di calcestruzzo, ci permette di
raggiungere senza scosse ai ruderi romani di Selsele affiorati dal mare blu
(25).
The impact with the new reality of Alexandria is fatal to Marinetti’s emotions and,
metaphorically, to his body: his choice of words stresses the visual power of this space as
well as the relevance of his body perception while he walks through it. Marinetti’s body
moves and touches, and it is touched by Alexandria and its environment. Nevertheless,
after years, his senses respond differently to the site: it is the smell, or better its absence,
to uncover the transformation in the surroundings. If in the past it was the presence of the
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stench of dying animals that characterized this area, now its absence shifts the traveller’s
attention towards visual perceptions. Urban change gets his attention. The ease of a wide
clean pavement taking him to the ruins has replaced the dirty, stinky, heaps of decaying
rough buildings. The smooth and polished concrete stone of the cityscape has taken over
the terrible smellscape. Alexandria’s built environment appears as a silhouette behind the
traveller’s recollections. Yet, the worsening of Marinetti’s wounded memories and body
anticipates his criticism to the city urban development. Modernity is depriving him of his
past and it is devouring Alexandria’s space like a voracious monster, empting parts of the
city and refilling others with concrete.
The nostalgic cry for the unattainable experience of the past exacerbates the
writer’s relation with the city and pushes him to assess Alexandria’s urban and cultural
changes with an ambiguous look. Marinetti’s reflections on the urban contradictions that
he discovers in his native city are thought provoking. Many of them seem to be at odds
with the early Futurist’s idea of modernity, change, and energy characterizing urban life.
Eager to visit again Antoniadis Gardens near the Mahmudieh canal, he drives there to
find out that the sensuous and ardent smell of fake acacias of his childhood is now gone.
Instead, his nostrils and brain are invaded with the strong smell of tar coming from the
keel of a barge overloaded with cotton (Fascino 38). Similarly to concrete molding and
remodeling Alexandria, tar is the smelling signifier of urban development and
industrialization whose value Marinetti ambiguously reduces to “Quel catrame di volontà
viaggi pericoli traffici e avventure” (38). The notions of will, travel, danger, trades and
adventures mildly resonate with Futurist and exotic instances. In his travel back to the
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ancestral land, they have lost their regenerating, reinvigorating power and are now in
clear contrast with the passive odor of tar.
This friction between futurist ideological instances and Marinetti’s approach to
Alexandria’s modernity becomes clearer during one of his rare interactions with local
authorities mentioned in Il fascino dell’Egitto. On one hand, his encounter with King
Fuad II illustrates the king’s first hand knowledge and experience of Western world. 122
Mocking his “traditional” landowner manners in showing off Alexandria as a model for
Egyptian “modernity” to his guest’s Western gaze, Marinetti captures the clash between
the decaying Ottoman old world and the imposing dynamics of the new Western system:
Coi gesti di un proprietario nei suoi feddan, ma senza il tipico parasole di seta
grigia, egli glorifica ora la nuova città marittima che moltiplica i suoi quartieri
splendenti di marmocristallo elettricità neon fino al palmeto di Vittoria, il
Mex che ha distrutti i sui molini a vento per macinare a vapore, i laghi
bonificati, i gonfi mercati di stoffe gioielli pasticcerie già sventrati dalle
velocità meccaniche, le indolenze concentrate degli arabi nei tram che
sembrano rapirli via nel mare, l’ostinata pigiatura di odori colori sapori
profumi fetori che si difendono eroicamente contro la modernità europea nei
suk del Cairo (29-30).
These tensions leave the writer skeptical and frustrated because the tradition and the
natural environment have been radically transformed to accommodate rampant progress.
New materials echoing the iron brush and sandpaper of the Sudan tactile board, are now
used to build Alexandria’s urban fabric: electric wires, neon lights and tramways cable
are connecting its neighborhoods; industrial steam power rather than natural elements is
proving food now. The writer’s reflections imply that the Futurist “idolization of the
machine” and “religion of speed” are now ravaging the city traditional areas as well as
damaging Marinetti’s memories and past. Similarly to the writer’s memory, the city is
resisting change defending itself not to succumb. The language underlining the changes
122

He studied in Turin during his father’s exile in Rome.
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adds new tiles to the haptic mosaic, which now moves from an industrial mechanical
realm, made of materials, to a more natural or organic form. On one hand, the words
choice accentuates the modern emptying process—bonificati, sventrati, rapirli—and on
the other, it intensifies the city’s oriental excesses—gonfi mercati, pigiatura—while it
constantly reminds the physicality of these actions and the haptic feelings they transmit.
Marinetti’s travel practice and city exploration exemplify his blasé attitude.
Differently from Ungaretti and Pea who, with different intensity and intentions, roam
through Alexandria’s streets, Marinetti prefers to drive, or to be driven around. He does
not indulge in describing buildings, narrating anecdotes, or observing the city with the
melancholy of the flaneur’s eye. He rather dashes through it in rush, to capture its
essence as if he were moving his hands through a tavola tattile, blindfolded focusing only
on himself. The fragmented organization of the text and writing style reflect his frantic
movements from one subject to another, from one place to another searching for pieces of
his past in the vain attempt to nurture his exotic allure. Even when his words seem to
suggest that he is pausing in front of the Mahamudieh canal, near the old Jesuit school, at
the Antoniadis Gardens’ gates, or on the shoreline of the ancient port to let reminiscences
come to him, there is no continuity to his thoughts and reflections but sentences, as
sensations, are broken and fragmented. The disjointed approach Marinetti has in writing
his travel account reflects his erratic reconstruction of Alexandria, disseminated in
multiples articles and different sections of his book. A similar unpredictable approach is
adopted by Pea who declares that he does not want to follow any specific chronological
thread in Vita in Egitto. Rather, “Tra un ricordo e l’altro, vi sono tralasciati tanti pezzi di
vita che la memoria, ora, via via salta: consapevole, esclude senza fatica, per correr dietro
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a quel che le preme di più, e fermare, magari con copia di particolari, i fatti che nei vari
tempi da me sono stati vissuti” (84).
The neighborhoods Marinetti mentions are scattered at the four corners of the city
and are never described with the amount of details used by Pea or Cialente in her novels.
At the time of his travel, Ramleh and Victoria stretch on the East side of the city and are
the emblem of international prosperity and modernization brought by the arrival of
British economical interests and aesthetic taste. Nonetheless, Marinetti is more
concentrated on the absence of elements of his own past to capture the changing present.
Looking at al Mex, the prolongation of the Old Port on the West side of city, he sees the
ghostly vestige of a decaying world eager to follow a Western model of development
that, at his own eyes, deprives him and Alexandria of their past and origins.

In describing Alexandria Marinetti deploys a vocabulary emphasizing a rich
tactile experience that recalls both his manifesto Il tattilismo and the board Sudan Paris.
However, the peculiarity of his sensorial representation of Alexandria lays on the
subverting meaning that touch has in his re-encounter with the city. Although in sensory
studies touch is considered the most direct, intimate, and also truthful sense (Tuan, 1993
in Rodaway, 44) Marinetti’s tactile vocabulary worsens his relation with the native city
and eventually leads him to alienation and frustration. Rather than evoking proximity and
affection, as he declares in Il tattilismo, the words and adjectives he selects in Il fascino
dell’Egitto stress his uncomfortable engagement with the city. Marinetti’s language and
rhetoric devices demonstrate that his overall experience with Alexandria is an emotional
failure.
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CHAPTER 4
Unfocused Gaze: Ungaretti’s Sense of Light and Shadow

When analyzing space through the senses, touch is generally considered an organ
favoring proximity, intimacy and affection. Because the eyes control and investigate from
a distance, sight is usually perceived as a sense separating the body from the object
observed. In Il fascino dell’Egitto Marinetti’s focus on tactility demonstrates that the
intimacy of touch alienates him from the city, transforming his re-encounter with
Alexandria in a fragmented and alienating experience. Deploying a sensorial approach
that stresses the role of vision—yet a peculiar form of vision, as the title suggests—and
taking into account the importance of olfactory perception, I read Ungaretti’s Quaderno
egiziano (1931) as another example of distancing process. Following a geocritical
approach, my reading here establishes a conversation between these two writers and their
travelogues that has not been developed yet. If we exclude Lucia Re’s essay “Alexandria
Revisited” Marinetti and Ungaretti have rarely been associated together, despite their
common Egyptian origins and their similar transnational trajectories. Even though their
literary career, poetic style, and political views are undeniably distant, there are some
interesting common traits, as well as several major differences, in their re-encounter with
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Alexandria that go beyond the dates of their travels (1931) and the publication of their
articles by the same newspaper La gazzetta del popolo and collected into a book in the
same years (1931-1933). Therefore, before exploring Ungaretti’s invention of
Alexandria, I want to hint to some general themes and characteristic of his travelogue and
draw a parallel with Marinetti’s Il fascino dell’Egitto.
Similarly to Il fascino dell’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano is organized like a complex
mosaic of articles and impressions that Ungaretti collects during his first travel back to
Egypt in 1931 as a correspondent for La gazzetta del popolo.123 Besides some formal and
similarities between the texts, I want to briefly outline the differences, which are central
to discuss the literary invention of Alexandria’s urban space from an Italian perspective.
Whereas Marinetti’s re-encounter with the city is permeated by a desperate melancholic
tone, Ungaretti’s literary recollections are less nostalgic and haunting. They are also less
frequent and often interjected with stimulating—as well as problematic—cultural,
historical, and political considerations that I discuss in the first part of this work. While
for Marinetti Alexandria’s space is infested by eerie ghosts of his past and mournful
evocations of family members, for Ungaretti’s the city is populated by regular people and
whimsical figures of his childhood such as Anna, the Dalmatian old lady who lived with
his family, a Sudanese wet nurse, a crippled man, and other bizarre characters that had a
strong impact on his fervid imagination. The poet’s descriptions do not capture the exotic
picturesque landscape of the city as he does, for instance, when he describe the Citadel of
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Some articles about his travels in Egypt appeared in other publications and were all eventually compiled
and published as a travel account Quaderno Egiziano in 1961 as part of the opening section of the poet’s
travel writings collection Il deserto e dopo. For more details see Ungaretti Giuseppe and Paola
Montefoschi. Vita d’uomo: viaggi e lezioni. Milano: Mondadori, 2001. Print.
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el Fustat in Cairo.124 They do not even provide the backdrops for the romantic encounters
of the Levantine community that Fausta Cialente’s novels depicts. They are not even
close to his friend Pea’s compelling reconstruction of the working class neighborhoods
and work setting on the margins of the city. The spaces in which Ungaretti moves
through are historically and geographically situated in specific areas of Alexandria; yet,
at the same time, it is an abstract, undetermined, constructed space nurtured more by his
imagination and recollections than by his physical re-encounter with the city. Like
Marinetti, he does not venture into uncharted urban territories; his intimate moments and
memories are evoked through places that belong to his past like el Mex, the remote
seaside district he associated with the Thulies’ brothers. The French brothers’ house was
the “Mecca of books” where Ungaretti and Pea spent long afternoons intoxicated by the
readings and taken by the blows of the wind on the waves. Here Ungaretti heard for the
first time about the ancient buried port (Quaderno 72-73). Then there is Moharren Bey
district, where his mother had a bakery (see fig.1). This is the quarter where he grew up
and where his dearest family memories still hover. Highly evocative sections of his
travelogue are dedicated to the gardens of his childhood and to the desert, which play a
key role in his poetics. Although his travel notes resemble a dialogue entertained with
local voices of friends who take him around and discuss with him the political situation
and the country’s cultural clash, his roaming through the streets of the city and in his
memory are solitary moments.
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He writes, “Nelle strade che hanno meglio conservato il loro carattere [arabo], strette, piene di botteghe,
con le insegne che pendono da un’asta orizzontale sulla testa del passante, coi ghirigori delle scritture, con
tutti i tessuti che sventolano, colla donna imbacuccata davanti a un monte di arance sul marciapiede . . . c’e’
un altro odore che entra in lizza colla cannella e l’incenso, e con il muschio, che sono i piu’ presenti: un
odore di cosa che va in polvere: pietra, legno…” (95 and 96).
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Despite the re-encounter with the native land that Ungaretti shares with Marinetti,
their travel experiences diverges deeply. Ungaretti does not withdraw to himself as much
as Marinetti does; nor is he alienated from the city and its inhabitants. Instead, he is
attracted by the complexities and paradoxes of modern Alexandria and openly discusses
how they shake and reshape his view of the city. He analyzes the space he visits
oscillating between an insider and outsider gaze. Differently from Marinetti, the Tuscan
poet provides details about his travel arrangements, adventures, and misadventures with
an elegant prose. He offers alluring landscape descriptions that do not merely inform
readers about a country that is progressively entering the orbit of Fascist colonial
interests, but they also bring to light the ambiguity of his position on imperialism and the
representation of the Arab world in the early 30’s.
From a formal point of view Quaderno egiziano can be considered a more
traditional travel book than Il fascino dell’Egitto. Whereas Marinetti maintains the same
high lyrical prose, filled with very abstract images and complex rhetorical references,
Ungaretti exploits the flexible nature of travel writing in a different way. Covering a great
arrays of topics, he organizes his account mixing different themes and writing styles
including reflections on the geopolitical situation, socio-economical conditions,
anthropological observations on daily life events to give a broader representation of
Egypt and his travel. Ungaretti swings between different writing registers, moving from
highly informative sections to lyrical moments of poetic descriptions. From a content
point if view, what really sets Ungaretti’s work apart from Marinetti’s book are the
historical accounts on Alexandria and its role as a multicultural metropolis of ancient
time. Since Marinetti does not dwell into the details of local history and his references to
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the changes of the city are but a few, it is arduous to assess his political views beyond the
personal, aesthetic, and literary scopes. On the other hand, Ungaretti’s historical excursus
reveals challenging elements that problematize his position and question his construction
of a multicultural space. Considering the relevance given to the history of Alexandria,
Quaderno egiziano can be easily compared to E.M. Forster’s travel guide Alexandria: A
History and A guide (1922) to further demonstrate the similarities between Ungaretti and
other international visitors, who contributed to the invention of cosmopolitan Alexandria
within the Western literary tradition.

Light and Shadow around Moharren Bey’s Gardens and Desert

As scholars have already pointed out Ungaretti’s prose is stylistically and
thematically influenced by his poetry, which involves simultaneously all senses125. Yet,
in his rendition of Alexandria’s urban space a peculiar form of vision prevails over the
other senses and this is what I define unfocused gaze. His highly visual poetic language
does not only empathize, sounds, forms, colors and shape, but also what is visible or
invisible, the presence as well as the absence of subjects or objects. I contend that in
Quaderno egiziano Alexandria is not just the symbol of the ephemeral and transient in
life, as critics have already pointe out126. But it is also a lightless, mute, evanescent,
tarnished, caliginous space that can only be perceived through altered, unfocused vision.
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See for example Cambon, Claudio “Il deserto e dopo: Ungaretti prosatore” in La poesia di Ungaretti
1976 Torino Einaudi Print. But also Piccioni, Leone Vita di Ungaretti 1979 Milano Rizzoli Print (46-48).
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See Frisardi, Andrew. “Giuseppe Ungaretti and the Image of Desolation” The Hudson Review 55.1
(2002) 75-89. Web. 07/30/2014. Gabrielli Francesco “Ungaretti e al cultura araba” in in Bo, Carlo Atti del
convegno interazionale su Giuseppe Ungaretti 2 vol. Urbino Edizioni 4 venti 1981 pp. 655-668. Print;
Rebay, Luciano Le origini della poesia di Ungaretti Roma: Edizioni di storia e letteratura 1962 and
“Ungaretti: gli scritti egiziani 1909-1912” in Bo, Carlo Atti del convegno interazionale su Giuseppe
Ungaretti 2 vol. Urbino Edizioni 4 venti 1981 pp. 33-60. Print.
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In Ungaretti’s poems and prose Alexandria is similar to the desert with its natural lack of
light at dusk, or the excess of it during the day. If while describing the desert landscape
Ungaretti requires new sensorial modalities and specific imagery, when he explores the
city space he adopts similar methods and vocabulary: “Non è un’ora d’ombra, né un’ora
di luce. È l’ora della monotonia estrema. Questa è l’ora cieca” (Quaderno 84). To
reconstruct outdoor and indoor space, shadows and darkness are essential because “they
dim the sharpness of vision, make depth and distance ambiguous, and invite the
unconscious peripheral vision” (Pallasmaa 46). The power of sight to gain knowledge
and make sense of the world has impoverished our human sensorial responsiveness.
Instead, the suppression of vision’s alertness helps the human mind to focus and unwind;
it stimulates creativity and imagination to the point that peripheral senses are activated
bypassing the hegemony of the eye (Pallasmaa 46). Ungaretti himself experiences such a
moment while he visits the desert around Alexandria:
E quando i raggi sono già molto obliqui . . . dovrò chiudere gli occhi. E perché
questo fumo che sento sotto le palpebre, in un anello sanguigno? Riaperto lo
sguardo con prudenza, vedrò ora il cielo; ma non si può dire che sia chiaro: c’è
sull’azzurro che si sbianca, un granirsi rosso, e la solita bruciacchiatura d’orlo,
giallo morente in viola. E ora lo so che mi circondano delle miglia; lo so ma in un
modo curioso (Quaderno 86-87).
The optic effects of mirage are tricks of light that affect the poet’s imagination. Visually
indistinct spaces and nebulous objects are defined through a language characterized by
undefined clarity—soap bubbles, clouds, mirages, and veiled view. This language made
of barely outlined figures, watery views of mysterious places, is at the core of Ungaretti’s
poetic representations. Far from evoking the picturesque and exotic spaces that he sees in
Cairo overloaded with a well-defined and strong sensory language, his views of
Alexandria are instead shaped with floating contours, references to transparency, and
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sensations of weightlessness and imaginary moments. When Ungaretti states that
“L’ombra, e l’acqua, è il motivo della poesia araba” (69) he appropriates two natural
elements and transforms them into explorative tools of his prose and poetry to literary
and thematically reinvent Alexandria through new blurred pathways.
From the opening paragraph of Quanderno egiziano the spell of a shadowy light
defines Ungaretti’s perception of the Alexandria. The time he spent in Egypt becomes
“una bolla di sapone, una nuvoletta iridescente con l’interna vaghezza di luoghi e
persone” (13). The insistence on light, floating, and transparent objects, like could and
soap bubble, recall water, light, and air which compose the poet’s sensorial imaginative
world. On one hand, his visual vocabulary evokes translucent and impalpable objects,
which hint not just to vision but also to touch. This incipit encapsulates the major themes
of his poetry and foreshadows the relevance of these elements throughout his travel notes.
On the other hand, the visual and tactile simile illuminates the fragile and complex
feelings connecting him to Alexandria. The re-encounter with familiar spaces and faces
urges him to interrogate the unstable portable landscape he has been building over the
years and that has affected the construction of his identity. A conflicting sense of
belonging and alienation underscores the feelings the poet expresses in the famous
closing sentence of the section: “Non so quale rancore m’invade, d’amarla, questa mia
città natale!” (20). The poem 1914-1915, in which Ungaretti describes his departure from
Alexandria, expresses a similar ambivalence “Sono d’un altro sangue e non ti persi . . .
La delusione che tu sia, straniera/La mia città natale” (215). 127 These lines reiterate the
uncertainties of his relation with the city and therefore, of his own identity. The
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See Bastianutti, Diego. Ungaretti Giuseppe: A Major Selection of the Poetry of Giuseppe Ungaretti.
Bilingual edition. Exiled Edition. Toronto 1997. p. 214-15.
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oxymoronic structure of both passages, which establish relations of alien/native and
grudge/love, underscores his regret for the complicated feeling for the city. The tensions
between the Tuscan poet and his Egyptian city permeate his entire travel account,
constantly questioning his feelings and his identity.
Similarly to Marinetti, Ungaretti’s imaginative geography is deeply rooted in
childhood memories. However, as I have previously noted, the poet provides a broader
view of contemporary Alexandria to which Marinetti’s work merely hints. When
Ungaretti ventures through the same neighborhoods visited by the founder of Futurism—
the Antoniadis Gardens, the old port, the slaughterhouse, al Mex— his unfocused gaze
provide different images. The poet also explores spaces located at the margins of the city,
like the desert, the Mahamudieh canal, and the cemetery at the far end of Moharren Bey’s
neighborhood, all of which are closely related to his personal experience and have
contributed to shape his poetic cosmology. As scholars have already pointed out, there is
no other author who has elaborated such an intense phenomenology of the desert
surrounding Alexandria as Ungaretti.128 To highlight the peculiarity of the Italian’s poet
construction of the cityscape, we have to take into account how other international gazes
seized the city and shaped its image in Western literature and historiography.
Alexandria’s international literary voices, have all concentrated on the description of
Arab quarters, such as al Attarin and Kom ad Dikah, which are located in the heart of the
old Ottoman part of the city. For instance in 1826 Baroness Minutoli was shocked by the
“bustle [and] confusion . . . in these narrow streets [which were] continually blocked up
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by innumerable multitude of camels, mules, and asses” (17).129 This is the same area
where the Greek poet Cavafy lived; from the balcony of his house he describes in these
terms what he sees around: “Where could I live better? Below, the brothel caters for the
flesh, And there is the church which forgives sin, And there is the hospital where we die”
(in Haag 2014, 100). 130 Both passages describing the downtown Arab area are filtered
through an exoticizing Western gaze, which sometimes embellishes the poverty and
moral degradation of the inhabitants.131 Similarly to the Greek poet and the Baroness,
other international settlers perceived representations of these centrally located
neighborhoods as the margins of the cosmopolitan world they inhabited establishing a
legacy of separation and seclusion that it is now difficult to challenge. Their geographical
location is peripheral because it is implicitly compared to the international centrality of
areas like Ramleh, Victoria, and Bacos, which were predominantly inhabited by the
foreign residents (see fig. 1). Ungaretti reverses this paradigm, exploiting the marginality
of the al Mex and Moharren Bey to make them the central spaces of his invention of
Alexandria. The Mahamudyeh canal with its water and gardens, and the desert with its
scorching climate and natural elements—wind, light, and sand—are the core of the poet’s
invention of Alexandria.
Since Ungaretti’s childhood the desert, with all its physical and metaphysical
signifiers—isolation, uprooting, death, nomadism, infiniteness, silence, mirage, barren
landscape, and wild sensuality—serves as a conceptual space for his imagination. The
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position of his house in Moharren Bey establishes this bond. He reconstructs the city
space starting from the suburban and domestic environment in which he grew up. As we
can see from the map in fig. of the end of XIX century,132 Moharren Bey was on the edge
of Alexandria, trapped between the railway road, the Mahamudyeh canal, and to the east,
by the desolation of a gravel pit and the desert. As Ungaretti describes it in an interview,

Fig. 13 Dated 1890, this map represents Alexandria at time Ungaretti was born (1888). At the center of the
map there is al Attarin area. On the lower right corner there is the Moharren Bey neighborhood, squeezed
between the Mahamudieh canal to the south and the railway to the north, and a desert area to the east.
Nowadays the city expansion has completely incorporated the neighborhood into its urban texture, and the
desert has been densely built up with houses, leaving very few gardens remaining.

his neighborhood was located halfway along the lengthy and straight Avenue Menasce,
and “non aveva che due case, la nostra, di legno, e quella sontuosa di un grazioso e
insieme austero stile romantico viennese dei baroni Menasce, isolata nell’immensità di un
giardino di piante d’ogni provenienza, come era nel gusto dei ricchi dell’epoca” (Piccioni
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Fig. 13 German map representing the city around 1890.
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/world_cities/txu-oclc-439083692-alexandria3-1959.jpg
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23). To stress the simple origins of his family in his travelogue, he recalls that “Nella
povertà della nostra casa, che era fuori porta, in una zona in subbuglio, [c’erano] una
baracca con la corte e le galline, l’orto e tre piante di fichi fatte venire dalla campagna di
Lucca” (66). Unlike Marinetti’s house facing the Mediterranean, Ungaretti’s home is
deeply inland, next to a desolate area and cut off from the urban movements of the city.
The marginal position of his house, its rural setting and the deep connection with his
Tuscan roots symbolized by the fig trees, do not simply point out his proletarian
background, but also create a distance between the poet and the cosmopolitan upper-class
areas and communities proliferating along Ramleh.
Travelling back in the 30’s Ungaretti cannot avoid drawing comparisons between
past and present. This problematizes his perception of the city while emphasizing his and
it starts revealing the Orientalist gaze lingering over it. In one of his harsher remarks on
the topographical changes of Alexandria, he points the finger towards the British.133
According to him, the British are responsible for depriving the city of her identity:
“Quando Alessandria era ancora una città d’Oriente, quando gli inglesi non avevano
ancora diffuso qui il tennis e il villino al mare, quando ancora non era nato né il lido di
Ramleh . . . né il nudismo, né quell’aria da operetta d’ogni spiaggia che si rispetti, qui
regnava ancora il grande sogno arabo della sera perenne” (68). The introduction of urban
wealthy status symbols, epitomizing the Western life style, had a negative impact on the
city. Aesthetically and morally, these foreign elements transfigure Alexandria’s urban
traits and rob the city of her charm. The perennial shadow of the Arab dream is unveiled
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It is important to keep in mind that these changes were brought not only by the British residents but also
by the French, Greek and in particular Italian community (see Mohamed Awad’s works). The urban
revolution was part of an ongoing project greatly favored by foreign and local progressive and westernized
elite that governed Alexandria till Nasser and Sadat’s coup d’état in 1954.
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to accommodate mansions and sport clubs, catering predominantly to the rich
international community. The opening of large boulevards built to ease traffic towards
the sprawling residential areas on the northeast part of the city, where more and more
international expatriates as well as local Levantine merchants settled down, reconfigures
the cityscape. The veil protecting Oriental Alexandria is now lifted up, visually exposing
the city. This is what the new modern urban aesthetic imposes on the city, as well as on
its women. Under Ungaretti’s gaze the city undergoes a dévoilement comparable to the
one he ascribes to the Egyptian women he sees upon his arrival, as I have explained in the
first part of my work. By exposing their bodies to follow Western fashion trend, they kill
the Arab mystery of the veil, making them less attractive to the poet’s eye. His remarks
on the city’s urban transformation add another element to his distrust towards progress
and modernity in Egypt.
Ungaretti’s literary reconstruction of the city urban space is essentially based on
two traits that, with different modalities, support the theme of the poet’s unfocused view,
protecting his gaze, as well as spaces, from an excess of light. On one hand, his
Orientalist invention of Alexandria is trapped in the mechanism of the dévoilement
compelled by modernization. On the other, his images of the gardens, water, and the
desert, are characterized by ideas of separation and marginality. Upon closer inspection,
his description of the natural environment enacts divisions among different social groups,
in particular between Ungaretti and local people. Let’s consider separately these two
different traits.
Ungaretti’s reflections on the role of shadow and the desert, as sensorial symbols
for Alexandria, represent a lyrical resistance against the crumbling effect of urban
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speculation and time. Now back in a rather urbanized Moharren Bey Ungaretti
remembers how the shaded and scented boulevard separating his house from the
Mahmudiey canal used to be aligned with giant trees whose flowers smelled like
tangerine “il ghemmes, o sicomoro, o fico di Faraone134 . . . e il banian . . . acacia” and
how someone always occupied their hollow trunks because they provided privacy for
praying, sleeping, or sheltering from the afternoon heat and sun (Quaderno 67-68). The
natural environment used to offer protection against the scorching climate. Nevertheless,
under the impulse of Western urban planning, some part of Alexandria has to be
sacrificed and now some part of the city and its inhabitants are without such protection;
they are exposed both physically and figuratively to the violence of torridness and the
unbearable excess of light. The Arab cultural tradition, built on the notion that shadow
protects human beings from the violence of nature, is destined to clash with the
ocularcentric approach to urban development imposed by a Western model that believes
instead in openness, light, and extreme exposure as aesthetics features and elements to
achieve control.
Today, not far from where Ungaretti lived, there is the luxuriant Antoniadis
Garden, which he defined as “il più bello di questi giardini, il luogo più sereno, più
dolcemente misterioso del mondo” (Quaderno 68). The poet’s peculiar interest in Arab
gardens clarifies two major points on which I ground my interpretation of Ungaretti’s
construction of Alexandria. On one hand, it demonstrates his sensuous approach to
Alexandria; on the other it explains how the recurring themes of his poetics are related to
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the notions of shadow and water, which are deeply related with the aesthetic and
organization of the Arab gardens and Arab poetry. According to Ungaretti:
L’ombra, e l’acqua, è il motivo della poesia araba. Popoli sempre in marcia, frustati
dalla sete e dal sole, per essi l’amore è, tra gli oleandri, una gola serale di sorgente
tubante. Oh! Come brucianti e urlanti per una goccia di oblio. Ommiadi o
Abbassidi, quando si fermarono inventarono i profondi giardini lungo i fiumi,
mutando l’aria del sole in blandizie lunari, lo schietto morso della sabbia in filtri
funesti (69).
If on one hand the passage resonates with sensuous reminiscences of Sherazade’s
narrative of luxuriant gardens, it also proves the relevance that Ungaretti gives to the
origins and function of the gardens in the Arab world, building a sort of historical legacy
with the references to the caliphs135. The nomadic condition of the ancient Arab
population demanded the construction of spaces to protect and shelter people from the
harsh climate and natural conditions. The vigorous oleanders in the city parks also
granted protection and intimacy to all sort of love affairs. Here Ungaretti poetically
transfigures the violent climate into sensuous, mysterious, exotic elements. His
insistence on the physical struggle between body and environment, human needs and
nature, suggests a multi-sensorial phenomenology of the garden based on the adjectives
that haptically recall torrid feelings—sete, sole, brucianti, morso della sabbia—alternated
with fresh perceptions—acqua, gola serale, sorgente, goccia di oblio, profondi giardini
lungo i fiumi, blandizie lunari. What is particularly striking is that some of these
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Fig. 14 Antoniadis Gardens

Fig. 15 El Nouza Gardens

adjectives also evoke shadowy, nocturnal images—tra gli olenadri, una gola serale,
profondi giardini, blandizie lunari (fig. 14 and 15). 136
Marinetti and Ungaretti are not the only ones to celebrate the beauty and
importance of Alexandria’s green areas. E.M. Forster asserts, “if one had to judge
Alexandria from her gardens, one would do nothing but praise” (172). Although an
integral part of Arab culture and literature, the natural environment undergoes a
dispossession that the British writer does not seem to note. Ungaretti, however, cannot
help but sadly report that not far from his house the Nusha garden—currently El Nozha—
has been progressively eroded to make room for a new housing complex: “l’hanno
spezzettato in lotti e finisce in brutte case; altrove nella zona, sono sorte fabbriche che
riempiono la strada di fumo” (Quaderno 68). Like the historical landmarks dispersed or
given away by local authorities,137 Alexandria’s famous gardens suffer a dismantling
destiny compromising their bond between the city and its cultural heritage.
One could argue that the Western urban model adopted by local administration does not
necessarily deprive the city of its Oriental traits and does not erase its identity. As
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Ungaretti’s suggests, it is rather the rebuilding of it, expanding and adding new blocks,
subtracting land to the desert and bringing the city to a new life that Alexandria adapts
and borrows from Western aesthetic taste and henceforth, starts neglecting its own
indigenous one. The altered architectural styles adopted for rich private residences or
government buildings, gives the uncanny feeling of being in a Western city. Once again,
the Antoniadis Garden represents an interesting example of cross-cultural contamination.
Owned by a wealthy Greek family, it was donated to the Municipality and maintained by
Levantine gardeners, some Italians as Ungaretti recalls. Planted with local flora, it is
decorated with Greek columns that recall the Hellenic heritage of the city, Neo-classical
and “modern statues, which, though, of no merit, make a pleasant formal effect” (Forster,
72).
Urban changes from the XIX century have also widened the distance among
Alexandria’s different ethnic groups. To find more explicit references on spatial
constructions that socially and culturally separate people and relegate them to specific
districts, we need to look beyond Ungaretti’s travel notes. If we want to understand how
he, in his poetic way, had already sensed the implications of this segregation, we need to
focus on his native neighborhood through the eyes of his friend Enrico Pea. In his
memoir Vita in Egitto, Pea offers more specific descriptions of Moharren Bey’s
environment and atmosphere, adding concrete, sensorial details to Ungaretti’s urban
landscape. This angle will better illustrate the poet’s critical position against modernity
and will set the framework for his representation of the desert. Moharren Bey, Pea
explains, is a modest suburb inhabited by working class Jews, Arabs and Europeans; it is
a rather flat area, but one side is consistently higher than the other because in the past
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constructor workers and bricklayers used it to dump rubble and plaster on one side of the
road “mentre si costruivano dei palazzi dal lato opposto guardando a oriente. Quei palazzi
signorili han la facciata rivolta al di là, se di qui, di quei palazzi vediamo soltanto il di
dietro che è liscio e disadorno. Ed i loro cortili e gli orti. E qualche albero, e le scuderie e
le rimesse per cavalli e carrozze” (76). The different inclination of the ground symbolizes
the separation between the rich members of the international community, living behind
huge gates and extended gardens, and lower income population living on the lower side
of the road. The rich Levantine families, like the Austrian Menasce, the Greek
Antoniadias and many others, physically turned their backs on the poor side of the
district, distancing themselves from the stench of food, and hiding in their properties
behind tall walls and trees, as I will discuss in the chapter dedicated to olfactory
perception.
Combining Pea’s detailed reconstruction of Moharren Bey with Ungaretti’s
scattered descriptions, we can see how Alexandria’s peculiar natural landscape impacts
the Tuscan poet’s imagination. If on one side of his house he experiences the spell of the
green lavish vegetation of the Antoniadis garden and El Nusha gardens, on the other he is
attracted by the experience of the desolated wasteland. No vegetation embellished the
grey area bordering his house facing the desert. Nothing could be seen except sand, some
Bedouins’ tents, mountains of yellow-grey squared rocks and the narrow-gauge railway
wagons. Similarly to the secretive nature of the garden, the openness of the desert space
has a strong influence on Ungaretti’s literary invention of Alexandria.
Although Ungaretti’s desert is geographically and culturally situated on the margins
of Alexandria, his literary construction unveils it as an ephemeral, abstract space
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reflecting the problematic position of transcultural subjects, like the fachir. The desert is
immune to the poet’s criticism of the abusive urban expansion he witnesses in other areas
of the city. In fact the desert is a more conceptual, mental space and an invaluable source
of imagination and creativity to which he will come back after abandoning Alexandria in
1912. Comparing it with similar natural settings, such as the Tuscan mountains and the
barren landscape of the Carso region, Ungaretti sharpens his notion of the desert. In one
of the most famous passages of Quaderno egiziano entitled “La risata del Dginn Rull” the
poet illustrates his phenomenology of the desert, establishing a visual relation between
emptiness—il nulla—and the excess of light, which dims his sight and encourage
introspection. Although apparently antithetic, emptiness and the excess of light dominate
the scenery and suggest an array of fuzzy reverberating images arching back to the
fluctuating bobbles and clouds that Ungaretti associates with his memory of Alexandria:
“Il sole già cade a piombo; tutto è sospeso e turbato; ogni moto è coperto, ogni rumore
soffocato . . . Non c’è più cielo, né terra. Tutto ha un rovente ed uguale colore giallo
grigio, nel quale vi muovete a stento, come dentro a una nube” (84). The monotony of
the deserted landscape, its grey chromatics and blinding light alter Ungaretti’s sensorial
perception. It transforms the setting into an infinite, undefined, metaphysical space that
invites meditation. According to Ungaretti, light rather than sun or wind, is the real tragic
element that imperceptibly transforms the desert through time and space (87). The
violence of the light reaches its peak at dusk, when the sunbeams obliquely dazzle to
create “una maschera d’ombra . . . ombra ladra. Non sembra aderire a nulla, dipendere da
nulla, è staccata . . . un'ombra libera” (84). Staring at the shadow, it takes “la trasparenza,
vitrea e metallica, d’un’acqua morta . . . tutto diventa un ondeggiamento biondastro . . . è
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l’ora degli errori a distanza” (85 and 86). The floating effect of the mirage recalls his
view of Alexandria upon his arrival, from the sea. Desert and city are inseparable to the
poet’s eyes because, mirroring each other, they express that “senso dell’effimero”, the
transient nature of time and the constant alteration of the environment. Despite adverse
climate conditions, for Ungaretti the desert is not a symbol of death, lifelessness and
immobility; it is rather the emblem of life, movement and freedom because the nomadic
populations who inhabited it are at the origin of humankind. The fachir, the poor
defenseless figure of Arab culture, half mystic, half insane, comes from this kind of
liminal space, not from the urban marginalizing edges of the city. With no material
belongings, no ties with the land, the fachir enjoys greater freedom. He lives on other
people’s charity, begging in front of the mosques and wandering though the city. A
highly revered and respected figure, along with the desert, he becomes a mobile reminder
of the modern uprooted condition of the poet as well as a symbol of the transience of
human life.
Alexandria’s EvaneScent Sea
Ungaretti’s unfocused perception is not limited to sight, but it is also applicable to
other senses, in particular to smell, which has a rarefied quality but also a highly
informative value that we often overlook. Besides having a strong connection with
memory, smell is a subversive sense because it highlights physical, cultural, and socioeconomical dynamics of inclusion and exclusion. It also establishes personal distance
destabilizing the hierarchical construction of space (Dobrnick 14).138 As demonstrated in
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For further references see Jim Dobrinck’s introductory essay “Olfactocentrism” to The Smell Culture
Reader 2006 pp. 1-15.
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the previous section, modernization and progress have a deep impact in the organization
of Alexandria’s urban landscape and also in reconfiguring the social practices of
inhabiting that space. When using the sense of smell to explore space, we need to keep in
mind that it does not establish permanent relations between the subject and the space—as
sight and touch do for example. Smell has a volatile nature and its intensity varies as
much as its permanence and persistence. Whereas sight and touch capture stable signs,
smell is transitory and momentary. It has an impalpable quality, which situates it only
temporarily in specific spaces and moments. As Dengen and Gillian argue in “The
Sensory Experiencing of Urban Design”139 the sensory encounter with built environment
depends not only on the aesthetic features of space, but also on walking practices and
“perceptual memories that mediate the present moment of experience in various ways”
(1).140
The historical sections of Quaderno egiziano, which have a documentary tone and
content, have references to a peculiar odor that Ungaretti associates with memory and the
city. The smell of algae, for instance, triggers his imagination and makes him enter a
daydream of his past: “Ora ho un sogno perché ho risentito il profumo delle alghe di
questo mare. Un profumo unico al mondo. La sua freschezza pungente qui è enorme,
come la nausea che gli è legata” (21). Smell is closely related to the poet’s perception of
history—the passing of time—in the city. For Ungaretti. Alexandria’s scent comes from
the sea: it is sharp and nauseating but it also has positive connotations—he talks about
profumo, rather than odor. Yet, the ambivalence of algae’s essence hints to the conflicting
relationship the city has with history and location. On one hand, Ungaretti’s reference to
139

Degen, Monica Montserrat and Rose, Gillian (2012). The sensory experiencing of urban design: the role
of walking and perceptual memory. Urban Studies, 49(15) pp. 3271–3287.
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I present a more detailed description of role of smell in spatial practices in the last chapter of this part
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freshness represents the stimulating, regenerating power of the city that resurges, as the
Phoenix, from its own ashes and in/visible ruins. On the other, the repulsion for the sea
suggests the city’s aversion towards a monumental vision history—a notion of the past
based on the city ancient glory. This conflict brings to light the difficulty for Alexandria
to preserve any visible landmark of its ancient past, which needs to be dug up in
archeological excavations or rescued from the bottom of the Mediterranean. Furthermore,
since Alexandria’s evanescence comes from the Mediterranean, it emphasizes the
conflicting role of the sea as a foreign element interfering with the city’s past and
location. The smell of algae stirs up Alexandria’s problematic identity as well as its
position within Egypt and the Arab world. According to Ungaretti, the Mediterranean
keeps Alexandria separated from the rest of Egypt since “era sorta al di qua della soglia
dell’Egitto, Alessandria . . . non faceva parte dell’Egitto. Città straniera lontana dal
Nilo” (23). The scent, evoking and evoked by the sea, separates the city from the rest of
the country, whose smells are determined by other environmental elements, such as the
desert, the Nile, and silt sensuously and culturally associated with Oriental tradition and
the Middle East.
Ungaretti closes his reflections on the city’s ruins with another reference to smell
that underscores, once again, Alexandria’s troubled relation with time and space. He
asserts that the only remaining living sign of the Hellenization process of the Orient and
the Alexandrine spirit in Egypt, is the Copts, the native Christians of Egypt.141 In his
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The word Copt, or Coptic, has Greek origins and derives from Aigyptos, which derived from one of the
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and the art and architecture developed as an early expression of this faith. The Coptic Church is based on
the teachings of St. Mark the Evangelist, who arrived in Alexandria during the rule of Nero in the first
century A.D. According to the Coptic encyclopedia, St. Mark brought Christianity to Egypt. Although the
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historical excursus, they become a phantasmatic presence barely sketched through the use
of some unpleasant adjectives like “anemici, bolsi, dagli ossi piccoli. Sobri, avari, furbi”
(36) and associated with the stench of a traditional dish made of little fish allowed to go
rotten in the mud of the Nile:
Dell’Ellenizzazione dell’Oriente, dello spirito alessandrino non resta vivo che
questi Copti . . . ghiotti di certi pescetti, i fesih, pescati agli sbocchi del Nilo e fatti
marcire nella melma. Per chilometri resta nell’aria lo strascico di quella roba. Della
prima grande avventura dell’Occidente, di vivo non restano che questi mangiatori
di puzzo di morto. (36)
As living remnants of the great Hellenic civilization, the presence of the Copts is
ironically associated with the persistent smell of dead fish and the peculiar taste of its
stench—mangiatori di puzzo. The stench is here associated also with a local natural
element, the Nile and its fertilizing mud. While focusing on the ineffable nature of odor
and flavor, Ungaretti use the verb restare, to remain, which contrasts with the absence of
any visible signs on the cityscape. Using a negative sentence—non resta che, non restano
che—he draws attention to what is left, the presence of the remains, rather than their
absence. The heritage of the Hellenic civilization is just an evanescent presence.

Fig. 16 Windmill at al Mex.

Fig. 17 Le semaphore in al Mex.

Coptic community is now fully integrated in Egypt, it has suffered a strong persecution that is still present.
Some of the last deadly attacks were perpetrated in 2011.
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Smell also marks Ungaretti’s description of the Mex that contributes to the
development of his notion of the desert. The Mex is an Arab village on the western side
of Alexandria, a manifestation of the commercial prosperity that the Old Port enjoyed
with cotton boom in the mid XIX century. Its desolate landscape was once populated
with windmills and scattered constructions and crossed by dirty roads (see fig. 16 and
17).142 At the time of Ungaretti’s return, it had already become more industrialized,
losing, as Marinetti points out, its characteristic stench of blood and dead cattle. Running
parallel to the Mediterranean, its coastline is not as refined and impressive as Ramleh’s
beaches, but no less beautiful. The Mex, as Ungaretti states, used to be a proletarian
vacation place less crowded than fancier Ramleh because of, or thanks to, the industrial
look and smell that characterized its landscape:
Il Mecs è la spiaggia di Ponente, non meno della dell’altra, ma sorge a
seguito del porto; i depositi di legname, di cotone e di petrolio s’avanzano
dalla sua parte: il macello e concerie di pelli, con il forte odore di sangue, di
tannino, e di putrefazione l’impregnano, e invitano i pescecani. Dove si vede
che il pescecane è una povera bestia calunniata: ecco, un po’ per merito suo,
una parte del mondo dove si respira ancora in pace (70).
This description exemplifies how smells reconfigure the port space around the Mex
following rules of production and commercialization. Stock houses for raw materials
need to be located close to thoroughfares; therefore they are more inland where their
buildings dot the desert and where large streets are built for the transportation of goods
and materials. Since oil refineries, tanneries, and butchers have to be closer to the sea
because they need water for production, their polluting miasmas contaminated the shore.
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Fig. 16 Postcard showing one of the windmills that populate the al Mex area till 1900’s. The postcard
ia available at < http://www.postcardman.net/mills/261355.jpg >. Fig 17 Postcard showing the shoreline
street in al Mex. The woman and the man in the middle of the postcard are walking parallel to the streetcar
rails connecting al Mex with the city center. Postcard available at < http://images-00.delcampestatic.net/img_large/auction/000/197/701/091_001.jpg >
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Nevertheless, Ungaretti considers the Mex a little corner of paradise because of the
subversive power to odors. If on one hand the bloody smell lingering around the shore
attracted sharks, on the other it kept certain people, at a distance. Reinventing the Mex
giving its local smell a different status. Ungaretti establishes new social hierarchies based
on relations of distance and proximity that reconfigure his own personal landscape. The
industrial stench did not repel working class families who spent their summers there, but
was much less inviting to the more affluent of Alexandrian society, like Marinetti’s
family, who could afford to go to more exclusive sport and beach clubs on the eastern
coast. Unpleasant smells also attracted another breed of shark: the profiteers, rich
speculators, and construction builders that saw the potential growth of the Mex because
of its proximity to the sea and the beauty of its long sandy beaches. Yet, according to
Ungaretti, they have not succeeded in altering the village environment piling up new
buildings like they have done in Moharren Bey. In fact, in comparing the present with the
past he notes that “c’erano lì allora, e non sono cresciute, alcune casette sparse. Il
paesaggio: il deserto” (71). This is the reason why the Mex retains, at least in some areas,
its simple and humble fishing village look, mixed with the desolation and emptiness of
the close desert.

In this chapter I argue that Ungaretti’s perception of Alexandria’s urban space is
built around cultural and sensorial notion of shadow and light, or darkness. His
representations of the desert, which comprise the highest lyrical moments in Quaderno
egiziano, are key elements to understand his re-encounter with Moharren Bey, the public
gardens, the desert at the margin of the city, and the village of al Mex near the sea.
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Although he moves through the marginal sides of Alexandria, distancing himself from
the places often described by Western residents and visitors, his literary renditions of the
built and natural environment underline his aloofness towards other inhabitants. While
his poetry focuses on Alexandria as the symbol of the ephemeral transient nature of time
and human condition, my sensory-centered reading of his travel writing suggests that the
city itself becomes a blurred, floating space, obfuscated by time and urban changes.
Similarly to Marinetti, Ungaretti is deluded by the transformation the city undergoes.
Although he is not as alienated from the modern city as Marinetti is, Ungaretti is more
interested in recovery his own memories of the city and in outlining its ancient glorious
past, to pay attention to the local people. When he does so, he either takes a lyrical turn
focusing on emblematic figures like the beggar, or the fachir; or alternately withdraw to
his past populated by ghostly, yet less uncanny figures, than Marinetti’s.
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CHAPTER 5
Keeping the Distance: The Role of Sound in Pea and Cialente’s Narratives
In Il fascino dell’Egitto haptic perceptions govern Marinetti’s construction of
Alexandria. In Ungaretti’s Quaderno egiziano a blurred vision emphasizes his
descriptions of the city. In this and the following chapter I take into account Pea and
Cialente’s work together because their works create a remarkable synergy between
sounds and smells. If Ungaretti and Marinetti’s representations suggest the evanescent,
fluid, and impalpable quality of Alexandria, Pea and Cialente’s writing convey a more
solid, concrete vision of the city. Even though their descriptions entail a strong visual
impact, the role of hearing and smelling cannot be neglected: these senses reveal the
political and ideological contradictions imbued in the authors’ literary inventions. Pea
and Cialente use acoustic and olfactory perceptions not only to portray Alexandria’s built
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and natural environment but to establish hierarchies and patterns in the social and human
interactions between the local Arab community and the international residents.
I claim that in Vita d’Egitto and Ballata levantina acoustic and olfactory stimuli
intertwine to offer a diverse—but still rather—conventional image of Alexandria as a
model of peaceful cohabitation among local Egyptians and people from foreign enclaves.
Despite Pea and Cialente’s positions as inside and outside members of this peaceful fluid
community, their narratives do not challenge the invention of cosmopolitan Alexandria,
which is at the core of Western literary and historiographical tradition. Moving across
social contexts that span from the immigrant working class, to the enriched enclave of
Greek and Jewish Levantines, these narratives offer a more intricate construction of the
city than Marinetti and Ungaretti’s writing may suggest. Yet, despite some attempts of
including the Arab presence into Alexandria multiculturalism, Pea and Cialente’s point of
view remains confined within the spatial, cultural, and political limits of the international
community to which they belong. Taking a closer look at the ways they deploy sounds
and smells to shape the city’s urban and social contexts, I want to underscore the political
tensions rising from these texts in order to demonstrate that despite their strong anticolonial positions, their tolerant and accepting intentions, their narratives contribute to a
vision of Alexandria that spatially segregates the local Egyptians and literally and
politically neglects their presence. In other words, both writers reenact the same
dynamics of seclusion and separation on which Alexandria’s cosmopolitan literary
reputation is built in Western discourse.
Although I have emphasized the relevance of touch in Marinetti’s perception of
Alexandria and the blurred vision in Ungearetti’s recollection of his travel in Egypt, I
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want to stress that this approach brings to light the prevalence of one sense but it does not
underscore the importance of the others. In particular, Marinetti’s synesthetic writing
style, as well as Ungaretti’s emphasis on various sensorial combination that I have
pointed out in my work, cannot help but highlight the importance of a multisensorial
approach to spatial representation, which is a fundamental element of my research on
sensuous Alexandria. When we experience space we deploy all the senses
simultaneously. We cannot ignore that when we walk though a city, enter a building, or
hike in a forest our body does not rely merely on vision to engage with the surroundings
but we uses all the senses together without generating any hierarchical separation143.
According to Pallasmaa, focusing on the supremacy of the eye at the expenses of the
“peripheral senses” does not help us to develop a strong sense of belonging, or to get to
know a certain space and to feel connected with it (13). Similarly, other scholars in the
study of sensory field call for more integrated approaches to the study of the human
perception stressing the intertwined nature of senses in experiencing space (Gibson 1968;
Hall 1969; Porteous 1982; Tuan 1993; Howes 2003; Howes and Classen 2014).144 Their
study method does not exclude vision but brings all the other senses at the same level
because, as Paul Rodaway states, “Sensuous experience is . . . a complex of senses
working together offering a range of ‘clues’ about environment through which the body
is passing” (25).
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For a concise overview of Western philosophical approach to senses and their controversial
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Sound, Smell, and Space
Before discussing on how smell and sound illuminate the cultural and ideological
implication hidden in Pea and Cialente’s invention of Alexandria urban space, I want to
introduce an overview of their sensorial interrelations in spatial practices. Although in the
previous chapters I isolate one specific sense that prevails in Marinetti and Ungaretti’s
representations of Alexandria, for sound and smell I adopt another approach. To
understand human relation with space, the connections between the acoustic and
olfactory perceptions are too relevant to be addressed separately. I believe that despite the
specificity of smell and sound, they share some interesting points that can foster a deeper
understanding of what is imbued in description of cityscape and landscape.
Traditionally, in the Western world sound has enjoyed much more attention in
philosophical, social, cultural, and literary studies than smell.145 Only secondary to sight,
Aristotle places sound among the purest and nobler senses while Hegel considers it
closely related to human spirituality, rather than to the practical sphere (Synnott, 72).
Sound takes many forms in everyday life: from music, voice, to language; from the
sounds of nature and natural elements to the definition of what constitutes noise; from the
mechanisms that reproduce sound to those amplifying it. Sounds also functions as time
regulator defining space as well social relations. In the introduction to The Acoustic
Culture Reader Bull and Les note that sound has both an utopian and dystopian nature:
on one hand, it assists human relations with the environment but on the other, it can
“become an unwanted and deafening roar threatening the body politic of the subject”
145
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(1).146 The two scholars note that historically ears have been portrayed as helpless
instruments, allowing the passage of every sound because they were unable to select
them. However, they point out that there are also forms of “auditory discrimination” (6)
that naturally or coercively influence the ways we listen to the world. Given that some
auditory experiences are culturally and socially defined my acoustic and musical reading
of Cialente’s Ballata levantina proves that knowledge derived through them encourages
us to reconsider “the meaning, nature and significance of our social experience . . . our
relation to community . . . how we relate to others, ourselves and the spaces and places
we inhabit . . . our relationship to power” (4). Despite the controversial destiny of smell, I
maintain that as an epistemological instrument, it provides a very similar experience.
Devaluated to a less noble sense, olfaction was neglected and considered a primitive tool
because of its mysterious mechanisms. The development of the scientific method, the
industrial revolution, and the consequent fear of contagion have reconsidered the
olfactory sensorium as an instrument of medical and social inquiry. Trapped within
paradoxical definitions as an earthy, animalistic, spiritual, human, visceral, emotional,
elusive, biological sense, smell is now a critical concept to investigate the construction of
single and group identity, defining ethic, class and social affiliations, the transmissions of
traditions as well as representation of space (Drobnick, 1). 147
As cultural and historical constructions, sound and smell are pivotal to read space
and its human practices. Yet, given the predominance of sight in our understanding of
perceptual experience, we are not always attuned with the significance of hearing and
smelling in composing and determining the environment around us. In architecture for
146
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instance, sound can be interpreted as a sense stressing distance, imposing detachment or
transmitting coldness. In spatial studies, along with sight, it permits the perception of a
world beyond the body’s immediate reach (Hall, 1969, Tuan, 1993). Smell, similarly to
touch, can be perceived as a more private, primitive, and emotional sense. Its evocative
power can throw us back into the past and make us suddenly re-enter a space completely
forgotten by our memory. Despite their merits, these distinctions and classifications
represent generalizations that focus exclusively on the study of each single sense. This
practice as Rodaway warns us, is leading us “to overlook the important inter-relationships
between the senses and the multisensual nature of geographical experience” (25).
In order to avoid the fallacy of strict categorizations, and maintain the
multisensorial approach that is at the heart of my project, I want to adopt a broader and
more challenging description of the effects of sounds and smell to demonstrate their
impact over the construction of Alexandria’s urban space. Even though my approach still
emphasizes the peculiarity of each sense, it also brings to light the interconnection among
senses without imposing a rigid philosophical or epistemological distinction based on the
value or the supremacy of any sense. To strengthen the connections between these two
senses I extend Rodaway’s analysis of the auditory geographies to the olfactory
encounter and vice versa. I will refer also to Bull and Less’ statements on sound because
they can be applied to smells as well. My approach should not be considered an
oversimplification, or a dismissal of the valuable and necessary work done by scholars, in
multiple disciplines, in outlining the specificities of each sense.148 Quite the contrary: I
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believe that focusing on the peculiarities of each single sense is a necessary step to
understand the extent of sensory functioning and influence. This will encourage deeper
sensorial analyses in various subjects. My goal now, is to point out common
characteristics and functions that sound and smell share.
Although these two senses are rarely associated, together they determine human
interaction with space and time. The space-transgressive nature of sound is comparable to
that one of smell. Rodway closes his chapter on auditory geography explaining the risks
of defining space by and with sound. He argues that this approach continues to “employ
sound to dominate space . . . or to assert our control over it” (113). Instead he proposes a
redefinition of the role of the sense of hearing quoting a passage from Edmund
Carpenter:149
The auditory space is a sphere without fixed boundaries . . . It is not a pictorial
space, boxed-in, but dynamic, always in flux, creating its own dimensions moment
by moment. It has no fixed boundaries, it is indifferent to background. The eye
focuses, pin-points, abstracts, locating each object in the physical space against a
background; the ear, however, favors sounds from any directions (114).
Carpenter aptly captures the ineffable essence of sound in contrast with visual space
perception and posits its receptivity without borders. Because the same volatile,
inconsistence quality of sound can be ascribed to smell, both sensorial perceptions
become momentary and transitory. Extending now Rodaway’s statements olfactory
geography (64) to sound it is possible to see that not only odors can be present or absent
in certain spaces, but sound as well. He writes that differently from touch or sight,

sound, and taste culture readers, and a book dedicated to touch, the series includes The Empire of the
Senses: The Sensual Culture Reader, Cultures of Vision: The Alternative Visual Culture Reader, and The
Sixth Sense Reader. Perhaps, what the series is missing is a collection of texts highlighting specific
interconnections between two senses.
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Edmund S. Carpenter was an American anthropologist known for his works on tribal art and visual
culture. The quotation comes from Eskimos Realities (1973).
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“smells do not offer scenes or views . . . Rather, smells are present or not present, in
varying degrees of intensity and subject to the movement of air” (64). Similarly to the
nose, ears perceive with different degrees of intensity, depending on the air or body
moving through the environment. Natural elements like water and wind are essential in
assessing the presence, absence, and concentration of pollution in urban contexts, or in
muffling the noise of city traffic. The human sensorium associates fragrances and sounds
with specific sources, situations, and particular places, playing an important role in
memory recollection with a degree of certainty higher than sight. In fact, “Smells like
sounds, infiltrate and linger over spaces; they appear or fade away rather than taking
place” (64). In religious places, for example, the odor of candles or incenses remains
suspended in the air like the echo of an absence. Similarly, the sound of bells or city
clock spread through distant areas further away from where it originates. The olfactory
and auditory experiences offer very dynamic perceptions of urban and rural contexts,
where multiple sounds and odors overlap indiscriminately. Finally, these two senses
challenge human imagination more than any other sense. Their ability to implement their
discontinuous perceptions with information, to unfold visions and unleash creativity
under their stimuli is another feature that they share. Gaston Bachelard, for instance, talks
about the solitary private experience of recalling fragrance but he also notes the
imaginative effort required to bring it back: “I alone . . . can open the deep cupboard that
still retains for me alone that unique odor, the odor of raisins, drying on wicker tray. The
odor of raisins! It is an odor beyond description, one that it takes a lot of imagination to
some fragmented smell” (in Pallasmaa 54). Pallasmaa ascribes a similar characteristic to
acoustic events. He ponders the power of urban nocturnal sounds in enhancing
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inspiration: “Anyone who has half-woken up to the sound of a train or an ambulance in a
nocturnal city, and through his/her sleep experienced the space of the city with its
countless inhabitants scattered within its structures, knows the power of sound over the
imagination” (50).
However, the olfactory encounter presents some exceptional features that need to
be mentioned. Researches have demonstrated that human beings have a high level of
adaptably to smells; they perceive them from a hedonist perspective, distinguish between
unpleasant and pleasant odors; and that their responses to olfactory stimuli are highly
subjective. These results show that the sensitivity to odors is culturally and ideologically
situated, or as Porteous puts it, it depends mostly on “cultural adaptation and insideness”
(90). The adaptability of human nose and its familiarity with, or distance to, certain
environments are critical in understanding that odors and their variations are mostly
perceived and described by outsiders (90). Therefore, they are fundamental in analyzing
the construction of the exotic space and the encounter with the other. I will elaborate
further on this point in the following chapter, where I discuss how smell defines alterity.
Another peculiarity of smells is the impossibility to categorize them. Smells are not
always clearly associated with objects but are more similar to “experiences of intensities,
more like those of pain and joy” (Rodaway 65). For this reason, there is no adequate
vocabulary to describe any olfactory experiences. In daily life we say that something
smells like fresh brew coffee, or that one odor is like fresh baked pastry, or they are
similar to the ocean breeze. In short, we do not name the smell but what it remind us
of.150 Such a linguistic impasse is balanced by language itself when we compare and
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The industry of artificial fragrances is even more creative resorting to distant—in time and space—
imageries to come to terms with the olfactory sensation that they products will provide. A rapid look at Air
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associate concepts to explain olfactory events; when we turn to similes and metaphors
from various semantic fields to talk about fragrances; or when we borrow terms from
other senses. To overcome this lack of terminology, Porteous suggests using the same
basic vocabulary of soundscapes to study smellscapes: “Soundscape consist of sound
events, some of which are soundmarks . . . Similarly, smellscapes will involve smell
events and smellmarks. “Eyewitness” is replaced by “earwitness” and nosewitness. Visual
evidence become hearsay and nosesay. The heightening of visual perception becomes
ear-cleaning and nose-training” (92). Besides demonstrating the linguistic bond among
all the senses, Porteous’ approach brings us back to the interrelation between auditory
and olfactory systems, reinforcing the idea that perception and description of the
environment are multisensorial and guaranteed through the simultaneous cooperation of
all senses together.
The Sound of Distance
Under different forms, sound constitutes an important element in Pea and
Cialente’s renditions of Alexandria.151 It establishes the physical, cultural, and
economical distance between the international community and the local dwellers. In
Pea’s memoir voice and urban noise dominate specific parts of the city, whereas in

Wick products’ descriptions suggests an array of temporal and spatial experiences: “Lush hideaway”,
“Mom’s baking”, “Mystical garden” “Paradise retreat” “Sweet lavender Days”, “Turqouis Oasis”, “Virgin
Island”, and “American Samoa” just to name a few from http://www.airwick.us/products/automaticsprays/.
151
At the moment no specific critical work on Alexandria’s soundscape is available. I have found a project
by Berit Schuck and Julia Tieke developed in 2012 and called “Alexandria Street Project”
http://www.alexandria-streets-project.net/downloads. They have created an interactive sonic map of
Alexandria recording and collecting urban sounds and interviews (followed by an English translation) with
local people. Then, they have anchored each interview to a specific neighborhood transforming it into “an
artistic radio and audio project” for the local population. I plan to include their work in my interactive
digital project on Alexandria
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Ballata levantina music is the acoustic signifier distancing neighborhoods and various
ethnic groups. Discussing the role of the urban auditory experience and the way Pea and
Cialente frame it in their works, I argue that their unsettling use of sound stimuli, rather
than merging communities and being a vehicle of closeness and communication, keeps
them apart. This separation seems to complicate the writers’ anti-imperialistic positions
while widening the gap between their political views of Egypt and their literary
reconstructions of it.
If Marinetti and Ungaretti’s travel narratives portray Alexandria as an intangible,
phantasmagoric space, Pea provides concrete descriptions of its urban texture and social
interactions. Following his memories, he literally rebuilds the urban planning of the city
while guiding us across diverse neighborhoods, far from the Greek and Levantine
mansions of Ramleh portrayed in Ballata levantina, and away from the historical
landmarks described by Marinetti and Ungaretti. As I have mentioned before, the
narrative style of Vita in Egitto supplements Ungaretti’s elusive image of Moharren Bey
with vivid details:
L’anarchico livornese ha bottega di vinaio nella strada grande alberata che imbocca
il ponte, sulla via ferrata. . . . E nell’altra strada, alberata grande e larga e sterrata
anche quella che svolta dietro questa e conduce in su, dove sono sparse le ville dei
signori indigeni, in mezzo a vasti giardini, a contrasto della miseria del sobborgo,
abita il compagno di Ancona. Anche il mio amico Ungaretti (che allora non
conoscevo) è nato nel dedalo tra quelle case (77).
Pea brings to life a neighborhood with real people, seized in their daily activities.
Underscoring the geographical distance separating the rich community, located on a
higher part of the neighborhood, from the immigrants occupying the hamlet below, he
stresses the conflict at the core of Alexandria’s urban development. As a matter of fact, in
Pea the city does not have the same metaphysical influence that it has on Marinetti’s
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visions or on Ungaretti’s phenomenology of the desert. His personal and educational
experiences, as well as his political background, contribute to highlight the sociological
approach to the city. Moreover, the scattered and episodic nature of Pea’s work makes his
memoir more an altruistic inquiry into the city’s social fabric than a fictional work of
art152. In this sense, not only does Vita in Egitto capture the uniqueness of his migrating
experience but the role of Pea’s acoustic experience in reconstructing Alexandria is
pivotal in understanding his interest in the daily struggles of humble people that he
portrays in his narrative, in illustrating a new set of conflicts and intercultural aspects that
other Italian writers have left aside, and in demonstrating his eco critical sensibility
towards the city natural and build environment.
Any city is a living organism in constant turmoil where multiple sounds intertwine
and overlap. Each sound signals different events depending on spatial and temporal
coordinates. The transitory nature of sounds alerts us to how certain places have an
impact on communities and how they may reconfigure social interactions. For instance,
the presences of multiple languages spoken at the same time identify the train stations,
airports, bus terminals, and other public spaces of any major touristic town. A resident
may experience a sort of estrangement listening to this Babel of languages and may have
some difficulties in perceiving his or her native tongue, or feeling as an integral part of
that familiar space. If we consider the role of similar acoustic stimuli in identifying
specific space and in establishing practices of inclusion or exclusions, it is not difficult to
152

While Marinetti and Ungaretti were born, raised and educated in Alexandria, Pea migrated to the city to
work when he was already a young man. Marinetti and Ungaretti completed their studies in France; Pea
instead was essentially a self-educated man with no real literary guidance except for Ungaretti’s help and
suggestions. Pea, who grew up being more acquainted with listening to his grandfather’s Tuscan folk tales
that reading books, developed an unusual ability to the sounds of the world around him. He became more
attuned with the sounds of the language than to its graphic form. For these reasons, hearing reveals
Alexandria’s tensions and transformations in Pea’s memoir.
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see how human or natural interventions may alter the dynamics of any private or public
space.
Even tough Pea’s narrative seems to reinforce the perception of Alexandria as a
tolerant welcoming space, open to people of different origins, races, and creeds, the
attention to his use of sound perceptions shows how his narrative paradoxically validates
the exclusion of the Egyptian community from this multiethnic fluid environment. The
pervasive presence of a foreign community whose—political, cultural, social—voice was
quite loud it also generated spatial practices that silenced the presence of the locals. For
instance, Pea notes that Arabic is not the language in which theater performances are held
in the city; Robert Mabro explains how French was the lingua franca for commercial
activities. He also illustrates that in the interwar period the many foreign missionary
schools in Alexandria did not offer any course in Arabic or about Egypt. Only after
Nasser’s coup d’état, those schools got a lot of pressure to develop part of their
curriculum leading to an Egyptian baccalaureate (251).153 Similarly to other Italian texts,
in Vita in Egitto Egyptian people are never assimilated as an integral part of the
international community for which Alexandria is popular in the Western literary tradition.
Since the end of the XIX century, the cosmopolitan community living in the city, and
making its fortune in writing about it, has eagerly promoted the myth of Alexandria as the
city of multicultural tolerance and respect.154 Moreover, the peaceful collaboration among
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Robert Mabro “Alexandria 1860-1960” in Hirst Anthony and Silk Micheal eds. Alexandria Real and
Imagined (2004) London; King’s College London. (247-262)
154
In Alexandrea Ad Aegyptum (1922) the Italian Egyptologist Evaristo Breccia, director of the GrecoRoman Museum from 1904 to 1031, writes that the daily interactions among different languages, races and
nationalities fosters the disappearance of prejudice, racial hatred, and religious fanaticism (in Haag, 2014
93). Yet, Egyptians are excluded from the interactions Breccia considers. The avant-garde French writer
Jean Cocteau holds a different opinion. During his theatrical tour in Egypt in 1949 he collects his memories
and impression in a booklet titled Maalesh. Cocteau is far more critical with this legendary cohesion than
the Italian scholar, who resided in Alexandria for more almost three decades. Cocteau is aware of the class
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foreign administrators governing the city and local Egyptian authorities, the colorful
coexistence of various languages that also Ungaretti points out upon his return in 1931
(Quaderno egiziano 20), the respect of different religious practices as well as the visible
presence of disparate architectural styles were deployed as powerful symbols to
demonstrate the receptive and open atmosphere of the city. However, as sensory studies
applied to the study of space and communities demonstrate, when using sound as a
hermeneutical tool, new tensions and dynamics of separations began to surface.
Cowan and Stuart state that the sound of languages spoken in the streets is one of
the many auditory indicator of “demographic, social and educational changes [in any
city] . . . Like smells, particular sounds where associated with the behaviors of the
different social order as well as with gender and ethnicity, and classified accordingly”
(14). When Pea describes the back streets of Alexandria behind the central Place des
Consuls (fig. 18),155 he focuses on a business community made of Greek, French, British,
Austrian, and Jewish middle class families living “nel cuore della città europea, nei pressi
della piazza dei Consoli” (62). Associating the square with the European community,

and social separation occurring in the city; indeed he writes: “[The Alexandrians] live with their houses one
above the other like passengers on a ship, on which the different classes live their separate lives, and even
those adjoining cabins do not speak to each other because of some feud or unpleasantness.” (in Haag, 2014,
133). Even nowadays this legend is retraced to emphasize the city openness and distance from the rest of
Egypt.
155
Fig. 18 Postcard titles Place des consuls. Edition Artistique P. Cousfoulides, Alexandrie Egypt. From
the collection of Mohamed A. Nofal (London). Published by Bibliotheca Alexandrina. Originally named
Mohammed Ali square, but also known as Frank Square, it became Place des Consuls with the British
occupation. It is now called Midan el Tahrir (Liberation Square). Harriet Martineau in 1846 describes it as
“spacious and the houses are large; but they would be considered shabby and ugly anywhere else;” (in
Fig.
18 64).
Place des Consuls in the 1910’s. Also known as Mohamed Ali Place. Right at the
Haag
2014,
center there is a park, with a circular garden facing the sea. On its opposite side, the tall
white building is the Stock Exchange (la bourse). All the buildings facing the square are
inspired by European architecture.
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Pea alludes to the acoustic and visual presence of non-Egyptian people. Place de Consuls
is logistically and symbolically a central space in the city dominated by foreigners.
Named after the Mohammed Ali, who laid it out in 1830, the square was conceived to
attract the presence of international settlers living in Alexandria. Visually, the square and
its surrounding area were not planned following the Islamic model of urban enclosure156

Fig. 19 Postcard of French Gardens stretching from the inner part of the European commercial district
to the Mediterranean.

but built as an open, oval, large space with small green areas on the sides and Mohammed
Ali’s equestrian statue at its center (see fig. 19).157 It resembles more a large European
squares of the XVIII century than the Arab gathering space. Discussing the effects of the
westernization on Arab cities and the consequent alteration of perceptions, Rodaway
156

For the purpose of my research, I consider to Islamic urban principles outlined by Rabah Saoud, Salim
Al-Hassani, and Talip Alp in Introduction to the Islamic City Manchester, UK 2002, FSTC Limited. The
article provides an insightful analysis of the spatial organization of Muslim cities (Alger in particular) and
establishes their socio-cultural meaning. The fact that Alexandria was progressively rebuilt effacing its
Islamic traces and the legacy of the Ottoman influence, demonstrates the uniqueness of its cityscape and its
relation with stratified history, and monuments. For an interesting debate on what constitute the Islamic city
see also Janet L. Abu-Lughod’s “The Islamic City—Historic Myth, Islamic Essence, and Contemporary
Relevance.” In International Journal of Middle East Studies 19, 1987 pp. 155-176.
157
Fig. 19 Postcard titles French Gardens. Edition Artistique P. Cousfoulides, Alexandrie Egypt. From the
collection of Mohamed A. Nofal (London). Published by Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
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remarks that, “The traditional Arab city had an urban fabric not of wide boulevards and
streets but of narrow alleys and small courtyard. It is a cellular rather than linear
structure. . . . one sees the contrast between the souk quarter and the French colonial
quarter of the city” (59). Clearly, the architectural design of the buildings and the
economical functions that they perform, have a strong influence on the acoustic
environment that they create.158 Figure 20 shows a contemporary bird eye view of this
area, which still maintains the same open structure.159

Fig. 20 This map is model showing a contemporary view of Place de Counsuls (now colled
Mohamed Ali Square) and the French Gardens (now Mansheya Square Garden). Right at the
intersecting point there is the equestrian statue of Mohammed Ali is located.

158

In Sensuous Geographies Rodaway notes the increasing research interest around the clash of
modernization against traditional Arab or Muslim cities and how this has dramatically influenced local
spatial practices. Most of all, he hints to the “conflicts that arise between Western styles of building and
planning ideology and the traditional approaches. (57)
159
Fig. 20 is a project model coming from the onoline portfolio of Pacer Consultant. Pacer Consultat took
part into a competition to rebuild and preserve al Mansheya district. The map show the how the old Place
de Consuls goes from right to the left (the round shaped park at the far right is still visibile) and intersect
with the old French Gardens. This final section reaches the corniche and the Mediterranean ending with the
semicircular white colonnade hosting the Navy Unknown Soldier Memorial. The image of the map is
avialeble at < http://pacerportfolio.blogspot.com/2012/08/mansheya-competition.html >
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The architectural style of the nearby buildings, such as la Bourse, the Cotton
Exchange, and the Mixed Courts, are also inspired by the European urban architecture of
the XIX centuries and realized by Italian architects160. What’s more, is that the
international activities taking place around and inside these buildings only marginally
engage the majority of Egyptians. Also, not far from the square, as Michael Haag notes,
there is the Anglican Church161. All these buildings symbolize the beginning of the
Westernization of Alexandria’s cityscape. The urban, economical, and social organization
of this area was never intended to welcome the presence of Egyptian people. The British
bombing of the city harbor in 1882 badly damaged the square and the nearby buildings
and it affected its commercial practice, as I will explain when discussing the olfactory
perception of the square in Cialente’s narrative. Pea notes that many foreign residents,
who returned to their houses after the riots, filed claims with the city to get funds and
rebuild them (62). With the restoration, some buildings formerly used as storage space or
warehouses, were converted into recreational facilities for the increasing international
population. Some places were transformed in theater, cafés, and ballrooms open to the
foreign community:
il primo piano del palazzone . . . era adibito a salone da ballo, a teatro, a luogo di
convegno: a circolo ricreativo . . . qui convenivano operai europei più che altro, per
lo svago del sabato e della domenica . . . Convenivano qui greche e goriziane e
italiane, triestine slovacche, donne che servivano in case signorili, nel giorno di
libra uscita. E per questo, la domenica, nel pomeriggio, il salone sgombrato dal
sediolame era pista da ballo. Il sabato sera agiva invece da teatro . . . Si recitava in
greco, in italiano e in francese. Ma terminato lo spettacolo, liberato il salone dalle
sedie che lo ingombravano . . . cominciava il ballo che durava fino all’alba (63-64).

160

For the legacy of Italian architecture in the city see Awad Mohammed, F.’ work Italy in Alexandria
Influence on the Built Environment (2004) and his article “Italian Influence in Alexandria’s Architecture
(1934-1985”) pp. 73, 76.
161
Haag, Alexandria Illustrated p. 19
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Because the venue offered entertainment during the weekend and it also attracted an
international population, its presence spatially and temporally changes the soundscape
and social practices of the district. Despite the strict rules to enter ballrooms and
theaters—as Pea specifies one had to be introduced personally to the owner to be
admitted, and women could only enter if accompanied by a man, (63)—these places are
not frequented by Egyptian people who probably do not favor Western promiscuity and
are not interested in the entertainment they offer. Moreover, the fact that the theater
performances are in Western languages stresses the non-Arab voice of this space.
Therefore, Alexandria’s downtown has developed not only a remarkably Western look
but also a sound to go with it.
Another section of the city that has progressively fallen into foreign hands in transit
is the area around the port. Contrarily to Marinetti, Ungaretti, and Cialente who do not
venture into the maze of streets behind the port area, Pea vividly portrays his daily walks
to go to Ras el Tin, where he works. This is the heart of the city’s original Ottoman
settlement, a stretch of land that is now connecting the ancient island of Pharos to the
main land.162 Still today it maintains its Islamic urban organization with small streets,
crammed buildings,163 and the stunning mosque of al Moercy Abul al Abass at the center
(see fig. 21 and 22). 164

162

Originally Pharos Island, where the lighthouse was build during the Ptolemaic period, was connected to
the main land by the heptastadion, an artificial mole or breakwater stretching into the water. Built and
paved soon after the founding of the city, it protected the city from marine currents. Strategically, the
heptastadion divided the city’s oceanfront into two harbors: the portus magnus, or royal port to the East,
and portus eunostos, (Return harbor) or commercial port to the West. Due to the silting over the years, the
heptastadion was slowly covered by the accumulation of silt and soil upon which the ancient Ottoman part
of the town now lays on.
163
The Islamic organization of urban space requires a specific hierarchy of the commercial activities
developing around the main mosque. Even though al Moercy Abul al Abass mosque was build in the
interwar period, this area of the city still maintains the Islamic organization starting with the name of al
Attarin neighborhood. Attar, in Arabic ﻋﻄﺮ, means scent, fragrance. The production of perfumes in Islamic
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Fig. 22 Native bazar in Alexandria

Fig. 21 Postcard of Rue de France. The
street was just few blocks away from the
European quarter of Alexandria. Terbana
mosque’s minaret is visible on the
background.
Fig. 23 Arabia Bazar probably near Fort Naopolen, in
Aboukir, 25 km from Alexanria

Pea explains that, at the turning of the XX century, the neighborhoods of al Attarin and
Karmus, which enclose the old Ottoman district, are inhabited by working class people
and immigrant families mingling with British soldiers and Egyptians.165 Here the solidity
of Islamic architecture meets the enclosure structures of the Ottoman urban planning;
tradition, had to be located close to the mosque. Based on the preciousness of material works and on the
smells emitted by their production, gold and silver workshops were located close to the mosque, next to
religious bookstores, and perfumes sellers. Whereas, for instance, butchers, leather goods artisans, and
tanning stores were relegated farther away because of the foul odors they emitted.
164
Fig. 21 The postcard comes from Micheal Haag’s Alexadnria City of Memory (illustration 58 p.223).
Fig. 22 titled and 23 are postcards titles respectively Native Bazar and Arabian Bazar. Edition Artistique P.
Cousfoulides, Alexandrie Egypt. From the collection of Mohamed A. Nofal (London). Published by
Bibliotheca Alexandrina .
165
This is the same ambiguous district where Cavafy lived. His house, now transformed into a museum, is
located off Salah Moustafa Street, at the end of Cavafy Street, right at the center of El-Attarin area. Haags
quotes his famous lines describing the location of his apartment: “Where could I live better? Below the
brothel caters for the flesh. And there is the church which forgives the sin. And there is the hospital where I
die.” (2014, 100).
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together they heavily influence the acoustic of the space. Juxtaposing diurnal silences and
nocturnal noises Pea recreates the ambivalent essence of Alexandria’s dock area.
nel quartiere della città dalla parte che va verso il porto . . . non c’è strada tutta
intera abitata da famiglia regolare. Di giorno non te ne avvedi. Ma appena è buio,
quelle stradine si popolano dei marinai di tutte le bandiere. E di soldati, questi,
dell’occupazione britannica in Egitto. E di gente da baldoria e promiscua. Si
accendono i lumi. Si spalancano le porte delle botteghe fino allora rimasti chiusi e
la fiera comincia. In ciascuna bottega (a cui mancano sporti a vetri come sono
nostri caffè e alle nostre fiaschetterie) c’è un organo a manovella, con i nostri
organetti di Barberia, che sputano odi ballabili. E in ogni bottega è un bastrè
(89).166
If during the day the area is rather quiet, at night everything changes: multiple languages,
loud music, and human voices create a distinctive rough atmosphere. Hinting to the
degenerative transformation of the area at night, Pea emphasizes its ill reputation as well
as the peculiar shade of cosmopolitan people that this environment calls upon. Although
this is not really a “malfamata strada” (89) as Pea states, he implies that the absence of
regular families has an impact on the social and spatial practices of the district. Unlike the
lively, yet ordered, revelry around Place des Consuls, he ascribes a negative connotation
to the area around the port (promiscua, baldoria, spalanca, fiera, sputano). Comparing the
design of Italian bars with these ones, he remarks on the absence of shutters and glass
separating the venues from the public streets. This absence, combined with the
narrowness of the streets, lets the noises pouring directly into the shared public space so
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The meaning and origins of the word “bastrè” or maybe “bestrè” are not clear. It seems to be an old
fashioned way to describe a dancing party attended mostly by ill-mannered people: “una festa da ballo
piuttosto plebea e frequentata da gente poco raccomandabile. Indimenticabile quella descritta in rima da
Renato Fucini: "Un bestrè 'n casa di Neri". http://it.paperblog.com/barlaccio-bastre-battere-le-gazzette-unaspanciata-un-cazzotto-parole-e-verbi-in-disuso-2414957/ Following the suggestion of the blog writer and
taking a look at Renato Fucini’s biography and works (1843-1921), I found that he was an Italian poet born
in Tuscany, member of the Accademia della Crusca and also known by the anagram of Tanfucio Neri. One
of his most popular works is a collection of folks tales Le veglie di Neri: paesi e figure della campagna
toscana, (Firenze: G. Barbera, 1882). I assume that the expression “bastrè” or “bestrè” was part of Tuscan
vernacular language. Pea must have known it and used to stress the rough and common people frequenting
these places.
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that mixed sounds spread around without control. The residents, who are not mentioned,
do not seem to partake into the activities happening in the neighborhood. Thus, this space
become temporary occupied by people in transit through Alexandria: foreign visitors,
sailors, and soldiers who contribute to the equivocal reputation of these districts.
As a contact zone, the area around the port reveals a challenging acoustic
environment that reiterates dynamics of distance and separation between the Egyptian
and international community. In his study about Egypt Timothy Mitchell maintains that
disorder, chaos, and noises in public spaces such as bars, café, brothels, and theaters are
social and political signs pointing at the endemic unruliness of Egypt. He suggests that in
the literature of late XIX century, written both by Egyptian and international travellers,
such comments are to be read as invocations for Western colonial interventions to
discipline the country and its society (116-117). In other words, any reference to public
disorder, noises, and disturbance more or less explicitly can be interpreted as a request to
bring order. From this perspective, Pea’s representation could invoke a similar request.
Al Attarin and Karmus are picturesque attractions for both the wealthy international
community and the occasional visitors. According to Pea: “Scendono quaggiù a
introgolarsi per la spregiudicatezza di una notte. I forestieri per dire poi di aver tutto
veduto e tutto vissuto . . . passano anche coppie vestite alla gran moda di Parigi, e si
confondono appena scontata la strada, al popolo cosmopolita in baldoria” (89). They
arrive here because there are various forms of entertainments such as cheap motels,
promiscuous company, and dangerous adventures. Nonetheless, I believe that Pea’s
emphasis on the chaotic soundscape of these neighborhoods problematizes Mitchell’s
orientalist assumption further on. Pea’s does not associate the Egyptians with the primary
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source of disturbance and he does not blame them for consequent moral degenerations of
this area. Rather, he connects the revelry and noises with people in transit through the
city: sailors, soldiers, and tourists.167 If on one hand this could demonstrate Pea’s antiorientalist position, it does not necessarily help debunking his Western-centric vision of
the city, nor does it provide a more inclusive representation of Alexandria
multiculturalism because Egyptians are still excluded from this picture. As a matter of
fact, his narrative is populated with members belonging to the international community;
they are still foreign proletarian, working class, anarchists, artisans, and carpenters who
migrated to Alexandria from other countries168.
Similarly to Pea, Cialente’s use of sound functions as a divider between the
foreign and the local community. Music in particular, has such an important role in her
narrative that it reverberates also in the title of the novel, Ballata levantina. The English
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Similarly to Pea, Ibrahim Abdel Meguid, an Egyptian novelist born in Alexandria, seizes the same
atmosphere of sexual and ethic promiscuity. In No One Sleeps in Alexandria (1999) he describes the poor
quarters around the port in the 40’s focusing more on vision than sound, to increase the separation between
local and international community:
There were taverns everywhere, big and small, rich ones on the corniche and poor in the alleys of
Bahari and Manshiya. They were filled with Australian, New Zealander, and Indian soldiers, who
mixed with ship captains, sailors, stokers, and pimps who knew the dark, decaying, narrow ways to
the crumbling houses . . . In the entrances of those houses, old, red-haired women sat smoking
narghiles. They permitted the customers to enter after they had inspected the young Jewish,
Armenian and native girls . . . The scene, with variation, could be observed in may quarters: in the
houses of Bahari, open to the harbor, or in those behind Tatwig Street, or in the houses of Attarin,
hidden behind the store and shops, or in the houses of Farahda, and Bab-al-Karasta or Kom al-Nadur
(47).
168
Edward El-Kharrat in The City of Saffron (1986) offers a much more inclusive perception of the
multicultural atmosphere for which Alexandria was famous. His narrative spans from the hey days of
cosmopolitanism till the rise of the nationalistic movement, roughly from the early 20’s till the 60’s. I use
the following passage to show how Egyptian people regained control of this area around the port after
World War II. Yet, the narrator points out that some signs of the old international atmosphere are still
looming around. When he goes to Bab el-Karasta to meet with some young political activists, he hints to
the fading foreign sign of British food and soldiers:
I spotted the bar in a bend in the road, down a side-street. The wooden sign on the door still had the
words “Fish and Chips” written in English. They were still legible, despite being defaced by
blotches of black paint, splashed there, no doubt, by nationalist students—the soldiers of the war,
who had filled these places with the orgies of despair, defeat and death, having left. . . . Iskand
Awad had said that the police could not possibly be suspicious about a meeting held in a small bar in
Bab el-Karasta (25).
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translation titled simply Levantines erases this important reference to music and it only
hints to the identity and cultural issues explored in the novel. Scholars who have studied
Cialente’s literary production have focused more on the cultural hybridity of Levantine
environment often portrayed in her novels set in Alexandria.169 Critics have pointed out
the interdisciplinary influence of visual art in her narrative,170 yet the role of music,
which accompanies Cialente’s artistic and personal growth, has not been fully
discovered. I believe that in Ballata levantina this connection with music is crucial for
two reasons: it demonstrates the writer’s modernist literary stances and it foreshadows the
resonance that music has within the structure and politics of her text. Only Asquer
provides some biographical details to illuminate the background of this important
connection. Almost every night Fausta’s maternal grandfather, who had Austrian origins,
used to play piano and conduct a small orchestra of twenty elements in the music hall of
their house in Trieste. Her mother Elsa was a talented opera singer who gave up her
career immediately after her marriage (Asquer 21-25). Enrico Terni, Cialente’s husband,
besides being a banker, was also a renewed musician and composer; as an active member
of various Italian cultural organizations in Alexandria, he organized public music events
and often performed in public concerts (Petricioli 261-262, 271-272). Through her
husband’s passion and music affiliations, Cialente was introduced to opera music and
169

See for example the recent work of Rosetta Giuliani Caponetto Fascist Hybridities (Palgrave McMillan,
2015) where she identifies Cialente’s (and Pea’s) fictional characters as example of Levantinism (73-75).
But also Maria Grazia Cossu “Ebraismo, multiculturalità e realtà coloniale nei romanzi di Fausta Cialente”
in Ebrei migranti: le voci della diaspora. A cura di Raniero Speelman, Monica Jansen e Silvia Gaiga.
Utrechtç Igitur Publishing, 2012 (pp.185-196); Mirella Scriboni “Interni (ed esterni) con figure: la parabola
storica della comunità levantina di Alessandria d’Egitto nelle opere di Fausta Cialente” La Libellula 2.2,
2010 (pp.76-85); Giuliana Minchelli “Africa in cortile. Cialente e levantinismo” Quaderni d’Italianistica
Vol. XV, No. 1-2, 1994 (pp. 227-235)
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See for example Re Lucia, “Painting, Politics, and Eroticism in Fausta Cialente’s Egyptian Narratives”
in Symbolism An International Journal of Critical Aesthetics vol. 8, 2008 (pp.105-140) and Malpezzi Price
Paola, “Autobiography, Art and History in Fausta Cialente’s Fiction” in Contemporary Women Writers in
Italy, Santo Arico ed. Amhers: U. of Massachusetts Press, 1990.
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learnt to appreciate Maurice Ravel, Alexander Sckrjabin, and Manuel de Falla. Asquer
reports that Cialente considered her education to music as important as the literary
gatherings she participated when she lived in Alexandria (52).
Ballata levantina illustrates the influence of Cialente’s musical apprenticeship in
various ways. Starting with the title reference to the ballad as a poetic and musical genre,
music infiltrates her writing and influences the actions of the novel. Without going too
much into the details of literary definitions, it suffices saying that traditionally, a ballad is
a form of poetry, sang by a solo singer accompanied by choir, and sometimes by musical
instruments. As the etymology of the word suggests, the ballad includes a combination of
singing and dancing, which emphasize its multisensorial character. For instances,
Francesca’s flamboyant movements descending the stairs of her mansion, with her lace
gowns swishing down the steps and the jingling of her jewels are reminders of her past as
a donna di spettacolo (14). The superb elegance of her body and movements when she
sits in the garden surrounded by the false admiration of her Levantine friends, represent
the nostalgic attempts to remember and celebrate her stage success as a dancer (16).
Moreover, Daniela’s fetishist obsession with her grandmother’s small delicate feet, her
embellished slippers, and her pointed shoes, lead back to the ambiguity of Francesca’s
profession, which haunts Daniela’s existence. Her nomadic experience, moving through
various accommodations, neighborhoods, and cities may not be interpreted as a real
dance, but it certainly illuminates the frantic rhythm of an erratic life in search of stability
and a good reputation that her grandmother’s past does not grant her.
Acoustically speaking, the voices contributing to the singing of a ballad resonate
within the structure of the novel. A multitude of characters unfold the narrative
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underlining the polyphonic nature of the text while constructing Daniela’s vision of
Alexandria. The novel is divided into five parts; each part is named after one character
around whose perspective the events happen and progress. Towards the end, an ensemble
of voices dramatically discusses Daniela’s disappearance in Cairo speculating on the
tragedy and offering different interpretations, to conclude that only her sandals are found
in the car along with some translated documents. In terms of narrated space, all these
different voices are responsible for building Daniela’s vision of the city through
memories, anecdotes, and opinions. Born in Italy, she arrives in Egypt after the death of
her parents when she was an infant. She grows up with her grandmother in her villa in
Bacos. After dropping out from an exclusive religious school, she is home schooled and
does not have many contacts with the world and people beyond the villa’s garden and the
stamberghe. Her childish but pressing curiosity unleashes some of the oral narratives that
mold her image of Alexandria as a distant city in space and time. Clio, one of her
grandmother’s friends is her favorite source to grill: “la insidiavo con le mie domande,
cautamente stringendola, e, come da un limone spremuto goccia a goccia raccoglievo il
passato. Sembrava che tutto fosse cominciato nell’indimenticabile dicembre 1871 quando
con la prima rappresentazione dell’ “Aida” era stata inaugurata l’Opera Kediviale del
Cairo” (35). The musical reference to Verdi is used to historically situate the narrative.
On the same vein, Francesca recalls the glorious, yet dreadful, days of Alexandria of the
Khedive, imprinting on Daniela’s young memory bewildering visions:
Quando rievocava il fasto dei tempi di Ismail il Magnifico o del Kedive Tofik, la
nonna adoperava un linguaggio variopinto e fiabesco che mi avrebbe non poco
esaltata se non avessi dovuto quasi sempre legare gli splendori che descriveva ai
cosiddetti massacri dell’82. Tra gli ori e i pennacchi dei lussi kediviali
immancabilmente vedevo coagularsi una gran macchia di sangue. Ella vi alludeva
abbassando la voce, e se nominava arabi pascià, sembrava ancora agitata dallo
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sdegno e dalla paura. Quarant’anni dopo, nelle famiglie levantine, molte donne
della sua età . . . continuavano a non voler rimanere sole in casa con i domestici
indigeni. (27)
Francesca’s dread is not transmitted with gory descriptions of the massacres that occurred
during the riots. Fear and terror are instead conveyed through the lowering of her voice.
With her voice modulation, Francesca accentuates the dramatic situation while she also
insinuates in Daniela’s mind the idea that the Levantine community mistrusted the
Egyptians. After the uprisings, Francesca considers the Egyptians a threat to the
international community and their properties. Daniela is aware of the evocative power of
the many voices composing her image of a city and of a world with which she is not
acquainted yet. Years later, reflecting how she had to put all these voices, sounds, and
events together she resorts to a musical metaphor: “Io dovevo accordare tutto ciò che
avevo udito per anni e quel che lei andava dicendo adesso con una sconvolgente varietà
di timbri e di espressione . . . potevo guardare lontano anche dentro di me, e scoprivo che
anche in me c’era qualcosa da accordare” (102). Similarly to a choir, sometimes out of
tune, this ensemble of voices is singing the tragic ballad of a distant, decaying world,
which takes form in her mind. Daniela wants to tune in with Alexandria and its
conventions: she wants to find her position in this choir.
Music is not just an abstract referent but it also composes the acoustic background
of the novel defining the spaces where it is performed and identifying people performing
it. According to Pallasmaa hearing in general “creates a sense of connection and
solidarity” (51) reinforcing the bond between people sharing the same acoustic
experience in a given space or at a given time. This seems particularly true with music,
which has the power to establish an array of emotional relationships among people, and
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between people and places. Edward Said studying the interrelations among music,
culture, and imperialism, notes that music has a double nature: on one hand, it promotes
social connections, bringing people closer; on the other, moving across time and space, it
becomes also a vehicle to establish a conversation among different cultures and ideas
because it can influence and being influenced by the encounter with the other (70).171 On
one hand, the space-transgressive nature of sound allows music to cut across spaces, to be
heard from a distance, to linger over places or to be transported by wind to reach other
listeners, with no consideration of cultural, social, economical, gender, or ethnic
similarities or differences. Music becomes an aggregating tool brings people together. On
the other hand, music can also become a symbol of separation stressing social and
economical distance. When music is confined or limited to a specific place, it reinforces
its boundaries, stressing the distance and diversity among those who have access to that
space and those who are bound to remain outside. For instance, when musical events are
confined to specific social and economical settings, or to formal public or private
occasions, many constrains are established. Music looses its collective power and starts
to highlight, instead, the distance and diversity among people. In Cialente’s novel, Italian
Opera, Arab drums, and modern Egyptian music are three acoustic stimuli deployed to
mark specific socio-cultural contexts: respectively, Francesca’s mansion in Bacos, the
Arab village at its margins, and Daniela’s apartment in Mazarita. In this sense, I posit that
Cialente’s narrative disrupts the collective essence of music as a medium that brings
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This is one of the compelling points that Edward Said makes in Music Elaborations. 1991. London,
Vintage. For an interesting analysis of Said’s reflections on the role of musical contaminations across the
Mediterranean see Serena Guarracino “Edward Said, la musica, il Meditterano” in Iain Chamber ed.
Transiti Mediterranei (85-127).
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people together to heighten detachment and separation among classes and ethnic groups
within Alexandria.
Italian Opera defines Francesca’s life style and the domestic space of her villa in
Bacos. Daniela’s visions of her grandmother’s tumultuous young passions, her dramatic
gestures, and her rage are always accompanied by the Italian arias: “il canto agile e folle
della “Traviata”, Sempre libera degg’io…, che poi, a un certo punto, sfociava nel celebre
singulto: Dite alla giovine si bell’ e pura… oppure non era, piuttosto, la “Lucia di
Lammermoor”: Verranno a te sull’aure…? In tutti i modi si trattava dell’Opera, sempre
dell’Opera” (39). Daniela’s snarky remark about imagined music guiding her
grandmother’s flamboyant behavior gives an idea of the environment in which she is
brought up and her antipathy for it. Francesca’s irrational financial decisions, her violent
scenes, but also the burden of her ambiguous social status, and her belief in traditional
gender roles (100-101), dominates the domestic space in which Daniela lives. Arias
singing the tragic destinies of passionate female characters, like Violetta and Lucia,
intensify the bond among all these fictional characters’ destiny. Obstructed by social
conventions, Francesca and Daniela are doomed to an unhappy and tragic life.172
The famous arias that Daniela quotes, not only establish a relation among similar
female experiences, but they also reinforce Francesca and Daniela’s belonging to the
wealthy elite. European musical taste ends up contaminating the local Egyptian upper
class, establishing a form of dialogue between the two communities, as Said wished,
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Considering Cialente’s musical interests, these arias and their female protagonists have a specific
resonance within the novel and they may be worth a further investigation. For the moment, it suffice saying
that Violetta’s unclear reputation is comparable to Francesca’s. The duet between Lucia and her secret
lover Edgardo on the notes of Verranno a te sull’aure, could foreshadow Daniela and Enzo’s last meeting
in Cairo, along the Nile few hours before she disappears. These hypotheses would require further
investigation in a detailed musical analysis on Ballata levantina.
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which, taking the opposite direction, will partially influence Daniela’s musical interest as
well. Notwithstanding, the references to opera recall the popularity of Verdi’s Aida,
which reinforced its associations with Egypt,173 as well as a growing interest towards
other Italian operatic works with a distinct Western context, such as La traviata and
Lucia di Lammermoor.174 Being acquainted with Western classical music in general, and
Italian opera in particular, was considered a sign of class distinction for the cosmopolitan
community in Alexandria. To be part of growing modern urban elite, Egyptian affluent
families became accustomed to Western music genres in order to be included in the
dominating minority and to partake in their social life.175 As Marta Petricioli observes,
Italian authorities and artists worked fervently to plan events to make the wealthy citizens
of Alexandria and Cairo aware of the latest trend of Italian opera and theater (262).176
Cialente’s husband, as I mentioned, was one of them.
If opera and Western classic music bring together the members of the
international and Egyptian elite, the frantic sound of Arab music widens the gap between
them. In Ballata levatina, the distance between the socio-cultural environments
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Ismail Khedive commissioned Aida to Verdi for the inauguration of the Cairo Opera House, where it
was performed for the first time in 1871. It was supposed to be the first Egyptian national opera, but the
Western musical, visual, and ideological influence makes it a complex cultural artifact. Edward Said in
Orientalism has problematized Verdi’s work discussing the Orientalist and imperialistic ideas at its core.
Other scholars, more recently, have criticized this approach and conclusion. See for example Lucia Re in
the opening section of “Alexandria Revisited”.
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During his sojourn in the city the British diplomat Ronald Storrs gives an idea of the popularity and
variety of the operatic shows held in the city at the end of XX century: “I had become (for the sake of the
free stall) operatic critic to The Egyptian Gazette and thus absorbed by nightly draughts at the gracious little
Zizinia Theater the unexacting modes and measures of La Boheme, Tosca, Thais and Lohengrin, the
severest form of Wagner then acceptable south of Naples, though La Valeria and Maestri Canton di
Norimberga were soon to follow.” (in Haag 2014, 84)
175
Annie Messina’s short stories Cronache del Nilo aptly illustrate how the international community
progressively influenced Egyptian aesthetic, artistic, and musical taste. Several episodes exemplify the
infiltration of Western fashions, educational practices, and social habits within the Egyptian upper class.
176
Petricioli in Oltre il mito degli italiani in Egitto, dedicates an entire section to the fervent activities of
the Italian elite in Egypt to promote Italian opera next to the more popular, but less sophisticated
melodrama, pp. 262-271.
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producing each type of music is rendered with a visual and acoustic juxtaposition. On one
side, there is the decadent grandeur of Francesca’ empty mansion while on the other there
is the misery of the lively native village, whose drum music haunts Daniela for many
years. Daniela perceives the villa as a threat. The architecture of the house with high
ceilings, imposing large staircases, and long empty corridors, intensifies her loneliness
with dark deep sounds (25). The sad atmosphere lingering over the house torments
Daniela’s nights: “rimanevo sveglia ad ascoltare i sordi e misteriosi battiti della villa . . .
dentro uno sbatter cupo di porte” (20). Far off, on the other side of the villa, beyond a
wasteland dotted with piles of litter, scratched fences, bent corn, and lurid Bedouins’
tents, there is the Arab village. Visually, from a distance, the triumphant light of the sun
hides the brutal poverty of the village to Daniela’s eyes “gli stracci, le bestie, le figure
immobili, l’arido suolo, ogni cosa era immersa in una luce trionfale. . . . gli intonaci delle
casupole, bianchi, rosa, azzurri, e luccicanti al sole, non sembravano in distanza croste
schifose, né quei panni svolazzanti in cima alle basse terrazze i poveri cenci che in realtà
erano” (20). If vision conveys merely distant blurred images, Daniela’s ears receive
clearer acoustic stimuli. It is the mechanical sounds of Arab wells and music that capture
her and makes her feel more at ease than the domestic sounds of the villa, or the Italian
opera:
Nella quiete dell’alba o della sera giungevano, di là, le voci lamentose delle
sakkie177 e i suoni delle tarabucche e delle zummare.178 Quando il villaggio era in
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A sakia, (also spelled as sakkia, sakieh, sakeah, saqiya) comes from the Arab world “  ”ﺳﺎﻗﯿﺔsāqīya, a
mechanical device also known as Persian wheel. It is used to raise water from wells. It “consists of buckets
fastened to a vertical wheel or to a rope belt around the wheel, which is itself attached by a shaft to a
horizontal wheel turned by horses, oxen, or asses. Sakias Made of metal, wood and stones, are found
through the Middle East, especially Egypt, where they provide the steady streams of water required for
irrigation.” Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. Encyclopædia Britannica Inc.,
2015. Web. 16 Aug. 2015 http://www.britannica.com/technology/sakia.
178
Tarabucche and zummare are phonetic transliteration of “darabouka” and “zimar”, respectively.
“Darabouka”, but also darabuka, darbuka, tarabuke, (in arabo  )درﺑﻮﻛﺔis a goblet drum. Its name derives
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festa, nei ritmi sincopati delle sue musiche che duravano fino a tardi, la notte, mi
sembrava di sentire il cupo battito di un cuore. Qualche volta, tenendomi per mano,
Soad mi aveva fatto attraversare la folla del muled intorno alle baracche pavesate,
sui pennoni avevo veduto sventolare i colori del Profeta, il sole e il frastuono mi
avevano stordita fino alla beatitudine (24).
Daniela feels an inexplicable fascination for the sounds and smells coming from the
village. Italian opera does not fascinate her but the sound of traditional Arab music and
instruments does. The transcendental state in which she falls when listening to these
sounds and the sense of fulfillment she derives explain her preference for the noisy,
chaotic, Arab environment. These stimuli are also in sharp contrast with the sounds of
Francesca’s house. Daniela’s heartbeat is tuned with the dark frantic beat of the drums,
underscoring the lack of harmony with Francesca’s world. Daniela explains that the Arab
acoustic experience made of loud, off beating noises does not disturb her as it bothers her
grandmother (24). The acceptance of the native sounds as familiar, as part of the
environment she grew up in, suggests her identification with the Arab world, which is
reinforced by a similar effect that odors of Arab food have on her. Sounds—and smell—
bring Daniela face to face with Alexandria as a city made of distant and contrasting
spaces that avoid close contacts and proximity. The presence of native culture and local
people can only be heard around the villa coming from a distance. When the wind blows
in the wrong direction, it can still disrupt the quietness of the international community
living around Bacos. Thus, both Italian opera and Arabic drum music are deployed as
strategies heightening distance, widening the gaps between different groups rather than
merging them.
from the Arab root “derb”, which means to beat, to hit. Zimar is very similar to a traditional oboe and it has
seven holes in the front and one on the back. It is a typical musical instrument for Egyptian folk music and
it is popular in many Islamic countries, from Turkey to the Maghreb.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goblet_drum.
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Even though young Daniela associates the music of the tarabucche and zimmare to
pleasant, good moments of her life, this connection becomes feeble and distant with the
unfolding of the events and her departure from Bacos. This shift does not only underline
her moving away from Bacos but the dramatic modifications happening to Alexandria’s
cityscape. As Daniela grows up, there is an acoustic weakening of the village sounds in
her memories: from the tumultuous intensity of the beating drums to the soft,
monotonous melodies that characterize contemporary Arab music:
E forse perché, quella volta, guardavo fuori dalla finestra . . . alle croste azzurre
rosa del villaggio aldilà dei terrapieni, lo accompagna [il ricordo] sempre il dolce
sibilo delle zummare, l’ansimante, amorosa percussione delle tarabucche . . . mi
appoggiavo al davanzale, ingoiando l’aria. La tarabucca, il tamburello arabo,
batteva lievemente nel cuore del villaggio al limite della foresta di dattolieri . . .
sulle terrazze del villaggio sventolavano i magri bucati . . . mi raggiungevano i suoi
singulti e la monotona percussione del tamburello che pazientemente annunciava
una sera di bairam (68, 102,103)
Metaphorically, the fading away of the drum and oboe’s sounds anticipates Daniela’s
emancipation and separation from the Arab village and Francesca’s mansion. Music,
which announces the religious festivities and defines cultural identity of the village, is
loosing its strength and receding from Daniela’s memories. It also foreshadows important
changes occurring in her life and throughout the cityscape. Symbolically, in the novel, the
native village with its scrapped walls, loud music, barking dogs, and its noisy festivities
is the emblem of the Egyptian stronghold, a figurative space resisting the inclusion into
the orbit of Alexandria’s urban growth. Despite its resistance, satellite settlements, like it
are disappearing, swapped by Western urban developing projects opening up spaces, or
swallowed by “l’avanzare delle brutte, aggressive case cittadine” (277). Traditional Arab
music is condemned to a similar destiny of oblivion and neglect. Around new urban
agglomerations Daniela hears another kind of music, not played with native instruments,
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but blasting out from the modern radio: “Alla loro base i casamenti erano sventrati, la
sera, dalle luci delle botteghe dove risuonavano, fino a tarda ora, le strazianti melopee
arabe, cantate alla radio” (138). When associating specific places with specific musical
sounds in the text, a problematic view of Alexandria’s transformation emerges. If the
Arab village vibrated with traditional instruments performing live music, working class
districts boast now with modern technology transmitting commercial music. Similarly to
Alexandria, following the fast-pace of modernization and altering its environment to
make room for alternative housing projects, Daniela is adjusting to new situations and
living conditions in a fast sprawling metropolis.
In Daniela’s apartment in Mazarita, a predominantly Arab neighborhood, there is
a phonograph playing the romantic melodies of the legendary “Star of the East”, Umm
Kulthum.179 When Francesca suddenly passes away, Daniela moves in with Livia and
Matteo. One night, after some disagreements with Livia, she leaves the shacks, she finds
a job in the city, and gets a new place on her own. She purposely chooses to live in
Mazarita because it is half way between the Levantine world of Bacos and the growing
suburbs around Alexandria.180 In her apartment the phonograph is an elegant symbol of
modernity, which contrasts with the triviality of the bombastic radio in the
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Umm Kulthum (in Arabic  )أم ﻛﻠﺜﻮمor Om el Kalsum, as Cialente transliterate her name, was a highly
popular Egyptian singer almost venerated by Egyptians because of her strong voice and her passionate
patriotism. Despite her humble origins, she studied music and poetry when she moved to Cairo with her
family. Her voice follows a long trajectory in time and space. Her life and music are intertwined with the
political and historical events of Egypt from the beginning of the XX century with the British Protectorate,
till the decolonization, the rise of pan Arabism, and Nasser’s nationalistic turn. By the early 30’s she was
already an acclaimed singer, with a peculiar voice, whose performances were requested from the Persian
Gulf to Morocco. Also known as “The Star of the East” she was admired by King Faruk I and president
Nassar. Uum Kulthum’s music is an example unifying the Muslim world well beyond northern Africa, but
reaching down to Senegal and moving up to Italy. Senegalese singer Youssou N’Dour dedicates his album
Egypt to her. Her musical and vocal legacy has influenced also the Italian band Almamegretta, whose song
“Fatimah” is an homage to Umm Kulthum.
180
As Micheal Haag’s map shows, at the time of the events, Mazarita was the last tramway stop coming
from Ramleh and heading to the city. Once again, Daniela occupies a liminal space
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aforementioned lower income areas. What’s more relevant is that the phonograph
establishes a sort of continuity with Daniela’s passion for Arab music. Her musical
interest moves from the archaic sound of drums to the most passionate female voice of
her time: “Om el Kalsum le piaceva in modo particolare” (216). I read Kultum’s presence
in the novel as an hint to Daniela’s curiosity towards contemporary Egyptian music. It
demonstrates her effort in getting acquainted with the local music rather than with the
imported jazz beat played at the charity events she takes part at the Sporting Club.
However, this same reference also underscores the spatial and cultural limitations of her
music interests. As Serana Guerracino explains in “Oum Kulthum: una voce
mediterranea”181 Kulthum is considered an icon of Arab music; her innovative approach
to classical Arab performance and music, and her political position make her an
unconventional female artist in the panorama of the Arab show business in the interwar
period (119-122). The singer’s public efforts in singing and reaching out to the poor,
uneducated peasants—and not just the rich pan Arabic elite—her strong patriotism and
open support for the independence of Egypt, could point out to Daniela’s anti-colonial
positions and her political views about Egypt that I have already explored. But
paradoxically, it is with Kulthum’s music that Daniela wins over the respect of the upper
class Levantine friends she now frequents: “Il principe Aleko aveva un bel giorno
onorato della sua presenza l’audizione di certi dischi di canzoni arabe che a lei
piacevano” (216). Despite the universality of the musical message and despite the fact
that Um Kulthum’s music was meant to speak transversally to a highly diverse audience,
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Her study on Mediterranean music and its transcultural contaminations provides a very interesting
analysis of Kuthum’s position in a larger Mediterranean context. She considers her a “Mediterranean
voice” and discusses the meaning of her musical experience in the context of the Mediterranean and in
connection with Ahdaf Soeif and Edward Said’s experiences with her music (in Chambers: Transiti
mediterranei 109-122)
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her presence in Cialente’s novel is not associated with the working class residents of
Mazarita; rather, it identifies the Levantine community. In other words, since Um
Kulthum’s music grants Daniela’s acceptance to the upper class Levantine circle and it
remains confined within the walls of her apartment, it automatically excludes her from
partaking with her neighbors. Thus, in Ballata levantina both Italian opera and popular
Arab music become acoustic symbols of space and social segregation. The powerful
authority of sounds problematizes Daniela’s ideological perspectives even further when
she exercises her power to silence the voice of her neighbors from the height of her
terrace.
If on one hand tuning in with contemporary popular Arab music still supports
Daniela’s bond with local culture, living in Mazarita seems to give her the opportunity to
be immersed in an authentic Egyptian environment. Next to a broader view of city,182 a
key feature of her apartment is that her bedroom overlooks a large shared terrace
connecting different building and functioning as a rooftop. The terrace on the rooftop is
an elevated evolution of the traditional Arab courtyard. Following the vertical
organization of the urban space, common domestic areas are not located in the inner part
of the house, as in traditional dwellings, but on the top, where privacy especially for
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The bird-eye perspective of the description is worth to be mentioned for two reasons: first, it is one
narrative technique that Cialente deploys quite often and that makes her writing style highly cinematic.
Second, even though this resembles an establishing shot, it involves other senses, such as touch and sound,
demonstrating the multisensoriality of her writing:
Spuntavano in giro i parafulmini e lucernari delle case vicine, sventolavano i bucati sulle corde
legate alle aste di ferro. Il lato nord, verso il mare, aveva intercalata nel parapetto, una breve
ringhiera e si poteva guardare giù, nel precipizio di un profondo cortile, dove un tappezziere si
muoveva come un burattino, piccolo piccolo fra i canapè a gambe all’aria e le vecchie imbottiture
sventrate che vomitavano stoppa, crine, cotone. Volta com’era verso un’apertura sulla via
Champollion, dalla ringhiera ella vedeva le collinette verdeggianti dell’ospedale indigeno e un gran
pezzo di mare, il porto Est adagiato e scintillante sotto la corsa tumultuosa delle nuvole.
Quell’immenso cielo, che di giorno non poteva guardare per la sua luce abbagliante, verso sera . . .
si pacificava di un chiarore mite . . . Ma prima che si accendesse lo splendore del cielo, la cantilena
del muezzin si faceva udire, con i suoi lunghi gridi, i suoi singhiozzi, i suoi lamenti ( 206).
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women, can still be arranged. Out of economic greed, or to supply more dwellings in big
cities, landlords and families often transformed the terraces in tiny living units to
accommodate the servants, “Si vedeva l’interno di una decina di stanzette imbiancate a
calce . . . il lettuccio dei servi berberini che lassù veniva a dormire, e qualche loro
gallabieh appesa a un chiodo” (204). 183 As a communal space, people use the terrace for
various activities such as the washerwomen doing her daily chores, the laundry, or Berber
servants coming up to drink tea, eat, and talk. The terrace soundscape is built in these
terms:
Le voci delle lavandaie la svegliavano per tempo, quasi ogni mattina . . . Gli
inquilini del caseggiato erano numerosi, quindi c’era spesso il bucato e la
svegliavano, con le voci, il rumore delle conche mosse, i colpi, i sussurri, gli scrosci
d’acqua . . . In quella striscia d’ombra venivano a sedere, dall’altra parte, sulla
terrazza comune, le lavandaie, i loro bambini, i domestici del caseggiato, quando si
riunivano . . . Un modesto sussurro accompagnava lo strepitio dei loro piatti e delle
scodelle di zinco, il ruggito dei loro fornelli a petrolio, finché, quasi
improvvisamente, tutto si quietava. (204)
The terrace becomes a semi-private shared space that Daniela experiences from a closer
perspective but still keeping a distance from it, as she does with the Arab village in
Bacos. The escalating intensity of adjectives describing the voices and noises reaching
Daniela, demonstrates the discomfort she perceives from the terrace soundscape. The
atmosphere of the terrace is not intimate or inviting. It rather amplifies the sounds that
she hears. The unpleasant noises of another world intrude into her space while she is
sleeping. Her physical proximity with the terrace heightens her distance and alienation
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The terrace on the rooftop is popular topoi in Arab literature. The terrace has a similar function in the
iconic Cairene novel Yacoubian Building (2002) by Alāʾ al-Aswānī where many events take place on the
terrace rooftop. Since the poorest residents of the building can only afford storage closet with not window,
they live in the terrace on the rooftop. The terrace in the novel represents the subversion of the hierarchical
and economical order: the destitute lives on the top and the well-off occupy the lower levels of the building.
Eventually, some of them will descend the social ladder, rather than ascend, and will move down into the
apartments of the richer families.
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from the Egyptian context; she can only regain control exercising her “legal” right to
impose silence:
Qualche volta scoppiavano alterchi si levavano strazianti voci femminili che le voci
autorevoli degli uomini non riuscivano a calmare; e lei doveva affacciarsi a una
finestra, battere le mani, o inviare il suo giovane domestico a dire che tacessero. Il
silenzio si faceva quasi sempre . . . nel contratto di locazione stipulato col
proprietario, un ricchissimo macellaio musulmano, era stabilito che ella non doveva
essere troppo disturbata dalle lavandaie. (206)
The people living and working in the terrace have been sharing the same sounds for a
long time creating what Barry Truax calls an “acoustic community” (76-77).184 Their
familiarity with the noises of their daily activities does not bother them but it generates a
stronger sense of belonging that gives meaning to the space they share. Paradoxically, it
is this soundscape that disturbs and alienates Daniela from her neighbors: she is an
outsider here. The human sounds on the terrace forms a symbiotic system to which she
does not belong; thus, she resorts to her economic power to invoke silence as a reminder
of authority.
Similarly to Ungaretti, and Marinetti, both Pea and Cialente represent Alexandria as
predominantly inhabited by a cosmopolitan population. Nonetheless, Pea’s memoir and
Cialente’s novel emphasize the geographical and economic distance separating the
international and Levantine population from the Egyptian community. Focusing on
various acoustic stimuli Pea’s work exposes urban strategies enacted to separate different
classes. He identifies the location of Western commercial and economical powers around
Place de Consuls and he ventures in the old Ottoman district around the port to
demonstrate how pervasive the international presence is in the city. In his narrative both
public and social spaces are dominated by an acoustic environment filled with foreign
184

Traux, Barry, Acoustic Communication. Ablex Publishing Corporation, Norwood, NJ 1984.
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languages and forms of entertainment delivered in non-Arabic language. On a similar
vein, Cialente’s musical references to Italian opera, Arab music, and Daniela’s power to
impose silence in her building, widen the socio economic gap between the Egyptian and
the Western communities. Each musical genre is restricted to specific private spaces and
rather than reinforcing the joined collective experience of music, it underscores distance
and alienation. Sounds seem to isolate Daniela from some social contexts while
reinforcing the hybridity of her identity.

The use of sound as an analytical tool to retrace Alexandria’s modern literary
inventions confirms the relevance of a multisensorial analysis. As I have demonstrated,
on one hand the acoustic stimuli heighten the complexities of Pea and Cialente’s works
and question their invention of the city as a multicultural fluid space. On the other, the
acoustic reading that I propose challenges the way these writers use their political
perspectives in their narratives and it brings to light the limits of their representations.
Despite the writers anticolonial positions, despite their social engagement in denouncing
the inequality of the society in which they lived, despite their attempts to provide a more
nuanced representation of Alexandria and its multicultural communities, both their texts
keep acknowledging, rather than challenging, the disparities that the Western
imperialistic presence established in Alexandria.
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CHAPTER 6
The Smell of Difference
Keeping in mind the multisensorial approach of my research, I want to focus now
on how Cialente and Pea’s olfactory perceptions construct Alexandria. I maintain that the
strong relation between acoustic and olfactory stimuli control their vision of the city. On
one hand, in Ballata levantina and Vita in Egitto sound and smell reinforce the
synesthetic representations of the city but on the other they expose the imperialistic views
imbued in both texts. Smell and sound have a space-transgressive nature, a volatile
inconsistence and transitory presence—or absence. Multiple smells, like multiples
sounds, indistinctively overlap on a given space at a given time and they are subjectively
perceived with various degrees of intensity. Yet, the major difference between them is the
adaptability of the human olfactory system to new odorous stimuli. In his seminal work
on Smellscapes Porteous remarks that smells are generally perceived and constructed by
outsiders. Consequently, they influence the representation of any exotic space and they
structure the distance/proximity relation with alterity (2006, 90 and 94).185 This is a
critical point to consider because it illuminates the complexities of Pea and Cialente’s
representations as well as their problematic position as insider and outside members of
the international community in Alexandria. Paradoxically, the effects of their olfactory
experience reinforce their status of foreigners and magnify the cultural and racial
difference between the international community and the Egyptian one.
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Some quotations come from the article Smellscape published in Progress in Physical Geography 9.3
(1985): 356. Web. 10 Jan. 2014. Others come from a modified versions included in The Smell Cultural
Reader ed. by Jim Dobrinck Oxford, England: Berg 2006; pp. 89-106. I will differentiate the texts using the
year of publication.
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I want to elaborate a little further on the insider/outsider position in relation to
smell perception and space construction because it is fundamental to determine Pea and
Cialente’s imperialist positions. Let’s consider for a moment how Porteous discusses
human olfactory reactions to exotic spaces. At first, he identifies the most important
psychological elements that characterize olfactory perception. According to his research,
they include the hedonistic feature of pleasant versus unpleasant odors, the emotional and
motivational reactions stirred by odorous encounters, and most of all, he stresses the
human tendency to get used to smells (1985, 357-359). The human olfactory system
easily adjusts to smells up to the point in which it may not be able to distinguish new
smells any longer. The notion of adjustment is essential to my research because it
distinguishes between what is sensed as a familiar odor versus an unfamiliar one.
Consequently, it also divides people in two groups: insiders and outsiders, depending on
their familiarity with certain spaces. The moment people enter in contact with a new
environment they immediately perceive the distinctive smell that characterizes it. Yet, if
the smell is not particularly disagreeable, they are also bound to get used to it rather
quickly. Each house, for instance, has a specific odor to which its dwellers are used to, or
are not even aware of; but new visitors may detect it upon arrival and then get
accustomed to it and forget it, if it pleases them. The same can be said about people
living in a neighborhood characterized by peculiar natural or industrial odors.
Porteous remarks that the mechanism of recognition and habituation to new odors
is predominant in literary renditions of exotic spaces, like travel accounts and novels
taking place for instances in the British colonies. To support his point he refers to
Graham Green’s first day in the Liberian forest where he detects the bitter, yet not
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unpleasant, smell of his porters (2006, 94). He mentions Kipling’s celebration of Indian
contradictory smells of oil, incense, heat, and sweat which emphasize the novelty of the
odors he experienced as well as his position as a visitor (94). For the scholar these literary
examples show “The intimate relationship between smell and the exotic, between smell
and primeval urges” (2006, 94). Porteous’s idea of the exotic olfactory encounter moves
beyond the borders of the British Empire to include the construction of diverse socio
economical spaces and the definition of the groups who inhabit them. Commenting on
George Orwell’s incursions across northern England provinces, the scholar remarks the
richness of his writings about unusual odors, in particular the stench of the British
working class. He writes, “Sensitive to the prevailing interwar notion of the elite that the
working classes stank, he nevertheless painfully recorded their odoriferous peculiarities,
to the intense discomfiture of bourgeois communists” (1985, 361-362). Orwell’s social,
cultural, and political convictions infused in his descriptions confirm the subjectivity of
the olfactory perception, but they also determine his appreciation, or rejections, for
certain scents. At the same time, they also reveal the standard notions of cleanness and
hygiene prevailing at the time in his familiar—elite—social and cultural environment.
However, the complexities of Orwell’s ideological positions implode within his own
writing problematizing even further the use of an adjective such progressive to describe
the political identity of the British writer. Through these literary examples, Porteous
demonstrates that smell coincides with difference and that its definition is based on the
perceivers’ cultural, political, and socio-economical standpoint. The destabilizing effect
of the olfactory description is what I intend to discuss in Pea and Cialente’s writings.
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Difference and destabilization require a deeper discussion about the authors’ familiarity
and position in Alexandria’s space.

The Essence of Alexandria
Khaled Fahmy’s article “The Essence of Alexandria” presents the discrepancies
of the Western literary invention of the city as an abstract space in the work of Western
writers and travellers.186 He suggests that given the ambiguous nature of the olfaction,
smell is deployed to convey two paradoxical visions of the city. He explains that the
evocative “essence” of olfaction was used first, to establish an idyllic fragile image of the
city, pieced together with “unsubstantial, immaterial fragments of memory” (2012).
Then, exploiting the disparaging “essence” of odors, Western writers adopted them to
“refer to those [persons] who do not belong to this idyllic city, those whose presence in
the city is only accidental, and never essential, and who, in fact, pollute and defile it”
(2012). The scholar here refers to the existence of a degraded, corrupted image of
Alexandria, made of filth and squalor, where an invisible Egyptian community lives
unnoticed by those people busy in inventing—or resurrecting—an imagined poetic space
that only exists—or better, resists—in literature. Fhamy remarks that these images are so
well ingrained in Western discourse on cosmopolitan Alexandria that even contemporary
186

To the best of my knowledge this is the only scholarly work that engages with the city’s olfactory
description from both an historical and literary perspective. Khaled Fahmy is a professor of History at the
American University in Cairo and he published “The Essence of Alexandria” in two different numbers of
an online journal called Manifesta Journal. The first part of the essay was published on January 2012 on
number 14, dedicated to memories and it is quoted using the year of publication. The second part appeared
some years later on number 16 titled “Regret and other Back Pages” and it is quoted using the name of the
journal and the issue number. There is no publication date available for this issue. Also, no page number is
available on the digital edition. The journal can be accessed at http://www.manifestajournal.org. An earlier
and more scholarly article about the literary and historical construction of Alexandria is published in
Alexandria Real and Imagined ed. Anthony Hirst and Micheal Silk 2004, Ashgate (pp. 263-280). Here
Fahmy hints to the paradoxical representation of Alexandria as the city of filth as opposed to the city of
memory. Yet, there is no investigation of development of the olfactory literary component.
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writers, travelers, journalists, and scholars keep disseminating them by building on the
legacy established by Durrell, E. M. Foster, and Cavafy.187 Revitalizing these images,
Fahmy claims, contemporary authors end up reinforcing the fallacy of a Western-centric
approach to the city while disregarding the presence and the activity of local Egyptians.
Event though the Italian writers that I discuss in my work do not contribute specifically to
the contradictory olfactory construction of the city that Fahmy presents, they can be
included among those international voices that, to a certain extent, keep the legacy of
Egyptian exclusion alive in their narrative.
According to Fahmy, Western literature has privileged the ambivalence of smell
and its association with memory to transform Alexandria as an ideal space that “can only
be approached as a lost city. Hence, [the necessity of retrieving] this lost essence by
talking about memories, by searching for lost time, and by the remembrance of things
past” (2012).188 The scholar makes a compelling point in connecting city, memory of its
glorious past, and its smells. On one hand, he explores the nuanced meaning of the word
“essence” as an olfactory element haunting the literary and historical invention of the city
and mostly downgrading Alexandria to a filthy, decaying urban space. On the other, he
roughly maps the traditional literary invention of the city starting with Durrell, Foster,
and Cavafy’s influence and including André Aciman’s memoir Out of Egypt among the
texts189 that contribute to the Western discourse of lost Alexandria190. Despite the novelty
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See also Will Hanley’s article “Grieving Cosmopolitanism in Middle East Studies” History Compass 6/5
(2008) p. 1346-1367. With his overview on the concept of “cosmopolitism” Hanley remarks how well this
word “collocates with Alexandria” and how often it is used, and abused, by scholars and journals “as a
label that meet the audience” and “situate scholarship schematically” (1353).
188 Although the text is written in English, there are some weaknesses at sentence level, (syntax and word
order). With all the respect to the scholar, I slightly modified some sentences to make the point clearer.
189
Fahmy presents how Durrell and E.M. Forster have created the myth of Alexandria as the lost city
alluding to a similar olfactory metaphor that seizes the essence of the city as something that, according to
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of his approach and the opening analysis of the literary, historical, and political
consequences of this literary trend on the long period, Fahmy is not particularly
convincing when he probes the ideological points behind the multifaceted effects of odors
and on their impact on the construction of the cosmopolitan image of the city.
Only in the second part of his essay published a few years later, Fahmy takes a
clearer stand counterbalancing the foreign olfactory perception with a local one. He
chooses Edward El-Kharrat’s multisensorial narrative about his rummage through the city
streets to offer an Arab olfactory map of Alexandria. More compellingly than before, the
scholar deploys smell as an investigative tool to “detect both the limitations of [Western
discourse on Alexandria] and its questionable politics” (Manifesta #16). Wondering
whether an Arab nose exploring the city smellscape can suggest different, more inclusive,
olfactory maps, he asks: “Are [there] different itineraries, perhaps, to the Alexandria that
has been erased by this discourse [?]” (Manifesta #16). Obviously, given the subjective
nature of the olfaction there will be as many maps as many available noses. Thus, Fahmy
compares Durrell’s olfactory perceptions of the narrow streets around Alexandria vis à
Durrell, clings “to the minds of old men like traces of perfume upon a sleeve”; on a similar vein Forster
states that the city is “connecting memory with an odor clinging to a piece of garment” (2012).
190
Fahmy’s attack to Aciman’s memoir is based Robert Mabro’s research. He agrees with Mabro’s
assumption that memoir, as a literary genre, should not contain fictional elements, otherwise it would be a
novel: “Mabro convincingly argues that, disguised as an “extraordinary” memoir when it could be more
correctly described as a first novel, but which nevertheless won a literary prize under the category of
“memoirs”, Aciman’s Out of Egypt could be described as “only in part a memoir” (2012). Fahmy and
Mabro do not consider the fictional nature of Aciman’s idyllic vision of Alexandria; they seem to ignore
the multiple levels of his literary work, especially of his construction of the Arab milieu surrounding the
narrating voice. Both scholars take Out of Egypt as an historical representation of a specific reality that
Aciman himself—quoted by Fahmy—said he “is pretending to remember” (2012). According to the
scholar, Aciman’s fake memories demonstrate his successful attempt to abide to a Western canonical vision
of the city that requires specific literary tropes (the presence of artists, intellectual, flâneurs and dilettantes
among the characters) and themes (the lost glory of the city, the imposed exodus). Fahmy also adds that
since Aciman is a major scholar of Proust, he exploits also the connection between memory and smells in a
very Proustian way to enhance the notion of Alexandria as a lost city (2012). These conjectures, along with
a pernicious interpretation of some passages from Out of Egypt compromise the first part of Fahmy’s
brilliant intuition. His beliefs can only be accepted keeping in mind that “The Essence of Alexandria”
appeared under the “Speculation” section of the journal and as such—as speculations—they ought to be
considered.
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vis El-Kharrat’s to point out an alternative image of the city, built by a local sensibility
that proposes a less elitist reflection on Alexandria. In contrast with the Western idyllic
vision of the city, resonating with nostalgic memories and smells, Fahmy states that the
Egyptian writer “constantly draw[s] our attention to streets, pavements, and alleyways of
the material city” (Manifesta #16) to create a “mix of smells, memories, and loss [that]
ring less judgmental, more generous” (Manifesta #16). Durrell follows the footsteps of
Justine’s protagonist moving through “the narrow streets that are “soft now of rain but
not wet”, and that were lined with brothels whose prostitutes “like the true inhabitants of
Alexandria, were offering the deep forgetfulness of parturition”, passing through his
room where he “listen[ed] to the heavy tone of [Justine’s] scent” (Manifesta #16).
Instead, El-Kharrat’s familiarity with local reality offers a different smellscape: “The
scent of the sea and of fresh raw fish permeated the slightly muddy alleys. The puddles of
rainwater from yesterday’s storm still sparkled and skidded with the impact of salt-licked
gusts of wind, and settled on the basalt pavements” (Manifesta #16). Fahmy’s
comparative approach opens up the path to alternative olfactory maps that must be
included in a broader and multifaceted understanding of cosmopolitan Alexandria that, as
I maintain, must include a local perspective. Yet, leaving aside the organic relation
between memory and odors, as well as the emotional values triggered by this
combination, the scholar does not seem to give enough relevance to the affective and
temporal elements, which I argue, are necessary to unveil the ideologies behind any
sensorial construction of Alexandria.
To delve in the complexities of the Western invention of literary Alexandria,
building a parallel between foreign and local perceptions, as Fahmy does referring to
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Durrell and El-Kharrat, is not enough. To debunk the ideology behind these
constructions, we need to consider what stands at the core of the different perception and
to include other elements such as the organic characteristic of olfaction and the role of
time and emotion in altering olfactory perception. Additionally, as Porteous and other
scholars in the sensory field studies propose, we need to consider the cultural, ethical,
racial, and economical views imbued in the olfactory constructions if we want to reveal
their implications and discuss their significance. Blending the affective and organic value
of olfaction, I want to focus on the importance of time in exploring smellscapes.
According to Rodaway and other scholars (Gibbons 1986; Tuan 1974; Gold 1980) smell
is an intimate sense because, similarly to touch, it creates a direct and emotional bond
between people and places (67). Its strength rises from its evocative power to throw
people back at the time when they encounter a specific odor. This relation exists because
of neurological reasons. The olfactory system is associated with the hippocampus, the
area of human brain that controls emotion and long-term memory. Elaborating more on
the smell and space, Rodaway explains that olfactory geographies are made of “complex
emotional encounters” (71) with transitory and discontinued smells. He also notes that
with this sense in particular, memory works as a catalyst bringing together what
habituation has fragmented, as to say the variety of smells and their myriad of
associations (71). The sudden and disruptive nature of memories triggered by smells
heightens the serendipity of the olfactory experience. At the heart of this emotional
association lays the notion of time, which is fundamental when considering the organic
and affective nature of smells. Since smells are fragmented, mobile, and variable in
intensity, the space and experience that they create are temporary and non-persistent.
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Therefore, time controls smellscapes emotionally and organically. In Pea and Cialente’s
narratives, the olfactory encounter with the Egyptian world is constructed through a
sequence of events and emotional circumstances that capture Alexandria’s urban
transformations.

Smellscape and Urban Changes

In Ballata levantina and Vita in Egitto sonic and visual stimuli get combined with
odors to provide synesthetic descriptions of urban transformations. If Cialente’s
characters explore a great variety of social milieu, Pea essentially moves across
impoverished working class areas. Here he captures the clash between rapid urban
growth and the consequent adaptation of Egypt to modernity. Based on Pea’s memoir,
one of the must suggestive scenery where these changes take place is Moharren Bey. This
area used to be rather flat and barren, but new urban projects are reconfiguring its
landscape and making it more residential. The desert and wasteland are receding
threatened by tall housing complexes, paved roads, and new railroads tracks connecting
the periphery to the center. Dumps and hips of accumulated plaster, bricks, stones, and
construction debris dot the once leveled ground, as Pea notes in other parts of his
memoir. This landscape becomes even more unsettling when it turns out to be the
backdrop of the last public execution held in Alexandria. Pea’s description of the night
preceding the tragedy transcends time and space limits, and chaotically blends synesthetic
impressions and scattered memories. Moharren Bey becomes an a-temporal space in his
memory, “un sobborgo di tanti ricordi . . . e tutti si affastellano alla memoria in un punto,
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in mezzo al popolo che adesso . . . si agita impaziente d’attesa al quadrato che serra la
forca” (78). His recollection seizes the contradictory essence of this surreal scenery: the
capital execution taking place at the center of this wasteland symbolically marks the
death of this district as Pea remembered it. The festive audience gathered there to enjoy
the grim show, acoustically animates the area around the gallows: “Greci e napoletani che
gironzolano intorno al quadrato: fanno la serenata alla luna. C’è uno stridio di mandolini
e chitarre, e si levano voci a canticchiare canzoni vecchie e nuove di Pedigrotta” (74). At
dawn the moon disappears and daylight reveals the poverty of the environment; a
morning breeze arranges and re-arranges an invisible smellscape:
odor di burro d’oca . . . Di grasso di coda di montone. E ogni tanto, però, a
refrigerio, l’alba ripulita, olezza fiatate calde di legno aromatico bruciato nel
braciere della moschea il cui minareto sovrasta di tra le casupole. Ora che si
affaccia l’alba: tra poco, il “muezzino” chiamerà dall’alto di quel minareto i fedeli
alla prima preghiera (76).
The smell of greasy Arab food creates an unpleasant olfactory experience for Pea: even if
this enclave of poor working class people is a familiar place, the smell of difference
makes him unconformable. The thin air, impregnated with heavy food odors is mitigated
with the light aromatic swirls of incenses burnt in the mosque and carried by the wind.
Food and incenses smells, which are associated with religious values and with the cycle
of life, here stand for olfactory symbols evoking the permanence of local traditions in
contrast with mutable landscape. Simultaneously overlapping, each odor marks this space
in different ways: the incense, with its refreshing and reinvigorating quality, is used in the
mosque as a reminder of the rewards awaiting the believers, but also to give a fragrant
and fresh smell to places. The greasy-smelly odor cooked food retains a decayed stale
effect that increases Pea’s unpleasant feelings, at least temporarily. As a matter of fact, a
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few pages and memories later, Moharren Bey streets acquire another olfactory
connotation: “chi sa se l’odor di pane e il fumo che celeste si avventura nell’aria, non
vengan su dal comignolo e dal forno” of Ungaretti’s family (78). Pea associates the smell
of freshly baked bread and the light smoke of chimneys with his friend’s family bakery.
His olfaction and affection do not merely demonstrate his cultural and culinary
preferences, but they unveil his nostalgic longing for a space that only exists in his
memory. The urban transformations of the district have altered its appearance as well as
its smellscape. In his attempt to bring back to life this part of Alexandria, Pea cannot
escape the evocative power of smells, even when they bring longing memories.
The contradictory reaction to smells perceived in the same place, but in different
moments shows that places can acquire different olfactory meanings. The significance of
smell depends on the emotional, or affective, importance that each person or character
ascribes to the memory activated by those smells. When young Daniela listens to the
historical reconstructions of the British bombing of Place de Consuls in 1882, she
connects the square to dramatic events, and to the sharp odors of burnt objects, dusted
ruins, smoke: “Nel 1882 Piazza dei Consoli era stata inondata di sangue, bruciata e
devastata, e cumuli di rovine avevano fumato sotto i tiepidi venti del Porto Est” (77).
With no direct experience of the events, or of the smellscape, she absorbs the
overwhelming vision of a deathly square saturated with the sickening odors of blood,
gunpowder, and smoke. According to Fahmy these odors are reminders of “the colonial
context of the much-celebrated Alexandrian cosmopolitanism” (Manifesta #16). Despite
the poignancy of this image, which is a staple element of Western discourse about
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cosmopolitan Alexandria, Daniela subverts its harsh connotation when she describes the
square as she knows it:
Nel 1882 Piazza dei Consoli semidistrutta era diventata una specie di fiera
permanente, dove si vendeva di tutto, dagli abiti alle pentole. All’aria aperta sulla
brace dei fornelli, i pasticcieri friggevano nell’olio caldo, e caffettiere alzavano
bionde schiume di caffè turco, i barbieri piazzavano sotto gli alberi le loro seggiole
di paglia e li ricevevano i clienti. Dappertutto stanziavano i buricchieri, con i loro
asinelli infiocchettati bordati di rosso (77).
Time and direct experience alter Daniela’s construction of the same space, which has now
lost its deathly stench becoming a hectic open-air market, characterized by some visual
signs of decadence. Not fully restored to its previous Western condition, the square is the
site of a great array of spontaneous commercial actives, each one emanating a specific
fragrance.
As my acoustic analysis of Pea’s description of the same square shows, at the time
of his residency this was the commercial beating heart of the international community in
Alexandria, or as Fahmy puts it was “the showpiece of the modern city that was meant to
exhibit the multiethnic nature of the city” (Manifesta #16). Yet, during Daniela’s adult
life the local Egyptian business community re-claims and re-appropriates this space.
Geographically distant from Al Attarin and aesthetically different from the traditional
Arab souq (see fig. 22 and 23),191 Place de Consuls becomes a hybrid space welcoming
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Alexandria does not have a picturesque touristic souq as the famous Khan al Khalili market in Cairo but
it has a few specialized bazars frequented mostly by Egyptians rather than tourists. The most famous one is
in the old Ottoman area of Al Attarin. Souq Al Attarin is organized as a traditional Islamic souq with a
maze of interconnected narrow streets and alleyways where tiny store sells antique, clothes, and as the
name and close proximity of the great mosque reminds us, also perfumes and jewels. Within Souq Al
Attarin there is also Zan ah Al Sitat, which means “jammed with ladies”. Rodaway describes the olfactory
variety of traditional Arab souq which is in part influenced by the products sold and also by the architecture
of the space: “small openings and stalls and workshops [have] a far richer odour of the products sold—from
live animals to leather and cloth—and these smells seem to mingle with great abandon. The specialization
of different areas of a souk for different trades and the confined nature of the souk made of passageways
and the relatively warm climate perhaps make the smells more pungent”(80).
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local activities within the context of a semi-destroyed Western architectural setting.
Despite the typical confusion of a crowded square, Daniela does not ascribe any
unpleasant meaning to the smells that permeate the place, which preserves a rich and
pleasant olfactory geography. Her olfactory experience resembles El-Kharrat’s in that it
suspends any judgment and demonstrates an open acceptance of this space with all its
conflicting smells. Moreover, she will always positively associate the fragrances of fried
and roasted food, coffee, spices, and incenses with the Arab world. In spite of the cultural
construction and perception of smells, which can expose high doses of the exoticism
infused in Western sniffing, in this case they do not overemphasize the unfamiliarity of
the square. Even when smells intertwine with acoustic and visual stimuli to provide a
synesthetic image of Place des Consuls, they do not shape Daniela’s nostalgic orientalist
perception. On the contrary, sight and sounds define the picturesqueness of the square:
La circolazione in città, fino a quando comparvero le prime linee del tram, avveniva
in carrozza e a dorso d’asino. Svegliandosi, la notte, si poteva udire sul selciato il
toc toc rapido e lieve degli zoccoli dei buricchi . . . era proprio quel leggero
trotterellare degli asinelli notturni che me la facevano sentire perduta nell’onda
lentissima di un tempo dove tutto era sembrato favoloso e immutabile; e pertanto,
ecco, ogni cosa è invece mutata (77-78).
The sound of horses riding on cobblestone and the presence of mechanical means of
transportations compromise the melancholic soundscape which, to borrow Fahmy’s
point, foster a vision of Alexandria as a city lost in time. Yet, in Cialente it is not the odor
that retains a memorable essence of the past; rather, it is the sound that becomes
instrumental in reinforcing Daniela’s nostalgia for a fabulous lost world that her
grandmother and her friends describe to her. The evocative power of sound and smell
demonstrates the interrelation between these senses and the contradictory effects that they
can have when describing the same space in different moments.
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Smells Defining Spaces and Identity

More overtly then Pea, Cialente’s characters show how odors define space and
identity. The contrast between Daniela and her grandmother emerges since the beginning
of the novel and it is grounded on their opposite reaction to food smells. Walking around
the Arab village during the celebration of the Bairam, Daniela describes the intoxicating
odors of street food in very positive terms: “scalpicciando nella polvere scottante avevo
respirato profondamente l’incenso, la cannella, le fritture” (24). If for Daniela the smell
of fried food, spices, and incenses are enjoyable reminders of her childhood in Bacos and
demonstrates her familiarity with them, as well as some sort of exotic pleasure, their
intrusion into her grandmother’s house provokes the opposite reaction in Francesca.
Carried around by the wind, odors assault the villa unleashing her dramatic screams of
disgust: “quando il vento soffiava dal sud, in casa penetrava l’odore indefinibile e
nauseabondo del quartiere arabo, la nonna si metteva a gridare impropri in milanese,
facendo subito chiudere tutte le finestre” (24). As reminders of class inferiority and race
prejudice, these odors offend and repel Francesca; her nose is too refined and sensitive
for the foul smells of the nearby Arab village. Her bursts of rage reflect her “inflamed
anxieties over ‘contamination,’ which often justifies practices of segregation and
colonialism” (Drobnick 14).192 Her fear of olfactory contagion underlines her vision of
Egyptian people as a racial inferior group from which she want to keep a distance.
Francesca’s odorphobia is just another way that supports the colonial agenda of
physically effacing local alterity from the colonizer’s domestic space. Obviously, her
192

To support his observation Drobnick refers to the works of scholars such as Stallybrass and White
(1986), Bubandt (1998) and Telle (2002) in “Olfactocentrism” published as the introductory chapter to The
Smell Culture Reader.
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attitude is emblematic of a good part of the Western community living in Alexandria,
who fears racial as well as cultural contamination with local Egyptians. Francesca’s
behavior reflects the ideological stances of her imperialistic status. Keeping the
unfamiliar Arab world and its stench at a controlled distance helps her to uphold her
privileged position, as well as her clean or clear Western identity. On the other hand,
Daniela unprejudiced olfactory description as well as her openness to a broader olfactory
experience, could reinforce her attraction towards the Arab world.193 This could be read
as a partial acknowledgement of her hybrid identity when, a few lines after, she says, “
“Sai”, dicevo allo straniero, “io sono cresciuta qui, e allora…” ”(24). Daniela’s
acceptance of these strong smells as part of her world is in stark contrast with her
grandmother’s disdain. Such juxtaposition marks her position within Alexandria’s hybrid
community as a potential sympathetic insider in opposition to Francesca’s status as an
intolerant outsider.
In Ballata levantina the subversive dynamics of olfactory perception in
constructing spaces are challenged a little further. Let’s consider how odors create
tensions within space. Cowan and Steward194 explain that in general it is the hosting
community that has the power to determine the positive or negative values of odors
associated with the other—strangers, foreigners, or ethnic minorities (17). To a certain
193

In strengthening the link between private senses like touch and smell, Pallasmaa writes that, although
neglected by an ocularcentric modern society, odors have a “collective importance in behavior and
communication” (24). Private senses are particularly significant in the Arab world where business and
personal decision are often based on reciprocal trust, which is established, as Rodaway’s study points out,
on physical proximity where olfactory exchanges have a key role (81). Handshakes, pat on the shoulder,
hugs are common gestures among people who are not necessarily part of an immediate familiar circle. Even
today in a growing vision-controlled global world, it is not uncommon to see young Egyptian men hugging
each other or holding each other’s hand when they walk around; or to notice some jasmine flowers placed
on their ears as an embellishment to attract girls, rather than using synthetic perfume. In Arab countries,
rather than using artificial deodorizer, it is also a widespread habit to burn incenses in private houses and to
have jasmine on cars’ dashboard to infuse a nice fragrance in an enclosed space.
194
Cowan and Steward eds., The City and the Senses. 2007Ashgate.
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extent, this is what happens in Francesca’s household: she has the power to decide who
and what to let in or leave out because she controls her domestic space. Yet, her authority
is contested by Daniela’s tolerance to local odors. In moving away from this small
context and considering Alexandria as broader frame, we see that Cowan and Steward’s
assertion becomes problematic. Who does control the olfactory dynamics in the city and
its surrounding areas? Is the larger hosting community or the minority of the foreign one?
In the Western discourse on multicultural Alexandria it is not the Egyptian hosting
community to determine the level of proximity or distance between them and the others.
Rather, it is the minority composed by international affluent residents, with their own
sensorial susceptibilities and cultural constructions to plan the city urban space, with the
help, of course, of wealthy Egyptians who adapt and adopt to new standard.
To demonstrate how the foreign sensorial preferences have a major impact on
Alexandria’s expansion and how the locals adopt new aesthetic suburban models, let’s
consider Ramleh’s growth as a residential area. Over the time, the city adjusts to different
forms of olfactory discrimination and visual aesthetic. Cialente’s narrative aptly seizes it
through Daniela’s gaze and transforms it into a representation of class conflict. When
pondering over the grand mansions in Ramleh, Daniela hints to how they defend the rich
pashas and the international wealthy residents from olfactory infections as well as from
unpleasant visual encounters with lower income people. High walls hide them and
enclose their scented gardens, “Come nella villa della nonna, là dentro erano chiusi i
profumati silenzi irrorati da lievi spruzzi d’acqua, le cascate di fiori, le tenere aiuole: la
pace, la bellezza, la pulizia dei ricchi” (138). Aside the decorative role of the luxurious
gardens, they function both as protective screens and natural air filters. Diffusing natural
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fragrances, they preserve a physical and healthy distance between their rich dwellers and
the lower income crowds cramming around. Alexandria olfactory transformations mark
its acceptance of a Western urban model that re-establishing dynamics of inclusion and
exclusion based on class discrimination. Only the natural elements like rain and wind
disrupt the Western olfactory sensibilities reminding them that, after all, they are living in
an exotic, and unfamiliar territory.
In her adult life Daniela severs any contact with the Egyptian world and, similarly
to her grandmother, withdraws into a liminal space that is both real and imaged. Although
the new environments she frequents are distant from Bacos and Ramleh’s gardens, they
reproduce the same dynamics of segregations. Exploring hybrid spaces like her new work
setting, social gatherings, and public events, Daniela enters in contact with the
heterogeneous community of expatriates and Levantines residing in the city. The effects
of these encounters can be discussed following the shifts of her olfactory perception.
Going out on a date with Gilbert, her first semi-official boyfriend, she describes their car
ride towards the fishermen village in al Anfushy bay:195 “Soffiava un lieve vento di terra,
l’ultimo tiepido vento prima delle tempeste di novembre, e dalle casacce che avevano di
fronte veniva il nauseabondo olezzo del quartiere arabo” (221). Her olfactory perception
of the Arab landscape has lost the pleasant connotation that it had during her childhood.
Her tolerance for new smells is now overthrown by her desire to become part of the
Levantine world that Gilbert represents. Gilbert and Daniela spend the first night together
in a tent on the beach near al Agami, few miles West of Alexandria. Al Agami was
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At the time of the events that Cialente narrates, this area was not a very urbanized; it was the Western
margin of the city verging on the desert. Due to the port infrastructures, Al Anfushy still has a rather
industrial character but at beginning of the 20’s it was nothing more than a little village of fishermen
between the city and al Mex.
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already a popular touristic town between Alexandria and Marsa Matrouh frequented by
international residents in search of romanticism and privacy. Interestingly, the name of
the city itself means “foreign”, “non-Arab”, which reinforce Daniela’s hybrid identity
and progressive detachment from the Egyptian world of her childhood. Since Daniela is
reluctant in meeting Gilbert at her apartment, or at his pied-a-terre downtown Alexandria,
their private encounters always occur on the edges of the city in places196 where the
natural environment is still pristine and uncontaminated: “Tutto era così
meravigliosamente silenzioso e vasto… Ella non sapeva se Gilbert aveva, come lei, la
sensazione di trovarsi al margine di un mondo appena creato, innocente e sereno”(226).
Besides protecting her privacy, this form of self-segregation seems to stress Daniela’s
hesitancy in accepting to become part of the Levantine community that she frequents,
while still retaining some contact with the Egyptian uncorrupted environment, off the
limits of the city.
Daniela’s nomadic life brings her among various neighborhoods as well as many
accommodations in mansions, small apartments, modest hotel, and friends’ guestrooms.
Since “The most persistent memory of any place is often its smell” (Pallasma 54) her
memory associates different smells with almost every place she has lived. Daniela’s
intimate olfactory experience of her households also assesses the economic status of the
spaces she settles down as well as the level of her emotional relation with it, or its
dwellers. For instance, the odors of simple daily chores that Livia performs, such as
doing the laundry, cutting wood, or preparing food, build the interior smellscape of the
shacks: “[Livia] aveva steso panni, spaccato una cassa di legno dolce da bruciare nello
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Some of these liminal spaces are the desert beyond the city; the salty lakes around the Mariut canal; near
the Christina ruins of Abu Mena; al Anfushy bay.
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scaldabagno; eppure entrava con lei l’odore di un buon soffritto. Annusando ad occhi
chiusi rivedevo Soad ai piedi del letto, mentre infilava le calze della nonna” (111). Oddly
enough, in Daniela’s mind, the smell of food lingering around Livia’s body is
associated—by contrast—with Soad helping Francesca getting dressed in the morning.
As Pallasmaa puts it, “A particular smell makes us unknowingly re-enter a space
completely forgotten by the retinal memory; the nostrils awaken a forgotten image and
we are enticed to enter a vivid daydream. The nose makes the eyes remember” (54). This
is what exactly Daniela experiences: her olfaction leads her to a visual memory, which
does not evoke any specific smell because, as I will explain later, there was no smell to
be associated with her grandmother house and her maid. Yet, there is a more interesting
turn because the synesthesia creates a dissonance: it prompts an odd daily moment in the
villa that does not seem to have anything in common with the smells that triggered it. In
this case the absence of the smell is as revealing as its presence because it exposes
Daniela’s perception of these two different domestic spaces. If the persistence of certain
odors differentiates the social and economic status of these women, their absence denotes
Daniela’s emotional distance from Francesca, Soad, and their domestic space. The
presence of food odors around Livia’s body hints to her working class status and it is a
symbol of her hard physical work. Conversely, the absence of any particular smell
associated with Francesca and Soad197 signals their distance from any ethnic or social
group. Being odorless also widens the distance between the world they represent and
Daniela. If Matteo and Livia’s shack has been Daniela’s refuge since the beginning of the
novel, it is because she feels more comfortable and free here than in her grandmother’s
197

Soad is a liberated slave and she is also Francesca’s favorite maid. As I will explain alter, the physical
proximity with Francesca entailed that Soad had to give up several Arab traditions that she resumes once
she goes to work for an Egyptian family.
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villa. The fact that in Livia’s house, even the most pungent smells have a pleasant effects
on Daniela show her emotional connection with this place: “l’odore piuttosto
nauseabondo del bruciaticcio non mi disgustava. Sedevo a bere il caffè latte sullo scalino
della porta . . . nella fresca corrente marina” (131). Daniela’s emotional proximity or
distance with people and places is measured through smells. She has no olfactory
memories of the villa’s interior rooms but only about its garden and the natural
environment outside, such as the smell of rain and mold, the dump leaves, the newly cut
grass, the fragrance of flowers and trees in the garden that I have already pointed out (80,
128, 20).

The Odor of the Other
When unpleasant odors are associated with people they mark the distinction
among ethnic groups. The ambivalent nature of the olfactory experience also brings to
light racial tensions and practice of spatial alienation. Rosetta Giuliani Caponetto’s work
on Fascist Hybridities198 engages in a critical discussion about the literary representation
of the Italian race in Alexandria’s Levantine context. The scholar claims that Pea and
Cialente’s narrative demonstrate their acceptance of the city as a hybrid environment,
open to ethnic diversity and multiple fluid identities. Yet, the olfactory maps that their
texts trace demonstrate the reiteration of marginalizing practices affecting the local
Egyptian community. Before discussing how Pea’s olfactory experience of the Arab
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One chapter of Rosetta Giualini Caponetto’s work on Fascist Hybridities discusses Pea and Cialente’s
representations of Alexandria Levantine community. Caponetto argues that both writers, in their fictional
works, give shape to an alternative nuanced Italian identity outside of Italy to counterbalance the
monolithic view of Fascist Italianita’ in Italian colonial Africa.
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world highlights some dynamics of racial difference, let’s focus on how he represents the
Egyptian people leaving a side the racial tensions raised by smell.
Pea’s life experience and political orientation often guide the interpretation of his
literary works privileging a humanitarian and altruistic perspective, which undeniably
finds many correspondences in his texts. Yet, this line of reasoning becomes problematic
when dealing with some racial representations. In Fascist Hybridities Giuliani Caponetto
states that the novel Rosalia (1943) can be read as an autobiographical account of Pea’s
experience in Egypt. Here, his attention to the lower classes is a key element that helps
him “to strike a delicate equilibrium between diversity and universality, and . . . [to draw]
near to the world of the Egyptian peasants or fellahin almost cautiously, in a gesture of
cultural respect” (77). There is no doubt about the author’s respect towards the Egyptian
peasants, and his honest denunciation of the miserable living conditions in which the
farmers live outside of urban centers. There is no doubt also about Pea’s ecological
sensibility towards the Egyptian environment, about his concern of Arab farmers’ blind
acceptance of Western modernity, which is destroying their agricultural system,
devastating their crops, expropriating them of their own fields to build highways, as I
have illustrated in a previous part of my work. Caponetto makes a convincing argument
when she underlines Pea’s criticism of Europeans ignorance about Egyptians language
and manners and points to the author’s incitation to foreign visitors and residents to get
closer to locals without arrogance. The scholar aptly notes that these are forms of
acceptance and adaptation “to different social realities” (77)199 which are integral part of
Pea’s humanitarian beliefs.
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This is the entire passage from Le Neppe’s speech that Caponetto quotes: “ “[…] cosa errata, la
superficiale conoscenza che gli europei hanno dell’arabo […] E qui si tratta dei sentimenti che per
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What seems to go unnoticed in Caponetto’s argument is that these good intentions
are uttered through the voice of Le Neppe, a member of the international community
residing in Egypt. Pea voices out his view of the intercultural encounter with the Arabs
through a fictitious character but there is no dialogue between Le Neppe and the local
population. A similar situation occurs also in Vita in Egitto when the author and a group
of Italian workers discuss a terrible accident in which an Arab got killed by a track
driver’s dog. Here it is the innocent voice of Pipicco, a young boy of Spanish origins that
prompts a reflection on the inequality between Arab and Europeans, and that encourage
everybody to consider them, the Arab, as human beings, not as animals. Yet, Pea’s
narrative offers only a few samples of interactions among the locals and foreigners.
Convincing examples of cultural bonding or social integration between groups are rare
too. Although his writing reflects his sensibility and respect towards the Egyptian rural
world, as Caponetto’s notes, this does not mean that actually he partakes or shares any
significant value or moment with Egyptian people except, as I will demonstrate, in his
working context.
This leads us to conclude that Pea’s multicultural environment is essentially
composed of Western immigrants or international residents. Pea’s attention is directed
towards the international community, composed by wealthy Greek Levantine, indigent
Spanish immigrants, or Italian maids, anarchists, or political refugees. Despite his
concerns about the local population and his invitation to socialize and mix with them
without prejudice, Arabs merely sit on the background of his memoirs and

conoscerli occorre tempo e familiarità con questa gente. Saper parlare la lingua e gli usi. Affratellarsi senza
albagia. Vivere, insomma. Non passare attraverso i paesi da forestiero sempre in gita. Dico anche a chi
passi europeo, pur nato e cresciuto su questo suolo. Perché è proprio così che i più rimangono stranieri alla
comunità indigena. (Pea 1984, 101)” (77-78).
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autobiographical narrative. His contacts with Egyptians are limited to a few urban
episodes in which the author is involved with a beggar, a peddler, a policeman, and other
minor destitute figures that seem to give an exotic touch to Alexandria.200 These episodic
events reinforce the marginality as well as the conventionality of the role of Egyptian
people in his narrative. They are background figures that perform predictable actions and
behave as foreigners would expect. This demonstrates that Pea’s invention of a
multicultural Alexandria only includes residents or migrants with Western or European
origins. Similarly to many literary works of other international writers, Vita in Egitto
marginalizes the Egyptian presence, which is occasionally evoked through the bad smells
it exhales.
Pea’s working environment is the only context in which he and his Arab coworkers share the same exploited condition of the proletarian class but are separated by
their body odors. In the shipyard in Ras el Tin he is in constant contact with the Arabs
working under his supervision. The description of his interactions with them illustrates
the ambiguity of olfactory perception. Along with his young friend Pipicco, he is in
charge of supervising the Arab crew repairing and maintaining a tugboat. In spite of his
hierarchal position, the spirit of collaboration that he infuses to his crew proves his
tolerance and respect for them. They sing along, they joke about the British engineer who
200

In one long section of Vita in Egitto the narrating voice describes the altruistic act of generosity of
Salomone Salama among the poor Egyptians (beggars, women, peddles) that he meets in the streets of
Alexandria. According to Pea’s anarchist friend Vasai, Salomone is “un borghese come gli altri che spende
il suo in carità” (153). Despite the noble goal of promoting social equality and the pride that the lower
strata of urban population demonstrate, these descriptions still maintain an Orientalized vision of the
Egyptian people. Here is an example:
La donna nel vedersi porgere due lire egiziane, credendosi burlata, si scostò. Rimpallo alla meglio
un po’ di nudo del bambino in un lembo della halabia, e stringata fece per allontanarsi. Salomone
saltò là infuriato: “bell’accoglienza!” Ma poi, bonariamente resterò nella mano del bimbo le due lire
egiziane. E “Said” disse “spiega a questa donna le cose, intanto che l’compagni al forno greco,
all’angolo della strada. E ordina al fornaio, per mio conto, che le dia ogni settimana un pane (158).
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is controlling the shipyard, and they teach each other words in their native language (103,
104, 105). He also recognizes the common human destiny that they all share; echoing
Ungaretti’s famous line “La morte si sconta vivendo”, he states that they are all
condemned to share the same miserable and enslaving working condition: “Condannati a
vita, a scontare la colpa di essere nati, la sorte fa grazia della catena al piede” (104).
Despite his unbiased approach to integration and his openness to cultural difference,
Pea’s stigmatization of the Arab smell can problematize his altruistic perspective. When
he reluctantly approaches the ship’s furnace to go down to check on their works, he
describes the awful stench rising from it:
Tra la poca luce annebbiata dal fumo di petrolio che fila dai lucignoli dei lumi da
sepolcreto, qualcosa viene su di irrespirabile. Fetente di nafta e di rinchiuso insieme
affiora il caldo animale: il puzzo della carne meticcia che suda . . . in questa specie
di catacomba in cui non entra aria pulita, se non la poca che può farsi strada a
ritroso dal fumo che fòra esce (pure a fatica) di qui, da questa bolgia, dove adesso
mi calo, che pute peggio che ad affacciarsi al chiusino del pozzo nero (104).
The entrance into the furnace emblematically represents his descent to a living hell
populated with real people working under the worst possible conditions. The furnace is a
dark and foggy space saturated with the filthy products of human sweat and the toxic
smells of industrial waste. Associating the human body odors with animals’ heat, Pea’s
olfactory perception emphasizes the inferiority of the Arab workers: their mixed ethnic
origins make them closer to animals than human beings. The unpleasantness of odors is a
racial divider when different groups share the same space. He provides a similar image of
a cramming small space, infested with foul odors, heat, and human presence on the verge
of bestiality when he talks about the traveling conditions of migrants leaving Egypt by
steerage (201). Despite Pea’s acceptance of cultural diversity, his smell perception
betrays hidden ethnic prejudices that do not often emerge explicitly in his work. The
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unfavorable impact that smell has in this episode, and the fact that it is one of the very
few in which the writer interacts with Arab people, show that even tolerant Pea
contributes to shape a peculiar form of multiculturalism in Alexandria: one that divides
Western people from Egyptians.
The international community responsible of creating the myth of Alexandria as a
model of tolerance and acceptance entertains sporadic contacts with the Egyptian
population, unless they need their services. When discussing Marinetti and Ungaretti’s
contributions to this image I have pointed out the limited Arab presence in their texts as
well as the conventionality of its role. In Pea’s case, I have highlighted the openness and
acceptance of his vision, which as Caponetto explains, has many traits in common with
Cialente’s Egyptian narrative. In Ballata levantina there is a significant attempt to add a
challenging Arab voice to the polyphony of this novel. Soad is in fact the only Arab
character that has a powerful voice and the right to access Francesca’s most intimate
spaces and secrets. Even though she is a maid, she represents an interesting exception to a
consolidated absence. As Francesca’s closest maid she enjoys a good degree of authority
over the other servants and over Daniela. Francesca trusts her enough to listen to her
advice; she is deeply loyal to her moody padrona, who granted her the status of liberated
slave buying her from a previous Arab owner. As Daniela bitterly notes their friendship is
rather unusual because it creates a “Terribile intimita’ quella tra lei e la nonna. . . il
potere della ex-schiava nubiana era assoluto” (17).
In discussing the Arab absence from Western narratives Fahmy points out that
odors play a key role in shaping these forms of exclusion. I argue that Soad’s presence in
the novel exemplifies dynamics of inclusion and exclusion. As long as Soad lives in
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Francesca’s household, she remains odorless, creating a stark contrast with the peculiar
fragrances that Daniela perceives around her grandmother’s friends, such as Clio who
smelled like “un miscuglio di aceto dei Sette Ladri e di bergamotto” (35), or other older
mischievous ladies who enjoy stuffing their old bosoms with jasmine flowers (18). If on
one hand the absence of any smell surrounding her, as I mentioned before, implies an
affective distance between Daniela and her, on the other, it also signals Soad’s
acceptance within Francesca’s clean and private space. As we get to know years later, to
be included Soad had to give up a part of her habits, which Francesca perceived as too
Arab and bothered her olfactory system. After Francesca’s death, when Daniela visits
Soad, she is immediately reminded of the smell of the difference: “Mi sentì avvolgere da
un lieve odore di muffa e di cucina araba, samma e cannella. Soad mi aspettava seduta sul
tappeto ai piedi del divano . . . Anche essa emanava un odore diverso da quando stava in
casa nostra; aveva certamente ripreso a bere le infusione di helba, che la nonna non le
aveva mai permesso” (136). Soad, who now works for an Egyptian family, has absorbed
new odors that Daniela re-connects with the Arab world. The scents around the house
define Soad’s new working context as primarily Egyptian. Although she may not have
the same authority she had when working for Francesca, she has now got back another
part of her freedom: the Egyptian habit of drinking helba infusions.201 Soad new odor
integrates her in the Egyptian milieu where she works; conversely, it excludes her from
the Levantine world that Daniela still represents to her eyes.

Helba or hilba, is an herb known as fenugreek (or trigonella foenum-graecum). In the past it was
widely used as a popular remedy against respiratory disease in the Mediterranean area, Middle and
Asia. In Egypt it was considered a staple of a general family medicine and it is drank as tea infusion.
201
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Daniela merely hints to hygienic concern that her grandmother had for people
drinking helba and to the social anxiety that the smell created to Francesca. But to better
comprehend the implications of helba’s smell as an ethnic olfactory marker of Arab
difference in Egypt, we need to rely on André Aciman’s memoir Out of Egypt. The
protagonist illustrates its effects quite explicitly when he explains his father’s rage
towards one of mother’s friend and maid Aziza, an avid drinker of helba. This substance
had a pungent odor and “Egyptians drank in large doses for its alleged curative properties
. . . made their bodies exude what Europeans considered a repellent, dirty odor. My father
called it une odeur d’arabe, an Arab smell, and he hated to it trapped in his shirt, his
linen, his food” (104). Because of the complex nuances of identity that this smell evokes
to the “right” noses and to illustrate how olfactory perception establishes forms of social
and racial separation, it is worth to quote the entire passage:
This odor was so unmistakable and so overwhelming that one could immediately
distinguish Westernized Egyptians, who used a strong aftershave, from those who
affected Western habits but whose minds, homes, and regiments were still steeped
in the universe of hilba. Even if an Egyptian had completely adopted Western
ways, shed his native customs to become what my grandparents called an évolué,
and wore a suit everyday, learned table manners, kissed mazmazelles’ hands
whenever he greeted them, and knew his wines, his cheeses, and the required
number of La Fontaine fables by heart, the fact that his clothes gave off the
slightest trace of that telltale scent would make one think twice about his professed
inclination for the West and suspect that not everyone in his household—himself
included—had risen above the dark, sinister underside of Arab hygiene.
But there was another reason for my father’s visceral aversion to hilba. He, like
his mother, disliked all kinds of recognizable ethnic odors, thinking that the more
Westernized a family, the more odorless its home, its clothes, its cooking (104105).
Despite the light ironic tone, the passage demonstrates the implication of olfaction
perception and the racial assumptions that the presence—or absences—of certain odors
entail. According to the young narrator’s grandmother and father, being odorless is a sign
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of social distinction and a symbol of civilization. The passage also shows how Western
social anxiety of modernity and hygiene are applied in private space and how they are
inseparable from segregation. Racial and hygienic concerns demand forms of cultural
order and space control whenever people belonging to a different ethnic group, or social
milieu, move to spaces in which they do not fit.202 Despite the presence of the same smell
the spatial transgressions taking place in Out of Egypt—Aziza’s presences in a
Westernized household203—suggest different outcomes when compared to Ballata
levantina. It is Daniela, a non-Egyptian character, that breaks the formal constrains of her
social space to venture in the Arab village and other liminal territories. To meet Soad,
Daniela enters for the first time a wealthy Egyptian private space. Her olfactory
perceptions do not provide, as Fahmy suggest, the “filthy or squalid” representation of
the Arab space that is common in Western discourse (2012). Instead, she describes the
essence of this new domestic space through odors that do not denigrate this household but
evoke the Arab olfactory world of her childhood. Even Soad’s body-odor is not repellent
and unpleasant to her nose as it is to Aciman’s young narrator’s family. Nonetheless,
Daniela perceives the difference in Soad’s scent, which stigmatizes her as the other.

In this chapter I show how Pea and Cialente’s olfactory representations of
Alexandria do not coincide with the cities outlined by Fahmy at the beginning—the
202

Not surprisingly, Khaled Fahmy resorts to the same passage to illustrate the disparaging use of odors in
defining the Arab identity and presence in Western literature. In criticizing Aciman’s use of odors, he
accuses him of finding fault in the Arabs’ essence, as to say in their own physical presence: “what is wrong
with the “Arabs”, Aciman asserts, . . . it is their very essence; their smell that makes them repugnant”.
203
The protagonist’s immediate and larger family emblematically represents the multicultural interrelation
that someone could establish in Alexandria. The maternal side of the family has Turkish origins whereas
the paternal side has a Jewish background. The family saga unfolds through out the novel alternating
intense moments to light, delirious one. Yet, the racial, social, economical tensions the young protagonist
experiences while growing up in Alexandria are a compelling example of its contradictory multicultural
environment.
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idyllic or the filthy one. Even though I argue that both Vita in Egitto and Ballata
levantina contribute, in various ways, to the Western-centric discourse on Alexandria as
an open, diverse, and accepting environment, which ignore the presence of Egyptians, I
also maintain that their olfactory experience of Arab spaces and people show the
difference of their contribution. Such difference is grounded both on the tolerant and
accepting inclination of the writers but most of all, in their attempts to take a closer
unbiased look—although from a distance—to the Arab world. If on a broader scale Pea
and Cialente’s narrative keep marginalizing the Egyptian presence in their narrative, their
olfactory perceptions do not denigrate their body—or their “essence” of being Arabic.
They do not vilify the private and public spaces where Egyptians live reducing them to
corrupted filthy places as Durell, for instance, suggested in his novels.
Although their texts do not necessarily highlight the unpleasantness of their
olfactory experiences in Alexandria, they play with the ambiguity of the olfaction to point
out the existence of urban separation and social economical differences between the
Western community and Egyptians. Their olfactory maps of Alexandria show various
forms of urban separation enacted by the international community to defend its privileged
status and to prevent dangerous cross cultural contamination with the Egyptians, like
Francesca’s household and the other mansions around Bacos, isolated within their rich
parks. Neighborhoods like Moharren Bey and Place des Consuls, but also the Arab
villages trigger multiple olfactory experiences depending not only on the subject who
perceives the smells but also on time, mobility, and other natural interventions. These
representations of Alexandria’s smellscapes go beyond Fahmy’s binary opposition
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between the idyllic city versus the degenerated one; they intertwine and overlap to create
new alternative spaces to discover.
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Conclusions

In my work I have analyzed the representations of Alexandria during the interwar
period in Marinetti, Ungaretti, Pea, and Cialente’s narratives. Inspired by Westphal’s
geocriticism and using a sensory-centered approach I have demonstrated that Il fascino
dell’Egitto, Quaderno egiziano, Vita in Egitto and Ballata levantina contribute to an
image of the city characterized by dynamics of urban separation, cultural hierarchy, and
political dominance between the international community and the local one. Rather than
using genre or literary category as a common unifier to read these texts, I have focused
on the space they represent: the city of Alexandria. The challenges that this geocritical
choice poses have required the adoption of distinctive contexts, namely Italian travel
writing, migration and colonial studies, as well as at the interdisciplinary debate about
modernity and its complex constructions.
The project establishes an Italian literary perspective on a city that welcomed
many Italian migrants already during the Risorgimento. Although the Italian invention of
Alexandria aligns with a traditional Western vision of the city in some ways, it offers new
angles that problematize this invention even further. For example, reading Pea and
Cialente’s narrative through an acoustic and olfactory lens reveals sections of the city—
like Ramleh, Bacos, Moharren Bey, Ras el Tin—that are not usually explored by other
international writers, not even by Marinetti and Ungaretti. Similarly, Marinetti and
Ungaretti engage in representations of the city that cut across different time lines: the
present of their re-encounter with the city in 1931 is intertwined with the recollections of
their past at the turn of the XX century. All the Italian writers linger on urban
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transformations that have deeply affected Alexandria cityscape and question the value of
the city’s modern turn.
Excluding select conflicts and limits that I have pointed out, the Italian writers
show that Alexandria was an exemplary context in which many Italians were generally
welcomed. Now that current patterns of translational migrations across the Mediterranean
are questioning the Italian notion of acceptance, citizenship, as well as the core of the
Italian identity itself, we need to find new ways and discuss new forms of welcoming and
integrating. As many scholars have already acknowledged, Italy cannot come to terms
with its identity crisis unless its own migrant and colonial experiences are discussed.
Also, the paradoxes of Italy’s transition from being a sending country to a receiving one,
must be analyzed under various perspectives, including those offered by literature. The
Italian writers that I have selected, with their hybrid texts and transcultural experiences,
engage with these contemporary problems. Exploring and discussing their works today is
the opportunity to keep in mind the Italian migrant and colonial past.
From an Italian literary perspective, this research presents these Italian writers
discussed together for the first time. Despite their diverse intellectual experience and
literary accomplishments and the different literary genres they utilize, I have
demonstrated that some impotrant intersections of their representations of Alexandria.
Marinetti and Ungaretti privilege a nostalgic idea of Alexandria, making it the city of
their own memory, depriving it of its present. This aspect is also emphasized by
Marinetti’s distorted meaning of touch and by Ungaretti’s obfuscated vision. Some of Pea
and Cialente’s passages reflect a similar yearning for a glorious cosmopolitan past; yet,
their representations are sharper and anchored to the contingency of the city. Even in
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their case the relevance of sound and smell situate the city into the present. Using the
senses as an investigative literary tool, I have also explored the contradictions of the
images they propose and the ideological mismatches between the authors’ political and
ideological positions and their representations, which continually marginalize members
of the city’s Arab community.
Keeping up with one the cardinal principal of geocriticism, that encourages the
adoption of hybrid, foreign but also local voices, I plan to extend this project and include
other writers. The main goal is to keep challenging the Western literary vision of
Alexandria providing more complex but also more heterogeneous representations of the
city. While deepening the parallel between the Italian authors and the canonical writers
that established Alexandria’s literary image—Durrell, Foster, Cavafy, Aciman—I also
want to add the works of international writers such as Robert Sole Le sémaphore de
Alexandrie (1994), Victor Teboul’s La lente découverte de l’étrangeté (2002) who set
their novels in the city. The most significant inclusion would come from the many
Egyptian voices which I have briefly mentioned in these chapters; for instance Nobel
Prize Naguib Mahafouz’s modernist novel Miramar (1978), Edward el Kharrat’s
autobiographical novels The City of Saffron (1986) and Girls of Alexandria (1993),
Ibrahim Abdel Meguid’s novel No One Sleeps in Alexandria (1999) as well as the
contribution of female voices with Ahdaf Soueif’s collection of short stories Sandpiper
(1996) and Esther Zimmerly Hardman’s memoir From Camp Caesar to Cleopatra’s Pool
(2008). This female section could be further enriched with other Italian writers such as
Annie Messina, Amalia Nizzoli, and Annie Vivanti’s book to assess the gaze and the
experience of transcultural women writers such as those that I have mentioned.
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Currently, I am already working on expanding some sections of my study into a
digital project dedicated to Alexandria’s fascinating historical and urban development
and to its cosmopolitan environment. My goal is to create an interactive map of the city’s
historical landmarks and neighborhoods as presented by foreign and local voices (Italian,
French, British, Greek, Jewish, and most of all, Egyptian). Using different media (oral
narratives, written texts, images, but also videos, and urban sound recordings) I aim to
digitally capture the city’s diverse, fragmented, and fluid identity. The interdisciplinary
nature of this project, that once again reflects a geocritical approach, will make it a
flexible tool to be deployed in cross-cultural research because it can be implemented with
material coming from various disciplines (geography, history, art history, economics,
classics, architecture, photography, cinema).
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